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Abstract 
 

The mining of elements such as copper, gold, rare earths, and uranium is an essential part of 

modern society, providing the raw materials for a wide range of applications in technology, 

industry, medicine, and energy supply. However, the extraction of these and other resources 

may cause harm to human and environmental health through the mobilisation of 

contaminants, including naturally occurring radionuclides.  

Phosphate mineral phases have been researched as a method of immobilising contaminants 

including lead, radium, and uranium as natural analogues demonstrate that these metals can 

be stably incorporated into phosphate minerals over geological timescales and across varying 

pH, redox, and chemical conditions. Previous research has indicated that phosphate 

biominerals (produced via the microbial hydrolysis of organic phosphate compounds) may be 

more sustainable and more efficient at immobilising contaminants than sourcing phosphate 

minerals from mined phosphate rock.  

This PhD has investigated the applications of phytate – a common plant waste product – as a 

phosphate donor. Experiments have been performed with different microorganisms 

(Aspergillus niger and Blastobotrys adeninivorans) and purified phytate-degrading enzymes in 

batch solution and solid matrices to understand the opportunities and challenges associated 

with using phytate as a precursor for phosphate minerals.  

Both microorganisms tested were able to grow and hydrolyse phytate at environmentally 

relevant temperatures, an essential property for in situ remediation strategies, and both were 

able to use the low cost carbon source starch for growth. Experiments within solid substrates 

established that phosphate biomineralization occurs readily in the presence of a sandy matrix, 

but that challenges related to the interactions between phytic acid and mineral phases such 

as kaolinite need to be addressed when considering more complex solid media.  

Furthermore, it is established that phosphate phases that are insoluble under acidic 

conditions are suitable targets for phosphate biomineralization – this is demonstrated for 

lanthanum and lead phosphate, and hypothesised to also be true for uranium – which makes 

this process a highly promising method for the treatment of acidic, uranium-contaminated 

mine wastes.   
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Chapter 1  

Introduction and Literature Review 
 

1.0 Background information 

The biogeochemical cycling of phosphorus is of interest due to the importance of phosphorus 

as a key macronutrient, the negative impacts of eutrophication, and the potential applicability 

of phosphate minerals to the remediation of contaminated environments immobilisation. Up 

to 80% of phosphorus in soils may be present in an organic form and, of this fraction, as much 

as 60% may be present as the compound phytate (1–3). Phytate is also abundant in plant 

matter as a phosphorus reserve and may account for 60–90% of the total phosphorus in seeds 

(4–9).  

As phytate is not bioavailable, it must be hydrolysed to release inorganic phosphate ions for 

uptake by living organisms; this is achieved through the action of phytate-degrading enzymes 

known as phytases (10). This transfer of phosphate between inorganic and organic forms (such 

as phytate) is an important component of the geochemical cycling of phosphorus (2). Recently, 

interest has emerged in harnessing this naturally occurring process to induce the formation 

of phosphate minerals; this may occur when inorganic phosphate is released in the presence 

of sufficient quantities of metals such as calcium or uranium (11).  

Phosphates, including apatite group minerals (Ca10(PO4)6(OH,F,Cl)2), rare earth element 

phosphates such as monazite (Ce,La,Nd,Th)PO4), uranium phosphates such as autunite 

(Ca(UO2)2(PO4)2.10–12H2O), and phosphate glasses, have a widely recognised potential for the 

remediation of radioactive and non-radioactive contaminants. Natural analogues of these 

materials are known to be stable over geological timescales (12–15). Phosphates, including 

apatites, are also able to buffer acidic solutions, which is a desirable property for waters 

impacted by acid mine drainage (AMD) (13). Therefore, this research is focused on the use of 

phytate as a precursor for the biologically induced formation of phosphate minerals and the 

application of this process to the remediation of waters and solids contaminated by naturally 

occurring radioactive material (NORM). 
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Naturally occurring radioactivity is ubiquitous in the environment in the form of terrestrial and 

cosmogenic radionuclides. Cosmogenic radionuclides are those produced by the interaction 

of stable isotopes with cosmic radiation, while terrestrial radionuclides are those which 

naturally form a part of the Earth’s geological environment and include primordial 

radionuclides (i.e. those that have been part of the Earth since its formation), and any of their 

radioactive decay products (16). 

Where human activities create the potential for these naturally occurring radionuclides to 

cause harm to human or environmental health by being disturbed or mobilised they are 

classified as NORM (17). Where human activities lead to the concentration of NORM being 

artificially increased they are then classified as technologically enhanced naturally occurring 

materials (TENORM) (16,18). In general, NORM and TENORM is terrestrial in origin and is 

associated with uranium-238 (~99.3% of natural uranium), thorium-232 (~99.98% of natural 

thorium), and the isotopes of their respective decay chains (16). Other radionuclides such as 

uranium-235 (~0.7% of natural uranium), members of its decay chain, and potassium-40 

(~0.01% of natural potassium) may be relevant under certain circumstances (19). Cosmogenic 

radionuclides are usually not significant within the context of NORM, nor are the various other 

terrestrial radionuclides that exist (18,19). 

There are many different industrial activities that may lead to environmental contamination 

by NORM and TENORM, but the most significant and wide ranging are related to the mining 

and processing of metal and mineral resources (16,17,20–22). Thorium and uranium are 

widespread in geological environments (with average crustal concentrations of 6 mg/kg and 

1.8 mg/kg respectively) (23) and often co-occur alongside many resources essential for human 

society. Uranium, and to a lesser extent thorium, are also themselves resources. The invasive 

techniques used in mining have the potential to mobilise radionuclides, processing operations 

may lead to enhanced concentrations within waste streams, while in some cases, 

radionuclides may also remain with the final processed product. 

The radioactivity of NORMs is typically low in comparison to the wastes associated with, for 

example, nuclear power generation and weapons usage but may be large in volume and 

spread over wide geographic areas (16). The type of contamination and how it moves through 

the environment will be related to the nature of the geological deposit being mined, the 

mining and processing operations used, and the level of care taken in managing wastes. 
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Contaminated media may include waste storage/disposal sites (including tailings ponds and 

waste rock piles), surface and subsurface soils and rocks, the critical (unsaturated) zone, and 

surface- and groundwaters (21). The physical form of contaminants may be solid, colloidal, 

liquid, or gaseous, while the hazards posed include radioactivity, chemical toxicity, extreme 

(low) pH values, and physical hazards (e.g. landslides and flooding). The contamination of 

water is a particularly important issue: water is an essential resource for all living organisms 

and plays a critical role in the mobility of contaminants by acting as a physical transport 

medium, as a solvent, and as a medium within which other chemical reactions may take place 

(17,24). 

A wide range of treatment technologies exist, the choice of which in any particular context 

depends on a range of factors, such as: type of contamination, nature of contaminated media, 

extent of contamination, type of site and industry, potential for recovering valuable materials, 

cost and available funds, regulatory requirements, government and/or industry policy, and 

public acceptability (22). Remediation technologies usually rely on isolating a contaminant 

from the environment by either containing or removing the source term (21,22,25). Removal 

techniques may be cost, energy, and time-intensive, and there is a growing interest in the 

development of low cost, passive, in situ containment techniques. 

This chapter begins by summarising the range of resource extraction industries that may 

produce NORM wastes or contamination. This is followed by an outline of typical mining 

operations, the types of wastes produced, and the main potential sources of contamination. 

Common strategies for treating (or preventing) contamination are then reviewed, with a focus 

the use of phosphate-based materials. Finally, the principles of phosphate biomineralization 

are introduced, and the potential advantages and challenges of using phytic acid as a 

phosphate donor are highlighted. 

1.1 Outline of industries that may produce NORM 

1.1.1 Uranium 

Past and present uranium mining operations exist on every inhabited continent, with the 

majority of current production supplied by Kazakhstan, Canada, and Australia (17,20,26,27). 

As of 2013, the world’s total inventory of uranium mine tailings was estimated to be over 2 
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million tonnes, and is distributed across Africa (46%), Europe (21%), North America (19%), 

Asia (11%), Australia (3%), and South America (0.1%) (27,28). 

Issues of contamination may be particularly prominent at legacy sites where little 

consideration was given to waste management and environmental impacts and the mine 

operator no longer exists  (22). Major legacies exist in regions such as Saxony, Germany 

(21,22,29,30), Ontario and Saskatchewan in Canada (12,20,26,31–33), Australia (20,30,34,35), 

regions (particularly Arizona, Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming) across the USA 

(21,26,30,36–40), Minas Gerais in Brazil (41,42), the Central Asian countries of Kazakhstan, 

Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan (43), and the African countries of the Democratic 

Republic of the Congo, Malawi, Namibia, Niger (20,27,44–46). 

As uranium separation and recovery processes will usually not be selective for other co-

occurring radionuclides such as thorium and radium, uranium mine tailings will still contain 

radioactivity (21,22). Additionally, early mining technologies had poor extraction and 

separation efficiencies which meant that relatively high concentrations of uranium remained 

in waste tailings (21). 

1.1.2 Radium and thorium 

Current practical applications of radium and thorium isotopes are limited to select medical 

(for radium) and industrial (for thorium) contexts (17,47). However, their use during the early 

twentieth century was much more widespread (21,30,47,48), with associated lasting legacies 

(for example, Portugal, the UK, and Olen in Belgium, where around half of the world’s supply 

of radium was handled) (17,21,49–52). These legacy sites are associated with many of the 

same issues as legacy uranium mining sites, in terms of being poorly characterised sites where 

there had been a lack of forethought given to waste containment during operations (50–52). 

1.1.3 Gold 

Gold deposits often contain high levels of uranium (47,53). This has been well researched in 

the Witwatersrand and Wonderfonteinspruit regions of South Africa, where uranium has 

sometimes been extracted as a by-product and sometimes been disposed as waste (20,24,53–

56). These regions are in close proximity to major population areas (including Johannesburg) 

and the water- and air-borne spread of radionuclides are considered to pose significant public 

health challenges (57–60,44,30). The total inventory of South African gold mine tailings has 
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been estimated to be around 6 billion m3 in volume (17) or 7 billion tonnes in mass (27,58). 

The mass of tailings associated with non-uranium producing gold mines in South Africa has 

been estimated to be an order of magnitude larger than the mass associated with the mines 

that have extracted uranium (27,28,58). Other regions where NORM contamination may be 

associated with gold mining include the Jacobina and Carajás regions in Brazil, the Copper Belt 

of Arizona in the USA, and Cuba (17,53). 

1.1.4 Rare Earth Elements 

Rare earth elements (REEs) are a group of elements consisting of the lanthanides plus 

scandium and yttrium and are important for a range of industrial processes (16,61,62). Many 

of the important REE minerals, such as xenotime (YPO4), monazite ((Ce,La,Nd,Th)PO4), and 

bastnäsite ((Ce,La)(CO3)F), contain relatively high concentrations of radionuclides including 

thorium and uranium which may either be co-extracted or transferred to the waste residues 

(16,17,19,47,61–64). 

While the majority of REE mining takes place in China (61,62), the most notable issues of 

radiological contamination connected with the mining and/or processing of REE ores have 

been reported in Malaysia (17,65–70). REE wastes in the USA have also been reported as 

containing thorium and uranium levels above recommended limits (16), with the cost of waste 

disposal an important factor limiting further mining/production of REEs (66). 

1.1.5 Other resources 

A wide range of other resources may also be associated with NORM wastes and contamination. 

These include aluminium, beryllium, coal, copper, fluorite (CaF2), geothermal energy 

production, iron, lead, molybdenum, nickel, niobium, oil and gas production, potassium, 

phosphorus, silver, sulfuric acid, tantalum, tin, titanium, tungsten, vanadium, zinc, and 

zirconium (16,17,19–21,38,47,48,53,56,71–78). In general, the level of radioactivity and 

radionuclides present will be highly dependent on the nature of the geological formation 

being mined (16,17). 

1.1.6 Summary 

While the radioactivity of wastes associated with NORM-producing industries is typically low, 

the volumes can be considerable (17,38,47). Additionally, the processes involved in mining 

may make the NORM wastes more available to the biosphere (17). Also, many legacy NORM-
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producing mines have similar issues including a lack of funds being allocated to clean-up 

operations at the initiation of the project and relating to the fact that the operating company 

may no longer exist and therefore the responsibility for clean-up is unclear (17,19,22,30,79). 

Data are not always available to judge the scale of the issues (79). For example, Abdelouas (26) 

provided estimates of the volumes of uranium mine tailings in various parts of the world 

(ranging from 0.03 million m3 in China, India, and Japan to over 200 million m3 in Kazakhstan) 

but indicated that no data for Argentina, Kyrgyzstan, or any country in Africa were available. 

The data presented by the WISE Uranium Project (28) appear to be slightly more 

comprehensive, but a number of countries (particularly in Africa) are marked as not having 

data available (it is also not clear what primary sources have been used when collecting the 

data). However, data on NORM wastes generated by uranium mining operations are much 

more readily available and reliable than for other industries that are not connected to the 

nuclear fuel cycle (80). For some resources, such as iron, it has been highlighted that not all 

major producers report data on the levels of radioactivity present in their processes or wastes 

(17). The lack of data regarding the scale of NORM contamination, particularly in developing 

countries, is a major research gap (17). 

1.2 Outline of mining operations and routes of contamination 

Of the resources describe above, the NORM issues in the oil and gas industries and in 

geothermal energy production are significantly different from the other industries and are 

beyond the scope of this project. Of the other resources described, the processes and 

potential routes of contamination are similar enough that they can be grouped together, 

although due to the greater availability of data (at least with regards to radioactive 

contamination), the primary focus of the project is uranium mining. 

The main methods of resource extraction relevant to the production of NORM wastes and 

contamination are surface (open pit) mining, underground mining, placer deposit mining, 

heap leaching, and in situ leaching (ISL) (17,20–22,47,61). 

“Traditional” open pit and underground mining methods are important for most of the 

resources listed above, including aluminium, coal, copper, gold, REEs, and uranium 

(20,61,76,78,81). 
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In contrast, ISL and placer deposit mining techniques are restricted to more specific resources. 

ISL is important for elements including uranium (20), REEs (61), and copper (78). Placer 

deposits, meanwhile, are important for gold, REEs, thorium, tin, titanium, and zirconium 

(17,53,61,81). 

Heap leaching is typically performed in conjunction with open pit or underground mining, 

where low grade ores are subject to biological or chemical leaching mechanisms to recover 

the resource of interest. Heap leaching is important for metals such as copper and uranium 

(20,22,78,82). 

 

Figure 1.1 Generic overview of operations (black), wastes (red), and potential contamination 

issues (blue) associated with mining industries. AMD = acid mine drainage. 

 

Figure 1.1 shows a flow chart indicating typical operations, wastes, and contamination 

streams associated with mining operations, although slight variations will occur depending on 

the process. The life cycle of mines generally consists of four stages: prospecting and 

exploration, development of the mine/mine site, exploitation (i.e. extraction, milling, and 

further processing), and finally site closure (81). Each stage may generate wastes and 

potential pathways for the spread of contamination, although modern techniques mean that 

contamination associated with the exploration stage is low (22). 

After identifying a mineable deposit, the mine must be developed. For most operations, aside 

from placer deposit mining, this will include the use of invasive techniques to allow the 
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orebody to be accessed and exploited. This involves the stripping of overburden for open pit 

mines (20,81), the excavation of openings for underground mines (81), and the drilling of 

boreholes for ISL (22). These operations produce waste solids (overburden or excavated rock 

for open pit and underground mines (22,81) or drilling wastes for ISL (22)) and waste waters 

(from dewatering of open pit and underground mine areas below the water table (22,81,83) 

and extracted water for ISL (22)). Potential contamination issues associated with this stage 

may include the generation of AMD (17,21,22,24,78), spillage/leakage of stored waste water 

(22), dust generation (21,22), release of radon gas and γ-ray emitting radionuclides (21,22), 

dispersal of contaminants from waste rock piles into the environment by erosion/rainfall (22), 

or the creation of hydraulic shortcuts during excavation/drilling (22). 

Once developed, exploitation of the mine can begin. For the “traditional” mining operations 

based upon the extraction of solids, a pre-sorting stage to separate ore from waste gangue 

material will produce waste solids (22). Contamination issues associated with these waste 

solids are similar to those associated with waste solids produce during the initial excavation 

of the mine. For ISL, contamination can be associated with the incomplete recovery of 

injected leaching solutions and solubilised contaminants (20,22) and plumes of contaminated 

water extending beyond the boundary of the producing wells (17). 

Following extraction of the ore, milling or beneficiation processes are required to separate 

the resource from the waste; this typically occurs close to the site of extraction (84). Milling 

processes are generally similar for different mining processes, although ISL does not require 

the crushing/grinding steps that solid-based mining techniques use to separate the resource 

of interest from gangue materials (22). The intermediate processing steps performed during 

milling are typically not important sources of contamination, but the treatment and disposal 

of wastes produced poses significant challenges (24). Waste waters may either be treated to 

produce clean water than can be discharged and waste solids that need to be disposed 

(20,22,85) or stored in evaporation ponds to allow the water to gradually evaporate away, 

leaving contaminated waste solids behind (17,74). The waste solids generated in milling 

processes and water treatment are typically stored together as “tailings” in engineered ponds 

or mined-out pits where they are contained by dams (20,22,85). 

In general, the radioactivity of mine or mill tailings will be similar to the ore, particularly where 

radionuclides have not been co-extracted or in older uranium mining operations where 
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extraction efficiencies were low (17,21,27,38). These tailings may be significant sources of 

contamination. AMD, radon exhalation, dust dispersal, seepage/leakage into surface and 

groundwaters, geotechnical failures, and the unauthorised use of materials in construction 

are all potentially important pathways for the dispersal of contaminants into the environment 

(16,17,21,22,82,85–88). 

Further processing as indicated in figure 1.1 may include processes such as smelting (e.g. for 

copper (20,53,78)) or enrichment (for uranium (53,80)). These operations typically occur 

away from the mining and milling sites and are not explicitly considered in this project. 

Once the orebody has been exhausted, mines enter the decommissioning and closure phase. 

Modern mines are expected to account for decommissioning in the planning stages but for 

the majority of human history this has not occurred, and this has contributed towards legacies 

(22,81). For surface and underground mines, decommissioning operations may include 

backfilling of the mined-out areas (17), flooding of the underground mine areas (22), and 

taking steps to try and ensure the stability of the waste rock piles and tailings dams (20,22). 

For ISL mines, the aim is usually to restore groundwater to a baseline established prior to the 

beginning of operations (17,20). The extraction and injection wells used during operation will 

be used during the remediation process (20). Once this process is complete, the wells are 

sealed or capped (20). If these steps are not performed effectively, contamination may arise. 

To summarise, mining operations create solid and liquid wastes through a variety of processes 

that, if not properly handled, may act as sources of contamination. In addition, the 

disturbance of orebodies during the mining processes may lead to the generation of 

contamination through AMD or (in ISL) by the incomplete recovery of leaching solutions. Due 

to the large volumes relative to other wastes, the mine tailings associated with open pit and 

underground mining operations are the primary focus of the project. 

Contaminants may be transported by surface waters, groundwater, or by airborne routes 

(16,20–22,89). Airborne routes may transport contaminants over large distances (e.g. 

elevated uranium concentrations, linked to Australian mining operations, have been detected 

in Antarctica (90)) but are beyond the scope of this project. Factors relating to human 

intrusion and the inappropriate use of contaminated solids in construction (17,53) are also 

not considered, as these are sociopolitical challenges rather than 
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technological/environmental ones. This project is focused on efficient treatment methods for 

liquid and solid wastes, specifically, chemical immobilisation techniques that can prevent or 

limit the spreading of contamination through aqueous pathways. 

While recent years have seen an increased level of importance placed on the remediation of 

former mine sites, their long-term successful rehabilitation remains a considerable challenge 

(30). Additionally, public confidence in in situ containment or immobilisation strategies is low 

compared to strategies that remove the waste and dispose of it elsewhere (17). Developing 

improved methods of stabilising mining wastes is an important component of addressing this 

issue. 

1.3 Current methods for the stabilisation/remediation of mine tailings 

Current methods for the treatment of wastes/contamination can be categorised in several 

ways: according to the physical state of the contaminated media (solid, liquid, or 

gaseous/airborne), the level of intervention required (active, semi-passive, passive, or non-

intervention), the location of treatment (ex-situ or in-situ), or the location of disposal (dilute 

and disperse, removal and disposal in a constructed repository, or containment) (17). 

Active, ex-situ treatments (e.g. ion exchange or reverse osmosis) are useful for wastes which 

are relatively well contained, but high costs and low efficiencies associated with recovering 

the contaminated media (e.g. dig and treat or pump and treat strategies) limit the applicability 

of these treatments to large scale contaminated areas (17,52,91–93). Non-intervention or 

dilute and disperse-based strategies are generally not considered appropriate for inorganic 

or radioactive contaminants (17,22,59,94), and the complete removal of contaminated land 

is usually only considered in extreme circumstances (e.g. the Moab uranium mine tailings site 

in Utah, USA where the tailings had to be relocated due to the threat of erosion from the 

Colorado river (21,22)). In general, however, transport of mine tailings away from the tailings 

impoundment is considered to be too expensive and a greater source of health, safety, and 

environmental risks than if the wastes remain in situ (19,52). 

Therefore, for the large areas covered by mine sites and mine tailings in situ containment 

strategies have received a lot of interest (21,22,79,91,95–98). Containment strategies can 

attempt to address contamination either at the site where the contamination is generated 

(i.e. source area treatment) or downstream from where the contamination is generated (e.g. 
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through the construction of surface or subsurface barriers). Modern mining operations 

typically require waste management to be considered from the start allowing containment 

measures to be built into the tailings, but this was not always performed for legacy sites 

(19,22). 

The stabilisation and remediation of mine tailings is a complex and multi-stage process, 

involving auxiliary tasks such as comprehensive planning, record keeping, and long-term 

monitoring (19,79,97). The processes directly involved in remediation can be grouped 

according to three key aspects: the chemical immobilisation of contaminants, physical 

stabilisation and containment of the tailings, and the longer-term rehabilitation of the site. 

As with nuclear waste disposal, a multi-barrier approach is considered desirable to minimise 

the release of any contaminants into the surrounding environment (19). 

The engineering strategies involved in the physical stabilisation of the tailings are well 

researched and established, and are critical to minimising the risks of devastating tailings 

dams failures (e.g. (99)). These processes may include dewatering of the tailings, and the 

construction of multi-layered capping, bottom liners, and subsurface barriers (79,98). The 

longer-term rehabilitation of the site may involve re-vegetation, landscaping, or redeveloping 

the site for alternative land uses (79,98,100). Clearly, this can only proceed once physical and 

chemical stabilisation techniques have been shown to be effective. 

This project is focused on the chemical immobilisation component, as keeping contaminants 

in a chemically stable form may be critical for ensuring the long-term performance of 

remediation strategies. Chemical immobilisation may involve the pre-conditioning of wastes 

prior to disposal at the tailings site, the direct mixing of treatment materials into 

contaminated media, or the incorporation of treatment materials into surface or subsurface 

barriers (17,21,22,38,79,91). 

The mechanisms of chemical immobilisation are similar for ex situ or in situ remediation 

approaches (17). The fundamental principle is to transform mobile, soluble contaminants into 

immobile, insoluble, passive forms (19,96). Mechanisms may include sorption, ion exchange, 

precipitation, redox manipulation, pH manipulation, or vitrification (13,17,21,25). Commonly 

used materials include aluminium or iron-based materials, activated carbon, cement, clay 

minerals, gypsum, lime, geopolymers, organic polymers, water glass (sodium silicate), zeolites, 
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and apatites (13,17,21,38,52,91). Bioremediation strategies involve the use of plants, fungi, 

or microorganisms to induce chemical changes to make the previously described processes 

more favourable or to manufacture materials that can then immobilise contaminants through 

abiotic mechanisms (21,101–104). 

Immobilisation of uranium has often focused on the reduction of the more soluble U(VI) to 

the less soluble U(IV) oxidation state. U(IV) minerals such as uraninite (UO2) are known to 

have an extremely low solubility (47,105), and uranium reduction can be readily achieved 

through chemical or biological mechanisms (21,25,38). However, for the long-term 

stabilisation of uranium, there is concern that reduced uranium could be re-oxidised to the 

more mobile U(VI) oxidation state (38). Maintaining reducing conditions under shallow earth 

conditions, as would be found at most tailings repositories, is likely to be challenging (91). 

Additionally, while reducing conditions can limit uranium mobility, they may increase the 

mobility of other elements such as iron, arsenic, radium, and thorium (25,38,52,106,107). 

Methods based on increasing pH (e.g. by lime or limestone addition) are widely used due to 

low costs of the raw materials, their effective ability to neutralise acid mine drainage, and the 

induced precipitation of hydroxide minerals potentially able to sorb contaminants (21). 

However, above pH 6.5 and in the presence of carbonate, the formation of highly soluble 

uranyl carbonate complexes may increase uranium mobility (21,47,105). Lime-precipitated 

solids may also have undesirable physical properties in terms of having a gel-like consistency 

and high water contents (108). 

For some materials, particularly organic polymers, their long-term stability is unknown (17). 

This is also true for barium-radium sulfate coprecipitates (52), uranium sorbed to zero-valent 

iron corrosion products (109), and passive techniques such as constructed wetlands and 

phytoremediation (52). Also, the usage of some materials may be limited by the volumes of 

material requiring treatment (particularly for organic polymers) (17). 

The suitability of vitrification, particularly for in situ remediation strategies, is limited by the 

potential volatilisation of contaminants such as lead-210, polonium-210 and mercury (17). 

Therefore, phosphate-based remediation strategies have become an attractive alternative. 

While not appropriate at every site, there is considerable evidence that under the right 

conditions, phosphate can alleviate many of the limitations and concerns highlighted above. 
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1.4 Phosphate-based remediation strategies 

Phosphorus is the tenth most abundant element in the Earth’s crust and predominantly exists 

in the +5 oxidation state as derivatives of the orthophosphate (PO4
3-) anion (110,111). The 

phosphate ion has a tendency to form low solubility phases with polyvalent cations (111) and 

phosphate minerals are ubiquitous in geological environments (110). These minerals are 

known to accumulate high levels of metals including lead, REEs, thorium, and uranium, and 

phosphate has been suggested to control the solubility of these elements in natural systems 

(110–114). 

In fact, almost every element on the periodic table can be incorporated into phosphate phases 

– at least in trace amounts (110) – and this has led to phosphate minerals being identified as 

suitable materials for immobilisation of a wide range of radioactive and non-radioactive 

contaminants (95,112,114–117). Minerals such as calcium apatite (Ca10(PO4)3(F,Cl,OH)2) are 

particularly promising due to the wide range of possible substitutions (114) including many 

radionuclides, their low solubility across a wide range of pH values and chemical conditions, 

their ability to self-anneal radiation damage (116) and their stability against geological 

weathering (12) across geological timescales (13,14). Similar observations have been made of 

the rare earth (REE) phosphate minerals (general formula REEPO4.xH2O, including monazite, 

xenotime, and rhabdophane) (14,118–120) and the uranyl (U(VI)) phosphate minerals in the 

autunite group (M(UO2)2(PO4)2.8–12H2O where M is a divalent or two monovalent cations) 

(15). 

In addition to the long-term geological stability of phosphates, there is also evidence that 

uranium immobilised by phosphate minerals such as hydroxyapatite is stable against short-

term seasonal fluctuations in saturation and redox conditions (121). It is noteworthy that 

uranium complexed to phosphate is insoluble in both the U(IV) and U(VI) oxidation states 

(104). 

Phosphate-based strategies have been demonstrated to offer diverse engineering 

mechanisms, from non-invasive methods to more active technologies (116,122). The 

phosphate may be supplied directly as a solid or in a liquid, water-soluble form allowing 

precipitation to take place in situ (112,116). 
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Not every site or waste stream is a suitable target for phosphate-based strategies – 

particularly if there are high concentrations of arsenic, selenium, or organic carbon-bound 

thorium (95,123–125), competing cations/high salinity (126–128), high carbonate alkalinity 

(109,129), or high pH values (130,131). However, at least some of these issues can be 

addressed through careful choice of the phosphate source used (128,132–135) and the 

engineering strategy employed (136). Furthermore, for sites characterised by low pH values 

and/or oxidising conditions, phosphate immobilisation remains a highly promising option 

(38). 

Once a site has been established as a suitable target for phosphate amendments, the principle 

limitations may include high costs of synthetically prepared phosphate sorbents (133,137) 

and the variable properties of naturally sourced rock phosphate (91,138–140). Also, 

phosphate supplied in a soluble form may precipitate too quickly to effectively incorporate 

contaminants (137), and this may also lead to the clogging of injection wells if using an 

injection-based strategy (129), while the release of phosphate from rock phosphate may be 

too slow to capture contaminants (137,141). Furthermore, there are concerns regarding 

supply, price instability, and contamination associated with the mining of phosphate rock 

(116,142,143). One option that may be able to address many of these concerns is the use of 

phosphate biominerals. 

1.5 Phosphate biomineralization strategies 

Biomineralization is the process by which living organisms induce chemical changes which 

make the precipitation of mineral phases more favourable (144,145) and the use of 

phosphate biominerals has emerged as a promising method of sourcing phosphates.  

Phosphate biominerals may be acquired from a range of source or produced by a versatile 

range of mechanisms and are considered to have advantages over abiotically sourced or 

produced equivalents (i.e. mined directly from geological deposits or chemically synthesised). 

These advantages include potential cost savings, efficiency improvements, sustainability 

improvements, and novel engineering mechanisms (11,13,102,103,137). 

There are two main options for the sourcing and/or production of phosphate biominerals: the 

use of waste animal teeth and bones or the induced formation by microorganisms, fungi, 

and/or plants. 
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1.5.1 Animal teeth and bones 

The most widely researched phosphate biomineral is biogenic hydroxyapatite, a poorly-

crystalline, carbonate-substituted form of hydroxyapatite which is synthesised by vertebrate 

animals as the major inorganic component of their teeth and bones (114).  Bone apatite from 

fish (13,127,129,146–150), mammals (149,151), and non-specific bonemeal (109,137,152) 

can be sourced as a waste product from animal processing industries and has been applied to 

various contaminated sites. Most notably, the patented Apatite IITM, derived from fish bones, 

has been commercially applied at mining impacted sites for the sequestration of cadmium, 

lead, and zinc and at US Department of Energy sites for the immobilisation of uranium and 

plutonium (13,147). 

In some studies, bone apatites have been heat treated to remove organics and alter the 

structure of the material (109,127,150,151,153), while in others, the presence of organic 

matter was considered desirable to support contaminant immobilisation (13). 

Limitations of animal-sourced biominerals include that their performance may be variable 

(146) and that engineering options may be limited by these materials only being available in 

a solid form. 

1.5.2 Biologically induced precipitation of phosphate minerals 

The use of waste animal bones involves sourcing materials that have been pre-formed. An 

alternative approach is deliberately using biological processes to induce the formation of 

phosphate minerals. This may involve the accumulation of inorganic phosphate (154–157), 

induced pH changes (158–161), induced redox potential changes (104,162), biological cells 

providing crystal nucleation sites (161–164), degradation of complexing agents such as citric 

acid (165), the release of phosphate from highly insoluble phosphate minerals (141,166,167), 

the release of cellular phosphate (163,164,168–173), or the enzymatically-mediated release 

of phosphate from organic phosphate compounds (11). 
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of phosphate biomineral formation (note that the speciation of the 

hydrolysed phosphate will be pH dependent). Mx+ and Ay– represent cations (e.g. Ca2+ or 

UO2
2+) and anions (e.g. OH–, Cl–) that may precipitate with the released phosphate. R 

represents an organic molecule. 

 

The enzymatically-mediated release of phosphate from organic phosphate compounds is the 

most widely researched process of induced phosphate biomineralization for the 

immobilisation of heavy metal and radioactive contaminants. Enzymes known as 

phosphatases catalyse the hydrolysis of organic phosphate compounds – this releases 

inorganic phosphate which, under appropriate conditions, may precipitate out of solution 

with metals such as calcium or uranium (figure 1.2) (11). 

The majority of early work on the phosphatase-mediated precipitation of metals Serratia sp. 

N14 (referred to in literature prior to the year 2000 as a strain of Citrobacter) and used 

glycerol 2-phosphate (C3H9O6P) as an organic phosphate source (174–180). Further work has 

demonstrated that a range of bacteria (11,181–183), fungi (181,184,185), plants (186), 

stimulated mixed microbial consortia (104,187,188), and purified enzymes (189) are capable 

of carrying out this process. A wide range of phosphate donor molecules have also been 

considered, including glycerol phosphates (104,177,181,183–185,187,190–199), phytate 

(182,185,188,200–203), other sugar phosphates (177,204), p-nitrophenyl phosphate 

(177,205,206,189), RNA (207–210), and trialkyl phosphates (177). 

Using the phosphatase-mediated process, many different contaminant phosphate phases or 

potential host phases/sorbent materials have been produced. To date, researchers have 

demonstrated the precipitation of phosphate with cadmium (189,206), calcium (apatites) 

(103,128,201,211–216), chromium (189,206), cobalt (189,206), copper (205,217), lanthanum 

(218–220), lead (202,203), manganese (189), nickel (189,206,217), uranium 
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(104,180,181,183–185,187,188,190–195,198,199,218–226), zinc (189,217), and zirconium 

(197,226,227). 

Therefore, the induced precipitation of phosphate minerals via the phosphatase catalysed 

hydrolysis of organic phosphate compounds is a versatile method of producing a wide range 

of phosphate minerals. In addition to potential cost savings, there are a number of other 

potential advantages associated with this process. Biogenic hydroxyapatite has been 

demonstrated to have a higher uptake of contaminants, such as uranium, which is linked to 

the production of a poorly crystalline material with a high specific surface area and a range of 

different sites for the incorporation of contaminants (103,214,215). For in situ precipitation 

techniques, the slower rates of biomineralization may allow greater control over the reaction 

time and precipitation location compared to purely chemical methods (160,187). 

Therefore, the biologically induced precipitation of phosphate minerals may be able to 

combine the advantages of chemical synthesis procedures (i.e. control over the production of 

the material) with the advantages of naturally sourced phosphate products (i.e. low costs and 

low energy requirements). 

Despite a promising body of research that spans forty years, there has been relatively little 

industrial application of phosphate biomineralization procedures. One of the key limitations 

identified is the relatively high cost of the glycerol phosphate compounds often used in proof-

of-principle studies (11,177). A range of alternatives have been proposed, but the most 

promising appears to be phytate (11,177), and therefore, this project focuses on the use of 

phytate as a phosphate donor. 
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1.6 Chemistry of phytate and its usage as a substrate for biomineralization 

 

Figure 1.3 Structure of phytic acid (8,228). 

 

Phytic acid (C6H18O24P6), referred to phytate in salt form, is the common name for myo-

inositol hexakisphosphate (figure 1.3). Note that three other stereoisomers also exist in 

nature (neo-, scyllo-, and D-chiro-), but for practical purposes only the myo- form is important 

(1,8,229). Phytate is a common form of organic phosphate in soils and plant matter (1,4,6–

9,230) and can be extracted from a range of plant waste products at low cost, which is an 

attractive property for environmental remediation purposes (11,230–237). Most research 

into the chemistry of phytate has occurred within agricultural sciences, where the focus is on 

improving the solubility (and digestibility) of phytate-phosphorus and complexed metals 

and/or alleviating environmental concerns such as eutrophication (1,238–243). However, 

there is a growing body of work investigating the application of phytate to waste management 

and environmental remediation problems. 

There are three main ways in which phytate may be applied to environmental remediation 

problems. Firstly, phytate may be directly mixed with contaminated media to form insoluble 

phytate complexes (121,244). Secondly, phytate-containing composite materials may be used 

as sorbents (245–250). Thirdly, phytate may be used as a precursor for inorganic phosphate-

containing materials, with the transformation induced by physicochemical (251) or 

enzymatic/biological methods (11). 

The motivation for using phytate as a precursor for phosphate minerals over simply using 

phytate by itself is related to two main factors. Firstly, knowledge regarding the long-term 
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stability of metal phytate solids is uncertain, whereas the geological stability of uranium and 

other metals incorporated into phosphate minerals is well established (12–15). As in situ 

containment remediation strategies for radionuclides require contaminants to be locked up 

over timescales of hundreds of years (at a minimum) (91,252), it is important to use materials 

where their long-term stability has been established. Secondly, the performance of phytate 

as a contaminant host appears to be variable. Some researchers have observed calcium 

phytate to have a higher uptake for uranium than hydroxyapatite (253). However, in other 

cases, phytate amendments have been found to be ineffective or even to increase uranium 

mobility (121,244). Factors such as the ability of phytate to act as a soil dispersant (121) and 

the ability of phytate to form either insoluble or soluble complexes with metals depending on 

the metal:phytate ratio (188,244,253,254) may contribute towards the variable performance 

of phytate amendments. Therefore, taking measures to transform phytate into inorganic 

phosphate appears to be a more reliable method of ensuring contaminant immobilisation in 

both the short and long-term. 

The advantage of an enzymatic process for transforming phytate over a physicochemical one 

is mainly because, in the absence of enzymatic hydrolysis, the chemical breakdown of phytate 

is extremely slow. At ambient temperatures, the chemical half-life of phytate has been 

calculated to be between 100 and 150 years, while at 85 °C the transformation of europium 

phytate to europium phosphate required around a month (251). In contrast, phytate 

degradation can occur at ambient temperatures over the span of hours to days in the 

presence of appropriate enzymes (e.g. (201,202,255)). This means the enzymatically 

mediated process is both less energy-intensive than a physicochemical process and is also 

more versatile in the sense that it could be stimulated at a contaminated site in situ. 

Phosphatase enzymes that degrade phytate are referred to as phytate-degrading enzymes or 

as ‘phytases’ (229). Technically, the term ‘phytase’ should only refer to enzymes which have 

been demonstrated to perform phytate degradation as their in vivo function (229,256). In 

practice, however, the distinction is not usually made and the terms ‘phytase’ and ‘phytate-

degrading enzyme’ can usually be considered synonymous. For brevity, the term ‘phytase’ is 

used throughout this thesis. 

The production of phytase enzymes by plants, fungi, and bacteria is widespread in nature 

(257). The term phytase actually covers a broad and diverse group of enzymes which may be 
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categorised in various ways (258). The Enzyme Nomenclature Committee of the International 

Union of Biochemistry classifies phytases based upon the number of the first phosphate group 

(based upon the 1D-numbering convention) cleaved: these are 3-phytase (EC 3.1.3.8), 4-

phytase (EC 3.1.3.26), and 5-phytase (EC 3.1.3.72) (256,259). Alternatively, phytases may be 

grouped according structure type, of which there are four classes: histidine acid 

phosphatases, β-propeller phytases, purple acid phosphatases, and cysteine phosphatases 

(256,258,260). Phytases may also be classified according to the gene used to express them 

(e.g. phyA) (258,261) or their optimum pH range (i.e. acid, neutral, or alkaline) (258). The 

catalytic properties and the genetic regulation of these different enzymes is complicated, and 

varies considerably between different types of organisms (256,258).   

Table 1.1 Comparison of phytate (myo-inositol hexakisphosphate) with myo-inositol and the 

intermediate lower myo-inositol phosphates (8,229,262). 

Name Chemical formula IUPAC 

abbreviation 

Number of possible 

myo- stereoisomers 

myo-Inositol C6H12O6 Ins 1 

myo-Inositol monophosphate C6H13O9P InsP1 6 

myo-Inositol bisphosphate C6H14O12P2 InsP2 15 

myo-Inositol trisphosphate C6H15O15P3 InsP3 20 

myo-Inositol tetrakisphosphate C6H16O18P4 InsP4 15 

myo-Inositol pentakisphosphate C6H17O21P5 InsP5 6 

myo-Inositol hexakisphosphate C6H18O24P6 InsP6 1 

 

Unlike the hydrolysis of glycerol phosphates, which occurs in a single, simple step, the 

degradation of phytate is a complicated process involving multiple substrates (and potentially 

multiple enzymes). The release of phosphate groups from phytate occurs in a stepwise 

manner producing compounds collectively referred to as lower inositol phosphates (table 1.1) 

(8,256,262). Theoretically, then, the complete degradation of one mole of phytate yields six 

moles of inorganic phosphate plus one mole of the fully dephosphorylated myo-inositol. 

However, most phytase enzymes (in the strict sense of the term) yield either InsP1 or InsP3 as 

the final product (256) and other phosphatase enzymes are required to release all of the 

available phosphate.  
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Figure 1.4 Schematic of the sequential breakdown of phytate and lower inositol phosphates, 

representative of the reaction pathway associated with 3-phytase (EC 3.1.3.8) enzymes. Each 

‘step’ releases one inorganic phosphate molecule to solution.  

 

The ‘pathways’ of phytate degradation are complicated and depend on the type of phytases 

being studied. Phytases vary in which of the phosphate groups of phytate they initiate 

hydrolysis at (figure 1.3), which leads to a different series of lower inositol phosphate 

stereoisomers produced during degradation. Figure 1.4 shows an example of one possible 

pathway of phytate degradation, representative of 3-phytase enzymes produced by 

organisms such as Aspergillus niger, Aspergillus niger var. ficuum, and Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae (256,263). The ability of phytase enzymes to hydrolyse these lower inositol 

phosphates controls the total amount of inorganic phosphate eventually made available. For 

example, the A. niger phytase follows the full pathway illustrated in figure 1.4 to produce 5 

moles of phosphate from 1 mole of phytate; in contrast, the Escherichia coli agp phytase 

produces D-Ins(1,2,4,5,6)P5 as the final product and therefore only releases 1 mole of 
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phosphate per mole of phytate (256). A detailed investigation of the enzymology and 

chemistry of the lower inositol phosphates is beyond the scope of this work. However, the 

fact that the complete degradation of all inositol phosphates in a system is difficult to 

guarantee, the ability of lower inositol phosphates to form strong soluble and insoluble 

complexes with metals (262,264,265), and the ability of lower inositol phosphates to inhibit 

mineral crystallisation/precipitation (266) means that the influence of these compounds may 

require further study. 

Table 1.2 Example costs of some different sources of phosphate, correct as of 28/6/20. All 

prices were found on Alibaba.com except for Apatite IITM which was taken from the PIMS 

NM, Inc. website. Costs are likely to vary considerably depending on vendor, purity etc. so 

these prices are only to be taken as estimates of the relative costs.   

Phosphate source Vendor (reference) 
Cost (per 

kilogram) 

Sodium phytate Qingdao Ocean Import And Export Co., Ltd. (267) £0.8 – £81.3 

Disodium glycerol phosphate Jinan Boss Chemical Industry Co., Ltd. (268) £16.3 – £81.3 

Hydroxyapatite Qingdao Ocean Import And Export Co., Ltd. (269) £0.8 – £122.0 

Rock phosphate fertiliser 

(KH2PO4) 

Shifang Anda Chemicals Co., Ltd. (270) £0.5 – £0.7 

Apatite IITM (from fish bone) PIMS NM, Inc. (271) £1.0 – £17.9 

 

Due to its abundance in plant wastes, phytate has been proposed as a low cost phosphate 

source for a variety of purposes (11,232). Prices at the time of writing (table 1.2) indicate that 

the cost of phytate is comparable to other available phosphate sources, although it is likely 

that sourcing phytate directly from waste producers would bring the cost down further. An 

aspect of future work would be to perform a more detailed cost assessment and develop an 

appropriate supply chain. Aside from generally being cheaper than glycerol phosphates, 

another advantage of phytate is the high potential yield of phosphate (1 g of phytic acid 

contains ~ 0.86 g of phosphate, compared to ~ 0.55 g of phosphate in 1 g of glycerol 

phosphate) phytate is an attractive source of phosphate (11).  
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Table 1.3 Results of previous work investigating the biomineralization of phosphate minerals 

when using phytate as a phosphate donor. 

Reference Successful? Result 

Paterson-Beedle et al., 

2009, 2010 (182,200) 
Mixed 

Uranium phosphate by E. coli supplied with phytate. 

However, the Serratia sp. N14 bacterium – which has been 

well researched for its ability to precipitate phosphate 

minerals from glycerol phosphate – was not able to degrade 

phytate. 

Roeselers and Van 

Loosdrecht, 2010 (201) 
Yes 

Calcium phosphate, mineralogical characterisation not 

performed. 

Yung and Jiao, 2014 (183) No 

Caulobacter crescentus is able to induce uranium phosphate 

precipitation via the hydrolysis of glycerol 2-phosphate, but 

no phosphate release or uranium precipitation observed 

when using phytate as a phosphate source. 

Newsome et al., 2015 

(104) 
No 

Successful uranium phosphate precipitation when supplying 

a mixed microbial community with glycerol phosphate, but 

experiments with phytate were unsuccessful. 

Liang et al., 2016 (185) Yes 

Uranium phosphate precipitated by various yeasts, but 

growth and phosphate release were higher when supplied 

with glycerol phosphate as compared to phytate. 

Liang et al., 2016 (202) Yes 
Lead phosphate precipitated by Isaria javanica, but glycerol 

phosphate a more efficient phosphate donor than phytate. 

Salome et al., 2017 (188) Mixed 

Phytic acid degradation and uranium phosphate precipitation 

by a mixed microbial community occurred at pH 5 but not at 

pH 7. 

Zhang et al., 2019 (203) Mixed 

A. niger used to hydrolyse phytate successfully; 

pyromorphite-Cl formed at pH 5.5, but anglesite (PbSO4) 

predominated at higher or lower pH values. 

 

Despite the attractive properties of phytate, research to date has encountered mixed success 

when compared to similar research using glycerol phosphates as phosphate donor molecules. 

To date, there have been nine published papers investigating phosphate biomineralization 

from a phytate precursor, with the precipitation of calcium, lead, and uranium phosphates 

studied (104,182,183,185,188,200–203). 

Table 1.3 lists the previous research that has investigated the use of phytate as a phosphate 

donor and indicates whether phytate was able to be successfully used as a precursor for the 

formation of phosphate biominerals. The mixed results of these papers can be attributed to 
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several factors. Firstly, phytase enzymes appear to be less widespread than phosphatase 

enzymes that can hydrolyse glycerol phosphates. Secondly, even where phytase-active 

organisms are present, there is generally a higher yield of phosphate from glycerol 

phosphates than from phytate (185,202). Thirdly, most studied phytase enzymes are 

optimally active in the acidic pH range (~ pH 2–6) (e.g. see references in (257,272–275)), which 

likely contributed towards the lack of phytase activity observed by (188) at pH 7. 

The pH range (~ 2–6) of most phytase enzymes may also limit the precipitation of certain 

phosphate minerals such as hydroxyapatite, which typically requires higher pH values to form 

(276–278). However, a range of other phosphate minerals (including REE, lead, and uranium 

phosphates) precipitate under acidic conditions (113,182,279,280) and therefore may be 

more suitable targets. Alternatively, although they are less well characterised, alkaline 

phytase enzymes do exist (256), and it may be a promising direction for a future project to 

focus specifically on the identification, isolation, and characterisation of alkaline phytases for 

biomineralization purposes. 

Also of note is the fact that experiments in the presence of contaminated solids encountered 

mixed results, with (104) finding phytate to be an unsuitable phosphate source, and the 

experiments in (188) working at pH 5.5 but not pH 7.0. In addition to the previously 

highlighted limitations, other researchers have noted that the interactions between phytase 

or phytate and solid phases may limit phytate degradation (3,10,281–285). This has not been 

explicitly researched in relation to biomineralization but is a critical aspect to understand for 

in situ remediation studies. 

1.7 Project aims and objectives 

At the outset of this project there were two main directions that could have been pursued: 

(1) to focus attention on searching for suitable phytate-degrading organisms that produce 

alkaline-active phytase enzymes that may be suitable for hydroxyapatite manufacture, or (2) 

to focus on the better characterised acid phytase-producing organisms and study the 

advantages and limitations of applying these organisms/enzymes to contaminated mine sites. 

Because they are better characterised, and the fact that many mine tailings sites have acidic 

pH values, and because a number of relevant phosphate phases are insoluble under acidic 

conditions, it was decided to pursue the second direction of using acid phytase-producing 

organisms. Therefore, the main aims of this project can be described as: 
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• To identify suitable microorganisms that can degrade phytate under environmentally 

relevant conditions (with a focus on temperature). 

• To investigate the precipitation of various phosphate phases (with a focus on calcium 

and lanthanum phosphates). 

• To investigate phytate degradation and phosphate mineral precipitation in simple and 

complex solid matrices and to understand any factors that may limit the effectiveness 

of phytate degradation or phosphate mineral precipitation. 

• To use purified phytase enzymes to study the precipitation of a variety of different 

metal phosphate phases and identify the most promising systems for further research, 

while also comparing metal removal by the  precipitated metal phosphates to metal 

phytate compounds, metal phosphates precipitated directly with inorganic 

phosphate, and what happens in the absence of phosphate. 

1.8 Thesis structure 

The main work in this thesis is split into three chapters focusing on experimental results. 

These chapters are preceded by the introduction and literature review chapter (chapter 1) 

and followed by a summary/conclusions chapter at the end (chapter 5). The thesis is 

structured as a series of chapters in journal article format, with chapters 2–4 each 

representing an early paper draft. To allow a paper-like format, methodology and discussion 

sections are included in each of the results chapters, rather than being presented as separate 

chapters. 

The first of the results chapters is chapter 2. This describes the identification of two promising 

phytate-degrading organisms (Aspergillus niger and Blastobotrys adeninivorans) and 

investigates the influence of environmentally relevant temperatures (4–30 °C) and carbon 

source on growth and phytate degradation. This is followed by studying whether either 

organism is a suitable candidate to produce calcium, manganese, iron, or lanthanum 

phosphates. The influence of pH, the presence or absence of microbial cells, and whether the 

metal is added before or after phytate degradation has occurred is also investigated. 

Chapter 3 focuses phytate degradation and phosphate mineral precipitation by A. niger and 

B. adeninivorans in simple (sand) and complex (simulated mine tailings) solid matrices. 

Further experiments investigate the interactions between phytate or a purified phytase with 
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various solid phases to study how these interactions may limit phytate degradation in 

complex environments. 

Finally, chapter 4, focuses on the use of a purified phytase enzyme rather than growing 

microorganisms to eliminate some of the complicating factors introduced by the presence of 

microorganisms (e.g. microbially induced pH decreases, production of interfering substances 

such as oxalic acid). The precipitation of a range of metals – aluminium, calcium, manganese, 

iron, cobalt, copper, barium, lanthanum, and lead – is studied, comparing the use of phytate 

alone or phytate followed by phytase hydrolysis. For select metals, further comparisons are 

made with systems where inorganic phosphate is added directly or when no source of 

phosphate is added. 
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Chapter 2  

The influence of temperature and carbon source on microbial 

phytate degradation and the implications for phosphate 

biomineralization 
 

2.0 Introduction 

Phosphate biomineralization, mediated by the microbial hydrolysis of organic phosphate 

compounds, has been widely researched for the immobilisation of contaminants (such as lead 

and uranium) and the production of host/sorbent materials (such as calcium, zirconium, and 

lanthanum phosphates) (11,104,182,184,185,199,202). Phosphate minerals are suitable hosts 

for contaminants as they can incorporate a wide range of elements into their structures and 

natural analogues have been shown to be stable over geological timescales (12–

15,110,114,116–120).  

Most research to date has focused on glycerol phosphate (C3H9O6P) compounds as phosphate 

donor molecules, but the cost of these substrates has been considered a limiting factor (11). 

As such, alternate sources of organic phosphate such as myo-inositol hexakisphosphate 

(C6H18O24P6) – commonly referred to as phytic acid, or phytate as a salt – have been proposed 

(11). Phytate is a common form of organic phosphate in soils and plant matter and can be 

extracted from a range of plant waste products at low cost (11,230–237).  

There have only been a few studies to date using phytate as a substrate for phosphate 

biomineralization, and these studies have yielded mixed results (104,182,185,188,200–203). 

A range of bacteria and fungi have been shown to induce the formation of lead and uranium 

phosphates at the expense of phytate (182,185,188,200,202,203) but, where comparisons 

with glycerol phosphate were made, the latter compound provided a greater yield of 

phosphate. Newsome et al. (104) found that a mixed microbial community were able to 

hydrolyse glycerol phosphate to induce the formation of uranium phosphates, but determined 

that phytate was an unsuitable phosphate donor. Also, the Serratia sp. N14 organism widely 

used to biomineralize phosphates from glycerol phosphate does not hydrolyse phytate 

(182,200). Researchers have also shown that pH may limit phosphate precipitation; Salome et 

al. (188) found that phytate breakdown and uranium phosphate precipitation occurred at pH 

5 but not at pH 7.  
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Most of this research has looked at immobilising contaminants through the precipitation of 

contaminant phosphate phases (104,182,185,188,200,202,203). However, in environments 

where there is a complex range of contaminants at relatively low concentrations, the direct 

nucleation of their phosphate phases may prove challenging (e.g. Pan et al. (286) only 

observed uranyl phosphate precipitation at uranyl concentrations above 25 μmol/L, with 

sorption mechanisms more important at lower concentrations). Instead, the formation of a 

sorption/host material with the capability to immobilise a range of contaminants may be a 

superior option (102). The best researched phosphate mineral in this regard is calcium 

hydroxyapatite, and its precipitation from a glycerol 2-phosphate precursor has been well 

studied (103,128,213–216). However, only one paper has investigated the precipitation of 

calcium phosphate from phytate, and the authors did not characterise the mineralogy of the 

precipitate or discuss it with regards to contaminant immobilisation (201).  

Given the variability that has been encountered in previous research, the aim of this chapter 

was to focus attention on two organisms (the mould Aspergillus niger and the yeast 

Blastobotrys adeninivorans) well-researched for their production of phytate-degrading 

(phytase) enzymes  (238,243,287,288) and establish their suitability for the production of 

phosphate sorbent materials that could support the remediation of contaminated uranium 

mine sites.  

Initial experiments investigated the influence of temperature and carbon source on microbial 

growth and phytate breakdown, as these are important practical factors that need to be 

considered. Temperature is important in controlling microbial growth and phytase activity 

(238,287). Most research into phytase enzymes has taken place in the areas of agricultural 

science where the focus is on temperatures above 30 °C. For in situ environmental engineering 

applications, temperatures are usually well below this value, so it is important to establish 

whether the test organisms can grow, and induce phytate breakdown, at environmentally 

relevant temperatures.  

A source of carbon is important for microbial growth, but the growth of organisms and the 

production of enzymes (including phytases) can vary depending on what the source of carbon 

is (287–290). Additionally, certain other factors need to be considered. Firstly, the type of 

carbon source has implications for engineering strategies: water-soluble compounds such as 

glucose could be injected into the subsurface, but insoluble compounds like starch could not. 
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Secondly, the cost needs to be considered. For example, galactose has been demonstrated to 

be the best source of carbon to support phytase activity by B. adeninivorans (288). However, 

galactose is more expensive than other sources of carbon, such as glucose and starch (table 

2.1). Therefore, these alternatives would be preferable if they can support sufficient phytate 

breakdown. While there are a wide range of carbon sources that could be used for this work, 

attention was focused on the three listed in table 2.1. Glucose was chosen because it is the 

most commonly used carbon source for phytase production (291), while galactose is the best 

carbon source for B. adeninivorans (288). Starch was chosen as a complex carbohydrate 

representative of the type of carbon source that might be found in waste products (for 

example, rice bran has been researched as both a source of starch (292) and phytate (237)). 

Table 2.1 Comparison of list prices for galactose, glucose, and starch, correct as of 13/4/2020. 

Costs can vary substantially depending on the vendor, pack size, product purity etc. so these 

costs are only to be taken as illustrative of the relative differences between the carbon sources. 

Note that product S4126 is only available in 2 kg or 5 kg pack sizes, so the cost is the price of 

the 2 kg pack divided by 2. All other prices indicate the cost of the 1 kg pack.  

Carbon source Vendor (product number) Cost (per kilogram) 

Galactose Sigma-Aldrich (G0625) 

Sigma-Aldrich (G0750) 

£199.00 

£794.00 

Glucose Sigma-Aldrich (G7021) 

Sigma-Aldrich (G7528) 

£31.20 

£76.10 

Starch Sigma-Aldrich (S4126) 

Sigma-Aldrich (S9765) 

£20.65 

£102.00 

 

Experiments investigating the role of temperature and carbon source were followed by 

precipitation tests to investigate whether calcium phosphates could be formed under the 

conditions tested. Further investigations also tested alternate metals (manganese, iron, or 

lanthanum) to see whether their formation could be a promising direction to pursue.  

2.1 Experimental programme and methods 

As stated above, initial experiments investigated microbial growth and phytate breakdown in 

a chemically defined nutrient media in which mineral precipitation was unlikely to occur. 
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Different temperatures (4, 12, 22, or 30 °C) with galactose as the carbon source and different 

carbon sources (galactose, glucose, or starch) at 22 °C were investigated to test their influence 

on growth, on the release of phosphate from phytate, and to understand what conditions may 

be favourable for mineral precipitation.  

Following these experiments, investigations into phytase-mediated precipitation of metals 

were performed using three different experimental systems:  

• Filtrate system: Microorganisms were grown in phytate-containing media; once the 

hydrolysis reaction was complete, the cultures were filtered, the pH of the filtrates 

adjusted to 2.5, 5.5, or 7.0, and calcium added.  

• “Active” system: A culture media containing phytate and the metal of interest was 

inoculated with microorganisms to investigate how the presence of the metal 

influenced growth, the release of phosphate from phytate, and to test whether metal 

phosphate phases could be produced under these conditions.  

• “Inactive” system: Microorganisms were grown in a phytate-containing media; once 

the hydrolysis reaction was complete, the metal of interest was added into the system 

to investigate precipitation in the presence of microbial cells.  

The precipitation tests were all performed at room temperature (~ 22 °C).  

2.1.1 Media preparation 

Yeast-mold broth (YMB) was purchased from Formedium (YMBR0110). Yeast-mold agar (YMA) 

was prepared by supplementing YMB (at 21 g/L) with 20 g/L agar powder (either Oxoid LP0011 

or Sigma A1296).  

Phosphate-free Czapek-Dox agar (CD3A), based upon the media used by (202), consisted of 

(g/L): glucose (30), NaNO3 (3), KCl (0.5), MgSO4.7H2O (0.5), Fe(NO3)3.9H2O (0.01), agar (20).  

Phytate minimal agar (PhyM4A), modified from the media used by (288,293), consisted of 

(g/L): NH4NO3 (5), phytic acid (3.8), KCl (0.5), MgSO4.7H2O (0.5), CaCl2 (0.1), MnSO4.H2O 

(0.0079), agar (20).  

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) consisted of (g/L): NaCl (8), KCl (0.2), Na2HPO4 (1.44), KH2PO4 

(0.24) (294).  
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Yeast nitrogen base (YN) media was prepared by supplementing yeast nitrogen base without 

amino acids and without phosphate powder (Formedium, CYN0801) with phytic acid (2.5 g/L) 

and appropriate carbon sources (galactose (YN6B), glucose (YN5B), or starch (YN9B) at 20 g/L). 

For the precipitation experiments, the appropriate concentration of metal being investigated 

was added. Yeast nitrogen base (added at a concentration of 5.9 g/L) consists of (g/L): 

(NH₄)₂SO₄ (5), MgSO4 (0.5), NaCl (0.1), CaCl2 (0.1), BH3O3 (0.0005), CuSO4 (0.00004), KI 

(0.0001), FeCl3 (0.0002), MnSO4 (0.0004), Na2MoO4 (0.0002), ZnSO4 (0.0004), Biotin 

(0.000002), Ca-Pantothenate (0.0004), Folic Acid (0.000002), Inositol (0.002), Nicotinic Acid 

(0.0004), 4-Aminobenzoic acid (0.0002), Pyridoxine HCl (0.0004), Riboflavin, (0.0002), 

Thiamine HCl (0.0004). Except where stated otherwise, the pH of the media was adjusted to 

5.5.  

All media were prepared using nanopure water (npH2O) with a resistivity of ≥ 18.2 MΩ·cm. 

Media was sterilised by autoclaving at 121 °C, 15 psi for 20 minutes. Autoclave-sensitive 

chemicals (phytic acid, galactose, iron nitrate nonahydrate (Fe(NO3)3.9H2O)) were sterilised by 

syringe filtration (0.2 μm, polyethersulfone (PES) membrane) and then mixed with autoclave-

sterilised media under aseptic conditions. In all experiments, phytic acid was added at a 

nominal concentration of 3.8 mmol/L. Where necessary, filter sterilised 1 mol/L KOH was used 

to adjust the pH of media to the desired value.  

2.1.2 Microorganisms 

Aspergillus niger van Tieghem 1867 was supplied by the American Type Culture collection 

(strain number 201373). Blastobotrys adeninivorans (Middelhoven, Hoogk. Niet & Kreger-van 

Rij) Kurtzman & Robnett (2007) was supplied by CBS (strain number 8335). Long term storage 

of the strains involved storing spore or cell suspensions as 25% (v/v) glycerol stocks at –80 °C. 

Routine cultivation of the organisms involved inoculating plates of YMA with a scraping of 

frozen glycerol stock followed by incubating the plates at 25 °C for four to seven days.  

2.1.3 Inoculum preparation 

Cryopreserved organisms were revived by transferring a scraping of the frozen glycerol stock 

onto a YMA plate, which was then incubated at 25 °C for four to seven days. After this period, 

these cultures were used to inoculate an appropriate nutrient-limited agar media designed to 

support the induction of phytase activity. The cultures grown on the nutrient-limited agar 

were then used as inocula for the main experimental work. Repeated subcultures onto fresh 
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nutrient-limited agar were not performed due to uncertainty over the long-term survival of 

the cultures under these conditions.  

For A. niger, a sterile loop was used to transfer spores from a YMA plate onto a phosphate-

free CD3A plate. This culture was then incubated at 25 °C for between seven and ten days 

until spore formation occurred. A spore suspension was prepared by pipetting 10 mL sterile 

npH2O onto the surface of the agar plate followed by very carefully ‘nudging’ the spores into 

suspension with the pipette tip. The suspension was then pipetted into a sterile 15 mL 

centrifuge tube. Spore suspensions prepared in this way generally had a measured optical 

density at 425 nm (OD425) of ~ 0.1.  

B. adeninivorans was grown on PhyM4A with phytate as the sole carbon source and main 

phosphorus source (288) (although note that an inorganic phosphate impurity did exist in the 

phytate stock at a concentration of about 10% of the phytate concentration). The PhyM4A 

plates were inoculated by using a sterile loop to transfer a single colony of B. adeninivorans 

grown on YMA followed by streaking the cells across the surface of a PhyM4A plate. The plates 

were incubated at 25 °C for seven days. A cell suspension was then prepared by pipetting 10 

mL sterile 8.5 g/L NaCl solution onto the plate surface and using the pipette tip to gently 

‘nudge’ the cells into suspension. This suspension was pipetted into a sterile 15 mL centrifuge 

tube, and an aliquot withdrawn to record the optical density at 600 nm (OD600). If necessary, 

the OD600 was adjusted to achieve a value of 0.85 ± 0.05.  

Both cell and spore suspensions were inoculated into sterile experimental media at a 

concentration of 0.5% (v/v). For both organisms, the cell or spore suspension was directly 

added into experimental media without multiple transfers to “equilibrate” the cultures to the 

new media. This was done because the transfer of multicellular A. niger biomass between 

liquid cultures is impractical, and because preliminary tests indicated that these methods 

were sufficient for investigating which conditions were and were not favourable towards 

phytate degradation.  

2.1.4 Experimental setup  

Experiments took place in glass Erlenmeyer flasks filled to approximately half capacity (i.e. 50 

mL media in 100 mL flasks for “active” system precipitation tests, 100 mL in 250 mL flasks for 

all other experiments). The necks of flasks were plugged with non-absorbent cotton wool, and 
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for all experiments except the temperature tests, parafilm was wrapped around the opening 

to limit the loss of water due to evaporation while still allowing O2 access (295). Flasks were 

placed inside shaking incubators set to the appropriate temperature (for 30 °C and 12 °C) or 

on an orbital shaker at room temperature (for 22 °C) or inside a cold room (for 4 °C). The 

shaking speed was set to about 130 rpm. Aseptic techniques were used for all experiments 

except the filtrate and “inactive” system precipitation tests which were performed under non-

sterile conditions.  

2.1.5 Temperature comparisons 

To investigate the rate of phytate breakdown at different temperatures, organisms were 

inoculated into YN media with galactose as the carbon source (YN6B) and grown at four 

different temperatures (4 °C, 12 °C, 22 °C, and 30 °C). Triplicate cultures were grown at each 

temperature along with a single sterile control. Experiments at 22 °C and 30 °C lasted 45 days, 

while at 4 °C and 12 °C they lasted 120 days.  

2.1.6 Carbon source comparisons 

To investigate the influence of the carbon source on phytate breakdown, organisms were 

grown at 22 °C in YN media supplied with one of three carbon sources (galactose, YN6B; 

glucose, YN5B; or starch, YN9B) at a concentration of 20 g/L. The experiments lasted 30 days 

and were performed in triplicate for each organism. A single sterile control was also prepared 

for glucose and starch cultures, while the sterile control from the temperature experiments at 

22 °C was considered to represent the galactose cultures.  

2.1.7 Filtrate system precipitation tests  

These tests involved taking cultures from the temperature and the carbon source tests (grown 

for 45 and 30 days respectively), filtering out the biomass, and adding calcium into the filtrates.  

Because the final pH in the temperature and carbon source tests, of approximately 2.5, does 

not favour calcium phosphate precipitation, filtrates from the temperature tests were used to 

investigate the role of pH. Culture filtrates were either left at the final pH of ~ 2.5 or adjusted 

with 1 mol/L KOH to pH values of ~ 5 or ~ 7. Calcium was then added to a concentration of 10 

g/L (250 mmol/L) by directly adding CaCl2.2H2O. The same amount of calcium was added to 

the filtrate of the sterile control (left at ~ pH 5.5). 
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The influence of the carbon source used during growth was investigated by taking filtrates of 

cultures grown with either galactose, glucose, or starch and directly adding CaCl2.2H2O to a 

calcium concentration of 20 g/L (500 mmol/L). These experiments were all performed at ~ pH 

2.5, so the amount of calcium was doubled compared to the pH tests, to try and test whether 

this could increase the likelihood of calcium phosphates forming at low pH.  

After adding calcium, the flasks were gently shaken by hand and then left at room temperature 

(22 °C) overnight before collecting the precipitates by centrifugation. For convenience, and 

because microbial contamination was not likely to be significant over the short timescales 

used, these experiments were performed under non-sterile conditions.  

2.1.8 “Active” system precipitation tests  

This section investigated the precipitation of three metals (calcium, manganese, lanthanum) 

when microorganisms were inoculated into a media containing the metal and phytate. 

Calcium was added at a concentration of 50 mmol/L at pH 7.0, while for manganese and 

lanthanum, the metals were added at two different concentrations levels (0.5 or 50 mmol/L) 

at a constant pH value (5.5).  

A pH of 7.0 was used for the calcium experiments to try and maximise the likelihood of calcium 

phosphates forming, while keeping the experiments within a pH range where it was hoped 

that low levels of phytase activity may still effectively break down phytate over long timescales. 

For pH 5.5, a value where both A. niger and B. adeninivorans show high phytase activity 

(238,261,288), manganese and lanthanum were investigated to test whether their 

precipitation was more favourable at this value than calcium. Manganese was chosen because 

geochemical modelling of the nutrient media used in these experiments indicated that 

manganese phosphates were supersaturated despite a low concentration of manganese in 

the media (0.15 mg/L or 2.65 μmol/L). Lanthanum was chosen because lanthanide 

phosphates are known to readily precipitate at acidic pH values (113,296). Additionally, while 

lanthanum cannot be considered a surrogate for uranium in the strict sense of the term (in 

solution, lanthanum exists as the trivalent La3+ cation, while (under oxidising conditions) 

uranium exists as the divalent, complex, UO2
2+ cation), the elements are considered to have 

some geochemical similarities (17). In particular both elements have a high affinity for 

phosphate, and natural examples of phosphate minerals such as apatite and monazite often 
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contain high levels of both uranium and lanthanum/lanthanides (17). Therefore, experiments 

with lanthanum can be used to probe conditions which will likely also be favourable towards 

uranium phosphate precipitation.  

Experiments with lanthanum or manganese at 50 mmol/L were performed only for B. 

adeninivorans, with galactose as carbon source. The other experiments (calcium at 50 mmol/L 

and lanthanum or manganese at 0.5 mmol/L) were performed for both A. niger and B. 

adeninivorans with starch as carbon source.  

Media was buffered at the appropriate pH value with either 0.2 mol/L MES (pH 5.5) or 0.2 

mol/L TES (pH 7.0). Experiments were performed in triplicate at room temperature (~ 22 °C) 

along with single sterile controls. Cultures were grown for 20 days before collecting biomass 

and any precipitation that may have occurred.  

2.1.9 “Inactive” system precipitation tests 

As high concentrations of manganese and lanthanum were observed to inhibit growth and 

phytase activity of B. adeninivorans, experiments were performed to test whether a more 

viable strategy for the precipitation of these metals was to grow cultures and allow them to 

break down phytate in the absence of these metals, and then add the metals once inorganic 

phosphate had already been released to solution. In addition to manganese and lanthanum, 

tests were also performed with iron as, like manganese, geochemical modelling indicated 

supersaturation for iron phosphates despite the low concentration of iron (0.07 mg/L or 1.23 

μmol/L) initially present. Due to the prevalence of oxalate/tartrate crystals forming in the 

presence of A. niger biomass, equivalent tests were not performed for A. niger.  

To perform the “inactive” system precipitation tests, cultures of B. adeninivorans were grown 

YN media with galactose as carbon source (YN6B) until the phytate hydrolysis reaction had 

reached equilibrium (after four to seven days). At this point, the amount of inorganic 

phosphate released to solution was between 18 and 21 mmol/L which, including the initial 

background content, gave total inorganic phosphate concentrations of 22 and 24 mmol/L. 

Duplicate cultures were then spiked with individual metals to a concentration of 50 mmol/L. 

Lanthanum and manganese were added by pipetting in appropriate amounts of stock 

solutions (prepared with LaCl3.7H2O and MnSO4.H2O respectively), while iron was added by 

directly weighing in the appropriate amount of FeSO4.7H2O.  
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After metal addition, the flask necks were plugged with cotton wool, and the flasks shaken by 

hand to mix. The flasks were then left at room temperature (22 °C) overnight before collecting 

the biomass and any precipitates that may have formed. For convenience, and because 

microbial contamination was not likely to be significant over the short timescales used, these 

experiments were performed under non-sterile conditions. 

2.1.10 Sampling  

Samples were taken prior to inoculation with microorganisms (i.e. time point zero), at the final 

time point, and if indicated, at intermediate time points. Samples were removed in aliquots 

of 5 mL and treated as appropriate depending on the desired analysis: 

• For growth quantification (OD600 and viable plate counts), cell suspensions were used 

directly; 

• For quantification of water-soluble elements/ions and pH, samples were syringe 

filtered through 0.2 μm PES or hydrophilic polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membranes 

and either measured immediately (pH) or stored at –20 °C (for the temperature and 

carbon tests) or acidified to 1.7 mol/L nitric acid and stored at 4 °C until analysis (for 

all other experiments); 

• For quantification of total elements/ions, samples were acidified to a concentration of 

1.7 mol/L nitric acid, filtered (0.2 μm PES or hydrophilic PTFE), and stored at 4 °C until 

analysis.  

2.1.11 Harvesting  

At the final time point, in addition to solution samples (described above), the biomass and/or 

precipitate was harvested for solid phase analysis. Solids were harvested either by vacuum 

filtration or centrifugation. Vacuum filtration was mainly used for A. niger-containing samples 

(as the A. niger cultures do not readily form pellets when centrifuging) and used 47 mm 

diameter filters (either 0.45 μm mixed cellulose ester (MCE) or, for starch containing samples, 

glass fibre GF/F filters). After all the liquid had passed through, an extra volume of npH2O was 

passed through to wash the sample, followed by washing with isopropyl alcohol (IPA).  

Centrifugation was used for B. adeninivorans cultures (as filtration times were extremely slow 

for the unicellular B. adeninivorans), sterile controls, and cell-free samples. Samples were 
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centrifuged at 10,000 rcf for 5–30 minutes as required to yield a pellet and the solids washed 

one to three times in npH2O and once with IPA. Washing involved repeated cycles of 

centrifugation, dispensing the supernatant, mixing the solids with fresh washing solution, and 

centrifuging again.  

Washed solids were then dried at 50 °C to a constant mass, and the dry mass of 

biomass/precipitates calculated by subtracting the initial mass of the filter/centrifuge tube 

from the final total mass. Dried samples were ground in a mortar and pestle into a fine powder 

and stored at room temperature until solid phase analysis was performed.   

2.1.12 Analytical techniques 

Microbial growth was quantified for B. adeninivorans by measuring the optical density at 600 

nm (OD600). A. niger spore suspensions were quantified by measuring the OD425. Viable plate 

counts (VPCs), using either the spread plate or drop plate methods (297), were also used to 

quantify the number of viable cells (expressed as colony forming units per millilitre, CFU/mL) 

in B. adeninivorans cell and A. niger spore suspensions. Serial dilutions of cell/spore 

suspensions were prepared in PBS and, in general, dilution factors in the range of 10-4 to 10-7 

were used. The optical density and VPC techniques are not suitable for quantifying the 

multicellular A. niger cultures, so growth was judged qualitatively based upon photographs.  

Analysis of solution samples involved measurements of pH and the concentrations of 

phosphate and relevant metals. Solution pH was recorded using either using a Mettler-Toledo 

SevenMulti™ S47 pH meter and an InLab Expert Pro pH probe or a Hach HQ40d Portable Meter 

with a Hach PHC30101 probe. Prior to each set of measurements, the pH probe was calibrated 

using pH 4, pH 7, and/or pH 10 standards depending on the pH range required. 

Colorimetric determination of inorganic phosphate was performed according to the Peterson 

method as modified by Qvirist et al. (298). The absorbance of the reaction mixture was read 

at 700 nm (A700) using an Epoch Biotek multiplate reader and recorded with the Gen 5 1.11 

software. Samples were compared to a standard curve of known values (0–0.32 mmol PO4/L) 

measured at the same time as the samples. Standards were either prepared from KH2PO4 

(after drying overnight at 105 °C) or by diluting commercially prepared standards (supplied by 

Megazyme (299) or SPEX CertiPrep).  
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The limit of detection (LOD) for the colorimetric phosphate procedure was defined using the 

equation LOD = x ̄+ 3σ, where x ̄and σ respectively represent the mean and standard deviation 

of 129 blank (npH2O mixed with the colorimetric reagents) samples. Using this method, the 

limit of detection was calculated to be approximately 8 μmol/L.  

The background inorganic phosphate concentration in each media tested was defined as the 

mean recorded value of phosphate across all samples taken prior to inoculation. The 

phosphate released was defined as the measured phosphate concentration recorded at each 

time point after the background value had been subtracted. Phosphate release is given in 

terms of the amount released (per millilitre of culture solution) rather than attempting to 

normalise to any quantitative measures of growth as it was impractical to quantify the growth 

of A. niger throughout the course of the experiments and, therefore, comparisons to the B. 

adeninivorans cultures would not have been possible.  

Metal and phosphorus concentrations were measured by inductively coupled plasma optical 

emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using a Thermo Scientific iCAP 6000 Series ICP Spectrometer 

with the Thermo i-TEVA (version 2.4.0.81, 2010) software. Samples were compared to 

standards of known concentrations prepared from ICP grade commercially prepared stock 

solutions, supplied by BDH, Fisher Scientific, or SPEX CertiPrep. Samples and standards were 

diluted in 0.8 mol/L trace element grade nitric acid, which was also used as a blank. The 

Minimum detection limits of analytes were determined automatically by the instrument’s 

software based upon calibration standards and blanks. Phosphorus measured by ICP-OES was 

expressed as phosphate (PO4).  

Phosphate concentrations were measured by the two different techniques above (colorimetry 

and ICP-OES) because they measure different phosphate species; that is, colorimetry is 

selective for inorganic phosphate, while ICP-OES measures all phosphate species (inorganic 

and organic). From this, inorganic phosphate concentrations were subtracted from ICP-OES 

measured phosphate concentrations to calculate the concentration of organic phosphate 

present. The calculated organic phosphate can be used as a proxy for phytate concentrations, 

although due to the possible presence of lower inositol phosphates and cellular phosphates, 

the results sections below are discussed in terms of organic phosphate.   
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For all analytes (inorganic phosphate, organic phosphate, and metals), two fractions are 

described in the results: water-soluble and total. Water-soluble concentrations are where any 

precipitation was filtered out of the samples prior to analysis, while total is where the 

precipitation was dissolved prior to filtration (as described in the sampling section above). The 

difference between the total and water-soluble fractions gives the concentration in the solid 

phase.  

Solid phase analysis was performed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8 Advance X-

ray diffractometer operated by the DIFFRAC Measurement Centre v6 software. Analysis used 

the Cu Kα radiation, a 2θ range of 5–80°, a 2θ step size of 0.02°, a step time of 1 s, a voltage of 

40 kV, and a current of 40 mA. For the primary optics, either the Göbel mirror or the motorised 

slit was used. Phase identification was performed using the DIFFRAC EVA v4.1.1 software and 

the PDF-2 ICDD Release 2009 database (300). Rietveld refinements were performed using 

TOPAS v5, with structural models sourced from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) 

(301) or the Crystallography Open Database (COD) (302). 

Geochemical modelling was performed using PHREEQC version 3 to probe solution speciation 

and mineral saturation indices (303). Modelling was performed using the SIT.DAT database. 

As this database did not include phytate, literature values were used to construct a phytate 

database – the details of this are described in appendix A.  

2.2 Results and discussion 

2.2.1 The effect of temperature on growth and phytate degradation 

The microorganisms A. niger and B. adeninivorans were grown with a source of phytic acid at 

four different temperatures and the concentration of inorganic phosphate in solution 

measured as a function of time. Negligible changes in inorganic phosphate concentration were 

measured in the sterile controls (Table 2.2), and phytate is known to have a chemical half-life 

of about 100–150 years at 25 °C and pH 5–6 in the absence of biological activity (251), so any 

changes in the inorganic phosphate concentration during these experiments can be attributed 

to phytase enzyme activity of either A. niger or B. adeninivorans.  
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Table 2.2 Summary of temperature experiment results (maximum phosphate release is given as 

a percentage of the available phosphate content of phytate). Values are given as the mean plus 

or minus difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured values. Experiments 

were performed in triplicate, except for the sterile controls which were performed as single 

experiments. The sterile control at 30 °C had to be discarded due to contamination. An asterisk 

(*) indicates that the value is the mean of two samples due to the spillage of one sample 

preventing dry mass measurement. The initial pH was 5.48, as determined by measuring a 

representative batch of media.  

Organism  
Temp. 

(°C)  

Phosphate release at 
final time point (%) 

Final pH Dry mass (g) 

Mean + - Mean + - Mean + - 

B. adeninivorans 4 °C  19% 2% 2% 2.06 0.02 0.02 0.30 0.03 0.05 

B. adeninivorans 12 °C  42% 5% 5% 2.16 0.03 0.11 0.31* 0.02 0.02 

B. adeninivorans 20 °C  69% 3% 2% 2.31 0.02 2.31 0.46 0.06 0.06 

B. adeninivorans  30 °C  50% 15% 22% 2.39 0.09 0.06 0.45* 0.01 0.01 

A. niger 4 °C  2% 2% 2% 5.49 0.05 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 

A. niger 12 °C  57% 17% 29% 2.47 0.50 0.36 0.35 0.16 0.28 

A. niger 20 °C  76% 23% 25% 2.52 0.05 0.10 0.45 0.02 0.01 

A. niger  30 °C  122% 30% 19% 2.66 0.07 0.04 0.45 0.01 0.02 

Sterile control 4 °C  -1% n/a n/a 5.57 n/a n/a 0.00 n/a n/a 

Sterile control 12 °C  0% n/a n/a 5.52 n/a n/a 0.00 n/a n/a 

Sterile control 20 °C  4% n/a n/a 5.27 n/a n/a 0.01 n/a n/a 

 

Table 2.2 summarises the results for the temperature experiments. B. adeninivorans displayed 

growth at every temperature investigated, along with a release of phosphate from phytate. In 

contrast, A. niger showed no signs of growth or phytase activity at 4 °C (as indicated by visual 

observations, the culture pH remaining at around 5.5, and measured dry mass values of 0 g), 

but at every other temperature grew well and released similar or greater quantities of 

phosphate than B. adeninivorans.  

It is notable that, at 30 °C, A. niger released more than 100% of the available phosphate from 

phytate. This could have been due to the release of cellular phosphate, experimental or 

analytical error, or the evaporation of water over the course of the experiments. Water 

evaporation appeared to be significant at 30 °C, and to a lesser extent at 22 °C (the volumes 

of culture filtrates were measured at the final time point and were recorded as between 35 

and 80 mL when they should have been around 95 mL – the range of values likely relates to 

the different shapes of conical flasks used, with some having larger openings than others). 
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Because corrections for evaporation could not be applied throughout the time course of the 

experiment the results presented in table 2.2 and figure 2.1 are presented “as-measured”.  

Factors relating to analytical error or water evaporation should have been comparable 

between the different organisms and the controls. The slight increase in phosphate in the 

sterile control at 22 °C, despite no visible signs of contamination, suggests that evaporation 

may have been a factor in artificially increasing the measured phosphate concentrations. 

However, an excess (more than 100% of that theoretically available) of phosphate was only 

measured in the A. niger cultures which suggests that there was an organism-dependent 

difference. Further work would be required to establish this, but if the excess of phosphate 

was released from the A. niger cells then this could be an advantageous property, as it would 

provide more available phosphate for precipitation.  

  

Figure 2.1 Phosphate release from phytate over time for (a) A. niger (), and (b) B. 

adeninivorans (●) at four different temperatures with galactose as carbon source. Data points 

are the mean values of triplicate samples, plus or minus the difference between the mean and 

the upper or lower measured values. All samples have had the background concentration of 

inorganic phosphate in the media (4 mmol/L) subtracted. Dashed line indicates the 

theoretically available phosphate in phytate. 
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Plotting phosphate concentrations against time (figure 2.1) indicated a faster release of 

phosphate for B. adeninivorans compared to A. niger. For B. adeninivorans, the release of 

phosphate appears to reach equilibrium at 22 °C and 30 °C after between 15 and 30 days, 

while for A. niger it takes around 40 days to reach equilibrium. At the lower temperatures, B. 

adeninivorans begins to show some phytate degradation at 12 °C after about 30 days and at 

4 °C after 40 days, whereas for A. niger the only indication of any phytate hydrolysis at lower 

temperatures was at 12 °C after 120 days. At 22 °C and 30 °C in the B. adeninivorans cultures 

there appeared to be a decrease in inorganic phosphate between 30 and 45 days. It is 

uncertain whether this is a result of analytical variability, precipitation/biosorption of 

phosphate, or the synthesis of organic phosphate compounds that are not detected by the 

colorimetric procedure for phosphate determination. Phosphate release by B. adeninivorans 

at 22 °C was also equivalent to, or better than, the phosphate release at 30 °C. While the 

differences may be within experimental error margins, effective phosphate release at ambient 

temperatures is a useful property for environmental applications.  

At the final time points of the experiments, A. niger had released more phosphate than B. 

adeninivorans at 12 °C and 30 °C, while the reverse was true at 4 °C, and the organisms were 

equivalent at 22 °C. To truly compare the organisms at 30 °C, it would be necessary to 

understand the reasons for the greater than 100% phosphate release by A. niger at this 

temperature. However, at 12 °C and above, it appears that over long timescales, A. niger is 

more efficient at releasing phosphate to solution despite the initially faster release by B. 

adeninivorans. The minimum growth temperature for A. niger has been described as being in 

the range of 6 to 8 °C (304). Above this “cut-off” point it may be a more efficient organism for 

releasing phosphate from phytate, whereas at lower temperatures, B. adeninivorans would 

be more suitable.  

2.2.2 Effect of carbon source on growth and phytate degradation 

To investigate the role of carbon source in phytase production and activity, A. niger and B. 

adeninivorans were grown at 22 °C in a phytate-containing culture media with either galactose, 

glucose, or starch added as carbon source at 20 g/L.  
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Figure 2.2 Photographs taken at each sampling time point of A. niger cultures grown with 

galactose, glucose, or starch as carbon source. Turbidity in the starch culture is a result of the 

insoluble starch present.  

 
 

 

Figure 2.3 pH of media during incubation of A. niger grown with three different carbon sources 

at 22 °C. Data points are the mean values of triplicate samples, plus or minus the difference 

between the mean and the upper or lower measured values. 

 

Quantitative measures of fungal growth are challenging, as multicellular organisms cannot be 

quantified by optical density or viable plate count methods. Instead, the growth of A. niger 
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supplied with either galactose, glucose, or starch as carbon sources was judged by a visual 

assessment (figure 2.2). The speed of A. niger growth when supplied with different carbon 

sources appeared to follow the order starch > glucose > galactose, and this was mirrored in 

the speed of the pH reduction when grown with the different carbon sources (figure 2.3).  

There were also notable differences in fungal morphology between the cultures grown with 

the different carbon sources. The morphology of colonies with starch as a carbon source were 

small, filamentous, and densely packed the culture media within three days, with spore 

formation becoming visible at around seven days. With glucose as a carbon source, the fungal 

colonies formed larger, denser, “smoother” appearing pellets, with spore formation visible 

after thirty days. The colonies when grown with galactose appeared intermediate in size and 

seemed to have a similarly dense structure to the glucose cultures. A small amount of spore 

formation possibly occurred with galactose after thirty days. The morphology of fungal 

cultures (i.e. dense “pellets” in the galactose and glucose cultures, compared to more 

dispersed, filamentous “clumps” in the starch cultures) is an important consideration in fungal 

biotechnology processes and may have an influence on the production of metabolites (305–

307). Previous research has indicated that smaller, filamentous morphologies favour higher 

phytase production than larger pellets (308) which is consistent with the fastest breakdown 

occurring in the starch cultures in this work (figure 2.3).  A detailed examination into how this 

influences any subsequent biomineralization is beyond the scope of this work but may be of 

interest when attempting to optimise procedures.  
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Figure 2.4 Phosphate released from phytate by A. niger when grown with three different carbon 

sources at 22 °C. Data points are the mean values of triplicate samples, plus or minus the 

difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured values. The background 

concentration of phosphate in the phytate stock (5.2, 4.7, and 4.4 mmol/L for galactose, glucose, 

and starch cultures respectively) has been subtracted from all values. Dashed line indicates the 

theoretically available phosphate in phytate. 

 

The rates of phosphate release for A. niger when grown with different carbon sources follows 

the qualitative observations of growth and the measurements of pH, occurring in the order 

starch > glucose > galactose (figure 2.4). Results from the temperature experiments (figure 

2.1a) indicate that the galactose cultures would require 45 days to release equivalent amounts 

of phosphate to the starch and glucose cultures at 30 days.  
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Figure 2.5 Measurements of (a) Optical density at 600 nm (OD600), and (b) Viable cell 

concentrations (as colony forming units per millilitre) for B. adeninivorans grown with three 

different carbon sources at 22 °C. Values are the mean of triplicate samples plus or minus the 

difference between the mean and upper or lower measured values. For OD600 measurements, 

the zero time point represents blank, sterile culture media (the non-zero reading in the starch 

culture is due to turbidity from starch). For viable cell concentrations, the zero time point 

measurement was calculated by taking the CFU/mL measured in the inoculum and multiplying 

it by a dilution factor (for 0.5 mL inoculum into 100 mL media).  

 

Figure 2.6 pH of media during incubation of B. adeninivorans grown with three different 

carbon sources at 22 °C. Data points are the mean values of triplicate samples, plus or minus 

the difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured values.  
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B. adeninivorans grew well with all three carbon sources (figure 2.5), with the cell density 

reaching a maximum after 3–7 days and remaining stable until the final time point of the 

experiment at 30 days. There appeared to be little difference between the carbon sources, 

with maximum cell density following the order starch > galactose > glucose (figure 2.5b), 

although OD600 measurements followed the order starch > glucose > galactose (figure 2.5a).  

The trend of pH reduction was slightly different, with the glucose and starch grown cultures 

reducing the pH to around 3 after three days, while in the galactose culture, the pH after three 

days was slightly higher at around 4 (figure 2.6). After seven days, all cultures had reduced the 

pH to a similar value of around 2.5, and this remained stable for the rest of the experiment.  

 

Figure 2.7 Phosphate released from phytate by B. adeninivorans when grown with three 

different carbon sources at 22 °C. Data points are the mean values of triplicate samples, plus 

or minus the difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured values. The 

background concentration of phosphate in the phytate stock (5.2, 4.7, and 4.4 mmol/L for 

galactose, glucose, and starch cultures respectively) has been subtracted from all values. 

Dashed line indicates the theoretically available phosphate in phytate. 

 

B. adeninivorans shows a striking difference in phytate hydrolysis when supplied with different 

carbon sources (figure 2.7). With starch and galactose, phosphate release is rapid, reaching 

equilibrium after 3–7 days (the dip at seven days for the starch grown cultures is likely due to 

analytical variability). However, with glucose as the carbon source, no phosphate release was 
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observed over the thirty days of the experiment. This was despite showing equivalent growth 

and pH changes when compared to starch and galactose. Glucose inhibition of phytase activity 

by B. adeninivorans has previously been shown (288), but the complete lack of any phosphate 

release over thirty days was surprising.  

The findings of the experiments comparing carbon sources indicate the importance of the 

nutrient requirements of microorganisms being utilised in bioremediation strategies. Starch 

appeared to be the best carbon source in terms of cost, supporting microbial growth, and 

phosphate release. However, its low solubility in water may provide either advantages or 

disadvantages. The low solubility may be an advantage for in situ soil mixing-based 

remediation strategies, as it will be less likely to be washed out by flowing water. However, for 

injection-based strategies, it is likely that starch would lead to clogging of the injection well, 

and a soluble carbon source such as galactose or glucose would be necessary. In that case, 

despite the higher cost, galactose would be a more appropriate choice for B. adeninivorans 

than glucose. In contrast, phytate breakdown by A. niger is faster when provided with the 

cheaper glucose.  

2.2.3 Filtrate system precipitation tests 

While the temperature and carbon tests indicate that A. niger and B. adeninivorans can 

effectively induce the hydrolysis of phytate across a range of conditions, the final pH of 

cultures in all cases being reduced to between 2 and 3 creates conditions that are 

unfavourable towards calcium phosphate (and particularly hydroxyapatite) precipitation 

(277,278,309). Therefore, culture filtrates from the temperature experiments were either left 

at their final growth pH value (~ 2.5) or adjusted to pH values of 5, 6, or 7 to investigate the 

role of pH in calcium precipitation. The role of the carbon source used during growth was also 

investigated at pH 2.5 only.  
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2.2.3.1 Influence of pH on calcium precipitation in phytase-active culture filtrates 

Table 2.3 Summary of soluble inorganic phosphate and precipitated minerals at different pH 

values. N.d. indicates that the sample was not analysed by XRD.  

Setup Results 

Organism 
Growth 

temp. (°C) 
Modified 

pH 

Phosphate 
removed 

from solution 
(mmol/L) 

Final 
pH 

Dry mass 
(g/100 

mL) 
Identification by XRD 

B. adeninivorans 22 2.3 4.0 1.8 0.652 Gypsum 

B. adeninivorans 30 2.5 2.1 2.0 1.050 n.d. 

A. niger 30 2.5 6.2 2.0 1.497 Gypsum 

A. niger 22 2.6 0.4 2.0 0.815 Gypsum 

A. niger 30 5.0 9.6 4.0 0.020 n.d. 

Sterile 22 5.3 3.0 3.8 0.114 n.d. 

B. adeninivorans 22 5.3 8.3 4.4 0.009 n.d. 

A. niger 22 5.9 8.4 3.1 0.509 Gypsum + Brushite/Ardealite 

B. adeninivorans 30 6.9 19.5 4.6 0.484 Gypsum + Brushite/Ardealite 

A. niger 22 7.0 12.0 4.0 0.754 Gypsum + Brushite/Ardealite 

A. niger 30 7.0 30.4 4.4 0.961 Gypsum + Brushite/Ardealite 

B. adeninivorans 30 7.0 13.4 5.0 0.483 Gypsum + Brushite/Ardealite 

B. adeninivorans 22 7.1 18.0 4.5 0.722 Gypsum + Brushite/Ardealite 

 

Varying solution pH appeared to influence the amount of inorganic phosphate remaining in 

solution, the mass of precipitates, and the mineralogy of the precipitates (table 2.3). Where, 

at around pH 2.5, between 1% and 17% of phosphate was removed from solution, this 

increased to between 26% and 57% at between pH 5 and pH 6 and increased further to 

between 62% and 87% at around pH 7. The original plan in this experiment was to adjust pH 

so that each pH value (pH 2.5, 5.5, 7.0) would be represented by two filtrates for each 

organism (i.e. two A. niger filtrates left at pH 2.5, two adjusted to pH 5.5, two adjusted to pH 

7.0, and likewise for B. adeninivorans). However, the different filtrates had slightly different 

acid-base properties (for example, one A. niger filtrate was adjusted to pH 5.0 with 0.016 

mol/L KOH while adding 0.016 mol/L KOH to another A. niger filtrate brought the pH to 6.0). 

This was likely due to varying concentrations of phosphate and phytate (and lower inositol 

phosphates produced during phytate hydrolysis) between different samples, as varying 

concentrations of the species will change the titration curves of the solutions (310,311). 

Therefore, one filtrate each for A. niger and B. adeninivorans ended up being adjusted to 

higher pH values than intended (pH 6 and 7 respectively).  
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Figure 2.8 Dry mass of precipitates plotted against the initial pH of solutions prior to calcium 

addition. Data points represent single measurements. Symbols represent the organism that was 

present during growth prior to filtration of the samples ( = A. niger, ● = B. adeninivorans, ◼ 

= sterile control). Due to different solution volumes, the dry masses are given in terms of grams 

per 100 mL of solution that they were precipitated from.  

 

The dry mass of the recovered precipitates did not follow the trend of phosphate removal. 

The highest masses were recorded at initial pH values of 2.5 and 7.0, with a minimum amount 

recorded at around pH 5.0 (figure 2.8).  

 

Figure 2.9 Representative XRD pattern from the filtrate system precipitation tests at an initial 

pH of 2.5 (blue). The fitted reference pattern (red) used the structural model for gypsum (ICSD 

#2058) from (312). The grey line shows the difference between the measured pattern and the 

fitted model, the blue tick marks show the positions of Bragg peaks associated with gypsum. 

Samples were measured using the Göbel mirror optics setup with the copper Kα radiation 

across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. 
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Figure 2.10 Representative XRD pattern from the filtrate system precipitation tests at an initial 

pH of 7.0 (blue). The fitted reference pattern (red) used the structural model for gypsum (ICSD 

#2058) from (312), brushite (COD #1533075) from (313), and ardealite (ICSD #100626) from 

(314). The grey line shows the difference between the measured pattern and the fitted model, 

the blue tick marks show the positions of Bragg peaks associated with gypsum. Samples were 

measured using the Göbel mirror optics setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range 

of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. 

 

XRD analysis of the precipitated solids (figure 2.9, figure 2.10) indicated that sulfate, present 

in the culture media at a concentration of 42 mmol/L, was important in all solid phases formed. 

At an initial pH of 2.5 the major mineral phase was gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O, figure 2.9) but at pH 

7.0 peaks associated with gypsum and, potentially, brushite (CaHPO4.2H2O) and ardealite 

(Ca(SO4)(PO3OH).4H2O) were present (figure 2.10). Including structural models for brushite 

and ardealite improved the Rietveld refinement of the pH 7.0 patterns compared to including 

just gypsum, but there were still substantial deviations between the fitted model and the 

measured pattern. The pattern shown in figure 2.10 appears visually similar to members of 

the Ca(SO4,HPO4).2H2O solid solution shown by Pinto et al. (315) but structural model files 

were not available to enable a Rietveld refinement.  

This indicates an interplay between sulfate and phosphate in the speciation of calcium. At pH 

2.5, calcium binds preferentially to sulfate to form gypsum, with the phosphate remaining 

almost entirely in solution, whereas at circumneutral pH values, the decreased solubility of 

calcium phosphate complexes appears to lead to the formation of mixed sulfate-phosphate 

coprecipitates. At around pH 5.0, however, there appears to be an antagonistic effect where 

competition for calcium between sulfate and phosphate inhibits the precipitation of either 

material. Alternatively, the strong binding of calcium by residual phytate or lower inositol 

phosphates produced during phytate breakdown may have had a role.  
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Figure 2.11 Saturation indices of brushite and gypsum versus pH in phytase-active culture 

filtrates calculated in PHREEQC at pH values representative of the initial pH values used in 

experimental work.  

 

To examine possible antagonism between sulfate, phosphate, and phytate at ~ pH 5, 

geochemical modelling of the system was performed at different pH values (2.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 

and 7.0) based upon averaged experimental data for the pH 2.5 and pH 7.0 systems (n = 4 for 

pH 2.5, and n = 5 for pH 7.0) or single experiments for other pH values. Saturation indices of 

all possible solid phases defined in the database are shown in appendix B, table B.1. The 

saturation index of gypsum appears to remain constant across the range of pH values tested, 

while there is an increase in the saturation indices of brushite with pH, which only becomes 

supersaturated above pH 5.0 (figure 2.11). This explains why gypsum was the only phase 

observed at low pH and is consistent with a mixed calcium sulfate-phosphate forming at 

circumneutral pH values. Geochemical modelling was, however, unable to explain the “trough” 

in precipitation observed at pH 5.0–5.5.  

The explanation for this U-shaped trend of precipitation in these experiments remains 

uncertain. Previous researchers have indicated that mixed calcium sulfate-phosphates should 

form in the pH 5.0–5.5 range (315,316) so something about the experimental setup differed 

in this work. It could be that an incomplete description of the phytate and lower inositol 

phosphate species in the system has introduced errors that lead to an overestimation of 

saturation indices in the pH 5.0–5.5 range. For example, the modelling approach used 

assumed that phosphorus was present either as inorganic phosphate or phytate. However, 
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the microbial hydrolysis of phytate produces a range of so-called lower inositol phosphates 

which may have an important impact on the solution speciation of calcium. Inositol 

trisphosphate is known to form strong complexes with calcium (317) and these complexes are 

more soluble than calcium complexes with phytate (264). However, without more 

comprehensive thermodynamic data and a quantification of which lower inositol phosphates 

were produced in this work it is difficult to incorporate this into any models. Additionally, no 

data were available for soluble mixed potassium-calcium phytate complexes. The solution 

speciation of phytate in the geochemical model was dominated by potassium complexes (data 

not shown), which indicates that potassium-calcium phytate species may have been more 

important than calcium phytate or calcium hydrogen phytate species. Without access to the 

relevant data, however, it is uncertain what influence these species would have on calcium 

precipitation. Alternatively, microbially secreted organic acids, such as citric acid and gluconic 

acid, could bind to calcium and increase its solubility at certain pH values. It may also be that 

the minimal precipitation at pH 5.0–5.5 was a result of experimental errors; ideally, repeat 

experiments would be performed to establish this – although, the fact that three independent 

samples in this pH range (the sterile phytate filtrate, and one filtrate each from A. niger and B. 

adeninivorans) produced a similar result suggests that the results are genuine.  

The above results indicate that, due to their enzymes being optimally active in the acidic pH 

range, the direct production of hydroxyapatite by A. niger or B. adeninivorans is unlikely. 

However, the coprecipitation of calcium sulfate-phosphates may be more favourable. 

Composite calcium sulfate-phosphate materials have interesting properties and have been 

researched for their applications in medicine (as bone cements) (318), construction (319), and 

heavy metal remediation (320,321). In these materials, the sulfate component may contribute 

towards a higher mechanical strength (comparable to gypsum) (319) and an enhanced 

hydraulic performance (321) while the phosphate component may contribute towards 

improved water resistance (319) and contaminant immobilisation (320,321). These properties, 

along with a high enough porosity to allow for fluid flow (320), means calcium sulfate-

phosphate composites an are interesting materials for the construction of permeable reactive 

barriers (321). However, if this is to be manufactured in situ through a phytase-mediated 

biomineralization strategy, further work is required to understand the lack of precipitation at 

pH 5.0–5.5 and how the presence of residual phytate or lower inositol phosphates influences 
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the precipitation of calcium sulfate-phosphates. It would also be desirable to optimise the 

sulfate:phosphate ratio, as these experiments were performed with an excess of sulfate, 

whereas it may be preferable to perform experiments with a 1:1 ratio as is found in the mineral 

ardealite. Furthermore, as these experiments were performed with culture filtrates, it would 

be necessary to study how the presence of microbial cells influences the precipitated material.  

2.2.3.2 Influence of carbon source 

 

Figure 2.12 Dry mass of precipitates (given as g/100 mL of filtrate solution) plotted against 

the percentage of phosphate released from phytate by A. niger () or B. adeninivorans (●) 

grown with galactose (blue), glucose (green), or starch (yellow) as carbon sources. Data points 

represent individual samples.  
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Table 2.4 Summary of the results from the filtrate system precipitation tests, comparing the 

influence of carbon source used during microbial growth prior to filtering the cultures and 

adding calcium. Due to experimental errors, phosphate removal in the A. niger galactose 

filtrates was not determined. The number in brackets after the mineral identification represents 

how many samples from that condition were analysed by XRD.  

Organism 
Carbon 
source 

Phosphate released 
from phytate (%) 

Phosphate removed 
from solution 

(mmol/L) 

Dry mass (g/100 
mL) 

Identification 
by XRD 

    Mean + - Mean + - Mean + -   

A. niger Galactose 48.2% 29.8% 15.2% n.d. n.d. n.d. 0.06 0.08 0.05 n.d. 

B. adeninivorans Galactose 85.1% 3.0% 4.4% 2.38 1.15 2.26 0.39 0.01 0.01 Gypsum (1) 

A. niger Glucose 79.4% 2.6% 2.7% 0.07 3.31 2.50 0.35 0.01 0.01 Gypsum (1) 

B. adeninivorans Glucose 3.0% 2.0% 1.3% 0.41 0.58 0.46 0.01 0.00 0.00 n.d. 

A. niger Starch 88.0% 5.5% 7.0% 6.64 9.83 7.99 0.51 0.01 0.01 Gypsum (1) 

B. adeninivorans Starch 83.0% 1.0% 1.0% 2.57 6.12 3.74 0.38 0.05 0.04 Gypsum (2)  

 

 

Figure 2.13 Representative XRD pattern from the filtrate system precipitation tests (blue). The 

fitted reference pattern (red) used the structural model for gypsum from (312) (ICSD #2058). 

The grey line shows the difference between the measured pattern and the fitted model, the blue 

tick marks show the positions of Bragg peaks associated with gypsum. Samples were measured 

using the Göbel mirror optics setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° 

with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s.  

 

To investigate the role of the carbon source used during growth on calcium precipitation, 

culture filtrates (at a pH of 2.3–2.8) were supplemented with 500 mmol/L calcium. The 

concentration of calcium was doubled compared to the pH tests when it was noted that very 

little precipitation occurred in some of the samples (in particular, filtrates from A. niger grown 

with galactose and B. adeninivorans grown with glucose).  

Results indicated that the mass of precipitates increased with increasing levels of phytate 

breakdown, with precipitate masses of greater than 0.1 g/100 mL only being recorded when 

around 80% of phosphate was released from phytate (figure 2.12). However, a negligible 
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amount of phosphate precipitation occurred, and XRD identified all precipitates produced as 

matching the database pattern for gypsum (table 2.4, figure 2.13). This suggests that phytate 

forms very strong soluble complexes with calcium that inhibit gypsum formation at low pH 

and that the microbial hydrolysis of phytate reduces this inhibitory effect.  

Geochemical modelling was not able to replicate these results (appendix B, figure B.1) which 

may indicate that more comprehensive thermodynamic data for phytate species are required. 

Alternatively, kinetic factors were not accounted for in the model, and it may be that this is 

required to accurately model the system. Phytate (as well as the lower inositol phosphates 

produced during its hydrolysis) has previously been shown in inhibit the crystallisation of 

various minerals (266,322–327). This is likely to also be true for gypsum, and so even though 

gypsum remains supersaturated in the geochemical simulations performed, it may be that the 

presence of phytate delays the onset of precipitation. The implications this has for the 

addition of phytate to contaminated media should be considered, as the inhibition of mineral 

precipitation could conceivably lead to increased contaminant mobility under certain 

conditions.  

2.2.4 “Active” system precipitation tests 

This section investigated the precipitation of three metals (calcium, manganese, lanthanum). 

Calcium was added at a concentration of 50 mmol/L at pH 7.0, while manganese and 

lanthanum were added at two different concentrations (0.5 or 50 mmol/L) at pH 5.5.  

2.2.4.1 Calcium 

To address problems associated with the solubility of calcium phosphates at pH 2.5–5.5, 

experiments were performed with 50 mmol/L calcium at pH 7.0, where the nucleation and 

precipitation of calcium phosphates is more favourable (277). Given the presence of sulfate in 

the culture media, this may also favour the precipitation of calcium sulfate-phosphate 

composites, which are of interest for the formation of permeable reactive barriers (321). 

Starch was used as the carbon source and, to try and limit the pH reduction observed in the 

temperature and carbon growth tests, the culture media in these experiments was buffered 

with 0.2 mol/L TES. After 20 days, the pH in the sterile control and B. adeninivorans cultures 

was within 0.2 units of the starting value. However, in the A. niger cultures, the pH was 

reduced to between 2.3 and 2.9.  
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Figure 2.14 Water-soluble and total concentrations of (a) measured inorganic phosphate, and 

(b) calculated organic phosphate for the active system precipitation tests with 50 mmol/L 

calcium at pH 7.0. Values are the mean of triplicate samples plus or minus the difference 

between the mean and the upper or lower values (except for the sterile control, which 

represents a single experiment).  

 

Figure 2.14a shows concentrations of inorganic phosphate (measured by colorimetry) in the 

different cultures or control experiment, while figure 2.14b shows organic phosphate 

concentrations (calculated by subtracting inorganic phosphate concentrations from the ICP-

OES measured phosphate concentrations). Water-soluble concentrations are shown alongside 

total concentrations (i.e. water-soluble + insoluble concentrations) for comparative purposes.  

Figure 2.14a shows an increase in inorganic phosphate for the A. niger cultures relative to the 

sterile control, with a corresponding decrease in organic phosphate concentrations displayed 

in figure 2.14b indicating a successful release of phosphate from phytate. In contrast, inorganic 

and organic phosphate concentrations for B. adeninivorans were effectively the same as in 

the sterile control (figure 2.14). This is consistent with previous reports where the B. 

adeninivorans phytase has shown a sharp decrease in activity above pH 6 (288). It had been 

hoped in these experiments that over long timescales, phytase activity may still occur, but 

after twenty days there was still no indication of phosphate release. A. niger has also been 

described as showing a low phytase activity at circumneutral pH values (261), but in this 
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experiment, that was counteracted by acidifying the culture media into the optimal pH range 

for its phytase activity.  

Calculated values of organic phosphate in this work must be treated cautiously due to large 

variability encountered during ICP-OES measurement of phosphate concentrations. However, 

comparing the water-soluble and total fractions can still be used to indicate general trends. 

For the A. niger cultures at ~ pH 2.5, phosphate solubility was high, and the majority of both 

inorganic and organic phosphate appeared to remain in solution (figure 2.14). In contrast, 

both inorganic and organic phosphate solubility was low in the sterile control and B. 

adeninivorans cultures (figure 2.14).  

 

Figure 2.15 Measured water-soluble concentrations of calcium for the active system 

precipitation tests with 50 mmol/L calcium at pH 7.0. Values are the mean of triplicate samples 

plus or minus the difference between the mean and the upper or lower values (except for the 

sterile control, which represents a single experiment). Dashed line represents the mean total 

calcium in the sterile control and B. adeninivorans cultures (values from A. niger samples were 

not included due to incomplete calcium recovery when dissolving aliquots of the solution).  

 

In contrast to the differences in phosphate solubility between A. niger and B. adeninivorans 

cultures and the sterile control, calcium solubility was effectively the same across all 

conditions with approximately 50% removed from solution (figure 2.15).   
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Figure 2.16 XRD pattern of a solid produced in the “active” system precipitation tests with A. 

niger and 50 mmol/L calcium (blue). The fitted reference pattern (red) used the structural 

models for whewellite (ICSD #434201) and weddellite (ICSD #434209) from (328), 

glushinskite (ICSD #5049) from (329), and gypsum (ICSD #2058) from (312). The grey line 

shows the difference between the measured pattern and the fitted model, the tick marks show 

the positions of Bragg peaks associated with each phase. Samples were measured using the 

Göbel mirror optics setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step 

size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. 

 

 

Figure 2.17 XRD pattern of a solid produced in the “active” system precipitation tests with B. 

adeninivorans and 50 mmol/L calcium. Samples were measured using the Göbel mirror optics 

setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a 

step time of 1 s. 

 

Analysing solids from the A. niger cultures by XRD (figure 2.16) indicated the presence of 

weddellite, the dihydrate form of calcium oxalate (CaC2O4.2H2O), along with minor amounts 
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of whewellite (CaC2O4.H2O), glushinskite (MgC2O4.2H2O), and gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O). The 

precipitation of oxalates by A. niger has previously been well established (330–332).  

The solids recovered from B. adeninivorans cultures appeared to be amorphous by XRD 

analysis (figure 2.17), which is consistent with calcium phytate precipitation (253,333). Some 

small peaks could be observed in the 20–30° region, but these were hard to distinguish against 

the background and could not be conclusively matched to any phase. These features may have 

been associated with traces of inorganic calcium phosphates and/or sulfates precipitating 

alongside the bulk calcium phytate or unhydrolyzed starch. The precipitate from the sterile 

control was not analysed by XRD, as the solid was most likely an amorphous calcium phytate.  

Table 2.5 Saturation indices of select phases included in the geochemical model. The different 

simulations are indicated as follows: (1) – sterile media at pH 7.0 media prior to the addition 

of phytate; (2) – sterile media at pH 7.0 after the addition of 5 mmol/L phytate, also 

representative of the phytase-inactive B. adeninivorans cultures; (3) – A. niger cultures with 

17 mmol/L phosphate, 3 mmol/L phytate, and adjusted to pH 2.5 with oxalic acid (H2C2O4). 

Phytate is represented in the model by [InsP6], oxalate is represented by (Ox).  

Simulation 1 2 3 

Phytates 

Ca5K2[InsP6].xH2O n/a 20.73  -0.18  

Ca5Na2[InsP6] n/a 17.15  -4.01  

Ca6[InsP6] n/a 3.55  -17.66  

Phosphates 

Brushite (Ca(HPO4).2H2O) n/a 1.10  -2.32  

Chloroapatite (Ca10(PO4)6Cl2) n/a 15.40  -8.64  

Hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) n/a 14.29  -14.28  

Oxalates 

Whewellite (Ca(Ox).H2O) n/a n/a 3.60  

Weddellite (Ca(Ox).2H2O) n/a n/a 3.18  

Caoxite (Ca(Ox).3H2O) n/a n/a 3.08  

Glushinskite (Mg(Ox).2H2O) n/a n/a 1.59  

Sulfates 

Anhydrite (CaSO4) 0.18  0.14  0.05  

Gypsum (CaSO4.2H2O) 0.39  0.35  0.26  

 

Geochemical modelling (table 2.5) indicated that the calcium sulfate phases gypsum and 

anhydrite were supersaturated in all simulations, although in practice, no visible precipitation 

was observed prior to the addition of phytate (i.e. simulation 1). After the addition of 5 

mmol/L phytate along with the 5 mmol/L phosphate impurity (simulation 2), calcium phytate 

phases become supersaturated. This is consistent with the amorphous XRD pattern as would 

be expected for calcium phytate (figure 2.17). Calcium phosphate and sulfates were also 
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supersaturated in the model. Chemical analysis did indicate that inorganic phosphate 

precipitated in the sterile control and the B. adeninivorans cultures, but as no signals for 

calcium phosphate could be observed in the XRD patterns, this was likely in an amorphous 

form. The same is true of any sulfate precipitated, although sulfate concentrations were not 

measured.  

Simulation 3, representing the A. niger cultures, indicates that with the decrease in pH, all 

calcium phosphates and phytates become undersaturated. In the model it was assumed that 

the pH decrease was entirely due to oxalic acid synthesis by A. niger. This is an 

oversimplification, as A. niger produces other pH decreasing substances such as citric and 

gluconic acids, and CO2 produced during respiration may also contribute to acidification. 

However, because organic acid quantification was not performed, and because the oxalic acid 

synthesis of A. niger is well studied and known to be geochemically important (331,332,334), 

this assumption was considered sufficient for modelling purposes. Taking this approach led to 

all calcium oxalate phases (the monohydrate, whewellite, the dihydrate, weddellite, and the 

trihydrate, caoxite) and magnesium oxalate dihydrate (glushinskite) becoming supersaturated. 

This is consistent with the signals for whewellite, weddellite, and glushinskite in the XRD 

patterns for the A. niger precipitates (figure 2.16), while the lack of caoxite (including caoxite 

in the Rietveld refinement calculated a percentage concentration of 0.00% for caoxite) is 

consistent with the rarity of this phase (328). 

In summary, attempts to use A. niger and B. adeninivorans to mediate the formation of 

calcium phosphates (e.g. brushite, hydroxyapatite) or mixed calcium sulfate-phosphates (e.g. 

ardealite) were unsuccessful in this work. For A. niger a large pH decrease associated with 

oxalic acid production led to the formation of calcium and magnesium oxalates, while B. 

adeninivorans showed no phytase activity at pH 7 and calcium likely remained mostly 

associated with phytate.  

While oxalates (335) and phytates (253) may still have value in the remediation of uranium 

and other contaminants, further work must be done if minerals such as hydroxyapatite or 

ardealite are to be directly produced from a phytate precursor. There are three main options 

that could be pursued to try and achieve this: (a) a two-stage biological process where phytate 

is hydrolysed under acidic conditions and the solution chemistry is then manipulated to induce 

the formation of desired phases, (b) focusing research on organisms that produce phytases 
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active in the neutral to alkaline pH range, (c) use non-biological techniques where phytate is 

hydrolysed into inorganic phosphate by (hydro)thermal methods.  

2.2.4.2 Manganese 

Experiments with manganese were performed at concentrations of 0.5 and 50 mmol/L. The 

first set of experiments (at 50 mmol/L) indicated that, while manganese appeared to 

precipitate with phytate, there were no indications of growth or phytate breakdown by B. 

adeninivorans (data not shown). Therefore, this condition was not repeated for A. niger and, 

instead, experiments were performed for both organisms at a lower manganese 

concentration (0.5 mmol/L). Starch was used as carbon source, and the pH was buffered at 

5.5 with 0.2 mol/L MES. 

The experiments lasted for 20 days. At the final time point, the pH remained at around 5.5 in 

the sterile control but, despite the use of a strong buffer (0.2 mol/L MES), the B. adeninivorans 

cultures reduced the pH to ~ 4.4 and the A. niger cultures reduced the pH to ~ 2.5. 

 

Figure 2.18 Water-soluble and total concentrations of measured inorganic phosphate for the 

active system precipitation tests with 0.5 mmol/L manganese at pH 5.5. Values are the mean of 

triplicate samples plus or minus the difference between the mean and the upper or lower values 

(except for the sterile control, which represents a single experiment).  

 

Phytate degradation occurred for both A. niger and B. adeninivorans (figure 2.18), with a 

release of inorganic phosphate comparable to the low-manganese concentration experiments 
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(figure 2.4, figure 2.7). However, for all conditions, ~ 100% of inorganic phosphate remained 

in solution (water-soluble concentrations appearing slightly higher than total concentrations 

is likely a consequence of analytical error). Due to analytical errors, organic phosphate 

concentrations could not be calculated for this set of experiments. 

 

Figure 2.19 Measured water-soluble concentrations of (a) manganese, and (b) calcium for the 

active system precipitation tests with 0.5 mmol/L manganese at pH 5.5. Values are the mean of 

triplicate samples plus or minus the difference between the mean and the upper or lower values 

(except for the sterile control, which represents a single experiment). Dashed line represents 

the mean total (a) manganese in all experiments, and (b) calcium in the sterile control and B. 

adeninivorans cultures (values from A. niger samples were not included due to incomplete 

calcium recovery when dissolving aliquots of the solution). 

 

For both organisms and the sterile control, close to 100% of the manganese appeared to 

remain in solution (figure 2.19a). However, calcium (which was present in the culture media 

at a concentration of about 1.1 mmol/L) was removed from solution in the A. niger cultures 

(figure 2.19b).   
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Figure 2.20 XRD pattern of a solid produced in the “active” system precipitation tests with A. 

niger and 0.5 mmol/L manganese (blue). The fitted reference pattern (red) used the structural 

models for whewellite (ICSD #434201) and weddellite (ICSD #434209) from (328), 

glushinskite (ICSD #5049) from (329), gypsum (ICSD #2058) from (312), and sodium hydrogen 

tartrate (COD #2005194) from (336). The grey line shows the difference between the measured 

pattern and the fitted model, the tick marks show the positions of Bragg peaks associated with 

each phase. Samples were measured using the Göbel mirror optics setup with the copper Kα 

radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. 

 

 

Figure 2.21 XRD pattern of a solid produced in the “active” system precipitation tests with B. 

adeninivorans and 0.5 mmol/L manganese (blue). Samples were measured using the Göbel 

mirror optics setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 

0.02° and a step time of 1 s. 

 

XRD analysis of the solids indicated crystalline material from the A. niger cultures that was 

challenging to identify (figure 2.20) and a mostly amorphous material from the B. 

adeninivorans cultures (figure 2.21). Applying corrections for preferred orientation during a 
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Rietveld refinement indicated that the majority of peaks in the A. niger precipitate could be 

assigned to NaH tartrate (note that due to the excess of potassium compared to sodium in the 

culture media, KH tartrate was probably more likely to form under the conditions tested, but 

a structural model for this phase could not be found in the ICSD or COD databases). Other 

peaks could be assigned to magnesium and calcium oxalates and gypsum, while the 

unexplained peaks are likely associated with other complexes between cations contained in 

the culture media (NH4
+, Na+, Mg2+, K+, Ca2+) and organic ligands produced by A. niger (e.g. 

citrate, formate, gluconate, oxalate, tartrate). More detailed characterisation of the solution 

chemistry of the A. niger cultures would be required to establish what phases precipitated, 

but it appears likely that none of these phases were phosphates. Rietveld refinements were 

not attempted for the B. adeninivorans solids due to the lack of crystalline signals in the XRD 

pattern.  

Geochemical modelling (appendix B, table B.3) indicated that the sterile control was 

supersaturated with respect to calcium phytate phases, MnHPO4, and Mn3(PO4)2.3H2O. 

Simulations of the B. adeninivorans cultures indicated that only calcium phytates and MnHPO4 

were supersaturated. Results for the A. niger simulations depended on the inclusion of organic 

acids. In the absence of organic acids, the results were similar to B. adeninivorans cultures. 

However, with organic acids in the model (citrate, gluconate, oxalate, and tartrate, with 

concentrations estimated based upon literature values), magnesium and calcium oxalates 

became supersaturated. Manganese phytate and manganese oxalate were undersaturated in 

all simulations, as were all sulfate, oxide, and hydroxide phases. Other organic acid complexes 

were also undersaturated in the model, but the model did not account for local 

supersaturation that may have occurred at the A. niger cell surface.  

These results indicate that a mixture of organic acid crystals was produced in the A. niger 

cultures, while the solid collected from the B. adeninivorans cultures was likely a mixture of 

biomass and residual starch. The explanation of a lack of manganese phosphate precipitation 

despite manganese phosphates being supersaturated in geochemical models (except at the 

higher estimated concentrations of organic acids) may be a result of low supersaturation, slow 

kinetics, the presence of other cations in the culture media (ammonium, sodium, magnesium, 

potassium, and calcium) at higher concentrations than manganese that may have competed 
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for sorption/precipitation sites, or production of high levels of organic acids in the microbial 

cultures.  

Based upon the conditions tested, neither organism is a suitable candidate for the direct 

precipitation of manganese phosphate. Further work could focus on optimising the 

manganese concentrations and the solution pH (previous work has indicated that a minimum 

pH of ~ 5 is required for manganese phosphate precipitation (337)).  

2.2.4.3 Lanthanum 

The first set of experiments with lanthanum added the metal at 50 mmol/L to B. adeninivorans 

cultures. Lanthanum appeared to precipitate with phytate, but no growth or phytase activity 

was observed (data not shown). As such, the concentration of lanthanum was reduced to 0.5 

mmol/L for the following tests with both A. niger and B. adeninivorans. Starch was used as 

carbon source, and the pH was buffered at 5.5 with 0.2 mol/L MES.  

At 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum, growth of both A. niger and B. adeninivorans was visibly apparent. 

Despite the use of a relatively strong buffer (0.2 mol/L MES), both organisms decreased the 

pH of the media, to around 3 for A. niger and about 4.5 for B. adeninivorans. Results from the 

sterile control are not presented due to contamination; instead an additional batch of media 

that was non-sterile but kept at 4 °C during the experiment is designated an “abiotic” control. 

The pH remained at around 5.5 for this control, and no visible signs of obvious microbial 

growth were observed.  
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Figure 2.22 Water-soluble and total concentrations of measured inorganic phosphate for the 

active system precipitation tests with 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum at pH 5.5. Values are the mean of 

triplicate samples plus or minus the difference between the mean and the upper or lower values 

(except for the sterile control, which represents a single experiment). 

 

Phytase activity occurred for both A. niger and B. adeninivorans (figure 2.22), with a release 

of inorganic phosphate comparable to the lanthanum-free experiments (figure 2.4, figure 2.7). 

Any precipitation that occurred was hard to detect, but there did appear to be a small 

reduction in soluble inorganic phosphate in the B. adeninivorans cultures and the abiotic 

control.  
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Figure 2.23 Measured water-soluble concentrations of (a) lanthanum, and (b) calcium for the 

active system precipitation tests with 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum at pH 5.5. Values are the mean of 

triplicate samples plus or minus the difference between the mean and the upper or lower values 

(except for the abiotic control, which represents a single experiment). Dashed line represents 

the mean total (a) lanthanum, and (b) calcium measured in the abiotic control and B. 

adeninivorans cultures (values from A. niger samples were not included due to incomplete 

metal recovery when dissolving aliquots of the solution). 

 

Lanthanum had a low solubility under all tested conditions (figure 2.23a). The abiotic control 

removed around 95% of lanthanum from solution, while lanthanum removal ranged from 92% 

to 98% in the A. niger cultures and from 95% to 99% in the B. adeninivorans cultures. 

Additionally, a small reduction of calcium concentrations in B. adeninovorans cultures and a 

large reduction in A. niger cultures was measured (figure 2.23b). Soluble calcium was higher 

(~ 0.6 mmol/L) in the A. niger cultures compared to the 0.5 mmol/L manganese experiments 

(~ 0.2 mmol/L calcium in solution, figure 2.19b) potentially indicating some substitution of 

lanthanum into the precipitating phase at the expense of calcium.  
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Figure 2.24 XRD pattern of a solid produced in the “active” system precipitation tests with A. 

niger and 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum (blue). The fitted reference pattern (red) used the structural 

models for whewellite (ICSD #434201) and weddellite (ICSD #434209) from (328), 

glushinskite (ICSD #5049) from (329), gypsum (ICSD #2058) from (312), and sodium hydrogen 

tartrate (COD #2005194) from (336). The grey line shows the difference between the measured 

pattern and the fitted model, the tick marks show the positions of Bragg peaks associated with 

each phase. Samples were measured using the Göbel mirror optics setup with the copper Kα 

radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. 

 

Solids recovered from the A. niger cultures (figure 2.24) had almost identical XRD patterns to 

the solids recovered from A. niger cultures in the 0.5 mmol/L manganese experiments (figure 

2.20). This suggests that for both experiments the bulk material produced was some other 

phase rather than anything associated with manganese or lanthanum. However, these 

patterns both differed from the weddellite (calcium oxalate dihydrate) produced in the 50 

mmol/L calcium experiments (figure 2.16) suggesting different phases predominated in the 

cultures with low (~ 1 mmol/L) calcium concentrations. A credible fit was achieved when 

including structural models for NaH tartrate, whewellite, weddellite, glushinskite, and gypsum 

in the Rietveld refinement (figure 2.24) but a detailed characterisation of the A. niger culture 

solution chemistry would be required to probe in more detail which phases may have 

precipitated. Unlike manganese, lanthanum was removed from solution in the presence of A. 

niger which may be due to incorporation into or sorption onto the organic acid phases, 

sorption onto biomass, or precipitation of poorly crystalline/amorphous phytate/phosphate 

phases.   

Kang et al. (338) also observed the precipitation of lanthanum by A. niger, with precipitated 

minerals that matched well with the XRD database pattern for lanthanum oxalate 
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(La2(C2O4)3.10H2O), while a phosphorus containing phase (identified as La7P3O18) was only 

observed when biomass was removed from solution prior to adding lanthanum and at a pH 

of > 3.5 and a lanthanum concentration > 15 mmol/L. Based upon those results, it suggests 

that little-to-no lanthanum phosphate precipitation occurred with A. niger in these 

experiments. 

 

Figure 2.25 XRD pattern of solids produced in the “active” system precipitation tests with B. 

adeninivorans and 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum. Samples were measured using the Göbel mirror 

optics setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° 

and a step time of 1 s. Patterns [i] and [ii] were recorded using a ‘knife edge’ to reduce low 

angle background signals but pattern [iii] was collected without the ‘knife edge’. Patterns were 

normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1.   

 

The XRD analysis of the precipitates recovered from the B. adeninivorans cultures indicated a 

very poorly crystalline or amorphous material (figure 2.25). There was also a degree of 

heterogeneity where patterns [i] and [iii] appeared similar but pattern [ii] differed in the lack 

of the broad peak around 2θ ≈ 20°. Features in the ~ 15–25° 2θ region may be associated 

with starch (e.g. figure 2.26 for the abiotic control) and so the lack of these signals in one 

pattern may indicate that that culture achieved a higher degree of starch breakdown. Other 

features of the patterns possibly appeared to match database patterns for rhabdophane 

(LaPO4.0.5H2O, PDF #00-046-1439) or K3La(PO4)2 (ICSD #41904). However, due to the signals 

being small, it is difficult to identify this conclusively.  
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Rhabdophane is the most likely lanthanum phosphate to form under ambient conditions 

(113,296,339). However, if it was formed in the B. adeninivorans cultures, it was very poorly 

crystalline, and differed from previous results. For example, Serratia sp. N14 bacteria were 

able to produce a crystalline lanthanum phosphate from glycerol 2-phosphate (340,341). 

These experiments used similar lanthanum concentrations (0.3 mmol/L in (340), 1 mmol/L in 

(219,341,342)) and a slightly higher pH (6.0 for (341) or 7.0 for (340)). However, lanthanum 

phosphate crystallinity usually increases with decreasing pH (296) so the pH differences are 

unlikely to explain these results.  

The main factors that may explain the differences between these results and the previously 

reported results for the Serratia bacterium include: the organic phosphate donor, the nutrient 

media used, and the lanthanum:phosphate ratio.  

The organic phosphate donor may be important. Previous research indicated that the 

precipitation of lanthanum with glycerol 2-phosphate was negligible (219). In contrast, 

phytate interacts strongly with lanthanide metals (343) and is known to form insoluble 

lanthanide phytate precipitates (279,344). Phytate is known to inhibit mineral crystallisation, 

and this has been demonstrated for calcium phosphates (322,323), oxalates (325,326), 

fluoride (324), and carbonate (327). Other reports indicate that the lower inositol phosphates 

produced during phytate breakdown may also inhibit mineral crystallisation (266). Therefore, 

it is likely that a similar effect exists for lanthanum minerals, and that may explain the low 

crystallinity of phases produced in the B. adeninivorans cultures.  

Another factor could be the much more complex media that was used for these experiments. 

Where the Serratia sp. N14 system used a very simple media consisting of phosphate source, 

metal, and buffer (219), this work was performed in a media containing phosphate source, 

metal, buffer, plus a complex carbon source (starch) and a wide range of nutrients (see 

methodology section for full media composition). While chemical analysis indicated minimal 

calcium precipitation in the B. adeninivorans cultures (figure 25b) other metals and ions 

present in the media (ammonium, sodium, magnesium, potassium, sulfate) were not 

quantified. Any of these coprecipitating with lanthanum and phosphate may have influenced 

the product’s morphology and led to a more amorphous solid. Additionally, starch is known 

to inhibit mineral crystallisation and influence particle morphology (345,346) so this may have 
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been a factor, although as starch concentrations were not quantified, it is uncertain how much 

starch was left unutilised by B. adeninivorans to be available to inhibit crystallisation.  

  

Figure 2.26 XRD pattern of solids produced in the “active” system precipitation tests for the 

abiotic control and 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum. Samples were measured using the Göbel mirror 

optics setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° 

and a step time of 1 s. Patterns [i] and [ii] were recorded using a ‘knife edge’ to reduce low 

angle background signals but pattern [iii] was collected without the ‘knife edge’. Patterns were 

normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1.   

 

For the abiotic control, the only notable features in the XRD pattern (figure 2.26) were some 

broad peaks that matched database patterns for starch (PDF #00-052-2247). Lanthanum, if 

associated with phytate, is likely to be in an amorphous form, as has been shown for other 

lanthanide phytates (279,344). As starch has previously been shown to form complexes with 

lanthanum (347), some lanthanum removal may have been in association with the insoluble 

starch. However, the relative importance of phytate and starch complexes in uncertain. Starch-

phytate composite materials have previously been researched as efficient ion exchangers for 

a range of metals, including lanthanum (348). These materials require elevated temperatures 

(> 100 °C) to form so it is likely that the starch and phytate remained separate in this work, 

but it may be of interest for further research to investigate starch-phytate composites as 

precursors for biogenic phosphate minerals.  
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Geochemical modelling (using a generic ‘lanthanide’ (Ln) species rather than lanthanum due 

to the availability of thermodynamic data) of these experiments indicated that the only 

supersaturated phases in the abiotic control and B. adeninivorans cultures were hydrated 

lanthanide phosphates and calcium phytates (appendix B, table B.4). Sulfates, hydroxides, 

oxides, and other lanthanide phases were all undersaturated. Similar results were obtained 

for the A. niger cultures, but calcium phytates became undersaturated and the saturation 

indices of lanthanide phosphates were reduced (although LnPO4.H2O remained 

supersaturated even at the higher organic acid concentrations). Additionally, oxalates 

(magnesium, calcium, and mixed sodium-lanthanide oxalates) and potassium hydrogen 

tartrate were calculated as having positive saturation indices at potentially relevant organic 

acid concentrations. 

In summary, lanthanum had a low solubility in these experiments, but the mechanisms of 

removal and speciation of precipitated lanthanum remain unclear. The most likely products 

were a mixture of oxalate and tartrate phases for A. niger, a poorly crystalline lanthanum 

phosphate material for B. adeninivorans, and a mixture of lanthanum phytate and starch for 

the abiotic control. While further work would be required to characterise the precipitate 

formed, the biologically mediated precipitation of lanthanum phosphate by B. adeninivorans 

may be a promising direction to investigate further for its application in the remediation of 

radionuclide-containing wastewaters. However, for A. niger the high production of organic 

acids appears to limit the options for phosphate precipitation, and so if lanthanum phosphate 

precipitation by A. niger is to be pursued in further detail, it may require the removal of 

biomass prior to precipitation or the use of purified A. niger phytase enzymes.  

2.2.5 “Inactive” system precipitation tests 

With high (50 mmol/L) concentrations of manganese and lanthanum appearing to inhibit 

growth and phytase activity of B. adeninivorans an alternative approach was investigated to 

produce phosphate minerals through a phytase-mediated strategy. Due to the prevalence of 

oxalate phases associated with A. niger biomass in the “active” system tests, these 

experiments were only performed with B. adeninivorans.  

The experiments involved growing B. adeninivorans cultures for four to seven days until the 

majority of inorganic phosphate had been released from phytate. At this point, iron, 

manganese, or lanthanum were added to the cultures. The cells and any precipitates were 
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then collected for analysis. Prior to metal addition, the cultures either had a pH of ~ 2.5 or ~ 

3.0. The precipitation of each metal was investigated in duplicate, with one pH 2.5 and one 

pH 3.0 culture used for each metal. As there appeared to be a slight pH effect for some results, 

results for each sample are presented individually.  

Table 2.6 Summary table of the "inactive" system precipitation tests.  

Metal 
Initial 

pH  

Final 
pH 

Dry mass 
(g/100 mL) 

Inorganic 
phosphate 
(mmol/L) 

Organic 
phosphate 
(mmol/L) 

Metal (mmol/L) 

Water-
soluble 

Total 
Water-
soluble 

Total 
Water-
soluble 

Total 

Manganese 2.4 2.4 0.588 23.1 27.6 12.1 3.4 53.8 51.6 

Manganese 3.0 2.4 0.693 23.1 24.6 1.7 3.6 42.4 44.1 

Iron (II) 2.5 2.5 0.556 26.4 27.7 -0.3 4.3 38.2 46.5 

Iron (II) 3.2 2.1 0.791 25.4 26.6 -0.2 2.9 47.3 47.3 

Lanthanum 2.5 1.2 0.939 6.9 22.9 1.6 13.0 17.6 44.8 

Lanthanum 3.2 1.6 1.130 8.0 29.3 -1.2 -2.5 16.4 43.7 

 

Results of the “inactive” system tests indicated that precipitation of manganese and iron was 

low (table 2.6). Effectively all manganese remained in solution, while there was a slight 

variation with pH for iron. Around 100% of iron remained in solution at an initial pH of 3.2 

while around 20% precipitated at an initial pH of 2.5. Large variability encountered during ICP-

OES measurements of phosphate made calculation of organic phosphate concentrations 

difficult (based upon the level of phytate degradation, the total organic phosphate content 

should have been around 4 mmol/L), but the results did appear to indicate that, where iron 

precipitation occurred, it was likely associated with the organic phosphate fraction rather than 

inorganic phosphate.  

In contrast, a large amount of lanthanum was removed from solution, and this occurred 

alongside a large reduction in the inorganic phosphate concentrations (table 2.6). The 

lanthanum:inorganic phosphate ratio ranged from 1.3:1 to 1.7:1, which deviates from the 

expected 1:1 ratio expected for stoichiometric lanthanum phosphate (LaPO4). This may 

indicate coprecipitation of phosphates with other anions present (e.g. residual phytate, lower 

inositol phosphates, sulfate), sorption of lanthanum onto the precipitated solid, or sorption 

onto B. adeninivorans biomass.  
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Figure 2.27 XRD pattern of a solid produced in the “inactive” system precipitation tests with 

B. adeninivorans and 50 mmol/L lanthanum (blue). The fitted reference pattern (red) used the 

structural models for rhabdophane-Sm (ICSD #194481) from (349) and the lattice parameters 

edited in VESTA (350) to match the values for rhabdophane-La given by (349). The grey line 

shows the difference between the measured pattern and the fitted model, the tick marks show 

the positions of Bragg peaks associated with each phase. Samples were measured using the 

Göbel mirror optics setup with the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step 

size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. 

 

XRD analysis indicated that the solid phase matched the pattern for rhabdophane 

(LaPO4.0.667H2O, ICSD #194481) (figure 2.27). Geochemical modelling (appendix B, table B.7) 

indicated that the only supersaturated lanthanum phases present were lanthanum 

phosphates. These results differed from the “active” system tests with lanthanum and B. 

adeninivorans cells where the XRD patterns appeared mostly amorphous (figure 2.25). These 

differences may be due to pH (2.5–3.2 compared to 4.5), lanthanum concentration (50 

mmol/L compared to 0.5 mmol/L), carbon source present (galactose compared to starch), and 

timing of lanthanum addition (after phytate hydrolysis compared to before phytate hydrolysis.  

These results are consistent with the known low solubility of lanthanide phosphates under 

acidic conditions (113,296) and indicate that the biologically mediated formation of 

rhabdophane may be an interesting option to research further for its applicability in 

contaminant remediation. Lanthanum/lanthanide phosphates have been previously 

researched for the immobilisation of transition and post-transition metals (351), strontium 

(352), thorium (340,353), uranium (354,355), and plutonium (340,356). It would be interesting 

to compare the performance of lanthanum phosphates produced from a phytate precursor to 

those produced from glycerol phosphates or by purely chemical mechanisms.  
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In contrast, despite geochemical modelling indicating supersaturation for manganese and iron 

phosphates (appendix, table B.5 and table B.6), no evidence for manganese or iron phosphate 

precipitation was observed in this work. If further work is to try and produce these phases, 

then it appears likely that a higher pH would be required for manganese (337), while it may 

be better to add iron as iron(III) rather than the more soluble iron(II) (357,358).  

2.3 Conclusion 

In this work, the low temperature degradation of phytate by A. niger (at 12 °C) and B. 

adeninivorans (at 4 °C and 12 °C) has been demonstrated, highlighting the possible role of 

both organisms in the degradation of phytic acid under environmentally relevant conditions. 

Alongside this, the importance of choosing appropriate sources of carbon when growing 

microorganisms was demonstrated as, for example, supplying B. adeninivorans with glucose 

leads to no phytase activity. In terms of cost and supporting phytase activity, starch appeared 

to be the most practical carbon source, but its low solubility may limit engineering options 

and influence the morphology of precipitated solids. Because the costs of both glucose and 

galactose may still be considered too expensive for bioremediation strategies, future work 

should investigate cheaper alternatives – ideally these would be sourced from the same waste 

products as phytate (e.g. ethanol by-products (233–235,359) or rice bran (237)) or from the 

contaminated site itself (uranium ore minerals may be associated with organic matter 

(360,361), and organic carbon has been found in some mine tailings (362), so it may be 

possible to use these materials as carbon sources). Additionally, some microorganisms, 

including B. adeninivorans have been shown to grow with phytate as the sole source of carbon 

(288,291), so this also merits further research 

Despite both organisms being efficient at releasing phosphate from phytate, the subsequent 

precipitation of phosphate minerals was variable in this work. The narrow pH profile of the B. 

adeninivorans phytase enzymes and the high organic acid production by A. niger appear to be 

the main limiting factors preventing the precipitation of calcium phosphate minerals for in situ 

remediation strategies. However, these organisms may be suitable for the manufacture of a 

bulk material ex situ if they are used to hydrolyse phytate and the solution chemistry is then 

altered to make the formation of desired minerals (e.g. ardealite or hydroxyapatite) more 

favourable.  
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Alternatively, the formation of phosphate phases that are highly insoluble under acidic 

conditions (e.g. lanthanum phosphates) appears to be viable, although the different materials 

formed under different conditions (amorphous/poorly crystalline in the “active” system, 

crystalline rhabdophane in the “inactive” system for B. adeninivorans) may have different 

contaminant incorporation properties. Understanding this would be important for further 

work to optimise the system. Furthermore, the low solubility of lanthanum phosphate under 

the conditions tested indicates that uranium phosphate precipitation would likely also occur 

under similar conditions, although further experiments would be required to confirm this.  

The usefulness of A. niger for producing phosphate minerals is limited by the production of 

organic acids, with oxalate phases observed in every condition except the filtrate tests where 

A. niger biomass was removed prior to attempting to induce precipitation. As such, removal 

of A. niger biomass after phytate hydrolysis or the use of purified phytase enzymes from A. 

niger would be the most suitable methods to research in more detail.  
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Chapter 3  

Microbial phytate degradation and phosphate biomineralization in 

the presence of simple and complex solid matrices 
 

3.0 Introduction 

The release of inorganic phosphate from phytic acid (C6H18O24P6) by phytate-degrading 

enzymes (phytases) and the subsequent precipitation of phosphate minerals is a promising 

mechanism for the remediation of contaminated sites such as uranium mine tailings 

(11,182,185,188,200–203). The microorganisms Aspergillus niger and Blastobotrys 

adeninivorans are known for their high phytase production/activity in acidic pH ranges 

(238,261,287,288) and this means they may be able to support the formation of phosphate 

minerals that are insoluble under acidic conditions, for example lead, lanthanide, or uranium 

phosphates (113,184,203).  

However, while the successful immobilisation of lead, lanthanum, and uranium has been 

achieved by the release of phosphate from phytate in relatively simple liquid systems  

(182,185,200,202,203) – see also chapter 2 and chapter 4 in this work – mine tailings are 

complex environments and the presence of mineral species, or low water content, may inhibit 

microbial growth and/or phytate hydrolysis and thereby limit phosphate mineral 

precipitation. Only two studies have investigated phytate breakdown and subsequent 

phosphate mineral precipitation in the presence of contaminated sediments. Salome et al. 

(188) found that natural microbial communities hydrolysed phytate and induced uranium 

phosphate formation in Hanford sediment slurries at pH 5.5 but not at pH 7.0. Meanwhile, 

studies on Sellafield sediment slurries indicated that glycerol phosphate was a suitable 

phosphate donor for uranium phosphate precipitation but that phytate was not (104). 

Complex solid matrices may inhibit the phytase mediated precipitation of phosphate minerals 

in several ways. Firstly, phytate may sorb onto minerals or form insoluble metal phytate 

complexes, and these species may be recalcitrant towards enzymatic hydrolysis 

(3,10,281,284,285). Secondly, phytase enzymes may be inactivated by adsorption onto soil 

particles (282–285). Thirdly, the solid matrix/environment may inhibit microbial growth 

and/or phytase production (e.g. because of a low water content) (363–365). Low water 

content may also lead to the denaturing of phytase enzymes (282).  
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Alternatively, there may be positive consequences to the presence of complex solid matrices. 

For example, ternary sorption complexes between minerals (e.g. aluminium oxides, iron 

(oxyhydr)oxides, or clays), phosphate and metals (e.g. copper, lead, or uranium) may increase 

metal sorption (130,131,366–373). Furthermore, sorbed complexes on mineral surfaces may 

also act as precursors for the precipitation of, for example, uranium phosphate phases 

(371,374). Clay minerals may also stabilise proteins (including enzymes) by forming complexes 

that protect the proteins against degradation (283,285,375,376).  

Therefore, the aim of this chapter was to determine whether the organisms A. niger and B. 

adeninivorans can degrade phytate, and hence induce phosphate mineral precipitation, in 

complex or simple solid matrices. Further attention was given to what the main limiting 

factors that may inhibit this process are and how those limitations may be addressed.  

3.1 Experimental programme and methods 

 

Figure 3.1 Flow chart of the experimental programme undertaken in chapter 3. 

 

The work in this chapter (figure 3.1) began by investigating the growth of A. niger and B. 

adeninivorans and their ability to degrade phytate in a complex solid matrix, designed to be 

representative of a mine tailings material. When no phosphate release from phytate was 

detected in these experiments, three different directions were pursued to understand why, 

and what could be done to try and address this. Firstly, sorption tests were performed with 

the individual solids used to create the synthetic mine tailings material and either phytate or 
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phytase. Because the phytate stock contained an inorganic phosphate impurity, these 

experiments technically investigated the sorption of both phytate and inorganic phosphate.  

Secondly, when the sorption tests indicated that the kaolinite fraction appeared to be the 

main phase interacting with both phytate and phytase, tests were performed with A. niger 

and B. adeninivorans growing in the presence of kaolinite to verify that it was kaolinite that 

inhibited phytate degradation in the presence of the microorganisms.  

Thirdly, tests were performed with A. niger and B. adeninivorans growing in the presence of 

sand to test phytate degradation in a solid matrix with weakly interacting solids. The sand 

system tests were performed without any added metals, and with lanthanum added to 

investigate lanthanum phosphate precipitation in the solid matrix. Further tests investigated 

whether X-ray computed tomography (X-CT) could be used to visualise microbial growth and 

any lanthanum phosphate precipitation within the sand matrix.  

3.1.1 Phytate degradation in a synthetic mine tailings system 

Table 3.1 Composition of the synthetic mine tailings mixture. Concentrations are given on a 

dry mass basis.  

Component g/100 g  Supplier (product number) 

K-feldspar (KAlSi3O8) 45 Mistral Industrial Chemicals (1791-o1) 

Quartz (SiO2) 35  

Coarse Leighton Buzzard sand 28 Departmental stock 

Fine sand 7 Jordanhill Garden Supplies 

Kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4) 15 Imerys Speswhite™ Quality China Clay 

Marble (CaCO3 + CaMg(CO3)2) 4.4 Leiths Ltd. Skye Marble 

Cerium 0.5  

Cerium oxide (CeO2) 0.61 Aldrich (22390) 

Barium 0.1  

Barium Chloride dihydrate (BaCl2.2H2O) 0.18 Acros Organics (203135000) 

 

The design of a synthetic “uranium mine” tailings material was based upon several literature 

reports of uranium ores (377,378), mine tailings (379–385), and sediments with naturally high 

uranium levels (386). Two different grades of quartz sand were chosen to represent the 

heterogeneity of grain sizes found in tailings, and kaolinite was chosen as a representative 

clay mineral. Barium and cerium were chosen as non-radioactive analogues of radium and 

thorium/uranium, respectively. While CeO2 is a useful analogue for ThO2 and UO2 it is not a 

perfect analogue for uranium as cerium does not exist in a more mobile +6 oxidation state 
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like uranium. However, for the purposes of initial experiments, the addition of CeO2 was 

considered sufficient.  

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the individual solids indicated that K-feldspar was present 

as the microcline polymorph, while the marble consisted of a mixture of calcite and dolomite. 

XRD patterns of the kaolinite and fine sand indicated small peaks associated with impurity 

phases in addition to peaks associated with kaolinite and quartz, respectively. These 

impurities could not be conclusively identified but were probably other clay minerals for the 

kaolinite and a mixture of clays, oxides, and carbonates for the fine sand. No impurity phases 

could be observed in the XRD patterns of the coarse sand or CeO2.  

To prepare the synthetic tailings, the solids listed in table 3.1 were weighed out into a 250 mL 

Duran bottle in appropriate amounts to give a total dry mass of 50 g. The solids were then dry 

heat sterilised by placing the bottles in an oven set to 150 °C for 3 h. Dry heat sterilisation is 

the preferred method for sterilising solids as it minimises the changes in mineral composition 

and morphology that may occur during autoclaving (387).  

After allowing to cool, the solids were mixed with approximately 100 mL of sterile nanopure 

water (npH2O, resistivity ≥ 18.2 MΩ·cm) or 0.1 mol/L H2SO4, 0.25 mol/L H2SO4, or 0.5 mol/L 

HNO3 to adjust the suspensions to different pH values (which ranged from ~ 2 to ~ 8). The 

suspensions were mixed on an overhead or orbital shaker for around 48 h. After the mixing 

period the suspensions were vacuum filtered (under aseptic conditions) through glass fibre 

(GF/D or GF/F) filters. After filtration, the amount of water retained by the solids was around 

5–10 g.  

The solids were then weighed out (~ 25 g, wet mass) into sterile glass beakers. To the solids, 

5 mL of inoculum was added and gently mixed through with a pipette tip. The openings of 

beakers were either covered by sterile aluminium foil or UV-disinfected clingfilm. Experiments 

were conducted in the dark at room temperature (~ 22 °C) for about a month.  

Inocula consisted of (1) partially homogenised A. niger biomass, (2) A. niger spores, or (3) B. 

adeninivorans cell suspensions, mixed with YN9.1B media (containing 20 g/L starch, 2.5 g/L 

phytate, 2.2 g/L calcium, and 5.9 g/L yeast nitrogen base (YN) – see chapter 2 for the full 

composition of YN) or a ~ 10 times concentrated version of YN9.1B media. Non-inoculated 

controls were mixed with an equivalent amount of sterile YN9.1B media.  
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To prepare the partially homogenised A. niger biomass, A. niger was grown in YN9B liquid 

media (20 g/L starch, 2.5 g/L phytate, 36 mg/L calcium, as per chapter 2) at 22 °C for 7 days. 

The cultures were transferred into a Stomacher bag and blended using a Seward Stomacher® 

Model 400 Lab Blender (388) for 15 to 30 minutes. The blending was only partially successful 

but did provide a cell suspension that was marginally easier to pipette than unblended A. 

niger biomass. An aliquot of the suspension was sampled, and the concentration of viable 

cells quantified by the viable plate count (VPC) method as per chapter 2. The A. niger biomass 

was then harvested by centrifugation (10,000 rcf, 5 minutes), washed twice in sterile 8.5 g/L 

NaCl by centrifuging, and resuspended in YN9.1B media. This suspension was used as the 

inoculum.  

For A. niger spore suspensions, a spore suspension was prepared as described in chapter 2. 

This was then diluted in YN9.1B media to give an approximately equal viable cell 

concentration (~ 2 x 104 colony forming units per millilitre (CFU/mL)) to that contained in the 

homogenised biomass inocula. This spore suspension was then used as an inoculum.  

To prepare B. adeninivorans cell suspensions, B. adeninivorans was grown in YN9B liquid 

media (as per chapter 2) at 22 °C for 4 days. The cell suspension was then washed and 

resuspended in YN9.1B media as per the blended A. niger biomass and subsequently used as 

an inoculum.  

Samples were taken prior to inoculation, immediately after inoculation, and at the end of the 

experiment (after 30–50 days). Sampling involved weighing out 1 g (wet mass) of solids and 

mixing in a 1:5 ratio with either sterile npH2O or 0.5 mol/L HNO3 (389). After vortex mixing, 

an aliquot of the npH2O samples was withdrawn and used for viable cell quantification by the 

VPC method. The npH2O suspensions were then mixed on an orbital shaker for an hour before 

centrifuging (6,000 rcf, 5 minutes). The supernatants were then filtered and used for the 

determination of pH, electrical conductivity, oxidation-reduction potential, and water-soluble 

inorganic phosphate determination. The solids were washed twice with npH2O and once with 

isopropyl alcohol (IPA) by centrifugation, dried to a constant mass at 50 °C, and used for solid 

phase analysis by XRD. The 0.5 mol/L HNO3 samples were vortex mixed, then placed on an 

orbital shaker for 15 minutes, centrifuged (6,000 rcf, 5 minutes), filtered, and used for HNO3 

soluble inorganic phosphate determination. Water-soluble concentrations were compared to 

HNO3 soluble concentrations to observe whether any inorganic phosphate precipitated.  
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3.1.2 Phytate sorption tests 

To investigate the interactions between phytate and the solids used to create the synthetic 

mine tailings mixture (table 3.1) phytate was mixed with separate aqueous suspensions of 

each of the solids or with the full synthetic mine tailings mixture. The experiments were 

designed using two solid:solution ratios. One mixed the solids with water in the same ratio as 

was present in the synthetic mine tailings mixture and one prepared the solids with a relative 

excess of water. This second condition was performed for practical purposes as some solids 

(the kaolinite and the full synthetic tailings mixture) absorbed most of the water added and, 

therefore, were difficult to sample. These were designated “low water” and “high water” 

conditions, respectively. The low water condition was performed for kaolinite, fine sand 

(which was added at the same concentration as kaolinite for the low water condition), and 

the full synthetic tailings mixture, while the high water condition was performed for all solids. 

For kaolinite only, the influence of pH was tested by preparing “high water content” 

suspensions and adjusting the pH to 9 or 13.  

Table 3.2 Solid loading used in the phytate sorption tests. N.d. indicates “low water” 

conditions were not performed for that solid. Note that barium chloride is water-soluble but 

was added in the experiments as a solid.  

Component 

Low water 
condition 

solids loading 
(g/L) 

High water 
condition 

solids loading 
(g/L) 

Synthetic mine tailings mixture 5000 1667 

K-feldspar (KAlSi3O8) n.d. 750 

Coarse sand (SiO2) n.d. 465 

Fine sand (SiO2) 750 115 

Kaolinite (Al2Si2O5(OH)4) 750 250 

Marble (CaCO3 + CaMg(CO3)2) n.d. 75 

Cerium oxide (CeO2) n.d. 10 

Barium chloride dihydrate (BaCl2.2H2O) n.d. 3 

 

After weighing out the solids, they were mixed with a phytate solution (at a 2.5 g/L or 3.8 

mmol/L concentration) to give the solid loadings indicated in table 3.2. Solutions of phytate 

without added solids were used as solid-free controls. After adding the phytate solution, the 

suspensions were vortex mixed and then placed on an orbital shaker (set to ~ 500 rpm) 

overnight. After this time, the suspensions were vortex mixed and then centrifuged (8,000 

rcf, 20 min). Note that for the low water condition for the synthetic mine tailings mixture, 
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additional water had to be added as the solids absorbed all the water initially added. This 

additional water was mixed through the solids ~ 3 h before centrifugation.  

After centrifuging, the supernatants were sampled, filtered, and used for pH, inorganic 

phosphate, and phytate measurements. Solids were washed once in npH2O and once in IPA 

and then dried to a constant mass at 50 °C. Selected solids were analysed by Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) to investigate whether incorporation of phytate into the solid 

phase could be detected.  

3.1.3 Phytase sorption tests 

The interactions between phytase enzymes and solids used to create the synthetic mine 

tailings was investigated in a similar manner to the phytate sorption tests. Initial tests used 

the phytase enzyme provided with the Megazyme Phytic Acid assay kit (299) but, due to the 

limited availability of this enzyme, further tests used the wheat phytase supplied by Sigma-

Aldrich (P1259-5G). Following this, additional work used an A. niger phytase (supplied by Hui 

Chem Co., Ltd.) as A. niger is one of the microorganisms used in this work, and different 

phytases may interact with solids differently (283).  

Table 3.3 Conditions tested for the different phytase enzymes used in the sorption tests 

Enzyme Solids tested Other factors investigated 

A. niger Kaolinite (1 or 250 g/L) Time 

Megazyme K-feldspar, coarse sand, fine sand, kaolinite, 
marble, cerium oxide, barium chloride 
dihydrate (all at “high water” concentrations 
listed in table 2). 

None 

Wheat K-feldspar, coarse sand, fine sand, kaolinite, 
marble, cerium oxide, barium chloride 
dihydrate (all at “high water” concentrations 
listed in table 2).  

Enzyme concentration, pH, 
enzyme desorption, activity 
of sorbed enzymes.  

 

Solutions of the phytase enzymes were prepared (at 2 mg/mL for the A. niger phytase, at 0.5% 

w/w for the Megazyme phytase, or 0.7–20 mg/mL for the wheat phytase) and mixed with 

solids as indicated in table 3.3. Solid-free controls involved mixing solid-free phytase solutions 

at room temperature for equivalent time periods; to check for the loss of activity over this 

time, additional solid-free controls were performed with phytase solutions freshly prepared 

before the enzyme assay. Suspensions were mixed on orbital shakers set to ~ 500 rpm 
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overnight (except where stated otherwise). After this time, suspensions were centrifuged 

(3,000–10,000 rcf, 5 minutes) and the supernatants withdrawn for use in enzyme assays.  

Enzyme assays were performed by mixing supernatants (or suspensions) with a buffered (0.2 

mol/L citrate or MES, pH 5.5) phytate (0.35 mmol/L) solution for 10 minutes at 40 °C (for 

Megazyme and wheat phytases) or 22 °C (for A. niger phytase – preliminary tests indicated a 

negligible difference between A. niger phytase activity at 22 or 40 °C). After 10 minutes, the 

reactions were terminated by the addition of trichloroacetic acid (TCA) to a concentration of 

0.66 mol/L. The background concentration of inorganic phosphate was determined by adding 

TCA to the phytate solution before adding the test sample. The amount of phosphate released 

from phytate was calculated by subtracting the background inorganic phosphate 

concentration from the total inorganic phosphate concentration measured in the test sample. 

The amount of phosphate released from phytate was used to calculate the phytase activity in 

nanokatals (1 nKat = 1 nanomole of inorganic phosphate released from phytate per second 

of the reaction). 

To investigate the desorption of enzymes or the activity of sorbed enzymes, the residual solids 

collected after centrifugation were resuspended in an equivalent volume of npH2O. The 

suspensions were vortex mixed and placed on an orbital shaker (set to ~ 500 rpm) for 2 h. 

After this time, aliquots of suspension were withdrawn and used for enzyme assays as 

described above to test for sorbed phytase activity. Then, the suspensions were centrifuged 

(10,000 rcf, 1 minute), the supernatants filtered, and the filtrates assayed as described above 

to test for desorbed phytase activity.  

Investigations of pH tested the influence of both pH and pH buffer. The kaolinite suspensions, 

without pH adjustment, had a pH of about 5. As a method of improving the amount of phytase 

remaining in solution, equivalent tests were performed by preparing the phytase solution in 

0.1 mol/L citrate buffer, to test whether citrate could displace phytase from available sorption 

sites. Secondly, it was tested whether high pH values (~ 9) could increase the amount of 

phytase remaining in solution. The pH was maintained at around 9 by preparing suspensions 

in 0.1 mol/L TRIS buffer. The pH/buffer tests were mixed for 4 hours and assayed for phytase 

activity in the supernatants as described above, except that the pH 9 filtrates were re-

adjusted to around pH 5 immediately before the assay.  
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3.1.4 Growth and phytate degradation in the presence of kaolinite 

As the sorption tests indicated that kaolinite was the solid phase that interacted most strongly 

with both phytate and phytase, it was decided to perform growth and phytate breakdown 

tests with the microorganisms A. niger and B. adeninivorans to confirm the hypothesis that it 

was the kaolinite fraction that inhibited phytate degradation by the actively growing 

organisms.  

These tests involved inoculating the microorganisms into YN6B liquid media (with 20 g/L 

galactose and 2.5 g/L phytate, prepared and sterilised as per chapter 2) with different levels 

of kaolinite (0, 10, or 500 g/L). The kaolinite was dry heat sterilised prior to mixing with the 

media (150 °C, 3 h).  

Cultures were inoculated by the addition of spore or cell suspensions (prepared as described 

in chapter 2) at a concentration of 0.5% (v/v). The inocula were mixed through the suspension 

with a sterile pipette tip. Glass beakers were used as vessels and the openings covered with 

sterile aluminium foil, held in place with parafilm. Experiments were performed in triplicate 

along with single sterile controls. All experiments were performed in the dark at room 

temperature (22 °C) under static conditions. Samples were withdrawn at various time points 

using sterile pipettes and filtrates used to measure pH and inorganic phosphate 

concentrations. The experiments lasted for a total of 60 days.  

3.1.5 Phytate degradation and lanthanum phosphate precipitation in the presence of sand 

To investigate the growth of microorganisms and phytate degradation in the presence of a  

solid phase with a low sorption capacity towards phytate or phytase (quartz sand, Argos 

365/0574), A. niger or B. adeninivorans were inoculated into a mixture of sand and YN6B 

nutrient media. The sand was dry heat sterilised (150 °C, 3 h), while the YN6B media was 

prepared and sterilised as described in chapter 2. After cooling, sand (70 g) and YN6B media 

(20 mL) were then mixed to give a sand concentration of 3,500 g/L. This provided a saturated 

solid matrix with a small amount of standing water. Spore or cell suspensions (prepared as 

per chapter 2) were inoculated at a concentration of 1.25% (v/v) or 0.3% (v/w). Experiments 

were inoculated in triplicate for each organism along with triplicate sterile controls. All 

experiments were performed in the dark at room temperature (22 °C) under static conditions. 

To test the precipitation of lanthanum, equivalent experiments were performed with 69 mg/L 

lanthanum added to the YN6B nutrient media.  
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Samples were taken after 0 (before inoculation), 7, 14, 30, and 60 days. Sampling involved 

using a sterile spatula to weigh out 1 g (wet mass) of sample and extracting the sample in a 

relevant solution which was then analysed for pH, and water-soluble and total concentrations 

of inorganic phosphate, ICP-OES phosphate, calcium, and lanthanum. Note that this was 

actually a pseudo-total concentration measurement, as quartz is insoluble in the extracting 

solutions used, and there was some evidence (discussed in the results) that recovery of some 

analytes was also low.  

For pH measurements and water-soluble concentrations, solids were mixed in a 1:5 ratio with 

npH2O and mixed in an overhead shaker (set to 10 rpm) for ~ 1 h. The suspensions were then 

centrifuged (10,000 rcf, 5 minutes) and the supernatants filtered (0.2 μm hydrophilic PTFE) 

and used for analysis. For total concentrations, solids were extracted in a 1:5 ratio with 1.67 

mol/L HNO3 for 15 minutes. Total concentration samples were taken at every time point for 

the lanthanum-containing samples or the final time point only for the lanthanum-free 

experiments. These extractions were either performed on separate samples (for intermediate 

time points) or sequentially following the npH2O extractions (for the initial and final time 

points). At the final time point, samples were taken in 5 g amounts. Five samples were taken 

for each experiment, two samples from the upper layer, one from the middle, and two 

samples from the bottom. Two of the samples were only subjected to the npH2O extraction, 

while the remaining three (one sample from each layer) were sequentially extracted with 

npH2O and 1.67 mol/L HNO3. In between the extractions, the solids were washed three times 

with npH2O by centrifugation. 

Following the extractions, the solids were washed three times in npH2O and once in IPA by 

centrifugation. The solids were then dried to a constant mass at 50 °C and the dry mass of 

each sample measured. Solids that had only been subjected to npH2O extractions were 

analysed by XRD and FTIR.  

3.1.6 X-CT tests 

To test whether X-CT scanning could be used to visualise microbial growth and lanthanum 

precipitation within a sand matrix, similar tests were performed to the sand experiments. To 

improve the resolution achievable, the experiments were scaled down in size (the dry mass 

of sand used was ~ 0.3 g rather than 70 g as in the above tests), and to improve the likelihood 

of observing lanthanum phases, the lanthanum concentration was increased to 695 mg/L (5 
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mmol/L). Experiments were performed with two organisms (A. niger or B. adeninivorans), a 

purified enzyme (from A. niger), or sterile controls (table 3.4).  

Table 3.4 Conditions performed for the X-CT tests. Single experiments were performed for 

each condition. Lanthanum and phytate at the concentrations listed were mixed with YN6B 

liquid media.  

Organism Lanthanum (mmol/L) Phytate (mmol/L) 

A. niger 5 3.8 

B. adeninivorans 5 3.8 

Purified A. niger enzyme 5 3.8 

Sterile control 5 3.8 

Sterile control 5 0 

Sterile control 0 3.8 

 

To perform the experiments, miniature “flow through” columns were prepared by attaching 

1 mL Luer-Lok™ (BD 309628) syringes to syringe filter units (0.2 μm PES, 33 mm diameter, 

Fisher 15206869). To stop solids falling through into the filter, an aerosol barrier (from a 200 

μL Fisherbrand™ SureOne™ aerosol barrier pipette tip) and a small circle of filter paper 

(Green’s 401) was placed at the bottom of the syringe. When not actively adding 

solids/liquids, the opening at the top of the syringes was plugged with sterile non-absorbent 

cotton wool. Dry heat sterilised sand was weighed into the syringe and was then saturated 

with appropriate liquid nutrient media (YN6B media with lanthanum and phytate 

concentrations as listed in table 4). The “columns” were then attached to a solid phase 

extraction (SPE) unit (Supelco Visiprep 24™ DL) and a low vacuum (~ 3–5 kPa) applied for 

around 30 seconds until no standing water was left. Then, a second quantity of solution was 

added and allowed to flow through under gravity. The liquids were collected in centrifuge 

tubes for zero time point analysis. The amount of liquid retained by the solids ranged from 4 

to 38% (w/w). Aseptic conditions were maintained for all preparation steps.  

Experiments were started by the addition of 10 μL spore or cell suspension for A. niger or B. 

adeninivorans, 10 μL of enzyme solution (at 1 mg/mL) for the A. niger phytase, or 10 μL sterile 

npH2O for the controls. Experiments were left at room temperature in the dark for 40 days.  

After 40 days, 1 mL of npH2O was pipetted into each column; the columns were attached to 

the SPE unit and the liquid pulled through under vacuum (20 kPa). The filtrate was collected 

and used for measurements of water-soluble analytes. The columns were then imaged using 

a Nikon XT H 320 X-Ray CT scanner at the University of Strathclyde’s Advanced Materials 
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Research Laboratory. Scan parameters included an energy of 150 kV, a current of 118 μA, 

recording 3,141 angular projections per scan with an angular step of 0.1146° and an exposure 

time of 1,000 ms. With the setup used, a voxel resolution of ~ 8 μm was achieved. 3D volumes 

of the scans were reconstructed using the Nikon XTekCT software. The reconstructed image 

stacks were then processed using the Fiji distribution (390) of ImageJ (391).  

3.1.7 Analytical techniques 

Microbial growth was quantified by performing VPCs using the drop plate method (297) and 

qualitative judgments based upon photographs. Solution samples were analysed for pH, 

electrical conductivity, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), inorganic phosphate (by 

colorimetry), and metals and phosphorus (by ICP-OES). Methods for pH, inorganic phosphate, 

and ICP-OES are described in chapter 2. Organic phosphate concentrations were calculated 

by subtracting inorganic phosphate concentrations from ICP-OES measured phosphate 

concentrations.  

Electrical conductivity was measured using either a Mettler Toledo InLab 731 conductivity 

sensor connected to either a Mettler Toledo MPC 227 pH/Conductivity Meter or a Mettler 

Toledo SevenMulti™ S47 - dual meter pH / conductivity, or a Hach CDC40101 Conductivity 

probe connected to a Hach HQ40d Multi Portable Meter. Calibrations were performed 

(usually two point) using standards encompassing the estimated range of values to be 

measured. The standards were continually mixed with a magnetic stirrer during calibration. 

ORP was measured using a Mettler Toledo InLab Redox Pro probe connected to either a 

Mettler Toledo MPC 227 pH/Conductivity Meter or a Mettler Toledo SevenMulti™ S47 - dual 

meter pH / conductivity. The InLab Redox Pro probe has a platinum sensing electrode and 

uses the Ag/AgCl reference system with a 3 mol/L KCl electrolyte. The measured value of 

samples in millivolts was converted to the redox potential relative to the standard hydrogen 

electrode (Eh) with the equation: Eh = Emeasured + 207 mV (392). 

For select samples, phytate concentrations were measured using the Megazyme Phytic Acid 

assay kit K-PHYT (299). Phytate concentrations measured this way were similar to phytate 

concentrations calculated from ICP-OES measurements of phosphate after the inorganic 

phosphate had been subtracted.  
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Solid samples were analysed by X-CT (as described above), XRD (as described in chapter 2), 

and FTIR. FTIR analysis was carried out using an Agilent Technologies Cary 660 FTIR 

Spectrometer with a PIKE MIRacle™ single reflection diamond crystal Attenuated Total 

Reflectance (ATR) module. Each sample was scanned 32 times with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and 

a scan range of 400–4000 cm-1. Spectra were acquired using the Resolutions Pro software 

(Agilent Technologies) and spectra were processed using OriginPro (version 2019b) (393), 

Spectragryph (394), and the Bio-Rad KnowItAll® Informatics System (395). 

3.2 Results and discussion 

3.2.1 Phytate degradation in a synthetic mine tailings system 

 

Figure 3.2 Visual comparison (top-down photographs) of select experiments from the synthetic 

mine tailings tests. Experiments shown are from (a) batch 3 and (b) batch 4 as indicated in 

table 3.5.  

 

Visual comparisons of the synthetic mine tailings tests showed obvious signs of growth for A. 

niger with a mat of spores forming across the surface of the solids within 6–11 days (figure 
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3.2), although it is uncertain to what extent growth penetrated into the solid media. Visual 

signs of growth in the B. adeninivorans or non-inoculated controls were not possible to 

observe.  

It was notable how, in the B. adeninivorans cultures and non-inoculated controls the solids 

dried out over the time of the experiment and started to crack (figure 3.2). In contrast, this 

effect was not observed in the A. niger cultures. Measurements of mass over time indicated 

that the A. niger cultures lost 9–15% of their initial mass, while other experiments lost 14–

25% of their initial mass (table 3.5). This can be attributed to the evaporation of water, so it 

appears that the growth of A. niger across the surface of the solid limited water evaporation 

and thereby limited cracking of the solids. This effect was only observed in certain 

experiments, namely, batch 1, batch 3, and batch 4 as indicated in table 3.5. These 

experiments had the opening of the beakers covered with aluminium foil, while the other 

batches were covered with transparent clingfilm (to make photographing experiments 

easier); therefore, it appears that the clingfilm inhibited water evaporation.   
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Table 3.5 Summary of results from the synthetic mine tailings experiments. Concentrations are given as mmol/kg on a dry mass basis. T0 describes 

samples taken immediately after mixing in the inoculum, T1 is the final time point as indicated in the table. Data represent either single 

measurements or the mean of duplicate samples ± the difference between the mean and the measured values. Available phosphate in phytic acid 

and inorganic phosphate added were calculated from the nominal concentration of phytic acid and phosphate in the inoculum. All other values 

were measured directly on the relevant extracted suspensions/filtrates. 

Organism Inoculum 

Available 
phosphate 
in phytic 

acid 
added 

(mmol/kg) 

Inorganic 
phosphate 

added 
(mmol/kg) 

Background 
water-
soluble 

inorganic 
phosphate 

in solid 
matrix 

(mmol/kg) 

Background 
nitric acid 

soluble 
inorganic 

phosphate 
in solid 
matrix 

(mmol/kg) 

Water-soluble 
inorganic phosphate 

(mmol/kg) 

Nitric acid soluble 
inorganic phosphate 

(mmol/kg) 
pH(H2O) 

Mass 
loss (%) 

Batch 1, initial pH 8.4, T1 = 47 days T0 T1  T0 T1  T0 T1    

A. niger 
Cell 
suspension 

29.68 4.51 < 0.06 n.d. n.d. 0.44 ± 0.01 n.d. 7.28 ± 0.32 n.d. 7.4 ± 0.19 15.21% 

B. 
adeninivorans 

Cell 
suspension 

32.01 4.86 n.d. n.d. 4.36 0.45 ± 0.01 n.d. 5.23 ± 0.11 6.0 7.3 ± 0.11 18.85% 

Unknown 
mould and 
bacteria 
(contamination) 

None 31.33 4.76 0.11 n.d. 2.68 0.46 ± 0.26 n.d. 6.04 ± 1.05 6.5 7.5 ± 0.29 16.72% 

Batch 2, initial pH 7.6, T1 = 52 days                     

A. niger 
Cell 
suspension 

7.08 1.08 0.04 0.89 0.56 0.07  1.54 1.70  6.3 7.1  8.30% 

A. niger 
Spore 
suspension 

9.25 1.41 < 0.04 1.16 0.25 0.15  2.37 2.83  6.6 6.5  5.87% 

B. 
adeninivorans 

Cell 
suspension 

7.27 1.11 < 0.03 0.94 0.22 0.05  2.29 1.33  6.6 7.1  4.10% 

Unknown 
bacteria 
(contamination) 

None 8.58 1.30 < 0.03 0.91 0.11 0.04  2.01 2.30  6.8 7.1  5.56% 
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Table 3.5 (continued).  

Organism Inoculum 

Available 
phosphate 
in phytic 

acid 
added 

(mmol/kg) 

Inorganic 
phosphate 

added 
(mmol/kg) 

Background 
water-
soluble 

inorganic 
phosphate 

in solid 
matrix 

(mmol/kg) 

Background 
nitric acid 

soluble 
inorganic 

phosphate 
in solid 
matrix 

(mmol/kg) 

Water-soluble 
inorganic phosphate 

(mmol/kg) 

Nitric acid soluble 
inorganic phosphate 

(mmol/kg) 
pH(H2O) 

Mass 
loss (%) 

Batch 3, initial pH 6.9, T1 = 34 days T0 T1  T0 T1  T0 T1    

A. niger 
Cell 
suspension 

7.05 1.07 < 0.05 1.26 0.94 0.16 ± 0.05 2.37 2.27 ± 0.41 6.5 7.4 ± 0.09 9.00% 

Unknown 
bacteria 
(contamination) 

None 7.61 1.16 < 0.05 1.73 0.74 0.19 ± 0.01 2.74 3.00 ± 0.40 6.9 6.9 ± 0.19 13.93% 

Batch 4, initial pH 5.8, T1 = 34 days                     

A. niger 
Cell 
suspension 

5.73 0.87 < 0.06 1.52 0.53 0.12 ± 0.05 2.54 2.13 ± 0.45 5.2 6.4 ± 0.04 11.58% 

B. 
adeninivorans 

Cell 
suspension 

7.01 1.07 < 0.05 1.56 0.72 0.17 ± 0.07 2.72 2.14 ± 0.10 5.3 6.6 ± 0.04 25.28% 

Batch 5, initial pH 4.5, T1 = 52 days                     

A. niger 
Cell 
suspension 

7.59 1.15 0.09 0.43 0.63 0.35  3.32 1.98  4.6 6.0  4.62% 

B. 
adeninivorans 

Cell 
suspension 

8.47 1.29 0.09 0.42 0.59 0.07  1.07 1.16  4.6 6.6  6.28% 

Batch 6, initial pH 3.9, T1 = 52 days            

A. niger 
Cell 
suspension 

7.12 1.08 < 0.03 0.07 2.04 0.39  0.61 1.34  3.9 5.9  3.84% 

A. niger 
Spore 
suspension 

9.14 1.39 < 0.03 0.08 0.62 1.23  1.03 1.83  4.0 5.4  6.28% 

B. 
adeninivorans 

Cell 
suspension 

7.26 1.10 < 0.03 0.08 0.40 0.41  0.77 1.12  3.6 5.9  5.60% 

None None 8.97 1.36 < 0.03 0.09 0.53 0.15  0.67 0.79  4.1 5.9  9.30% 
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Figure 3.3 XRD patterns of [i] simulated waste tailings before addition of nutrient media, [ii] after 

addition of inoculum/nutrient media, and [iii] after growth of A. niger (red). Samples were taken 

from experiments listed in table 5 as part of ‘batch 1’. Patterns were measured using the Göbel mirror 

optics setups. Samples were measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with 

a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 

0 to 1. 

 

Despite the indications of A. niger growth, there was no indication of release of phosphate from 

phytate under any conditions, as both water-soluble and 0.5 mol/L HNO3 soluble concentrations of 

inorganic phosphate were low compared to the theoretically available amount in phytate (table 

3.5). Additionally, no observable changes to the bulk mineralogy occurred (figure 3.3). 

Measurements of pH (table 3.5) indicated that pH values generally increased over the course of the 

experiment but that there was little difference between different organisms. There also appeared 

to be no obvious trends in electrical conductivity or oxidation-reduction potential (appendix C, table 

C.1). Viable cell concentrations generally decreased for B. adeninivorans and increased for A. niger 

(appendix C, table C.1), although to what extent this was due to the abundance of spores forming 

on the surface of the cultures is uncertain. Additionally, all but one of the “sterile” non-inoculated 

controls showed contamination, indicating that refinements to the procedures to maintain sterility 

are required.  
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3.2.2 Phytate sorption tests 

 

Figure 3.4 Concentration of phytate remaining in solution after mixing with various solids in (a) low 

water and (b) high water conditions. Columns represent the mean value of triplicate samples, error 

bars represent the difference between the mean and upper or lower measured values.  

 

Mixing phytate with the synthetic mine tailings material indicated that effectively all phytate was 

removed from solution (figure 3.4). Tests with individual solids indicated that kaolinite, marble, and 

barium all removed substantial quantities of phytate from solution (figure 3.4). Summing the 

amount of phytate removed in each case appeared to account for the complete removal of phytate. 

The mechanisms of removal were likely sorption onto kaolinite, dissolution/precipitation with 

calcium and magnesium in the marble, and precipitation with the soluble barium. Under the low 

water conditions, there also appeared to be some removal of phytate by the fine sand (figure 3.4a) 

– this was likely associated with impurities in the sand.  
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Figure 3.5 FTIR spectra of marble (black), marble reacted with phytate (red), and calcium phytate 

(blue). Arrows indicate the positions of peaks potentially associated with calcium phytate in the 

marble reacted with phytate sample. Spectra were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0–1. 

 

Analysis of select solid phases (marble and kaolinite) indicated that, for marble, after mixing with 

phytate, two peaks emerged in the 1,200–900 cm-1 region (indicated by arrows) that match with the 

two most intense peaks in the spectrum of calcium phytate (figure 3.5). This has previously been 

observed by Celi et al. (396) who studied the interactions of phytate with calcite, and appears to be 

consistent with a dissolution/precipitation mechanism of phytate removal. In contrast, negligible 

changes to the FTIR spectrum of kaolinite could be observed after phytate sorption (data not 

shown). This is consistent with previous studies of phytate sorption by kaolinite and is considered 

to be related to the low specific surface area of kaolinite, which means that the amount of sorbed 

phytate will be too low compared to the amount of bulk kaolinite to be detected by FTIR (281,397).  
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Figure 3.6 Phytate remaining in solution when mixed with kaolinite at different pH values. Columns 

represent the mean of triplicate samples, error bars are the difference between the mean and the 

upper and lower measured values. No solid-free controls were performed at pH 13.  

 

To try and reduce the sorption of phytate onto kaolinite, tests at different pH values were 

performed. The kaolinite suspensions prepared without pH adjustment had a pH of 5.4–5.8. As 

phytate is a highly charged anion, it was decided to perform sorption tests at high pH values (9–13). 

These values are substantially higher than the point of zero charge (PZC) for kaolinite edges of about 

pH 5.5 (398). Therefore, at the high pH values used, the kaolinite edges should have been negatively 

charged, with the hypothesis that this would repel the phytate anion and limit sorption. However, 

as shown in figure 3.6, the amount of phytate removed from solution was similar regardless of pH, 

although there was possibly a small increase in solution phytate at pH 13.  

Previous research on the sorption of phytate by kaolinite has produced contradictory results. 

Ruyter-Hooley et al. (399) found that phytate sorption increased slightly from pH 3 to pH 8 and only 

decreased significantly above pH 10. However, Hu et al. (397) found that phytate immobilisation by 

kaolinite reached a maximum at pH 2.5–4.0, decreased slightly at pH 5.5,  and decreased 

substantially at pH 7.0–9.0. 

Ruyter-Hooley et al. (399) and Hu et al. (397) both used the KGa-2 kaolinite sourced from the Clay 

Minerals Society so differences in their results may be due to sample preparation techniques. 
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Ruyter-Hooley et al. (399) used the KGa-2 kaolinite without further treatment, while Hu et al. (397) 

used hydrogen peroxide to oxidise organic matter, used wet sedimentation to separate the 2 μm 

size fraction, then freeze-dried the material and ground it so it would pass through a 100-mesh 

sieve. Therefore, it is apparent that impurities in the kaolinite influence the sorption behaviour of 

phytate, and that the results presented by Hu et al. (397) are likely a more accurate representation 

of the interactions between phytate and kaolinite. A different source of kaolinite was used in this 

work but, like Ruyter-Hooley et al. (399), no measures were taken to remove impurities, and this 

likely explains the similarities between these results and those presented by Ruyter-Hooley et al. 

(399). 

Ruyter-Hooley et al. (399) and Hu et al. (397) also described different mechanisms of interaction 

between phytate and kaolinite. Hu et al. (397) observed that phytate may precipitate with 

aluminium dissolved from kaolinite or form inner-sphere complexes with kaolinite. The 

dissolution/precipitation mechanism was the predominant mode of interaction below pH 4 but may 

occur between pH 2.5 and 5.5; above this value, the solubility of kaolinite is too low to allow the 

release of sufficient quantities of aluminium (397). Instead, inner-sphere complexation was 

described as the main mechanism of phytate sorption at pH 5.5 and above (397). In contrast, Ruyter-

Hooley et al. (399) claim that phytate forms an inner-sphere surface complex with kaolinite below 

pH 6, with outer-sphere complexes dominating at higher pH values.  

Kaolinite is described as having two types of site where adsorption may occur; the face and the edge 

(398,399). The kaolinite faces are always negatively charged, regardless of pH (398,399), and 

therefore will repel anions such as phytate. The kaolinite edges, which consist of AlOH groups (399), 

have a pH dependent charge with a PZC (as stated above) of around 5.5 (398). It is therefore unlikely 

that outer-sphere complexation would occur between the negatively charged phytate anion and 

the negatively charged kaolinite edges above the PZC (400). Inner-sphere complexation of inorganic 

phosphate onto mineral phases, including kaolinite, can occur above the PZC through ligand 

exchange (401). A similar process may occur for phytate but, as shown by Hu et al. (397), the amount 

of inner-sphere complexation above pH 5.5 was low and does not account for phytate sorption 

remaining mostly constant between pH 5.5 and 13 in this work. Therefore, other mechanisms were 

likely important in the high pH interactions between phytate and kaolinite. These mechanisms may 

have included cation bridging, or interactions with organic matter or mineral impurities.  
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Cation bridging occurs where a cation adsorbs to a negatively charged surface, with the negatively 

charged adsorbate subsequently binding to the sorbed cation (402,403). Cation bridging has been 

described as an important mechanism for the sorption of organic phosphate compounds such as 

DNA and RNA onto clay minerals (402,404). Therefore, if multivalent cations (e.g. magnesium, 

calcium, or iron) were present as impurities it is possible that cation bridges were formed between 

the negatively charged kaolinite particles and phytate.  

As discussed above, the differences between the reports by Ruyter-Hooley et al. (399) and Hu et al. 

(397) may have been due to the latter authors taking measures to destroy accompanying organic 

matter impurities. Phytate may interact with organic matter through direct adsorption or through 

cation bridging (2,3) and, as procedures to remove organic matter were not performed in this work, 

these interactions may have been important.  

Finally, XRD analysis of the supply of kaolinite used in this work indicated that there were 

(unidentified) mineral impurities present. Therefore, depending on their properties, these mineral 

impurities may have contributed to phytate sorption across a wider range of pH values than would 

be expected for kaolinite alone.  

The results presented here along with their comparisons to previous work (397,399) suggest that 

impurities co-occurring with kaolinite may have an important role in the sorption of phytate. As the 

solubility of phytate is an important factor determining whether it is available for enzymatic 

hydrolysis, it is critical that further work is performed to (a) develop an improved understanding of 

the interactions between phytate and kaolinite, and (b) to understand how different impurities (e.g. 

cations, organic matter, other minerals) influence the sorption of phytate by kaolinite.   
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Figure 3.7 Concentration of inorganic phosphate remaining in solution after mixing with various 

solids in (a) low water and (b) high water conditions. Columns represent the mean value of triplicate 

samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and upper or lower measured values. 

 

As the phytate stock also contained an inorganic phosphate impurity, the interactions of inorganic 

phosphate with the solids used to create the synthetic mine tailings could also be investigated. 

Phosphate solubility was low in the synthetic mine tailings mixture but appeared to be higher than 

phytate (figure 3.7). When mixed with individual solids, however, the majority of inorganic 

phosphate remained in solution (figure 3.7). The impact of pH seemed to be similar for inorganic 

phosphate as for phytate, with a negligible difference between pH ~ 6 and 9 and a small increase in 

phosphate solubility at pH 13 (data not shown).  

The low amount of phosphate sorption/precipitation when mixed with the individual solids is likely 

due to the strong interactions between phytate and the solids keeping phosphate in solution. 

However, where almost complete phytate precipitation occurred there was presumably an excess 

of sorption/precipitation sites compared to the phytate concentration, which therefore allowed 

phosphate to also sorb/precipitate. This is consistent with previous research indicating that phytate 

interacts more strongly with soil minerals than inorganic phosphate (10,281,405). Ideally, separate 

experiments would be performed with pure sources of phytate and inorganic phosphate, 

respectively, to understand the mechanisms of removal and the competition between the two 

species.  
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3.2.3 Phytase sorption tests 

 

Figure 3.8 Activities of filtered supernatants after mixing (a) Megazyme (at 0.5% v/v), and (b) Wheat 

(at 0.7 mg/mL) phytase enzymes with solid phases (added at the concentrations listed in for the “high 

water” condition in table 2). Mixing took place for ~ 24 h at ~ 22 °C, enzyme assays took place for 

10 minutes at 40 °C. Columns represent the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent 

the difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured values.  

 

Mixing either Megazyme (figure 3.8a) or wheat (figure 3.8b) phytases with kaolinite showed a clear 

reduction of phytase activity remaining in solution. Solid-free controls showed that the phytase 

solutions left overnight did not lose activity compared to freshly prepared phytase solutions (data 

not shown). The majority of the Megazyme phytase appeared to remain in solution with the other 

solids (figure 3.8a), while there may have been some interaction between the wheat phytase and 

K-feldspar or the coarse sand (figure 3.8b). However, as the enzyme concentration was low 

(nominally 0.7 mg/mL, diluted to 0.4 mg/mL for the assay) and the assay time short (10 minutes) 

further tests would be required to verify this.  
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Figure 3.9 Activities of supernatants or suspensions after mixing the A. niger phytase (nominal 

concentration of 2 mg/mL) with 1 g/L or 250 g/L kaolinite. Mixing took place for ~ 24 h at ~ 22 °C, 

enzyme assays took place for 10 minutes at ~ 22 °C. Data points represent the mean value of triplicate 

samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured 

values. The 1 g/L kaolinite experiments used a 50 mmol/L MES buffer, the 250 g/L kaolinite 

experiments used a 200 mmol/L MES buffer, so solid-free controls for both buffers are presented for 

reference.  

 

Equivalent tests could not be performed with the A. niger phytase as, in the absence of a substrate, 

the phytase solutions lost activity over the span of 24 hours, even without any solids present (figure 

3.9). Instead, time course experiments were performed with kaolinite only, and these indicated a 

rapid interaction between the A. niger phytase and kaolinite, with almost complete removal of the 

phytase from solution within 20 minutes at both solid loadings tested. This is consistent with 

previous research investigating the sorption of phytase by soils (283,285,406). A small amount of 

phytase activity possibly occurred when assaying the kaolinite suspensions but this was low.   
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Figure 3.10 Comparison of Megazyme phytase (added at 0.5% v/v) activity remaining in solution 

when mixed with kaolinite or solid-free controls at pH 4–5 (unbuffered), in solutions buffered at pH 

5 with 0.1 mol/L citrate, or solutions buffered at pH 9 with 0.1 mol/L TRIS. Mixing took place for ~ 

24 h for unbuffered samples or 4 h for buffered samples at ~ 22 °C, enzyme assays took place for 10 

minutes at ~ 22 °C. Columns represent the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the 

difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured values.   

 

To test whether complexing agents (citrate) or high pH could increase the amount of phytase 

remaining in solution, experiments were performed in buffered solutions of 0.1 mol/L citrate (pH 5, 

equivalent to the unbuffered kaolinite suspension, to test whether citrate could keep phytase in 

solution) or 0.1 mol/L TRIS (to test whether high pH values could keep the phytase in solution). 

These tests indicated that both citrate at pH 5 and a high pH could keep the Megazyme phytase in 

solution (figure 3.10). Previous research has described citrate as having a negligible effect on the 

sorption of A. niger phytase (285) so the contrasting results here underline the variable interactions 

of different phytase enzymes with solid phases. It is not certain to what extent the phytase 

remaining in solution at high pH was due to the pH or the presence of TRIS, although the solid-free 

control indicated that TRIS slightly inhibited phytase activity (figure 3.10). Previous research has 

observed that increased pH values can increase the amount of A. niger phytase remaining in solution 

(283), so it is likely that the pH is important.  
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Figure 3.11 Activity of wheat phytase at different nominal initial concentrations for (a) solid-free 

controls, (b) supernatants taken after mixing with 250 g/L kaolinite, (c) supernatants taken after 

attempted desorption with npH2O, and (d) the kaolinite resuspended in npH2O (i.e. the sorbed 

phytase). The initial mixing took place for ~ 24 h (data in (a) and (b)) at 22 °C, the desorption (c) 

and sorbed (d) experiments were mixed for ~ 2 h before performing the assay. Assays took place at 

pH 5.5, 40 °C, for 10 min. 

 

Additional tests investigated whether the Megazyme or wheat phytase could be desorbed from 

kaolinite or if sorbed phytase showed any activity (as has previously been indicated for A. niger and 

Peniophora lycii phytases (283,285)). Repeat assays of the original samples indicated that there was 

no loss of phytase activity in solid-free controls in the time between the original sorption tests and 

the desorption tests (data not shown). Negligible amounts of the Megazyme phytase could be 

desorbed and no activity could be detected when assaying the kaolinite suspensions (data not 

shown). Tests with the wheat phytase also investigated a range of wheat phytase concentrations 

(figure 3.11). No phytase activity could be detected in supernatants from the original mixing (figure 
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3.11b) or after the desorption attempts (figure 3.11c). However, at 10 mg/mL phytase and above, 

the sorbed phytase did show some activity (figure 3.11d). Note that, because these enzyme assays 

took place in a citrate buffer, it is hard to be certain to what extent the sorbed phytase activity was 

a function of phytase concentration, phytase desorption by citrate, or citrate inhibiting phytate 

sorption. However, the fact that the sorbed phytase activity increased with the initial concentration 

of phytase added suggests that phytase concentration has an important role. Further work would 

be required to fully understand the different factors influencing the activity of sorbed phytases, but 

the results do indicate that, if working with purified enzymes, increasing the enzyme concentration 

may be a simple method to exceed the sorption capacity of solid phases.  

3.2.4 Growth, phytate degradation, and lanthanum precipitation in simple solid matrices 

The sorption tests indicated that both phytate and phytase interacted strongly with kaolinite but 

weakly with quartz sand. Following this, experiments were performed to investigate growth of A. 

niger or B. adeninivorans and their ability to degrade phytate in simple solid matrices consisting of 

only kaolinite or sand.  

Results indicated that at a low solids loading (10 g/L kaolinite) phytate degradation occurred at a 

level comparable with solid-free controls (appendix D, figure D.1). However, at 500 g/L kaolinite, no 

phytate degradation occurred (appendix D, figure D.1) despite evidence suggesting growth was 

successful (this was visually apparent for A. niger, while a pH decrease was recorded for both 

organisms, suggesting some level of metabolic activity). This verifies that the kaolinite fraction had 

an important role in inhibiting phytate degradation by actively growing microorganisms in the 

synthetic mine tailings.  

In contrast, phytate degradation by both organisms was successful in the sand matrix (appendix D, 

figure D.3, figure D.4a) which suggested this would be a suitable solid matrix to use for 

biomineralization experiments. Therefore, experiments in a sand matrix spiked with lanthanum 

were performed.  
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Figure 3.12 Measurements of pH over time. Experiments were performed in triplicate with single 

samples taken from 0–30 days and five samples from each experiment at the final time point. Data 

points are the mean of every measured value, error bars represent the difference between the upper 

and lower measured values. 

 

The pH of aqueous extracts of the sand and nutrient media mixture was slightly higher (~ 6) than 

the pH of the pure nutrient media (~ 5.8). As with the lanthanum-free experiments (appendix D, 

figure D.2), both A. niger and B. adeninivorans cultures showed an initial decrease in pH followed 

by an increase between 30 and 60 days (figure 3.12). Unlike the lanthanum-free experiments, an 

initial pH decrease was also observed in the controls; this may be associated with microbial 

contamination in the system, although none was visibly apparent.  
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Figure 3.13 Water-soluble and total concentrations (mmol/kg dry mass) of inorganic phosphate 

versus time for (a) A. niger, (b) B. adeninivorans, and (c) non-inoculated controls. Experiments were 

performed in triplicate with single samples taken from 0–30 days and five samples from each 

experiment at the final time point. Data points are the mean of every measured value, error bars 

represent the difference between the upper and lower measured values. At 0 and 60 days, sequential 

extractions were performed on samples with npH2O and 1.7 mol/L nitric acid to define water-soluble 

and acid soluble fractions; these values were summed to calculate total concentrations. For the 

intermediate time point samples (7, 14, and 31 days), separate individual extractions (npH2O or 1.7 

mol/L nitric acid) were performed to determine water-soluble and total concentrations directly.  

 

Growth and phytate degradation tests in the presence of 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum gave similar results 

(figure 3.13) to the lanthanum-free experiments in terms of phosphate release (appendix D, figure 

D.3). The concentration of soluble inorganic phosphate did appear to decrease between 30 and 60 

days for B. adeninivorans, but it is uncertain whether this is due to precipitation/sorption or if all 

these data points were within a given accuracy range (for example, a slight dip in phosphate 

concentrations occurred for all experiments between 7 and 15 days by a similar proportion, 

suggesting that this change was a legacy of the variability associated with sample handling ).  
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Figure 3.14 Concentrations (mmol/kg dry mass) of water-soluble and 1.7 mol/L nitric acid soluble 

fractions of (a) measured inorganic phosphate, (b) calculated organic phosphate, (c) measured 

calcium, and (d) measured lanthanum at the final time point of the sand growth and phytate 

degradation in the presence of lanthanum experiments. Triplicate experiments were each sampled 

five times, three of which were sequentially extracted with npH2O and 1.7 mol/L nitric acid while the 

remaining two were only extracted with npH2O. Columns represent the mean of all samples, error 

bars are the difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured value. The reference lines 

represent the following (in mmol/kg): blue = mean water-soluble concentrations at the zero time 

point; red = mean total concentrations at the zero time point; grey = phosphate available from 

phytate. 

 

ICP-OES analysis (used to measure calcium and lanthanum concentrations and calculate organic 

phosphate concentrations) only took place for the first and final sample time points. These data 

indicate a decrease in soluble lanthanum and organic phosphate over time and an increase in 

soluble calcium in a manner that appeared to be independent of the organism present (figure 3.14). 

The low solubility of lanthanum at the initial time point indicates a rapid initial precipitation of 

lanthanum with phytate (analysis of the bulk culture media indicated that soluble lanthanum 

concentrations were around 3 μmol/L compared to a total concentration of 500 μmol/L). At the final 

time point, lanthanum concentrations were below the detection limit (which ranged from 0.7 to 2.0 

μmol/kg depending on the sample dilution factor used) for A. niger, B. adeninivorans, and the non-
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inoculated controls (figure 3.14d) and therefore assessing differences between the conditions is 

challenging. Recovery of total lanthanum at the final time point was low (~ 0.09 mmol/kg) compared 

to values calculated from measurements of the bulk culture media (~ 0.16 mmol/kg) or measured 

values at the initial time point (~ 0.20 mmol/kg) which may support the hypothesis that the decrease 

in inorganic phosphate observed at the final time point (figure 3.13) was a result of variability 

introduced during sampling. However, the fact that calcium concentrations at the final time point 

(figure 14c) were within reasonable margins of the theoretically known and initial time point 

measurements may indicate that lanthanum was precipitated with inorganic and organic phosphate 

phases (recovery of organic phosphate was also low compared to theoretically known values) that 

were recalcitrant towards complete dissolution in 1.7 mol/L nitric acid. Further experiments would 

be required to confirm or reject this hypothesis.  

 

Figure 3.15 XRD patterns showing [i] the raw sand used in these experiments, [ii] sample taken from 

a B. adeninivorans experiment after 30 days, [iii] sample taken from a control experiment after 30 

days, [iv] sample taken from an A. niger experiment after 60 days, [v] sample taken from a B. 

adeninivorans experiment after 60 days, [vi] sample taken from a control experiment after 60 days. 

Patterns [ii]–[vi] were measured using the Göbel mirror optics setup, pattern [i] was measured using 

the motorised slit. Samples were measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° 

with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a 

scale of 0 to 1. 
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Figure 3.16 FTIR spectra showing [i] the raw sand used in these experiments, [ii] sand washed with 

1.7 mol/L nitric acid, [iii] sample from an A. niger experiment, [iv] sample from a B. adeninivorans 

experiment, [v] sample from a control experiment. Spectra were normalised in OriginPro2019b to a 

scale of 0–1. 

 

Solid phase characterisation by XRD (figure 3.15) and FTIR (figure 3.16) of samples taken at the final 

time point indicated that solids matched database patterns for quartz sand (PDF #01-070-7344 for 

XRD, WSAAX #6772 for FTIR). Few differences could be observed between the different samples. 

There was a broad peak at around 1,500–1,300 cm-1 in the FTIR spectrum of the bulk sand used in 

these experiments (spectrum [i], figure 3.16) that was absent in an acid washed sample of the sand 

(spectrum [ii]) or the experimental samples (spectra [iii]–[v]). This was likely associated with a water-

soluble impurity in the supply of sand used, probably a carbonate phase based upon the position of 

the peak (407).  
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These experiments indicate that phytate is an effective sequestering agent for lanthanum. However, 

the speciation of lanthanum following microbial phytate hydrolysis remains elusive; further work 

would be required to test whether lanthanum remains bound to unhydrolyzed phytate, 

reprecipitates with liberated inorganic phosphate, precipitates with microbially secreted organic 

acids (e.g. oxalic acid), or is sorbed to biomass. Batch solution tests in chapter 2 indicated that, at 

0.5 mmol/L lanthanum, discrete, crystalline lanthanum phases could not be observed by XRD. 

Further attempts to investigate the solids by 31P or 139La nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) failed 

to provide usable data, although in principle NMR is a powerful tool for investigating phosphate and 

lanthanum speciation in solid matrices (e.g. (408)) so more work to refine the methodology used 

may be useful. Additionally, alternative techniques should be considered to probe in more detail 

the mechanisms of lanthanum removal in these experiments. Previous researchers have used 

density separation techniques to separate out high density materials (including zinc and lead 

minerals) from soils and mine wastes (186,409) so it may be useful to apply those techniques in this 

work.  

3.2.5 X-CT tests 

One technique that has been used to successfully image biomineralization (410,411) and organic 

matter (412,413), within solid matrices is X-CT scanning. Therefore, phytate hydrolysis and 

lanthanum precipitation tests were performed within small column systems and imaged by X-CT to 

test whether microbial growth and lanthanum precipitation could be visualised under these 

conditions. For these tests, the concentration of lanthanum used was increased from 0.5 mmol/L to 

5 mmol/L. Additionally, one column was supplied with a purified A. niger phytase to compare 

phytase-active samples in the presence or absence of biomass. Three sterile controls were 

performed, consisting of lanthanum and phytate, lanthanum with no phytate, and phytate with no 

lanthanum.  
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Figure 3.17 Results of chemical analysis of filtrates from the experiments used for X-CT examinations 

at initial (0 days) and final (42 days) sample time points showing (a) inorganic phosphate, (b) 

calculated organic phosphate, (c) potassium, and (d) lanthanum concentrations. Columns labelled * 

are where values were below the analytical detection limit, columns labelled ** are where organic 

phosphate concentrations were calculated as negative due to measured inorganic phosphate 

concentrations being slightly higher than ICP-OES measured phosphate concentrations.  

 

Chemical analysis was performed on filtrates after perfusing excess culture media (at 0 days) or 

npH2O (at 42 days) through the columns. The concentrations of analytes were calculated using 

dilution factors derived from measurements of filtrate masses which were compared to the known 

amount of solution added and used to calculate the amount of solution retained in the columns. 

Therefore, measurement errors could have been introduced through water being retained by the 

filters or inaccurate recording of filtrate masses. Replicates were not performed for these 

experiments, but due to possible variability in mass measurements, the data presented may have 

relatively large error bars. Despite this, there is convincing evidence of an increase of phosphate 

concentrations in the columns where A. niger phytase, A. niger spores, or B. adeninivorans cells 

were added (figure 3.17a). Similarly, the lanthanum concentrations decreased over time in the 

experiments where lanthanum and phytate were present, while the majority of lanthanum 

remained in solution for the phytate-free control (figure 3.17d). Organic phosphate concentrations 

decreased over time in every condition where phytate was added (figure 3.17b) but discerning 

between phytate lost through precipitation and phytate lost through microbial hydrolysis was 
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challenging. Potassium concentrations (figure 3.17c) were generally similar at both time points 

except in the sterile conditions where phytate was present. In the sterile condition with lanthanum 

and phytate, concentrations of potassium increased, while in the sterile condition with phytate but 

no lanthanum, potassium concentrations decreased. Further work would be required to understand 

these differences, but the results may indicate that, in the absence of lanthanum, phytate co-

precipitated with potassium and other cations present in the culture media (e.g. calcium, 

magnesium). In contrast, where lanthanum was present, this bound preferentially to phytate and 

kept potassium in solution (and possibly induced desorption of potassium sorbed to the sand used). 

As with the bulk sand tests, little difference in lanthanum solubility could be observed between the 

phytate-only control and the experiments where phytase or phytase-producing organisms were 

added.  

The results in figure 3.17 were broadly comparable with the results observed in the bulk sand tests 

(figure 3.14), and therefore indicated that these experiments were sufficient for a preliminary 

investigation by X-CT. 
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Figure 3.18 Example 'slice' from an X-CT scan of the experiment with lanthanum, phytate, and B. 

adeninivorans cells. Arrows indicate bright spots associated with high density solids which exist as 

both discrete particles and as inclusions within the quartz sand grains.  

 

Figure 3.19 Mean grey value versus column height for the X-CT experiments.  
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X-CT analysis provided ambiguous results. Despite microbial growth being visible by eye (at least in 

the A. niger column) no signs of biomass could be observed in the X-CT images (e.g. figure 3.18). 

With the setup used, a good resolution (~ 8 μm) was achieved, but this is still larger than the size of 

A. niger or B. adeninivorans cells (A. niger hyphae have a diameter of ~ 5 μm (414), and B. 

adeninivorans cells are also on the order of ~ 5 μm in size (415,416). This, in combination with the 

low X-ray attenuation of biological material (which would be similar to water), meant no biomass 

could be visualised.  

Figure 3.18 shows an example ‘slice’ from one of the image stacks produced as output from the X-

CT scans. In this image, the black spaces represent air, dark grey areas are water, and light grey areas 

are quartz sand. Also, throughout the columns, patches of a high-density material (represented by 

the white areas) could be observed, but qualitatively, this did not appear to differ between the 

different conditions tested. Rather than lanthanum, these high-density areas may have been 

associated with impurities in the sand (e.g. iron oxides, pyrite, zircon). The different bright spots 

may not have all been the same material, as some appeared to exist as inclusions within the sand 

grains, while other bright spots appeared to exist as discrete particles. It is the latter which are more 

likely to be associated with lanthanum, but the conclusive identification of such bright spots is 

challenging, and other techniques (e.g. scanning electron microscopy, back-scattered electron 

imaging, and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy) must be used in conjunction with X-CT scanning 

to achieve this (417).  

Previous research has used mean grey values (indicating X-ray attenuation, where low grey values 

indicate low X-ray attenuation and high values indicate high X-ray attenuation) versus column height 

as a tool for locating bulk precipitation within a solid matrix (410). However, in this work, plotting 

mean grey values against column height (figure 3.19) showed no obvious trends, and differences 

between the different samples appeared to be minimal. Variations in grey values throughout the 

column were most likely a result of uneven packing of sand within the column, with large decrease 

in mean grey values (e.g. at ~ 12 mm the B. adeninivorans column or at ~ 9 mm in the sterile control 

with lanthanum but no phytate) associated with large amounts of air filled spaces at that point in 

the column. This indicates that refinements to the experimental procedure would be desirable to 

ensure a more even packing of the solid material in the column.  

X-CT has been successfully used to image bulk calcium carbonate precipitation in sandstone (411) 

and marble (410), while staining with lanthanum is one option that has been tested for imaging 
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organic matter by X-CT (413). However, for imaging low levels of metal precipitation (initial solution 

concentration of lanthanum in this work was 5 mmol/L compared to 400–1,000 mmol/L calcium in 

calcite precipitation studies (410,411)) it appears that refinements to experimental procedures are 

required. This may require preparing thin slices of the columns, imaging them using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), and then combining the X-CT and SEM images to create 3 dimensional 

chemical maps (e.g. (418)).  

3.3 Conclusions 

The results in this chapter indicate that phytate degradation occurs readily in the presence of solids, 

such as quartz sand, which do not themselves interact strongly with phytate or phytase. Depending 

on site specific parameters, sandy media may have a low intrinsic ability to sorb and immobilise 

contaminants, which means that these types of sites may be suitable targets for phosphate 

biomineralization strategies. In experiments with lanthanum, the low solubility of lanthanum 

phytate made comparisons with phytase-active experiments challenging. Further work is required 

to characterise the speciation of lanthanum in the presence of phytate and in systems where 

phytate has been degraded, and to understand the implications this has for the stability and 

contaminant incorporation properties of the precipitated materials. Furthermore, these 

experiments could act as models upon which to base similar experiments with radioactive elements 

such as uranium.  

Experiments performed in more complex solid matrices highlighted some important challenges that 

need to be addressed in future work. In particular, the strong interactions between phytate or 

phytase with solids such as kaolinite may be significant limiting factors that constrain the 

environments in which phosphate biomineralization strategies are viable.  

Results in this chapter indicate that phytase is sorbed onto kaolinite. However, sorption of phytase 

by kaolinite can be limited by the presence of complexing agents (citrate), high pH values, or 

increasing the concentration of phytase added. Further work would be required to understand how 

these options may impact biomineralization processes. For example, citrate may increase metal 

solubility and thereby inhibit precipitation, while the phytase enzymes studied have low activities 

at high pH values which would limit phytate degradation. Increasing the enzyme concentration is 

simple if directly adding purified enzymes, but if using actively growing organisms to produce 

phytase in situ, work is required to optimise growth conditions to increase the yield of phytase.  
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Attempts to increase phytate solubility were unsuccessful, and this requires further attention, as 

some researchers have highlighted phytate sorption/precipitation as being a main limiting factor 

inhibiting phytate degradation rather than phytase sorption (10). The addition of citrate (10,285) or 

humic acid (419) may help to achieve this, although these amendments should be added before 

phytate, as the desorption of phytate from minerals is challenging (419). As these amendments may 

also increase metal solubility, one possible strategy could involve adding citrate to temporarily 

increase phytate and phytase solubility for long enough to allow phytate degradation to occur 

followed by the addition of citrate-degrading organisms (e.g. (40,165)) which would then lead to 

liberated inorganic phosphate and metals dropping out of solution. 
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Chapter 4  

Influence of different metals on the phytase-mediated precipitation of 

phosphate biominerals 
 

4.0 Introduction 

The mining of uranium, as well as other metals associated with naturally occurring radioactive 

material (NORM), produces complicated waste streams that contain a wide range of contaminants. 

In addition to thorium, uranium, and their decay products, these contaminants may include 

aluminium, sulfur (as sulfate/sulfuric acid), vanadium, chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, nickel, 

copper, zinc, arsenic, selenium, molybdenum, cadmium, barium, mercury, and lead (32,37,420–427). 

Excesses of any of these can contribute to degrading the quality of surface and groundwaters (428). 

To address the potential contamination of environments by these metals, precipitation by or 

sorption onto phosphate minerals has been researched as a possible remediation strategy (117). 

Many phosphate species are highly insoluble and non-bioavailable which makes them suitable for 

both ex situ water treatment and in situ stabilisation strategies where the complete removal of 

contaminants is unfeasible (for example, from the enormous areas covered by mine sites) (116).  

Phosphate biomineralization has been researched as a method of producing phosphate minerals 

that alleviates supply issues and environmental concerns associated with mining rock phosphate 

(e.g. (116,142,143)) and produces materials that may be more efficient sorbents than synthetically 

prepared alternatives (103). Phosphate biomineralization is a biologically mediated process where 

microorganisms hydrolyse organic phosphate compounds and release inorganic phosphate to 

solution which can then precipitate out of solution with supplied metals (e.g. calcium) or 

contaminants (e.g. lead or uranium) (11). 

Phytic acid (C6H18O24P6), or phytate as a salt, is an abundant plant waste product that has been 

proposed as a more cost-effective source of organic phosphate than the more commonly used 

glycerol 2-phosphate (C3H9O6P) (11,230–237). Limitations with phytic acid include that it forms low 

solubility complexes with many metals, and that the precipitated phytates may be particularly 

recalcitrant to enzymatic hydrolysis (e.g. (285,429,430)). Also, most phytate-degrading (phytase) 

enzymes are active only within a limited pH range (typically 2–6 (257,272–275)) which is sub-optimal 

for the precipitation of calcium phosphate minerals such as hydroxyapatite at ambient temperatures 

(276–278). However, many other phosphate phases – including aluminium, iron, lead, lanthanide, 
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and actinide phosphates – may be readily precipitated from acidic solutions (e.g. 

(113,279,280,431,432)). The low solubility of many metal phytate complexes may also have benefits 

in terms of supporting metal removal, and phytate has itself been researched as a sequestering 

agent for a range of contaminants (232,244,251,253,433).  

Most research into phytase-mediated phosphate mineral precipitation has involved the use of 

actively growing microorganisms such as Aspergillus niger, Blastobotrys adeninivorans, or 

Escherichia coli in the presence of phytic acid and the contaminant of interest (182,185,188,200–

203). However, the use of actively growing microorganisms may pose several drawbacks, including 

variable performance, sometimes laborious and time-consuming growth requirements, the 

requirement for nutrient media that can introduce interfering substances (e.g. sulfate), acidification 

of the culture media, and the synthesis of interfering substances (e.g. citric acid, oxalic acid) 

((202,330,434), also see chapter 2 in this work).  

An alternative is to use a source of purified phytase enzyme; purified enzymes can be added to 

solution like any other laboratory chemical and begin working immediately. As purified enzymes 

have minimal requirements to be able to operate (although some do require the addition of 

cofactors such as magnesium) this enables an examination of (a) the interactions between metals 

and phytate, (b) the influence that this has phytate hydrolysis compared to metal-free systems, (c) 

and the influence this has on subsequent metal phosphate precipitation, in the absence of 

interfering factors. In this work, a purified form of the A. niger phytase was used. The A. niger 

phytase was chosen because it is one of the most widely researched organisms for the production 

of phytase and the A. niger phytase is used commercially to reduce the phytic acid content in animal 

feed (272,273,435). Therefore, the A. niger phytase is relatively easy to produce and can be 

purchased in bulk amounts at low costs. The pH profile of phytases produced by A. niger generally 

describe two pH optima at pH 2.5 and 5.5 with negligible activity above pH 7 (261,435,436).   

The original aim of this work was to synthesise calcium hydroxyapatite from a phytic acid precursor. 

However, as hydroxyapatite typically only forms above pH ~ 7.5, this chapter investigated a range of 

metals (table 4.1) to test which metal phosphate phases are suitable targets for production by the 

A. niger phytase at pH 5.5. This pH value was chosen as it satisfies the conditions of (a) matching 

with one of the pH optima for the enzyme’s activity, and (b) all metal phosphates investigated may 

achieve supersaturation at this value (hydroxyapatite doesn’t form at pH 5.5 but other calcium 

phosphates such as brushite (CaHPO4.2H2O) may (278)). This also enabled an investigation of the 
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extent to which different metals may inhibit phytase activity, as this could be a limiting factor if it 

prevents the release of enough phosphate to support mineral precipitation.  

A secondary aim was to compare the materials formed in this “phytate + phytase strategy” with the 

materials formed in a “phytate-only” strategy, as phytate also interacts strongly with many of the 

metals investigated. Previous researchers have generally either looked at phytate as a sequestering 

agent or phytate as a precursor for phosphate compounds and have typically not compared the 

advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches. For select metals (aluminium, iron, 

lanthanum, and lead) comparisons were also made to the direct addition of inorganic phosphate 

and phosphate-free conditions.  

The metals listed in table 4.1 are categorised as being ‘benign’, ‘toxic’, or ‘variable’ and their 

relevance to NORM-producing mining activities is summarised. ‘Benign’ is defined as an element 

that is unlikely to be present at harmful concentrations at mining-impacted sites but may be useful 

as part of a remediation material (e.g. calcium). ‘Toxic’ refers to an element which is always harmful 

and where it is generally regarded that there is no lower threshold for its harmful effects (e.g. lead 

(437)). The elements designated ‘variable’ are those which may have negative, positive, or negligible 

impacts depending on site-specific characteristics. The metals listed in table 4.1 are not the only 

metals that are likely to be present at uranium mine tailings sites but have been chosen as a 

representative range of metals that are known to form insoluble compounds with phosphate. For 

iron, both common oxidation states (+2 and +3) were investigated as both may be present at mining 

sites, are important in redox cycles associated with acid mine drainage, and potentially form 

geochemically important phosphate minerals.   
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Table 4.1 Properties of metals investigated in chapter 4. 

Element 
Project 

category 
Health impacts 

Environmental 
toxicity 

(Drinking) water limits 
Relevance to NORM-producing 

mining industries 
Importance in phosphate minerals 

Aluminium Variable 

Little indication of acute 
toxicity; but hypotheses 
exist about long term 
exposure being a risk 
factor for neurotoxic 
effects and the onset of 
Alzheimer's disease 
(265,437). 

May be toxic 
towards plants, fish 
(428), and 
invertebrates 
(438,439). May 
affect some species' 
ability to regulate 
ions and may inhibit 
respiratory 
functions (440). 
May impair the 
reproduction of 
Daphnia Magna 
(441).  

No official guideline value 
set by World Health 
Organization, but 
recommendation that 
concentrations should be 
kept below 0.9 mg/L (33 
μmol/L) (437). 
Recommended maximum 
values for acute freshwater 
toxicity of 1-4,800 μg/L 
(0.04–178 μmol/L), or 0.63-
3,200 μg/L (0.02–119 
μmol/L) for chronic 
freshwater toxicity (440).  

Elevated concentrations associated 
with acid mine drainage (442). Sites 
with elevated concentrations include 
river sediments in the lead-zinc and 
uranium mining region of Sumsar-
Shakaftar, Kyrgyzstan (423), the 
former uranium mining region of 
Mailuu-Suu, Kyrgyzstan (422), Antas 
Reservoir (a uranium mining region), 
Brazil (42), former uranium mine near 
Cunha Baixa, Portugal (421). 
Aluminium (as e.g. aluminium sulfate) 
may also be deliberately added to 
mine wastes to precipitate iron, 
uranium and other contaminants, and 
this may contribute to elevated 
aluminium levels in the local 
environment (426,443).  

30-35% of known phosphate minerals contain 
"substantial" amounts of aluminium (110). Precipitates 
with aluminium and phosphate may also incorporate 
other contaminant metals (e.g. lead in plumbogummite 
and hinsdalite, copper in turqoise, zinc in faustite) (431). 
May be immobilised in contaminated media by 
phosphate amendment (95,444,445).  
As a host for other contaminants, aluminium phosphate 
has been investigated for the immobilisation of lead in 
municipal solid waste (446) and crandallite has been 
suggested as a suitable host for toxic and radioactive 
contaminants (447). Some research has found that in 
contaminated soils amended with apatite that aluminium 
phosphate phases were one of the main hosts of 
sequestered nickel, lead, and uranium (95,448). 
Aluminium hydroxyphosphates such as bolivarite, 
evansite, and gorceixite have been observed to 
accumulate uranium, in the range of 0.2 to 1.4% (449–
451). 

Calcium Benign 

Calcium is an essential 
element for life; excess 
concentrations can be 
associated with negative 
health impacts (452) but 
these are unlikely to be 
associated with 
environmental 
contamination.  

Negligible 

Maximum recommended 
value of 100 mg/L (2.5 
mmol/L) according to 
Portuguese guidelines (421). 

Calcium-containing materials 
(including oxides, hydroxides, 
carbonates, and phosphates) have 
been widely researched for the 
immobilisation of contaminants in 
mining environments (117,444,453–
455).  

30-35% of known phosphate minerals incorporate 
calcium as a major component (110), of which apatite 
(Ca10(PO4)3(F,Cl,OH) is the most widely researched due to 
its importance in medicine, geology, and environmental 
remediation (114,116,276,456). Apatites can incorporate 
a multitude of metals into their structure, including 
strontium, barium, lead, cadmium, magnesium, iron, 
manganese, cobalt, nickel, copper, zinc, thorium, 
uranium, and transuranics (114) and have been 
researched for the immobilisation of a wide range of 
contaminants (116,117). Apatites persist over long 
timescales and are stable against chemical, radiological, 
and geological processes (12–14,116). 
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Table 4.1 (continued). 

Element 
Project 

category 
Health impacts 

Environmental 
toxicity 

(Drinking) water limits 
Relevance to NORM-producing 

mining industries 
Importance in phosphate minerals 

Manganese Variable 

Extended exposure to 
high concentrations may 
be a risk factor for 
adverse neurological 
effects, but evidence is 
inconclusive (437). 
Excess levels cause the 
condition manganism 
(457).  

Toxic to 
invertebrates and 
other animals at 
high concentrations 
(428,438,458–460). 
May also impair the 
reproduction of 
Daphnia Magna 
(441).  

No guideline value 
recommended; health-based 
value of 0.4 mg/L (7.3 
μmol/L) can be derived 
(437). 

Sites where elevated concentrations of 
manganese have been measured 
include groundwater at a uranium mill 
tailings near Durango, Colorado, USA 
(37), river waters in the former 
uranium mining region of Mailuu-Suu, 
Kyrgyzstan (422), acid mine drainage 
waters of the Curilo uranium deposit, 
Bulgaria (425), the Antas Reservoir (in 
a uranium mining region), Brazil (42), 
groundwater at an in situ leaching site 
in Wyoming, USA (461), and effluents 
from the former uranium mine near 
Cunha Baixa, Portugal (421). 

Around 25% of phosphate minerals contain manganese 
as a major component (110). May be immobilised in 
contaminated media by phosphate amendment 
(95,337,462). 

Iron Variable 

An essential element for 
life, but iron overload 
may be associated with a 
range of negative health 
impacts, for example, 
symptoms linked to 
neurodegenerative 
diseases (463).  

Chronic toxicity 
towards aquatic 
organisms 
(438,464,465). 
Iron(III) may impair 
the reproduction of 
Daphnia Magna 
(441).  

No guideline value 
recommended; 2 mg/L (35.8 
μmol/L) would be considered 
a sufficient precaution 
against intake and storage of 
excessive iron (437). 
Recommended maximum 
values to protect aquatic 
species range from 0.25 
mg/L (4.5 μmol/L) to 1 mg/L 
(18 μmol/L) to protect 
against chronic effects on 
freshwater organisms 
(465,466).  

Common pollutant associated with 
mining activities (465). In particular, 
associated with acid mine drainage 
where the oxidation of pyrite leads to 
the release of iron in addition to 
sulfuric acid (465). Sites where 
elevated levels of iron have been 
measured include river waters in the 
former uranium mining region of 
Mailuu-Suu, Kyrgyzstan (422), river 
sediments in the lead-zinc and 
uranium mining district of Sumsar-
Shakaftar, Kyrgyzstan (423), acid mine 
drainage waters of the Curilo uranium 
deposit, Bulgaria (425), groundwater 
at an in situ leaching site in Wyoming, 
USA (461), effluents from the former 
uranium mine near Cunha Baixa, 
Portugal (421). In contrast, iron-
containing materials can be important 
hosts of contaminants and may be 
used in remediation strategies 
(37,448).  

45% of known phosphate minerals contain either iron(II) 
or iron(III) as major components (110). Iron and 
phosphate may coprecipitate with a range of other 
metals including lead (e.g. corkite), copper 
(chalcosiderite), and zinc (phosphophyllite, rockbridgeite) 
(431). The precipitation of iron(III) as phosphate phases 
may limit the ability of iron(III) to contribute towards the 
oxidation of sulfide phases and thereby limit acid mine 
drainage (467). Vivianite (Fe3(PO4)2.8H2O) nanoparticles 
have been researched for the in situ immobilisation of 
copper (468). Arey et al. (448) found that in 
contaminated soils amended with apatite that iron 
phosphate phases were one of the main hosts of 
sequestered uranium.  
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Table 4.1 (continued). 

Element 
Project 

category 
Health impacts 

Environmental 
toxicity 

(Drinking) water limits 
Relevance to NORM-producing 

mining industries 
Importance in phosphate minerals 

Cobalt Variable 

Animal and human 
studies indicate a range 
of possible health 
impacts at elevated 
levels including 
genotoxicity and hypoxia 
(469–471).  

May be toxic for 
invertebrates, fish, 
and plants (438,470) 
and may adversely 
impact invertebrate 
reproduction 
(441,470). 

Recommended guidance 
values to protect aquatic life 
range from 0.004 mg/L (0.07 
μmol/L) to 0.11 mg/L (1.9 
μmol/L) (470,472).  

Sites where elevated levels of cobalt 
have been measured include 
sediments in the gold mining 
Wonderfonteinspurit region, South 
Africa (420), acid mine drainage 
waters of the Curilo uranium deposit, 
Bulgaria (425), effluents from the 
former uranium mine near Cunha 
Baixa, Portugal (421).  

May be immobilised in contaminated media by 
phosphate amendment (95,124,165,462,473)). 

Copper Variable 

Gastrointestinal effects 
(437,474). At very high 
doses, vomiting, liver 
damage, and other acute 
impacts may occur 
(428,474). May catalyse 
the generation of toxic 
reactive oxygen species 
(474). May have a role in 
neurodegenerative 
diseases but the exact 
role of copper is 
"unclear" (474). 

Toxic to 
invertebrates,  fish 
and aquatic life 
(428,439,475–478). 
May impair the 
reproduction of 
Daphnia Magna 
(441).  

2 mg/L (31.5 μmol/L) (437).  

Sites where elevated levels of copper 
have been measured include river 
sediments in the lead-zinc and 
uranium mining district of Sumsar-
Shakaftar, Kyrgyzstan (423), and acid 
mine drainage waters of the Curilo 
uranium deposit, Bulgaria (425).  

A number of copper phosphate minerals are highly 
insoluble (431). May also coprecipitate with uranium to 
give the torbernite/metatorbernite minerals (431). May 
be immobilised in contaminated media by phosphate 
amendment (115,165,462,468,479). 
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Table 4.1 (continued). 

Element 
Project 

category 
Health impacts 

Environmental 
toxicity 

(Drinking) water limits 
Relevance to NORM-producing 

mining industries 
Importance in phosphate minerals 

Barium Variable 

Insoluble barium 
compounds (i.e. baryte, 
BaSO4) are non-toxic but 
water-soluble or 
stomach acid soluble 
compounds may cause 
harmful effects including 
hypertension and kidney 
damage (437,480).  

Soluble barium 
compounds are 
effective insect and 
rat poisons (480). 
May harm aquatic 
and soil organisms 
(438,458–
460,481,482) 
May impair the 
reproduction of 
Daphnia Magna 
(441).  

0.7 mg/L (5.1 μmol/L) (437).  

Sites with elevated barium 
concentrations include uranium mill 
tailings in Utah, USA (26)), effluents 
from the former uranium mine near 
Cunha Baixa, Portugal (421). Barium 
may also be deliberately added to 
waste stream to induce the 
coprecipitation of barium-radium 
sulfates (106,426,483). This may lead 
to increased releases of barium to the 
local environment (426,443,484).  

May be immobilised in contaminated media by 
phosphate amendment (95,473,485), Suzuki et al. (1981) 
cited by (117)). As a host material, barium hydroxyapatite 
has been researched for the immobilisation of copper, 
lead, zinc, cadmium, and cobalt (486,487).  

Lanthanum Variable 

May compete with 
calcium and interfere 
with cellular functions, 
may also accumulate in 
biological tissues (488). 

More research 
required to 
establish this, but 
potential for 
bioaccumulation 
(particularly at base 
of food chain) and 
toxicity in high 
doses (489).  

0.004 mg/L (0.03 μmol/L) 
recommended as a 
preliminary water quality 
criterion (488). 

Lanthanides often co-occur with 
uranium and thorium, and lanthanide-
containing minerals (e.g. the 
lanthanide phosphates monazite and 
xenotime) may contain elevated levels 
of radionuclides (490). Generally not a 
priority contaminant, but surface 
waters in Virginia Canyon, Colorado, 
USA (a mining region with a historical 
legacy of uranium mining amongst 
other resources) have shown levels of 
lanthanum (0.39 mg/L) (491) above 
the provisional water limit of 0.004 
mg/L recommended by (488). Mining 
of lanthanum and other rare earth 
elements (REEs) is associated with 
contamination, including NORMs 
(489). 

Lanthanide phosphates are one of the major "families" of 
phosphate mineral structure types identified by (492). 
Phosphate may control the mobility of lanthanum and 
the REEs in the environment (493). Lanthanum and 
lanthanide phosphates have been researched for the 
sorption of uranium (354,355), the coprecipitation of  
cadmium (494), iron, and lead (495) and as a host for 
thorium (353) and other actinides (163,164,356,496,497). 
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Table 4.1 (continued). 

Element 
Project 

category 
Health impacts 

Environmental 
toxicity 

(Drinking) water limits 
Relevance to NORM-producing 

mining industries 
Importance in phosphate minerals 

Lead Toxic 

Poses acute and chronic 
toxicity, accumulates in 
bodies (428). 
Neurodevelopmental 
effects, mortality, 
impaired renal function, 
hypertension, impaired 
fertility and adverse 
pregnancy outcomes 
(437). Radioisotopes in 
the uranium and 
thorium decay chains 
(most importantly Pb-
210) pose an additional 
radiological hazard 
(36,437).  

Poisonous towards 
invertebrates, fish 
and aquatic life 
(428,438,464,478). 
May accumulate in 
livestock (428). May 
impair the 
reproduction of 
Daphnia Magna 
(441).  

0.01 mg/L (0.05 μmol/L) in 
drinking water (437), 0.05 
mg/L (0.24 μmol/L) in 
groundwater (498). For 
radioactive lead, guidance 
levels of 1000 Bq/L for Pb-
203 and 0.1 Bq/L for Pb-210 
(437).  

Sites where elevated lead 
concentrations have been identified 
include: the Sumsar Say River, 
associated with lead-zinc and uranium 
deposit mining (423); in acid mine 
drainage waters associated with the 
Curilo uranium deposit, Bulgaria (425); 
mine tailings at the Rabbit Lake site, 
Canada (32), effluents from the former 
uranium mine near Cunha Baixa, 
Portugal (421). Stable and radioactive 
lead (Pb-210) may pose issues in the 
processing of copper ores (427). 

Precipitation with phosphate is widely researched and a 
standard method for the treatment of lead-contaminated 
water (13,95,115,117,186,437,462,473,499–501).  
Lead phosphate minerals such as pyromorphite 
(Pb10(PO4)6(Cl,OH) are highly stable (431) and are the 
least soluble lead minerals in aerobic environments 
(502). May coprecipitate with uranium (parsonite, 
dumontite, dewindtite, renardite, przhevalskite), copper 
(tsumebite), aluminium (plumbogummite, hinsdalite), 
and iron (corkite) (431).  
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4.1 Experimental programme and methods 

To investigate the phytase-mediated precipitation of the metals listed in table 4.1, as well as the 

interactions between the metals and phytate, solutions of metals (at 5 mmol/L in a buffered pH 5.5 

solution) were subjected to four ‘treatments’: 

• Phytate-only (mixed with 3.8 mmol/L phytate) 

• Phytate + phytase (mixed with 3.8 mmol/L phytate, 1 mg/mL A. niger phytase added) 

• Inorganic phosphate (mixed with 35 mmol/L inorganic phosphate) 

• No phosphate (no source of phosphate added to the metal solution) 

The phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments were performed for all metals, while the no 

phosphate and inorganic phosphate treatments were performed only for aluminium, iron (II), iron (III), 

lanthanum, and lead.  

For calcium, two additional conditions were investigated (50 mmol/L calcium at pH 5.5 or 5 mmol/L 

calcium at pH 7.0) with an extra treatment (phytate + phytase + alkaline phosphatase) investigated at 

pH 7.0. These additional conditions were performed to try and increase the likelihood of calcium 

phosphates forming after it was observed that very little precipitation occurred in the ‘baseline’ 

condition (5 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5).  

After mixing the experiments for 24 hours, solution and solid samples were taken for analysis.  

4.1.1 Reagent preparation 

The A. niger phytase was purchased from Hui Chem Co. Ltd. To prepare a solution of the phytase, the 

powder was weighed out and mixed with nanopure water (npH2O, resistivity ≥ 18.2 MΩ·cm) at a 

concentration of 100 mg/mL (285). The suspension was centrifuged at 12,500 rcf for 10 minutes and 

the supernatant filtered through 0.2 μm syringe filters (either using PES or hydrophilic PTFE membranes). 

The filtered enzyme solution was then diluted into experimental solutions to give the desired nominal 

enzyme concentration (1 mg/mL based upon the original amount of powder weighed out, except where 

stated otherwise).  

Stock solutions of phytic acid (100–200 mmol/L) were prepared by diluting phytic acid (48.1% w/w, 

nominal concentration of 1.044 mol/L, but see methodological issues section below) in npH2O and 

adjusting the pH with 10 mol/L KOH to the desired pH. Stock solutions of potassium phosphate 
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monobasic (KH2PO4) were prepared in npH2O at a concentration of 0.74 mol/L and placed at 37 °C for 

2–3 hours to fully dissolve. The K:P ratio in the potassium phosphate stocks was 1:1 compared to a ratio 

of about 1.14:1 in the pH 5.5 phytate stocks, thus keeping the concentration of potassium roughly 

consistent for the comparisons between phytate and inorganic phosphate. 

Metal stock solutions were prepared from various salts at the following concentrations: Al2(SO4)3.16H2O 

(25 mmol/L, corresponding to 50 mmol/L Al), CaCl2.2H2O (500 mmol/L), MnSO4.H2O (500 mmol/L), 

FeSO4.7H2O (50 mmol/L), Fe(NO3)3.9H2O (50 mmol/L), Co(NO3)2·6H2O (42 mmol/L), CuSO4·5H2O (39 

mmol/L), BaCl2.2H2O (500 mmol/L), LaCl3.7H2O (500 mmol/L), Pb(NO3)2 (50 mmol/L). 

Stock solutions of pH buffers (glycine–HCl for pH 2.5, citric acid–trisodium citrate or MES–KOH for pH 

5.5, TES–KOH for pH 7.0, TRIS-HCl for pH 8.5) were prepared by dissolving the corresponding powders  

in npH2O and adjusting to the desired pH with either 5 mol/L HCl or 10 mol/L KOH.  

For terminating enzyme reactions and dissolving precipitates, stock solutions of trichloroacetic acid 

(TCA) were prepared at 3.06 mol/L and nitric acid (HNO3) at 3.3 mol/L.  

4.1.2 Experimental procedures 

Experimental media was prepared by mixing, in the following order, npH2O, buffer, phytate or 

phosphate, and metal stocks to approximately ¾ of the final desired volume. The pH was then adjusted 

to the desired value with 10 mol/L KOH and solutions brought to the desired completed volume with 

npH2O (or npH2O + a nominal 1 mg/mL phytase for the phytate + phytase treatment).  

The buffer was added to a final concentration of 200 mmol/L, phytate at 3.8 mmol/L, and the metals at 

5 mmol/L except where stated otherwise. Inorganic phosphate controls were performed by substituting 

phytate for 35 mmol/L inorganic phosphate (35 mmol/L, designed to correspond to the amount of 

phosphate in phytate, but see methodological issues section below). The no phosphate controls were 

performed by mixing the metal and buffer with no phosphate sources added.  

The ‘baseline’ condition used for these experiments (pH 5.5, 3.8 mmol/L phytate and 5 mmol/L metal) 

was chosen based upon the concentrations used by other researchers in similar projects (e.g. (184)) and 

the pH profile of the A. niger phytase. Experimental work took place at room temperature (~ 22 °C).  

After completing the media (for controls) or adding the phytase to start the reaction, the centrifuge 

tubes were shaken by hand to mix and then placed in an overhead shaker (Gerhardt Rotoshake RS12) 
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at 10 rpm for ~ 24 hours. After this time period, solution samples were taken and precipitated solids 

were harvested.  

For the solution samples, two fractions were defined: water-soluble and total. The water-soluble 

fraction was either defined as the amount remaining in the supernatant of a sample after centrifuging 

(for calcium, manganese, iron(II), iron(III), and barium) or the amount passing through a filtered (0.2 or 

0.45 μm) aliquot of the sample supernatant after centrifuging (for aluminium, cobalt, copper, 

lanthanum, and lead). Experiments performed earlier in the project sampled directly from the 

supernatant and acidified the sample (to 1.67 mol/L HNO3) before filtering. After it became apparent 

that some solid particles remained in suspension even after centrifuging, later experiments changed to 

filtering the supernatants before acidification. The water-soluble samples were split into two separate 

volumes; one used for chemical analysis and the other (which was not acidified) for pH and electrical 

conductivity/total dissolved solids measurements.  

For total concentrations, an aliquot of the suspension was pipetted into a centrifuge tube and acidified 

to a HNO3 concentration of 1.67 mol/L. This mixture was shaken by hand, and once dissolved, filtered 

through 0.2 μm hydrophilic PTFE syringe filters.  

A slightly different strategy was used for the lanthanum experiments, where the dried solid was 

dissolved in acid to determine the insoluble fraction in mmol/g of precipitate. This was converted to 

mmol/L of experimental solution, and the insoluble fraction added to the water-soluble fraction to 

calculate the total concentrations. This was done for the purpose of comparing the different sampling 

strategies as the lanthanum experiments were repeated several times. However, during analysis it 

became apparent that there were subtle differences between the batches. The repeatability of the 

experiments is discussed in more detail in appendix E, but for this chapter, data are reported for the 

batch of samples that were used for the majority of solid phase analyses.   

The order of operations when sampling was: (1) take total concentration sample, (2) centrifuge 

suspensions (3,000–10,000 rcf for 5–20 minutes), (3) take water-soluble samples, (4) wash solid phase 

in npH2O and isopropyl alcohol by repeated centrifuging/discarding supernatant/mixing with fresh 

solution cycles, (5) dry solid to a constant mass at 50 °C.  

Washing of the solid phase used one to three cycles in npH2O and one in isopropyl alcohol. Initial 

experiments involved washing precipitates in npH2O three times, but measurements of the electrical 
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conductivity of the supernatants indicated one wash in npH2O and one in isopropyl alcohol was 

sufficient for these experiments.  

All experiments were performed in triplicate. Multiple batches of experiments (each in triplicate) were 

performed for aluminium (two batches), lanthanum (four batches), and lead (two batches). Slight 

differences in results, likely due to changing background levels of inorganic phosphate in the phytate 

stock, were encountered so only the results from one batch are reported. The data reported were 

chosen based upon which batch of samples was used in the majority of solid phase analyses. 

Additionally, results for the phytate + phytase treatment for manganese and the phytate + phytase + 

alkaline phosphatase treatment for calcium are reported in duplicate due to experimental errors in 

preparing one of the replicates for each of these experiments.  

The performance of the A. niger phytase without added metals was examined by preparing buffered 

(0.2 mmol/L) solutions of phytate (3.8 mmol/L) as above but without metals (except potassium which 

was introduced through the use of KOH to adjust pH). The enzyme reaction was terminated at various 

time points by the addition of either TCA or HNO3 to a concentration of ~ 11% (w/v, corresponding to 

0.66 mol/L for TCA or 1.67 mol/L for HNO3; preliminary tests (data not shown) indicated that the acid 

used did not influence experimental results). 

4.1.3 Analytical techniques 

Solution samples were analysed for the following parameters: pH, electrical conductivity, total dissolved 

solids (TDS), elemental composition (by ICP-OES), and inorganic phosphate content (by colorimetry). pH, 

ICP-OES, and inorganic phosphate concentrations were measured as per chapter 2. Electrical 

conductivity was measured as per chapter 3; TDS was measured equivalently but with the meter 

operating in TDS mode.  

These measured values were used to calculate the following parameters: metal removed from solution, 

inorganic phosphate released from phytate, inorganic phosphate removed from solution, and water-

soluble and total organic phosphate concentrations.  

The percentage of metals removed from solution was calculated by comparing the measured water-

soluble concentrations to the mean measured total concentrations for all samples.  

Inorganic phosphate released from phytate was calculated by subtracting the mean total inorganic 

phosphate concentration of phytate-only samples (and inorganic phosphate content of zero time 
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samples where these were taken) from the measured total inorganic phosphate in each phytate + 

phytase sample. Inorganic phosphate removed from solution was calculated by subtracting the 

measured water-soluble concentrations from the measured total concentrations.  

Water-soluble organic phosphate concentrations were calculated by subtracting inorganic phosphate 

concentrations (measured by colorimetry) from the ICP-OES measured phosphate concentrations. For 

total organic phosphate concentrations, the inorganic phosphate concentration of individual samples 

was subtracted from the mean ICP-OES measured phosphate concentration for that batch of samples 

(this averaging was done to try and account for the large variability in phosphate concentrations 

measured by ICP-OES, see methodological issues section below). Where no phytate degradation was 

detected, the organic phosphate concentrations were converted to phytate concentrations on the basis 

that 6 moles of organic phosphate = 1 mole of phytate.  

Solid phases were investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD) as per chapter 2, Fourier Transform Infrared 

Spectroscopy (FTIR) as per chapter 3, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), and a carbon hydrogen nitrogen (CHN) analyser.  

SEM analysis was performed using a JEOL JSM-IT100 InTouchScope Tungsten low-vacuum SEM, with 

powder samples mounted on a carbon adhesive disc attached to an aluminium stub. TEM, along with 

Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDX), was performed using a Titan Themis 200 scanning 

transmission electron microscope. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) generated diffractograms were 

produced using the Gatan Digital Micrograph software or the  Fiji distribution (390) of ImageJ (391). The 

SingleCrystal® 4 software (503) was used to aid the interpretation of diffractograms and to generate 

simulated electron diffraction patterns. NMR analysis was performed using a 400 MHz Bruker Avance 

III solid-state spectrometer and the recorded spectra were processed using Bruker’s TopSpin™ 3.6.2 

software. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm relative to 0.1 mol/L Al(NO3)3 or 85% aqueous H3PO4 

using aluminium acetylacetonate (Al(acac3); δiso = 0.0 ppm) and BPO4 (δiso = -29.6 ppm) as secondary 

solid references. CHN analysis was performed using an Exeter Analytical Inc. CE440 Elemental analyser.  

In addition to these techniques, the likely solution speciation and saturation indices of solid phases were 

calculated by geochemical modelling using PHREEQC version 3 (303), see appendix A for details.  
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4.1.4 Methodological issues 

Outlined below are a number of methodological issues encountered in this work that should be 

considered when interpreting results – however, it should also be noted that none of these issues are 

severe enough to alter the main conclusions of the experimental work.  

4.1.4.1 Phytate concentration 

The source of phytic acid used in this project was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (product number Sigma 

593648, batch number MKBW3159V). The batch purchased was specified as having a concentration of 

48.1% (w/w). When planning experimental work, it was assumed that this purity referred to the phytic 

acid concentration. Accounting for the solution density of 1.432 g/mL, this gave a calculated phytic acid 

concentration of 688.8 g/L or 1.044 mol/L. When an inorganic phosphate impurity was measured in the 

phytic acid solution, it was assumed that this was in addition to the phytic acid content.  

However, the purity of the solution was determined by titration with NaOH and refers to all phosphate 

in the solution, that is, phytic acid plus lower inositol phosphate and inorganic phosphate impurities.  

Based upon the erroneous assumptions above, experimental solutions were prepared with a nominal 

phytic acid concentration of 5 mmol/L along with an inorganic phosphate concentration of ~ 5 mmol/L; 

this would have corresponded to an overall phosphate concentration of 35 mmol/L. However, the actual 

measured overall phosphate content was around 28 mmol/L, with a concentration of phosphate in 

phytic acid calculated to be around 23 mmol/L. This gave an actual phytic acid concentration of ~ 3.83 

mmol/L.  

This also had a further consequence in introducing discrepancies between the phytic acid-containing 

experiments and the inorganic phosphate controls. The inorganic phosphate controls were prepared 

with a phosphate concentration of 35 mmol/L, based upon the nominal phytic acid content, so in 

practice, the inorganic phosphate treatments contained an excess of phosphate compared to the phytic 

acid-containing experiments.  

4.1.4.2 ICP-OES measurements 

ICP-OES measurements generally appeared reliable for the metals investigated in this work (as 

determined by comparing the measured values to the known values of quality control samples run 

multiple times throughout batches of analysis). However, the measurements of phosphorus 

concentrations by ICP-OES encountered multiple issues.  
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The first issue encountered in early batches of samples was that during analysis the measured 

concentrations of phosphorus increased over time independently of the sample phosphorus 

concentration. This was indicated by quality control standards being equal to their known value at the 

start of a run but overestimating the phosphorus concentration by 30–60% after several samples had 

been measured. For the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments of calcium (at 5 mmol/L, pH 

5.5), manganese, iron(II), iron(III), and barium there was not an opportunity to re-analyse these samples, 

so any calculated organic phosphate measurements presented are likely overestimates.  

This rising phosphorus concentration issue was accounted for by running regular additional calibrations 

throughout analysis. However, once this issue was solved, another potential problem became apparent. 

The measured values of phosphorus by colorimetry and by ICP-OES should have been the same for the 

inorganic phosphate treatments as no organic phosphate was present in these samples. However, for 

all inorganic phosphate treatments performed, the measured values by colorimetry were about 3 

mmol/L higher than the ICP-OES measured values. This is despite using the same standards to calibrate 

both techniques. It is uncertain where this error was introduced and whether it also applies to 

measurements of phosphate in the phytic acid-containing samples. 

Due to these issues, calculated organic phosphate concentrations presented in this work should be 

interpreted with caution as a semi-quantitative indication of general trends. 

4.1.4.3 XRD analysis 

All XRD analysis used the copper Kα radiation. This is sub-optimal for iron or cobalt containing samples 

due to X-ray fluorescence resulting from interactions with the copper X-rays leading to high backgrounds 

(504,505). However, due to time and equipment availability constraints, this configuration was deemed 

sufficient for an initial investigation to test whether products were amorphous or contained crystalline 

features. 

4.1.4.4 Dry mass measurements 

The dry mass of harvested precipitates was recorded for all experiments. However, the results recorded 

are likely not representative of the actual mass of solid formed. This is because the samples were 

harvested by centrifugation and therefore suspended solids may be discarded with the supernatant. 

This was particularly pronounced for the phytate solids as phytate may form colloidal suspensions. For 

example, the dry mass of lead phytate was recorded as around 1.6 grams per litre of experimental 

solution when a centrifugation speed of 12,500 rcf was used but only 1.2 g/L when a centrifugation 
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speed of 3,000 rcf was used. The different centrifugation speeds were used due to equipment 

availability limitations. Due to the inconsistencies, the dry mass results are not reported here, and in 

future, filtration would be a preferable method of dry mass determination.  

Because of these issues, the amounts of analytes incorporated into precipitates are expressed in terms 

of mmol/L removed from solution rather than as mmol/g of precipitate. The only case where dry mass 

measurements have been used are for the CHN results where the results (in mmol/g) were converted 

to mmol/L removed from solution to be comparable with the other results – therefore it should be 

noted that CHN results will not account for any suspended solids that were disposed with the 

supernatant.  

4.2 Results and discussion  

4.2.1 Baseline performance of A. niger phytase 

 

Figure 4.1 Phosphate release over time by the A. niger phytase at room temperature at different pH 

values, buffered with 0.2 mol/L glycine (pH 2.5), citrate (pH 5.5), TES (pH 7.0), or TRIS (pH 8.5). Data 

points are the mean of duplicate samples; error bars represent the difference between the mean and the 

upper or lower measured values.   

 

To establish the baseline performance of the A. niger phytase, assays of the release of phosphate from 

phytate were performed at different pH values, temperatures, substrate concentrations, and with 

different buffers. The pH profile was consistent with previous reports of the A. niger phytase, with high 

levels of phytate breakdown at pH 2.5 and 5.5, moderate phosphate release at pH 7.0, and negligible 
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release at pH 8.5 (figure 4.1). Further tests at pH 5.5 indicated that the enzyme used was relatively 

insensitive to the pH buffer used (0.2 mol/L MES or citrate, data not shown), and therefore MES was 

used for the metal precipitation tests due to its lower ability to complex metals compared to citrate.  

4.2.2 Individual metal precipitation tests 

In all experiments, pH values in the experiments remained within ± 0.5 pH units of the starting value 

(data not shown). Where measured, there was a negligible difference in electrical conductivity or total 

dissolved solids values between different treatments (data not shown).  

 

Figure 4.2 Phosphate release from 3.8 mmol/L phytate over 24 hours at pH 5.5 in the presence of different 

metals at 5 mmol/L (buffered with 0.2 mol/L citrate for no metals added data or 0.2 mol/L MES for all 

other experiments). Columns represent the mean values of experiments performed in triplicate except for 

no metals added (performed in duplicate) and manganese (reported in duplicate due to experimental 

error in the third sample). Error bars represent the difference between the mean value and the upper or 

lower measured values. Phosphate available from phytate was ~ 23 mmol/L. For the experiments where 

precipitation occurred (i.e. in all but the ‘no metals added’ condition), the data reported are for the ‘total 

inorganic phosphate’ concentrations after dissolving the precipitation with nitric acid.  

 

After 24 hours, phosphate release occurred for all experiments where phytase had been added (figure 

4.2). The baseline performance of the A. niger phytase, as indicated by the ‘no added metals’ condition, 

is to release approximately 18 mmol/L phosphate over a 24 hour experiment. In the presence of most 

of the metals investigated (calcium, manganese, iron(III), cobalt, barium, lanthanum, lead), a 
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comparable amount of phosphate (within ~ 2 mmol/L of the ‘no metals added’ control) was released.  

There was a slight indication of inhibition of phytate breakdown by iron(II) (mean phosphate release of 

~ 15 mmol/L), and a much clearer indication of phytase inhibition by aluminium and copper (mean 

phosphate release being around 13 mmol/L and 11 mmol/L respectively). Metal inhibition of phytase 

and phosphatase activity has previously been described by several authors (230,285,506–508), and 

copper has been described as one of the more potent inhibitors of phytase activity (272).  

Phosphate released was calculated by subtracting the background concentration of inorganic phosphate 

in the phytate-only control from the total inorganic phosphate measured in the phytate + phytase 

experiments. This background concentration of inorganic phosphate was determined to be around 5–6 

mmol/L in all experiments except for the cobalt and copper experiments where it was measured at 

around 6–8 mmol/L. It is uncertain whether this discrepancy arose during preparation of the phytate 

stock (the cobalt and copper experiments were chronologically the last to be performed and there was 

evidence that the background inorganic phosphate concentration in the phytate stock increased over 

time) or that in the cobalt and copper experiments there was an additional level of metal catalysed 

phytate hydrolysis. Previous researchers have described metals having little impact on the chemical 

hydrolysis of phytate (references cited in (8)), although other researchers have claimed that metal 

catalysed phytate hydrolysis may be important (509). Metals have also been described as catalysing the 

hydrolysis of other organic phosphates (510,511) and so a small amount of metal catalysed hydrolysis 

cannot be ruled out. Regardless of explanation, this does not change the results in terms of copper 

being the most effective phytase inhibitor while cobalt has a low impact.  

For the ‘baseline’ condition investigated for all metals (pH 5.5, 5 mmol/L metal) the following metal 

solubility trends (from least to most soluble) could be observed:  

• Aluminium: No phosphate ≈ Inorganic phosphate < Phytate + Phytase < Phytate-only 

• Calcium: Phytate-only < Phytate + Phytase 

• Manganese: Phytate-only < Phytate + Phytase 

• Iron (II): Inorganic phosphate < Phytate + Phytase < Phytate-only < No phosphate 

• Iron (III): No phosphate ≈ Inorganic phosphate < Phytate + Phytase < Phytate-only 

• Cobalt: Phytate-only < Phytate + Phytase 
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• Copper: Phytate-only + Phytase < Phytate 

• Barium: Phytate-only < Phytase + Phytate 

• Lanthanum: Inorganic phosphate ≈ Phytate + Phytase < Phytate-only < No phosphate 

• Lead: Inorganic phosphate < Phytate + Phytase < Phytate-only < No phosphate 

In summary, phytase addition improved metal removal compared to phytate alone for aluminium, iron 

(II), iron (III), copper, lanthanum, and lead, but increased metal solubility for calcium, manganese, cobalt, 

and barium. Where phytate-free inorganic phosphate controls were performed (for aluminium, iron (II), 

iron (III), lanthanum, and lead) metal removal was equivalent or superior to the phytate + phytase 

treatment. In addition, where no phosphate controls were performed, ~ 100% of the metal remained 

in solution for lanthanum and lead, while around 50% of iron (II) and ~ 100% of aluminium and iron (III) 

precipitated.  

Detailed description of each of the systems investigated is given below, with the metals listed according 

to atomic number.  

4.2.3 Aluminium 

 

Figure 4.3 Percentage of aluminium removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns represent 

the mean of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and 

lower measured values.  
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Aluminium had a low solubility across all tested conditions, with 98–100% of aluminium removed from 

solution in the phytate + phytase, inorganic phosphate, and no phosphate treatments (figure 4.3). In 

the phytate-only treatment, however, only around 70% of aluminium was removed from solution. In 

comparison to suggested water limits, the inorganic phosphate and no phosphate treatments both 

reduced aluminium to below the limit recommended by the (437) of 33 μmol/L, while concentrations 

in the phytate + phytase treatment were close to the limit (between 34 and 55 μmol/L remaining in 

solution). In contrast, the phytate-only treatment kept aluminium in solution (~ 1.6 mmol/L) above even 

the upper limits for acute and chronic toxicity recommended by  (440) of 178 and 119 μmol/L 

respectively.  

For the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments, the data shown in figure 4.3 are for the second 

batch of experiments performed. It is worth noting that in the first batch only around 94% of aluminium 

was removed from solution for the phytate + phytase treatment. This may be because the second batch 

of experiments had a slightly higher background concentration of inorganic phosphate (~ 6.2 mmol/L 

compared to ~ 5.8 mmol/L in the first batch) which meant there was more inorganic phosphate available 

to precipitate with aluminium in the second batch (after phytase treatment, a total of ~ 19.5 mmol/L 

compared to ~ 18.8 mmol/L in the first batch). Alternatively, the first batch of samples took water-

soluble samples from the supernatant while the second batch filtered the supernatant before acidifying; 

therefore the discrepancy may have been due to including suspended solid particles in the water-

soluble fraction for the first batch of samples. In contrast, aluminium removal was similar in both 

batches for the phytate-only treatment.  
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of water-soluble and total concentrations of (a) inorganic phosphate, and (b) 

organic phosphate across different treatments for the aluminium experiments. Columns represent the 

mean of value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper 

and lower measured or calculated values. 

 

Comparisons of water-soluble to total inorganic phosphate concentrations indicated that around 1.9 

mmol/L inorganic phosphate precipitated in the phytate + phytase treatment compared to around 0.4 

mmol/L in the phytate-only treatment and 4.4 mmol/L in the inorganic phosphate treatment (figure 

4.4a). Inorganic phosphate concentrations were close to or below the detection limit in the no 

phosphate treatment (< 0.02 mmol/L when accounting for dilution factors).  

The calculated organic phosphate concentrations (figure 4.4b) indicated that around 7–8 mmol/L 

organic phosphate precipitated for both the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments. Inorganic 

+ organic phosphate concentrations in the no phosphate treatment were close to or below the ICP-OES 

detection limit (< 0.05 mmol/L when accounting for sample dilution factor).  
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Table 4.2 Concentrations of analytes incorporated into precipitated solids, given in terms of mmol/L of 

experimental solution. Values are given as the mean of triplicate samples, columns designated as + and 

– represent the difference between the mean value and the upper or lower measured value respectively.  

  Inorganic phosphate Organic phosphate Aluminium Potassium 

Treatment Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – 

Phytate-only 0.37 0.29 0.22 7.67 0.69 0.71 3.43 0.02 0.04 0.73 2.52 2.44 

Phytate + Phytase  1.87 0.16 0.26 7.63 0.35 0.64 4.99 0.01 0.01 -1.62 2.40 2.32 

Inorganic Phosphate 4.40 1.02 1.39 -1.44 1.50 1.75 5.04 0.00 0.00 14.76 23.25 12.38 

No phosphate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.03 5.04 0.00 0.00 2.50 1.80 1.16 

 

The concentrations of analytes removed from solution are shown in table 4.2. The phytate + phytase 

and phytate-only treatments both appeared to contain an excess of organic phosphate compared to 

aluminium, as would be expected for aluminium phytate precipitates (or aluminium precipitates with 

lower inositol phosphates). In both cases, more organic phosphate precipitated than inorganic 

phosphate, although there was an increase in inorganic phosphate precipitation in the phytate + 

phytase treatment that may be associated with the increase in aluminium precipitation.  

The aluminium:phytate ratio for the phytate-only treatment was calculated to be between 2.5:1.0 and 

2.9:1.0. Previous researchers have indicated that aluminium precipitates with aluminium:phyate ratios 

ranging from 1:1 to 4:1 (512). A 1:1 ratio, which was the approximate starting ratio in these experiments, 

is the most soluble, although precipitation still occurs above pH ~ 2.5 (512).  

The amount of organic phosphate precipitating in the phytate + phytase treatment was similar to the 

phytate-only treatment at ~ 8 mmol/L (table 4.2). Assuming that the amount of aluminium associated 

with this fraction remained similar (~ 3.4 mmol/L), this gave an additional ~ 1.6 mmol/L aluminium 

removed from solution. Compared to the phytate-only treatment, an additional ~ 1.5 mmol/L inorganic 

phosphate precipitated in the phytate + phytase treatment. If the improvement in aluminium removal 

was associated with the increase in inorganic phosphate, then this means it can be calculated that the 

precipitation occurred in an approximate 1:1 ratio.   

The inorganic phosphate treatment had an aluminium:inorganic phosphate ratio that ranged from 0.9:1 

to 1.7:1. Aluminium phosphates may occur with aluminium:phosphate ratios of 1:1 (e.g. berlinite, AlPO4, 

and variscite, AlPO4.2H2O), 1:3 (e.g. Al(H2PO4)3), 1.3:1 (e.g. vantasselite (Al4(PO4)3(OH)3·9H2O)), 1.5:1 

(e.g. wavellite, Al3(PO4)2(OH,F)3.5H2O), or 3:1 (e.g. Al3(PO4)(OH)6). This suggests that the precipitated 
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mineral was a non-stoichiometric aluminium hydroxyphosphate, possibly similar to vantasselite or 

wavellite.  

Potassium concentrations were also measured for these experiments, but for the phytate + phytase, 

phytate-only, and inorganic phosphate treatments, the results were inconclusive with a large degree of 

analytical variability. In the no phosphate treatment, the potassium concentrations measured were 

more consistent, with 1.3 to 4.3 mmol/L potassium calculated to be removed from solution.  

 

Figure 4.5 XRD patterns of solids formed in the aluminium experiments showing [i] Phytate-only; [ii] 

Phytate + Phytase; [iii] Inorganic phosphate; and [iv] No phosphate treatments.. Phytate-only and 

phytate + phytase samples were measured using the Göbel mirror optics setup, inorganic phosphate and 

no phosphate samples were measured using the motorised slit. Samples were measured using the copper 

Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were 

normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1.   

 

XRD patterns of the precipitates all showed amorphous materials with no notable, distinctive features 

(figure 4.5). Phytate solids are usually known to be amorphous (8,230,513), as are aluminium 

hydroxyphosphates (449,451,514), and aluminium hydroxysulfates precipitated under ambient 

conditions (515,516). 
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Figure 4.6 FTIR spectra of precipitates produced in the aluminium experiments showing [i] Phytate-only; 

[ii] Phytate + Phytase; [iii] Inorganic phosphate; and [iv] No phosphate treatments. Spectra were 

normalised in OriginProb2019b to a scale of 0–1.  

 

FTIR spectra of the aluminium precipitates are shown in (figure 4.6). The spectra indicated that 

precipitates recovered from the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments were similar, while the 

inorganic phosphate and no phosphate treatments produced materials with their own distinct spectra.  

All spectra showed a broad band between ~ 3,500 and 2,700 cm-1 and a narrow band at ~ 1,640 cm-1 

associated with O–H stretching and bending modes respectively (407). These features indicate the 

presence of crystallised water within the solid phase (407). The peak or trough at ~ 2,360 cm-1 is 

contamination from atmospheric CO2 (407).  

The fingerprint region (~ 1,500–500 cm-1) is challenging to interpret, particularly due to the possible 

presence of sulfate in the system, as the vibrational modes of sulfate and phosphate groups give signals 
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in similar regions of the infrared spectrum. The vibrational frequencies of sulfate groups generally occur 

at higher wavenumbers than the corresponding phosphate vibrations (407,517). A peak at 1,080 cm-1 

in the no phosphate treatment compared to 1,036 cm-1 in the inorganic phosphate treatment may 

indicate a sulfate-containing solid for the former and a phosphate-containing solid for the latter (figure 

4.6). In the same region, the phytate-only and phytate + phytase samples showed a broad band between 

1,200 and 900 cm-1 which appeared to consist of at least four overlapping peaks (figure 4.6). Overlapping 

peaks in this region in phytate-containing samples have been attributed to P–O–C groups (518,519). A 

doublet at ~ 800 and ~ 850 cm-1 is another feature that may be associated with the P–O–C groups of 

phytate (281,407,518,520). The peaks in the 700–500 cm-1 are difficult to assign as signals from P–O, S–

O, Al–O, and O–H may all be prominent in this region (407,521,522).  

Searching spectral databases failed to provide satisfactory matches for the phytate-only and phytate + 

phytase samples. FTIR spectra of aluminium phytate shown in previous work differed slightly in the 

shape and intensities of peaks in the 1,200–900 cm-1 region (513,518) which may be associated with pH, 

aluminium source, stoichiometry of the precipitate, sample preparation, or the equipment used.  

The most likely match for the inorganic phosphate treatment was wavellite (Al3(PO4)2(OH,F)3.5H2O, 

database number MNX #150). The spectrum also appeared to match well (based on a visual assessment) 

with the spectrum of amorphous aluminium phosphate (AlPO4.xH2O) (432) or aluminium 

hydroxyphosphate (514) reported in the literature.  

The most likely match for the no phosphate treatment sample according to database searching was 

chalcoalumite (CuAl4(SO4)(OH)12.3H2O; database number MNX #169). While there was no copper 

present in this experiment, the vibrational frequencies associated with S–O, Al–O, and O–H are likely to 

be similar in phases such as alunite (KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6) and felsobányaite (Al4(SO4)(OH)10·4H2O). The no 

phosphate spectrum appeared visually similar to literature descriptions of basic aluminium sulfate 

(Na0.1[Al13O4(OH)24(H2O)12](SO4)3.55) (523,524) and nanocrystalline basaluminite/felsobányaite 

(Al4OH10(SO4).(H2O)3–5) (525). Alternatively, the peak at 1,080 cm-1 combined with the most intense peak 

in the spectrum appearing at around 600 cm-1 may be indicative of boehmite (AlO(OH)) (526).  

Furthermore, 27Al and 31P NMR spectra for the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments were 

consistent with previous descriptions of aluminium phytate (appendix F, figures F.1–F.3) (397,513,527). 

The inorganic phosphate spectra matched with previous descriptions of amorphous aluminium 
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hydroxyphosphate (514,528,529), while the no phosphate treatment produced a 27Al NMR spectrum 

similar to felsobányaite/basaluminite (525,530) but different from basic aluminium sulfate (523).  

Despite no solubility product data being available for aluminium phytate, geochemical modelling 

provided some useful insights. In particular, solution modelling indicated that phytate strongly inhibited 

aluminium hydrolysis (appendix G, table G.2). The highest saturation index in the phytate-only, phytate 

+ phytase and inorganic phosphate treatments was calculated for aluminium hydroxyphosphate, while 

in the no phosphate treatment, alunite (KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6) had the highest saturation index – this would 

be consistent with the chemical analysis indicating some potassium precipitation for the no phosphate 

treatment (table 4.2).  

This inhibition of aluminium hydrolysis is likely the main explanation behind the increased solubility of 

aluminium in the phytate-only treatment, with a mixture of insoluble and soluble aluminium phytate 

complexes being formed. It follows that in the phytate + phytase treatment, phytase catalysed the 

hydrolysis of the soluble phytate while the precipitated aluminium phytate remained intact. Once the 

soluble phytate had been broken down, this allowed aluminium hydrolysis to occur and the subsequent 

precipitation of the residual soluble aluminium as (hydroxy)phosphate, (oxyhydr)oxide, and/or sulfate 

phases alongside the already formed aluminium phytate.  

Concentrations of soluble aluminium remained higher in the phytate + phytase treatment as compared 

to the inorganic phosphate treatment. This may be due to a higher concentration of available inorganic 

phosphate in the inorganic phosphate treatment (~ 35 mmol/L compared to ~ 19 mmol/L in the phytate 

+ phytase treatment). Alternatively, strong soluble complexes between aluminium and unhydrolyzed 

phytate or other organic phosphates produced during phytate breakdown (so-called lower inositol 

phosphates) may keep some aluminium in solution. Inositol trisphosphates (C6H15O15P3), for example, 

are known to bind aluminium strongly (265). The phytate breakdown products were not quantified in 

this work, but ideally this would be done in future, as the lower inositol phosphates interact strongly 

with metals and minerals and will likely have an impact on the speciation and mobility of contaminants.  

In summary, attempts at synthesising aluminium phosphate minerals from a phytate precursor 

produced somewhat ambiguous results in this work. Across all conditions tested, aluminium had a low 

solubility at pH 5.5, but the highest concentrations of soluble aluminium were measured in the phytate-

only and phytate + phytase treatments. The most likely product formed for the phytate + phytase and 
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phytate-only treatments was an aluminium phytate, compared to aluminium hydroxyphosphates and 

hydroxysulfates likely produced in the inorganic phosphate and no phosphate treatments respectively.  

A multitude of different aluminium hydroxyphosphates exist, such as vantasselite (Al4(PO4)3(OH)3·9H2O), 

wardite (NaAl3(OH)4(PO4)2·2H2O), augelite (Al2(OH)3(PO4), wavellite (Al3(PO4)2(OH,F)3.5H2O), bolivarite 

(Al2(PO4)(OH)3·4-5H2O), and evansite (Al3(PO4)(OH)6·6H2O) (449,531–534). Natural examples of these 

minerals have shown enriched levels of uranium (449,451) which make them of interest for the 

remediation of contaminated environments. However, further work would be required if these phases 

are to be produced from a phytate precursor.  

Previous researchers have noted that, under certain circumstances, phytate amendments can increase 

metal solubility or mobility (121,244,535). In this case, the strength of the aluminium phytate complexes 

and the inhibition of aluminium hydrolysis likely had a role in keeping around 30% of the aluminium in 

solution. The metal:phytate ratio is known to have an important role in determining the solubility of 

metal phytates (244). With the 1:1 aluminium:phytate ratio used, it is likely that a mixture of insoluble 

and soluble aluminium phytate complexes were formed. Therefore, the phytate-only treatment could 

likely be improved by adjusting to the more favourable 4:1 aluminium:phytate ratio (512,536).  

An additional complicating factor in these experiments was the use of aluminium sulfate as an 

aluminium source as, while aluminium sulfate is soluble, aluminium hydroxysulfates have a low solubility. 

The amount of aluminium remaining in solution in the no phosphorus treatment was equivalent to or 

lower than the amount of aluminium in solution in the inorganic phosphate treatment. Sulfate is likely 

to be present at mining-impacted sites, so this was not an unrealistic condition to investigate. 

Additionally, previous researchers have successfully used aluminium sulfate as a source of aluminium 

for the production of aluminium hydroxyphosphate vaccine adjuvants (526) and to bind and precipitate 

phosphate in wastes and body fluids (537–539). Experiments using other soluble sources of aluminium 

(e.g. chloride or nitrate salts) would be useful to probe the role of sulfate in these experiments. It should 

also be investigated whether the presence of phosphate and sulfate together may stabilise aluminium 

within solid phases or if anionic competition may increase the solubility of aluminium.  

A further aspect to investigate would be the kinetics of precipitation and crystallisation. Previous 

researchers have described the crystallisation rates of aluminium phosphates as being extremely slow 

(21 days at 100 °C, which implies even slower kinetics at ambient temperatures) (432) so it would be of 
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interest to perform these experiments over longer timescales to investigate any transitions from 

amorphous products to crystalline ones.  

4.2.4 Calcium 

 

Figure 4.7 Percentage of calcium removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns represent 

the mean of triplicate samples (or duplicate for phytate + phytase + alkaline phosphatase treatment due 

to experimental errors), error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and lower 

measured values. 

 

Calcium solubility varied between the conditions, with the lowest solubility observed at pH 7.0 and the 

highest solubility at pH 5.5 (figure 4.7). Increasing the calcium concentration from 5 mmol/L to 50 

mmol/L reduced the solubility at pH 5.5, but calcium was still more soluble (in percentage terms) 

compared to 5 mmol/L at pH 7.0. The calcium concentration and pH appeared to be more important in 

determining calcium solubility than whether phytase was added to the system, as calcium solubility only 

varied by a small amount between treatments. There did appear to be a slight increase in calcium 

solubility in the phytate + phytase treatments, particularly at 50 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5 but this may 

have been within the margins of analytical variability.  
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of water-soluble and total inorganic phosphate concentrations across the 

different conditions and treatments tested for the calcium experiments. Columns represent the mean of 

value of triplicate samples (or duplicate in the case of the phytate + phytase + alkaline phosphatase 

treatment), error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and lower measured 

values. 

 

As indicated in figure 4.8, phosphate release from phytate was most successful at pH 5.5 with 5 mmol/L 

calcium (~ 16 mmol/L phosphate released from phytate). Higher pH values (pH 7.0) or higher calcium 

concentrations (50 mmol/L) greatly reduced the amount of phosphate being released from phytate (~ 

8 mmol/L released at pH 7.0, ~ 5 mmol/L released in the presence of 50 mmol/L calcium). Inhibition at 

50 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5 was likely due to the precipitation of phytate ‘protecting’ it from enzymatic 

hydrolysis. Inhibition at pH 7.0 was likely a function of the pH profile of the A. niger phytase, as 

phosphate release was comparable to calcium-free controls (see figure 4.1 at 24 hours).  

There also appeared to be a negligible difference between phosphate release in the phytate + phytase 

and phytate + phytase + alkaline phosphatase treatments attempted at pH 7.0. Across all conditions, it 

appeared that the majority of inorganic phosphate remained in solution.  
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of water-soluble and total organic phosphate across different conditions and 

treatments tested for the calcium experiments. Organic phosphate concentrations were calculated by 

subtracting the inorganic phosphate concentration from the inorganic + organic phosphate 

concentration. Columns represent the mean of value of triplicate samples (or duplicate in the case of the 

phytate +phytase + alkaline phosphatase treatment), error bars represent the difference between the 

mean and the upper and lower measured values.  

 

The data for calculated organic phosphate concentrations in figure 4.9 indicate that, where precipitation 

occurred, it was mostly with the organic phosphate fraction rather than inorganic phosphate, regardless 

of phytase activity. In particular, at 50 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5, around 95% of organic phosphate was 

insoluble.  
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Table 4.3 Concentrations of analytes removed from solution into precipitated solids, given in terms of 

mmol per litre of experimental solution. Values are given as the mean of triplicate samples (or duplicate 

in the case of the phytate + phytase + alkaline phosphatase treatment), columns designated as + and – 

represent the difference between the mean value and the upper or lower measured value respectively. N.d. 

indicates not determined.  

Condition Treatment 

Inorganic 
phosphate 

Organic phosphate Calcium Potassium 

Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – 

5 mmol/L 
Ca; pH 5.5 

Phytate-only 1.13 0.39 0.50 -5.66 0.97 0.58 0.46 0.03 0.06 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Phytate + phytase -0.74 0.78 0.76 -0.08 4.39 2.99 0.38 0.03 0.05 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

5 mmol/L 
Ca; pH 7.0 

Phytate-only -0.27 0.18 0.17 3.06 0.25 0.31 2.94 0.24 0.44 -1.46 1.43 1.06 

Phytate + Phytase -0.16 0.64 1.03 2.55 0.66 0.43 2.71 0.29 0.46 -3.47 7.21 9.81 

Phytate + Phytase + 
alkaline 
phosphatase -0.12 1.07 1.07 1.55 0.25 0.25 2.82 0.13 0.13 -4.14 5.51 5.51 

50 mmol/L 
Ca; pH 5.5 

Phytate-only 0.41 0.05 0.07 21.45 0.20 0.29 22.35 2.83 2.13 3.92 6.73 5.82 

Phytate + Phytase 0.49 0.11 0.20 16.47 0.48 0.68 17.63 3.12 1.90 0.58 3.87 6.53 

 

Due to the low amount of precipitation and large analytical variability, it was difficult to calculate 

stoichiometric ratios for the 5 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5 condition (table 4.3). For the other conditions, 

there appeared to be an approximate 1:1 ratio between calcium and organic phosphate groups, which 

would correspond to a calcium:phytate ratio of around 6:1 if all the organic phosphate was present as 

phytate. The only exception to this was for the phytate + phytase + alkaline phosphatase treatment, 

where the calcium:organic phosphate ratio was closer to 1.9. It is uncertain whether this is due to 

analytical error, or potentially, the presence of different lower inositol phosphates when the alkaline 

phosphatase was introduced into the system. Potassium concentrations provided ambiguous results, 

with a large variability between replicate experiments (table 4.3). 
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Figure 4.10 XRD patterns of precipitates produced in the calcium experiments showing [i] Phytate-only 

at 5 mmol/L calcium, pH 7.0; [ii] Phytate + Phytase at 5 mmol/L calcium, pH 7.0; [iii] Phytate + Phytase 

+ Alkaline phosphatase at 5 mmol/L calcium, pH 7.0; [iv] Phytate-only at 50 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5 

treatments; and [v] Phytate + Phytase at 50 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5. Samples were measured using the 

Göbel mirror optics setup, using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 

0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1. 
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Figure 4.11 FTIR spectra of precipitates produced in the calcium experiments showing [i] Phytate-only 

at 5 mmol/L calcium, pH 7.0; [ii] Phytate + Phytase at 5 mmol/L calcium, pH 7.0; [iii] Phytate + Phytase 

+ Alkaline phosphatase at 5 mmol/L calcium, pH 7.0; [iv] Phytate-only at 50 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5 

treatments; and [v] Phytate + Phytase at 50 mmol/L calcium, pH 5.5. Spectra were normalised in 

OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0–1. 

 

Solid phase analysis was only possible for the pH 7 experiments with 5 mmol/L calcium or the pH 5.5 

experiments with 50 mmol/L calcium. For the experiments with 5 mmol/L calcium at pH 5.5 a negligible 

amount of precipitate was recovered, and therefore, solid phase analysis was not possible. The XRD 

patterns (figure 4.10) and the FTIR spectra (figure 4.11) were broadly similar across all samples 

investigated. The XRD patterns indicated that all the samples were amorphous, which is consistent with 

previous descriptions of calcium phytate (253,333).  

The FTIR spectra (figure 4.11) showed features indicative of phytate/organic phosphate containing 

samples and visually matched well with previously reported spectra for Ca6Phytate (333,518). The 
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double peaks at 1,090 and 980 cm-1 and at 840 and 800 cm-1 are associated with multiple P–O–C bonds 

in phytate, and these features have been used to distinguish between calcium phytate and calcium 

phosphate (518,520). However, the position of the peak at 1,090 cm-1 compared to ~ 1,130 cm-1 may 

indicate that the material in this work was actually a pentacalcium phytate (e.g. Ca5H2Phytate or 

Ca5K2Phytate) (540).  

Geochemical modelling indicated that the apatite minerals hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) and 

chloroapatite (Ca10(PO4)6Cl2) were supersaturated under every condition, and brushite (Ca(HPO4).2H2O) 

was supersaturated at pH 7 or with 50 mmol/L calcium (appendix G, table G.3). However, the saturation 

indices for Ca6Phytate and Ca5K2Phytate were much higher than the calculated values for any inorganic 

phosphate mineral across all conditions, regardless of whether phytate hydrolysis occurred. Therefore, 

it is likely that the strong binding of calcium by phytate inhibited inorganic phosphate precipitation, as 

has been previously described (266,322,323). 

None of the treatments attempted in this batch of experiments were successful at manufacturing 

hydroxyapatite or any other inorganic calcium phosphate phase. The pH profile of the A. niger phytase 

appears to be the major limiting factor preventing the direct production of calcium hydroxyapatite. 

However, the use of the A. niger phytase may still provide an efficient mechanism of sourcing inorganic 

phosphate and, once phytate has been broken down, the produced inorganic phosphate could then be 

used to synthesise hydroxyapatite by chemical mechanisms. This method would be less suitable for an 

in situ production strategy, but may be useful in terms of the ex situ bulk production of hydroxyapatite. 

Future research into this method should also consider the potential role of residual phytate/lower 

inositol phosphates acting as crystallisation inhibitors, as complete phytate breakdown is generally 

unlikely.  

Additionally, previous researchers have also considered the possibility of directly using calcium phytate 

as a remediation material (244,253). Using a calcium concentration of 50 mmol/L, a phytate 

concentration of 5 mmol/L, and a pH of 5.5 appeared to be an efficient set of conditions for precipitating 

the majority of phytate as calcium phytate. The bulk production of calcium phytate could then be 

followed up by investigating its ability to precipitate contaminants. Finally, bulk calcium phytate 

production could also be used as a precursor for producing calcium hydroxyapatite by other means such 

as (hydro)thermal methods (e.g. (251,541)).   
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4.2.5 Manganese 

 

Figure 4.12 Percentage of manganese removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns 

represent the mean of triplicate samples for the phytate-only treatment and duplicate samples for the 

phytate + phytase treatment, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and 

lower measured values. 

 

In the phytate-only treatment, between 50 and 60% of manganese was removed from solution (figure 

4.12). For the phytate + phytase treatment there was a large variation between the two data points, 

with either 1% or 26% of manganese removed from solution. The increase in manganese solubility 

coincided with the release of inorganic phosphate from phytate.  
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Figure 4.13 Water-soluble and total inorganic phosphate in the different treatments for the manganese 

experiments. Columns represent the mean of triplicate samples for the phytate-only treatment and 

duplicate samples for the phytate + phytase treatment, error bars represent the difference between the 

mean and the upper and lower measured values. 

 

Phosphate release from phytate occurred successfully in the phytate + phytase treatment, while 

inorganic phosphate concentrations remained at approximate background levels in the phytate-only 

treatment (figure 4.13). The inorganic phosphate data (figure 4.13) indicate that, where precipitation 

occurred, it was most likely associated with the organic phosphate fraction. However, analytical issues 

encountered during ICP-OES analysis meant that organic phosphate concentrations could not be 

calculated for this batch of samples.  

Geochemical modelling of saturation indices indicated a similar level of supersaturation for manganese 

phosphates (Mn(HPO4) and Mn3(PO4)2.3H2O) and manganese phytate (Mn5H2Phytate.16H2O) (appendix 

G, table G.5). The model indicated that saturation indices increased in the phytate + phytase treatment, 

but this is contradicted by chemical analyses indicating higher manganese solubility in this treatment 

(figure 4.12). Also supersaturated were manganese dioxide (MnO2), manganite (MnOOH), and for the 

phytate + phytase treatment, hausmannite (Mn3O4) (appendix G, table G.5). These manganese 

oxides/hydroxides all contain oxidised manganese in either the +3 and/or +4 state. However, solution 

modelling (appendix G, table G.5) indicated that manganese was mainly present in the +2 state and that 

negligible oxidised manganese was present. However, it would be useful to perform control experiments 
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without any phosphate source to test whether any of the oxides or oxyhydroxide phases are likely to 

precipitate under the tested conditions.  

It has been previously suggested that phosphate amendments could be an effective method of reducing 

concentrations of bioavailable manganese in soils (117,337). However, while both treatments did 

remove manganese from solution, a large proportion of manganese remained soluble and was above 

the health-based value of 0.007 mmol/L that has been suggested (437).  

These results indicate that, in some cases, phytate may be a more efficient sequestering agent than 

inorganic phosphate. If this direction is to be pursued, then further experiments to optimise the 

manganese:phytate ratio would be the first place to start, as metal:phytate ratios of 1:1 (close to that 

used in these experiments) typically favour a more soluble product (230,512), while the optimal ratio is 

more likely to be around 5:1 (542).  

For the precipitation of inorganic manganese phosphates, it would be desirable to understand the 

apparent lack of precipitation despite manganese phosphates being supersaturated in geochemical 

models. Possible explanations include precipitation kinetics for these phases being relatively slow or a 

contribution from residual phytate/inositol phosphate molecules inhibiting precipitation. Ideally, 

further controls would be performed with the direct addition of inorganic phosphate to test this. 

4.2.6 Iron (II) 

 

Figure 4.14 Photographs showing (a) Phytate-only, (b) Phytate + phytase, and (c) Inorganic phosphate 

treatments after 24 hours; (d) initial appearance of no phosphate treatment, and (e) No phosphate 

treatment after 24 hours. 
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Figure 4.15 Percentage of iron (initially added as iron(II)) removed from solution. Columns represent 

the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper 

or lower measured values.  

 

Precipitation occurred immediately when mixing iron(II) solutions with phytate or inorganic phosphate 

to form a grey-white suspension (figure 4.14a, figure 4.14b). In contrast, the no phosphate treatment 

initially remained transparent (figure 4.14c), with an orange precipitate only forming after the overnight 

mixing period (figure 4.14d).  

After 24 hours, around 50% of iron was removed from solution in the no phosphate treatment (figure 

4.15). For the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments, around 90% and 80% of iron was removed, 
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respectively. Finally, in the inorganic phosphate treatment, around 99.8% of iron precipitated out of 

solution. 

 

Figure 4.16 Comparison of water-soluble and total inorganic phosphate concentrations across the 

different conditions and treatments tested for the iron(II) experiments. Columns represent the mean of 

value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and lower 

measured values.  

 

Measurements of inorganic phosphate (figure 4.16) indicated that around 4 mmol/L inorganic 

phosphate precipitated for the inorganic phosphate treatment, while a low to negligible amount 

precipitated for the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments. Inorganic phosphate 

concentrations for the no phosphate control were close to or below the colorimetric detection limit (< 

0.02 mmol/L when accounting for sample dilution factors). For the phytate-only samples, total inorganic 

phosphate concentrations were measured as lower than water-soluble concentrations. It is uncertain 

where the error here was sourced, dilution errors introduced when attempting to fully dissolve the 

precipitate may have been responsible. 
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Table 4.4 Calculated water-soluble and total organic phosphate concentrations for the iron(II) 

experiments. Values are given as the mean of triplicate samples, columns designated as + and – represent 

the difference between the mean value and the upper or lower measured value respectively. 

 Treatment 
Water-soluble Total 

Mean + - Mean + - 

Phytate-only 17.32 0.04 0.03 33.58 0.05 0.06 

Phytate + phytase 5.73 0.60 0.43 18.47 0.31 0.38 

Inorganic Phosphate -3.98 1.25 0.88 -7.62 0.20 0.20 

No phosphorus -0.01 0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.01 0.01 

 

Quality control issues during ICP-OES analysis meant that organic phosphate concentrations were likely 

overestimates for the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments (table 4.4). However, comparing 

the water-soluble and total concentrations can be used to indicate that the majority of precipitation in 

the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments was associated with the organic phosphate fraction 

rather than inorganic phosphate.  

 

Figure 4.17 XRD patterns of precipitates produced in the iron(II) experiments showing [i] phytate-only; 

[ii] phytate + phytase; and [iii] inorganic phosphate treatments. Patterns [i] and [ii] were measured 

using the Göbel mirror optics setup, pattern [iii] was measured using the motorised slit. Samples were 

measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step 

time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1. 

 

Solid phase analysis could not be performed on the precipitation formed in the no phosphate treatment 

as the physical amount of precipitate produced was small, and what precipitation did occur stuck to the 
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sides of the centrifuge tubes used and could not be recovered. XRD analysis of the other precipitates 

produced indicated that all were amorphous solids (figure 4.17).  

Geochemical modelling indicated that iron(II) phosphates were supersaturated in the phytate-only, 

phytate + phytase, and inorganic phosphate treatments, while hematite (Fe2O3) was the only 

supersaturated phase in the no phosphate treatment (appendix G, table G.7). As discussed in the 

appendix, there were a number of limitations with the model – including a lack of solubility products 

for iron phytates, and not accurately accounting for iron(II) oxidation.  

These experiments indicated that, when initially supplied as iron(II), inorganic phosphate, phytate-only, 

and phytate + phytase treatments can rapidly remove the majority of iron from solution. In contrast, 

over the same period, the precipitation of iron in the absence of any phosphate source was limited. The 

likely products formed were a mixed iron(II)/iron(III) phytate for the phytate + phytase and phytate-only 

treatments, an amorphous iron(II)/iron(III) hydroxyphosphate for the inorganic phosphate treatment, 

and an iron(III) oxide such as hematite for the no phosphate treatment.  

The precipitation of iron was most efficient in the inorganic phosphate treatment, which was the only 

treatment to bring iron concentrations to below the suggested value (35.8 μmol/L) for drinking water 

(437). The formation of soluble complexes with phytate and/or lower inositol phosphates formed during 

phytate breakdown likely explains the incomplete iron precipitation in the phytate containing 

treatments.  

Further work is required to characterise the nature of the precipitates in more detail (including a 

quantification of iron(II)/iron(III) ratios), investigate their long term stability against dissolution/leaching, 

and to test their potential contaminant-incorporation properties. Additionally, it may be desirable to 

optimise the iron:phytate ratio to improve iron precipitation.  
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4.2.7 Iron (III) 

 

Figure 4.18 Photographs showing (a) Phytate-only, (b) Phytate + phytase, and (c) Inorganic phosphate 

treatments after 24 hours; (d) initial appearance of no phosphate treatment, (e) No phosphate treatment 

after adjusting to pH 5.5, and (f) No phosphate treatment after 24 hours.  

 

Figure 4.19 Percentage of iron (initially added as iron(III)) removed from solution in the different 

treatments. Columns represent the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference 

between the mean and the upper or lower measured values. 

 

Precipitation occurred immediately upon mixing iron(III) with phytate or inorganic phosphate to form a 

pale orange-white suspension (figure 4.18a, figure 4.18b). When preparing the no phosphate treatment, 

the solution (at an initial pH of 5.2) appeared clear (figure 4.18c), but when adjusting to the desired pH 

of ~ 5.5 precipitation occurred upon the addition of KOH (figure 4.18d).  

More than 99.9% of iron was removed from solution in the no phosphate and inorganic phosphate 

treatments (figure 4.19). All three samples in the inorganic phosphate treatment were below the ICP-

OES detection limit (< 0.26 μmol/L or < 2.9 μmol/L depending on dilution factor used). For the no 
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phosphate treatment two samples were below the detection limit (< 2.9 μmol/L for the dilution factor 

used) while the third sample was measured as containing 0.31 μmol/L iron, very close to the detection 

limit of 0.26 μmol/L.  

The phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments were less effective than the controls, with around 

90% and 70% of iron removed from solution respectively (figure 4.19). 

 

Figure 4.20 Comparison of water-soluble and total inorganic phosphate concentrations across the 

different conditions and treatments tested for the iron(III) experiments. Columns represent the mean of 

value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and lower 

measured values. 

 

Measurements of inorganic phosphate (figure 4.20) indicated that around 5.6 mmol/L inorganic 

phosphate precipitated for the inorganic phosphate treatment, compared to around 2.1 mmol/L for the 

phytate + phytase treatment and a low to negligible amount precipitated for the phytate-only treatment. 

Inorganic phosphate concentrations for the no phosphate control were close to or below the 

colorimetric detection limit (< 0.02 mmol/L when accounting for sample dilution factors). For the 

phytate-only samples, total inorganic phosphate concentrations were measured as lower than water-

soluble concentrations which is likely associated with analytical error.  
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Table 4.5 Calculated water-soluble and total organic phosphate concentrations for the iron(III) 

experiments. Values are given as the mean of triplicate samples, columns designated as + and – represent 

the difference between the mean value and the upper or lower measured value respectively. 

 Treatment 
Water-soluble Total 

Mean + - Mean + - 

Phytate-only 19.95 0.94 0.98 30.14 0.04 0.08 

Phytate + phytase 5.65 0.27 0.46 13.61 0.42 0.61 

Inorganic Phosphate -2.94 2.07 1.91 -4.47 0.31 0.51 

No phosphorus -0.06 0.06 0.10 0.03 0.00 0.00 

 

As discussed above, ICP-OES issues led to likely overestimates for organic phosphate concentrations for 

the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments and calculated negative concentrations for the 

inorganic phosphate treatment. However, comparing the water-soluble and total concentrations 

indicates that precipitation in the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments was mostly associated 

with the organic phosphate fraction rather than inorganic phosphate.  

  

Figure 4.21 XRD patterns of precipitates produced in the iron(III) experiments showing [i] phytate-only; 

[ii] phytate + phytase; and [iii] inorganic phosphate treatments. Patterns [i] and [ii] were measured 

using the Göbel mirror optics setup, pattern [iii] was measured using the motorised slit. Samples were 

measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step 

time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1. 

 

Solid phase analysis could not be performed on the precipitation formed in the no phosphate treatment 

as the physical amount of precipitate produced was small and remained stuck to the walls of the 

centrifuge tubes. XRD analysis of the other precipitates produced indicated that all were amorphous 
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solids (figure 4.21). For the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments, this is consistent with 

previous descriptions of iron(III) phytate (228,543). Previous researchers have also described the 

crystallisation kinetics of iron(III) phosphates as being very slow (432), so it is unsurprising that an 

amorphous material was produced in a 24 hour experiment at room temperature for the inorganic 

phosphate treatment.  

As with aluminium, geochemical modelling indicated a strong inhibition of iron(III) hydrolysis in the 

presence of phytate (appendix G, table G.10). Saturation indices indicated that iron 

(hydroxy)phosphates were supersaturated in the presence of phosphate and iron (oxyhydr)oxides were 

supersaturated in all simulations (appendix G, table G.9).  

As with iron(II), inorganic phosphate, phytate, and phytate treated with a phytase enzyme were all able 

to rapidly remove the majority of iron (initially supplied as iron(III)) from solution. In contrast to the 

iron(II) experiments, the phosphate-free control also saw the majority of iron removed from solution. 

As with iron(II) and aluminium, the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments were less efficient 

than the direct addition of inorganic phosphate. It appears that this is likely due to the inhibition of iron 

hydrolysis and formation of soluble complexes by phytate and/or lower inositol phosphates. As the no 

phosphate and inorganic phosphate treatments were the only ones to reduce iron concentrations to 

below suggested water limits (35.8 μmol/L) (437) further optimisation of phytate-based strategies 

would be required for the treatment of contaminated media containing high levels of iron. 

Further work may also try to characterise the nature of the precipitates in more detail, investigate their 

long term stability against dissolution/leaching, and to test their potential contaminant-incorporation 

properties. Experiments at lower pH values (below pH 2) would also be interesting. Iron(III) hydroxides 

generally only precipitate above pH 2 where iron(III) phytates (543) and iron(III) phosphates (432) may 

still be insoluble below this value. Therefore, low pH studies would allow the examination of interactions 

between phytate, phosphate, and phosphate released from phytate in the absence of metal hydrolysis. 

This may then have applicability in the treatment of highly acidic iron-containing waste waters.  
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4.2.8 Cobalt 

 

Figure 4.22 Percentage of cobalt removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns represent 

the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper 

or lower measured values. 

 

Precipitation occurred immediately upon mixing cobalt with phytate, but phytase treatment over the 

course of 24 hours appeared to return most of this to solution. Analysis indicated that around 40% of 

cobalt was removed from solution in the phytate-only treatment, while less than 10% was removed in 

the phytate + phytase treatment (figure 4.22).  
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Figure 4.23 Comparison of water-soluble and total concentrations of (a) inorganic phosphate, and (b) 

organic phosphate across different treatments for the cobalt experiments. Columns represent the mean 

of value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and 

lower measured or calculated values. 

 

Measured values of inorganic phosphate (figure 4.23a) and calculated values of organic phosphate 

(figure 4.23b) gave values for water-soluble and total fractions that appeared to be the same, within the 

margins of analytical variability, indicating low amounts of phosphate precipitation.  
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Figure 4.24 XRD patterns of precipitates produced in the cobalt experiments showing [i] phytate-only; 

and [ii] phytate + phytase treatments. Patterns were measured using the motorised slit optics setup. 

Samples were measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 

0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1. 

 

XRD analysis of the precipitates indicated amorphous materials, consistent with previous reports of 

cobalt phytate (543) (figure 4.24). The high background observed for the phytate-only precipitate is a 

result of fluorescence from the interaction of the copper X-rays with cobalt (504). The lack of such a 

background for the phytate + phytase treatment indicates that there was probably not enough material 

present to record a signal. Geochemical modelling indicated supersaturation for cobalt phosphate 

(Co3(PO4)2) and Co3O4, with saturation indices increasing in the phytate + phytase treatment compared 

to the phytate-only treatment (appendix G, table G.11). This does not correspond to the experimental 

results, and it is likely that solubility product data for cobalt phytate would be required to model the 

system more accurately.  

These results indicate that, under the conditions tested, neither phytate nor phytate treated with 

phytase are efficient mechanisms of removing cobalt from solution, with soluble cobalt remaining 

above suggested water limits in the range of 0.07–19 μmol/L (470,472) . The phytate-only treatment 

was more promising, with 40% of cobalt removed from solution, and this could potentially be improved 

be adjusting the cobalt:phytate ratio to 5:1 (544) compared to the 1.3:1 ratio used in this work. 
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Additionally, controls without added phosphate and with the direct inorganic phosphate would also be 

useful for comparative purposes.  

4.2.9 Copper 

 

 

Figure 4.25 Percentage of copper removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns represent 

the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper 

or lower measured values. 

 

Both treatments removed similar amounts of copper from solution, with around 85% of the copper 

precipitating in the phytate-only treatment and around 90% precipitating in the phytate + phytase 

treatment (figure 4.25).  
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Figure 4.26 Comparison of water-soluble and total concentrations of (a) inorganic phosphate, and (b) 

organic phosphate across different treatments for the copper experiments. Columns represent the mean 

of value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and 

lower measured or calculated values. 

 

Measurements of inorganic phosphate indicated that water-soluble and total concentrations were 

effectively the same (figure 4.26a), indicating that inorganic phosphate precipitation was low. Calculated 

organic phosphate values (figure 4.26b) indicated that around 30% (~ 3.2 mmol/L) of organic phosphate 

precipitated in the phytate + phytase treatment compared to around 20% (~ 3.7 mmol/L) in the phytate-

only treatment, suggesting that copper precipitation was associated with the organic phosphate fraction.   

Table 4.6 Concentrations of analytes removed from solution into precipitated solids, given in terms of 

mmol per litre of experimental solution. Values are given as the mean of triplicate samples, columns 

designated as + and – represent the difference between the mean value and the upper or lower measured 

value respectively. The phytate concentration was calculated on the assumption that 100% of the organic 

phosphate in the system was present as phytate and that 1 mmol of phytate = 6 mmol of phosphate.  

 Treatment 
Inorganic phosphate Organic phosphate Copper Potassium 

Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – 

Phytate-only -0.35 0.10 0.15 3.72 1.72 2.35 4.29 0.05 0.07 1.41 22.56 32.51 

Phytate + 
phytase -0.47 0.17 0.34 3.24 1.76 1.46 4.58 0.03 0.03 -9.39 21.68 35.41 
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Large variability in the concentrations of phosphate measured by ICP-OES made the calculations of the 

amount of organic phosphate precipitating challenging. Based upon the mean organic phosphate values, 

the precipitates from both treatments had copper:organic phosphate ratios of around 1.3:1, which 

corresponds to a copper:phytate ratio of about 8:1 (figure 4.6). As the maximum number of copper 

atoms that can be bound to a single phytate molecule is 6 this suggests either errors in the 

measurements of phosphate concentrations or coprecipitation of copper as hydroxide and/or sulfate 

phases. Large variability in potassium measurements suggested that any potassium precipitation was 

low.  

 

 

Figure 4.27 XRD patterns of precipitates produced in the copper experiments showing [i] phytate-only; 

and [ii] phytate + phytase treatments. Patterns were measured using the motorised slit optics setup. 

Samples were measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step size of 

0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0 to 1. 

 

The XRD patterns indicated that the materials were amorphous (figure 4.27), as has previously been 

described for copper phytate (543). Geochemical modelling calculated that multiple copper 

(hydroxy)phosphates were supersaturated for both treatments, along with a copper hydroxysulfate 

(appendix G, table G.13). Copper oxides and hydroxides were all undersaturated. The model was limited 

by the lack of solubility product data for copper phytate, but it is likely that copper phytate was 

supersaturated under the conditions tested (545). Furthermore, solution modelling indicated that 
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around 50% of copper was bound to phytate (with the remaining 50% as free Cu2+), even after phytate 

hydrolysis had been simulated (appendix G, table G.14).  

The lack of copper phosphate precipitation was likely a result of the strength of copper binding by 

phytate. Previous research has indicated that the crystallisation rate of copper phosphates is extremely 

slow (2 months at 37 °C in the absence of crystallisation inhibitors (115). As phytate is a well-known 

crystallisation inhibitor (266,322,323,327), the crystallisation rates for copper phosphates may be even 

slower in the presence of phytate or lower inositol phosphates. The very slight improvement in copper 

removal in the phytate + phytase treatment may be related to the reduced amount of phytate allowing 

small amounts of precipitation of amorphous copper hydroxyphosphate or copper hydroxysulfate 

species.  

In these experiments, phytate or phytate treated with phytase was able to remove the majority of 

copper from solution, although values were still around an order of magnitude higher than the 

recommended drinking water limit of 31.5 μmol/L (437). In both cases, copper appeared to be mostly 

associated with the organic phosphate fraction. This indicates that phytate could be an effective 

sequestering agent for the removal of copper from wastewaters, although further work is required if 

the transformation of copper phytates into copper phosphates is to be achieved.  

Copper was the most effective inhibitor of phytase activity out of all the metals investigated in this 

project (figure 4.1) which limits the transformation of phytate into inorganic phosphate. Further work 

should look at whether increasing the amount of enzyme could overcome this limitation or if alternative 

sources of phytase would need to be looked at. Additionally, controls comparing these treatments to a 

phosphate-free system and a system where phosphate is directly added in an inorganic form would be 

useful. The stability of the precipitates against leaching and any contaminant incorporation properties 

should also be investigated.  

The potential indication of copper-catalysed phytate hydrolysis is also interesting, although further tests 

would be required to test that the increase background level of inorganic phosphate was not due to 

hydrolysis in the phytic acid stock. If copper does catalyse phytate hydrolysis, then it may be interesting 

to investigate the use of copper phytate as a precursor for the formation of the highly insoluble 

torbernite mineral (Cu(UO2)2(PO4)2.8–12H2O).  
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4.2.10 Barium 

 

Figure 4.28 Percentage of barium removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns represent 

the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper 

or lower measured values. 

 

In the phytate-only treatment, around 60% of barium was removed from solution, while less than 10% 

precipitated in the phytate + phytase treatment (figure 4.28).  
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Figure 4.29 Comparison of water-soluble and total inorganic phosphate concentrations across the 

different conditions and treatments tested for the barium experiments. Columns represent the mean of 

value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and lower 

measured values. 

 

Table 4.7 Water-soluble and total organic phosphate concentrations from the barium experiments. Values 

are given as the mean of triplicate samples, columns designated as + and – represent the difference 

between the mean value and the upper or lower measured value respectively. 

 Treatment 
Water-soluble Total 

Mean + - Mean + - 

Phytate-only 18.41 0.94 1.09 28.11 0.09 0.12 

Phytate + phytase 4.13 0.29 0.54 10.16 0.14 0.07 

 

Measurements of inorganic phosphate indicated that phosphate release from phytate occurred 

successfully in the presence of barium (figure 4.29). Analytical variability influenced the organic 

phosphate calculations, but, comparing the water-soluble and total fractions indicated that, where 

precipitation occurred, it was likely associated with organic phosphate (table 4.7).  

Due to the low amount of precipitation, solid phase characterisation was not performed for the barium 

experiments. Geochemical modelling indicated that the only supersaturated phases were barium 

phytate and barium hydrogen phosphate (appendix G, table G.15). Saturation indices increased 

following simulated phytase treatment, which is contradicted by the experimental results, indicating 

that more comprehensive thermodynamic data are required.  
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These results indicate that, at mildly acidic pH values, phytate may be a more effective sequestering 

agent for barium than inorganic phosphate. However, in both cases, barium concentrations remained 

above the recommended value of 5.1 μmol/L (437). As these experiments were not designed with using 

phytate as a precipitating agent being the primary aim, it may be interesting to pursue this angle in more 

detail. In particular, the metal:phytate ratio is known to be important in determining the solubility of 

metal phytate complexes. These experiments were setup with a metal:phytate ratio of 1.3:1, and 1:1 

complexes are known to usually be relatively soluble (540). Reducing the phytate concentration to give, 

for example, a ratio between 2:1 and 6:1 may improve metal removal further.  

4.2.11 Lanthanum 

 

Figure 4.30 Percentage of lanthanum removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns 

represent the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and 

the upper or lower measured values. 

 

The majority of lanthanum was removed from solution in the phytate-only, phytate + phytase, and 

inorganic phosphate treatments, while effectively all of the lanthanum remained soluble in the no 

phosphate treatment (figure 4.30). For the inorganic phosphate treatment, all samples gave lanthanum 

concentrations below the ICP-OES detection limit (< 0.029 μmol/L when accounting for dilution factors), 

while for the phytate + phytase treatment, measured lanthanum values (between 0.04 and 0.30 μmol/L) 

were very slightly higher than the detection limit. Lanthanum removal was less efficient for the phytate-
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only treatment, with around 89% of lanthanum removed from solution, leaving around 0.56 mmol/L 

lanthanum in solution.  

 

Figure 4.31 Comparison of water-soluble and total concentrations of (a) inorganic phosphate, and (b) 

organic phosphate across different treatments for the lanthanum experiments. Columns represent the 

mean of value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper 

and lower measured or calculated values. 

 

Measurements of inorganic phosphate (figure 4.31a) and calculated values for organic phosphate 

(figure 4.31b) indicated that phosphate release from phytate occurred successfully in the phytate + 

phytase treatment. Around 5.1 mmol/L inorganic phosphate and around 3.9 mmol/L organic phosphate 

precipitated for the phytate + phytase treatment. In the phytate-only treatment, around 1.7 mmol/L 

inorganic phosphate and around 10.2 mmol/L organic phosphate (equivalent to 1.7 mmol/L phytate) 

precipitated. For the inorganic phosphate treatment, around 6.0 mmol/L inorganic phosphate 

precipitated out of solution.  
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Table 4.8 Concentrations of analytes incorporated into precipitated solids, given in terms of mmol/L of 

experimental solution. Values are given as the mean of triplicate samples, columns designated as + and 

– represent the difference between the mean value and the upper or lower measured value respectively. 

N.d. indicates not determined, n.c. indicates not calculated.  

Treatment 

Inorganic 
phosphate 

Organic phosphate Lanthanum Potassium Hydrogen Carbon Nitrogen 

Mean + - Mean + - Mean + - Mean + - Mean Mean Mean 

Phytate-
only 

1.70 0.09 0.09 10.18 0.27 0.36 4.53 0.04 0.08 1.77 0.26 0.33 38.75 12.09 0.81 

Phytate + 
Phytase 

5.10 0.24 0.21 3.82 0.54 0.60 5.10 0.00 0.00 0.23 0.07 0.12 26.60 6.67 0.42 

Inorganic 
phosphate 

5.99 0.81 0.40 n.c. n.c. n.c. 5.10 0.00 0.00 2.76 1.26 1.10 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

 

Chemical analyses indicated that, at most, around 0.2 mmol/L potassium precipitated in the phytate + 

phytase treatment, compared to around 1.8 mmol/L in the phytate-only treatment and around 2.8 

mmol/L in the inorganic phosphate treatment (table 4.8). Of the other analytes measured, there was 

no evidence of sodium or sulfur precipitation (data not shown). Traces of magnesium, which may have 

been present as an impurity in the phytate stock, appeared to precipitate for the phytate-only (~ 0.08 

mmol/L) and phytate + phytase (~ 0.03 mmol/L) treatments, while no magnesium was detected in the 

inorganic phosphate treatment (data not shown).  

CHN analysis was also performed for the phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments (table 4.8). 

Hydrogen and carbon concentrations were higher for the phytate-only treatment than the phytate + 

phytase treatment, likely associated with the higher proportion of organic phosphate precipitating in 

the former. Nitrogen also appeared to be present in the solids, but it is not certain where this came from 

– nitrogen was present in the MES (C6H13NO4S) buffer used, but if the buffer had been incorporated into 

the solid phase, then sulfur should have also been detectable.  

The phytate + phytase treatment had an inorganic phosphate:lanthanum ratio of 1.0:1.0 (table 4.8). 

However, as evidence suggested that organic phosphate, potassium, and magnesium also precipitated 

in this system, it is likely that the product was not a stoichiometric lanthanum phosphate (i.e. 

LaPO4.xH2O) but a complex mixture of inorganic and organic phosphate precipitated with lanthanum 

and the other metals in the system. The carbon:organic phosphate ratio of 1.7:1.0 (table 4.8) indicated 

that some of the organic phosphate in the precipitate was not present as phytate, but rather, as lower 

inositol phosphates. Phytate has a carbon:phosphate ratio of 1.0:1.0; in comparison, inositol 

tetrakisphosphates (C6H16O18P4) have a ratio of 1.5:1.0 and inositol trisphosphates (C6H15O15P3) have a 
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ratio of 2.0:1.0. Fully deprotonated inositol phosphates have a carbon:hydrogen ratio of 1.0:1.0. The 

excess of hydrogen to carbon indicates the presence of hydrogen phosphate groups and water 

molecules in the solid structure. The distribution between these forms of hydrogen is uncertain.  

The phytate-only treatment had a carbon:organic phosphate ratio of 1.4:1.0 (table 4.8), which deviates 

from the expected ratio of 1.0:1.0 for pure phytate. This may be a result of analytical variability 

encountered in the ICP-OES measurement of phosphate content, errors associated with collecting the 

solid used for CHN analysis (see section 4.1.4.4), or be indicative of lower inositol phosphate impurities 

contained in the phytate stock used.  

The inorganic phosphate treatment had an inorganic phosphate:lanthanum ratio of about 1.1:1.0 (table 

25). The slight excess of phosphate to lanthanum may be a result of a mixed lanthanum-potassium 

phosphate phase being formed and/or due to sorbed phosphate (296).  

 

Figure 4.32 EDX spectra recorded during TEM analysis of precipitates produced in phytate-only and 

phytate + phytase treatments.  

 

EDX spectra recorded during TEM analysis of samples produced in the phytate + phytase treatments 

confirmed the presence of oxygen, phosphorus, and lanthanum in the samples (figure 4.32). Both 

samples also showed signals for carbon, sulfur, and potassium but the peaks were notably higher for 
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the phytate-only treatment. A peak for nitrogen has also been labelled based upon CHN analysis 

indicating the presence of nitrogen, although it is difficult to observe this peak against the much larger 

signals for carbon and oxygen. In contrast to the chemical analyses (table 4.8), the EDX analysis 

appeared to confirm the presence of sulfur in the precipitate but showed no signs of detectable 

magnesium (figure 4.32). The only source of sulfur (and nitrogen) deliberately added to the experiments 

was in the form of the MES buffer so it appears likely that the buffer either sorbed onto or coprecipitated 

with the solid phases, and was preferentially incorporated into phytate rather than an inorganic 

phosphate precipitate. The alternate explanation could be the presence of nitrogen and sulfur 

impurities in the stock of phytate used. 

 

Figure 4.33 XRD patterns of precipitates produced in the lanthanum experiments showing [i] phytate-

only; [ii] phytate + phytase; and [iii] inorganic phosphate treatments. Patterns were measured using the 

Göbel mirror optics setup. Samples were measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 

5–80° with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a 

scale of 0 to 1. 

 

XRD patterns indicated amorphous or very poorly crystalline materials for all treatments (figure 4.33), 

except for the no phosphate treatment where no precipitate was recovered. This matches with previous 

XRD investigations of lanthanide phytates (279,344) but differs from previous investigations of 

lanthanum phosphates, where phases such as rhabdophane (LaPO4.0.667H2O) would be expected to 

form (113,296,339).  
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Figure 4.34 FTIR spectra of precipitates produced in [i] Phytate-only; [ii] Phytate + Phytase; [iii] and 

inorganic phosphate treatments for the lanthanum experiments. Spectra were normalised in OriginPro 

2019b to a scale of 0–1. 

 

FTIR spectra of samples produced in the lanthanum experiments are shown in figure 4.34. The 

functional group region (4,000–1,500 cm-1) was broadly similar for all samples and was dominated by 

the signals for O–H stretching (the broad band around 3,200 cm-1) and O–H bending (at ~ 1,640 cm-1) 

associated with water molecules in the solid structure (407). Contamination from atmospheric CO2 can 

be observed at around 2,360 cm-1 (407).  

The fingerprint region (1,500–500 cm-1) shows signals associated with the stretching and bending 

modes of phosphate are observed in the 1,200–900 cm-1 and 650–500 cm-1 regions, respectively. The 

split double peak at 1,049 and 980 cm-1 and the triplet at 847, 793, and 766 cm-1 in the phytate-only 
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spectrum are features that arise from the multiple P–O–C groups in phytate and can be used to 

distinguish between metal phytates and metal phosphates (518,520).  

The phytate + phytase treatment showed a spectrum more closely resembling that of the inorganic 

phosphate treatment, with a single peak with shoulders at ~ 995 cm-1 and two sharp peaks emerging at 

~ 610 and ~ 535 cm-1. A similar change in the FTIR spectra has been previously observed in the 

hydrothermal transformation of europium phytate into europium phosphate (251).  

Finding database patterns for lanthanum phosphates proved challenging, but a number of researchers 

have published infrared investigations of rare earth (REE) phosphate minerals. Making qualitative 

comparisons, the products from the phytate + phytase and inorganic phosphate treatments appeared 

similar to examples of rhabdophane (REEPO4.0.667H2O) (113,119,296,339,546,547) or europium 

phosphate monohydrate (EuPO4.H2O) (251). In particular, a single peak for the water O–H bending at 

1,630 cm-1 contrasts with a doublet observed for churchite (REEPO4.2H2O) or no signal for the anhydrous 

REE phosphates (547). In addition, the triplet of peaks observed at around 609, 569, and 536 cm-1 

matched well with the triplet observed in this region for rhabdophane where other REE phosphate 

polymorphs were either more (the anhydrous REEPO4 phases monazite and xenotime) or less (churchite) 

complex (547).  

However, some differences from previously published FTIR do exist, notably that the most intense peak 

at around 1,000 cm-1 for rhabdophane showed more prominent signs of peak splitting in the work by 

(547). This may be due to different spectral resolutions used ((547) used a resolution of 2 cm-1 compared 

to 4 cm-1) or the fact that the product investigated by (547) was more crystalline than the X-ray 

amorphous product investigated in this work. The FTIR spectra in this work also matched well with the 

FTIR spectrum for an amorphous lanthanum phosphate shown by (548). This amorphous product was 

transformed to rhabdophane with a hydrothermal treatment at 100 °C (548) which may indicate that 

the initially precipitated solid is an amorphous rhabdophane precursor.  

Previous researchers have described trivalent metal phytates (aluminium and iron phytate in (518,549), 

neodymium phytate in (279), europium phytate in (251)) as having a broad band with shoulders in the 

1,200–900 cm-1. In contrast, the well-defined double peak feature in this work for the phytate-only 

treatment (figure 4.34) showed more in common with divalent metal phytates (518,520,549). The 

differences may be a result of different pH values used in experimental work. The solution pH will 
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influence the degree of protonation on the phosphate groups of phytate, with H8Phytate4- and 

H7Phytate5- expected to be the predominant species at pH 2–3 compared to H6Phytate6- at pH 5–6 (550). 

The degree of protonation of phosphate groups is known to influence the position and number of peaks 

in the FTIR spectra of phosphate compounds (551). The previous investigations of aluminium, iron, and 

neodymium phytates took place at pH values of around 2–3 (279,518,549)  compared to the pH in this 

work (5.5). However, the europium phytate was precipitated at pH 5 (251). The differences, then, may 

be related to equipment setup (e.g. measuring samples in transmittance or attenuated total reflectance 

mode or using different spectral resolutions). 

 Techniques such as FTIR have value in the characterisation of amorphous and poorly crystalline 

materials, but the variability between the results reported here and elsewhere need to be understood 

before the technique could be used to examine the behaviour of lanthanum phytate – and its 

transformation into lanthanum phosphate – in more complex samples.  

As with the FTIR results, 31P NMR analysis (appendix F, figures F.4 and F.5) showed that the spectrum for 

the inorganic phosphate treatment was similar to literature reports of rhabdophane (408) but with 

slight differences that, again, may indicate the presence of a rhabdophane precursor material. The 

phytate-only treatment appeared similar to a previous report of lanthanum phytate (552), while the 

phytate + phytase treatment showed features of both inorganic phosphate and phytate-only treatments.  
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Figure 4.35 (continued).  
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Figure 4.35 TEM images of precipitates produced in (a, c) phytate-only, and (b, d) phytate + phytase 

treatments. Arrow points to crystalline material, square shows area used for the generation of the 

diffractogram shown in figure 4.36c.  
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Figure 4.36 FFT-generated diffractograms of TEM images of samples produced by (a) phytate-only, and 

(b, c) phytate + phytase treatments. Diffractograms (a) and (b) were produced in Gatan’s 

DigitalMicrograph software from whole images, while (c) was produced using ImageJ from the selected 

area shown by the yellow square in figure 4.35d. The yellow spots in (c) represent the simulated electron 

diffraction pattern for rhabdophane viewed along the [1̅25]  direction, produced using the 

SingleCrystal® 4 software (503).  

 

Analysis by SEM (at the micrometre scale) indicated little in the way of distinctive features when 

comparing samples produced in phytate + phytase and phytate-only treatments (appendix H). However, 

TEM analysis (at the nanometre scale) potentially provided some insight. While XRD analysis appeared 

to show that all materials were amorphous, TEM showed that the material produced in the phytate + 

phytase treatment (figure 4.35b, figure 4.35d) was polynanocrystalline as indicated by the diffuse rings 

containing intermittently spaced Bragg reflections shown in the diffractogram (figure 4.36b). The 
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phytate-only sample appeared to be mostly amorphous (figure 4.35a, figure 4.35c) as indicated by 

diffuse rings in the diffractogram (figure 4.36a), although patches of a nanocrystalline material could be 

observed in some images (shown by the arrow in figure 4.35c).  

To try and identify the crystalline material, FFT-generated diffractograms were produced using small 

areas in the TEM images corresponding to zone-axis patterns (see appendix I for details). The generated 

diffractograms matched reasonably well with simulated electron diffraction patterns for rhabdophane, 

as shown by figure 4.36c. However, the identification could not be confirmed unambiguously and 

further analysis with well-defined reference materials would be required to confirm the identity of the 

crystalline phase present and understand the influence of potential impurities (e.g. carbonates) and 

electron beam damage. Comparisons to the material produced in the inorganic phosphate treatment 

(which was not analysed by TEM due to time constraints) would also be useful to understand the 

influence of phytate on the precipitated crystal’s morphology.  

As the phytate stock contained an inorganic phosphate impurity and analysis indicated a fraction of this 

impurity was insoluble (figure 4.31a, table 4.8) it is likely that the crystalline material observed in the 

phytate-only treatment was a result of lanthanum precipitating with inorganic phosphate alongside the 

bulk amorphous lanthanum phytate (although this crystalline material may also have been formed as a 

result of electron beam damage, e.g. figure I.3). Following phytase treatment, the proportion of 

crystalline material appeared to increase, consistent with an increased precipitation of inorganic 

phosphate at the expense of phytate.  

Previous TEM investigations of lanthanum phosphates formed at ambient temperatures have observed 

the formation of rod-shaped nanocrystals (113,339) in contrast to the aggregated spherical nanocrystals 

formed in this work. The differences are likely related to pH (the previous work took place at pH 2–3) 

and the presence of organic phosphate in this work. The comparatively slow release of phosphate from 

phytate (compared to just mixing solutions of lanthanum and inorganic phosphate together) may have 

also influenced the rates of precipitation and crystallisation.  

Geochemical modelling indicated that the only supersaturated phases in the presence of phosphate 

were hydrated lanthanum phosphates, while all phases were undersaturated in the no phosphate 

treatment (appendix G, table G.17). It is likely that lanthanum phytate would also be supersaturated 

under the conditions tested, but solubility product data for this phase are not available.  
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In summary, the addition of phytate, inorganic phosphate, or inorganic phosphate sourced from phytate 

are all efficient methods of precipitating lanthanum out of solution. Therefore, the use of phytase 

enzymes to hydrolyse phytate may prove to be a simple and cost-effective method of producing 

lanthanum phosphates for environmental remediation applications.  

Questions around the morphology and identity of the lanthanum phosphate precipitated remain 

unanswered. The structure of the material may have important implications for contaminant 

incorporation properties and long-term stability, so this should be a key aspect of future research.  

Rhabdophane is the most likely lanthanum phosphate to form under ambient conditions (113,296,339) 

but the lanthanum phosphate phase produced in this work could not be conclusively identified. Factors 

influencing the crystal structure and morphology of lanthanum phosphate include pH, temperature, 

time, and the La:P ratio (113,296,339,553). Furthermore, phytate and the lower inositol phosphates 

formed in its breakdown are known to inhibit mineral crystallisation (266,322,323) and to stabilise 

amorphous mineral precursors (327). This has not been directly investigated for lanthanum phosphates 

but may be important. Together, the FTIR, 31P NMR, and TEM results suggest that the product formed 

in the phytate + phytase and inorganic phosphate treatments was a poorly crystalline rhabdophane but 

further work would be required to verify this.  

A preliminary attempt to investigate the controls on lanthanum phosphate morphology in the phytate 

+ phytase system (described in appendix E) indicated that lower pH values, longer experiment times, or 

adding lanthanum after phytate had been hydrolysed all produced slightly more crystalline materials, 

with broad peaks in the XRD patterns matching the positions of the main peaks in the XRD pattern of 

well crystallised rhabdophane (appendix E, figure E.6). However, in all cases, the product remained very 

poorly crystalline.  

Further experiments should also be performed to investigate the influence of solution chemistry on the 

structure of the materials, the stability of the materials across different solution conditions, and their 

ability to sorb contaminants such as uranium. An initial test to investigate the leachability of the phytate-

only and phytate + phytase materials in a pH 5.5 artificial groundwater indicated that less than 0.05% 

of lanthanum was leached from either material over multiple cycles (appendix E, figure E.3) which is a 

highly promising basis for further research to build on.  
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4.2.12 Lead 

 

Figure 4.37 Appearances of the lead experiments after 24 hours of mixing. Photographs were taken 

around 5 minutes after removing the experiments from the overhead shaker. (a) Phytate-only; (b) Phytate 

+ Phytase; (c) Inorganic phosphate; (d) No phosphate.  

 

 

Figure 4.38 Percentage of lead removed from solution in the different treatments. Columns represent the 

mean value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper or 

lower measured values. 

 

Precipitation occurred immediately upon mixing lead with either phytate or inorganic phosphate, while 

the solution remained clear in the no phosphate treatment (figure 4.37). After 24 hours, the phytate + 

phytase and inorganic phosphate treatments had produced a material that settled under gravity (figure 

4.37b, figure 4.37c), while solids in the phytate-only treatment remained suspended, potentially 

indicating the formation of lead phytate colloids (figure 4.37a). Upwards of 98% of lead was removed in 

the phytate + phytase, phytate-only, and inorganic phosphate treatments, while effectively all the lead 
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remained soluble in the no phosphate treatment (figure 4.38). In terms of absolute concentrations, the 

amount of lead remaining solution was ~ 0.2 μmol/L for the inorganic phosphate treatment, ~ 0.8 

μmol/L for the phytate + phytase treatment, 55 μmol/L for the phytate-only treatment, and 4.45 mmol/L 

for the no-phosphate treatment.  

 

Figure 4.39 Comparison of water-soluble and total concentrations of (a) inorganic phosphate, and (b) 

organic phosphate across different treatments for the lead experiments. Columns represent the mean of 

value of triplicate samples, error bars represent the difference between the mean and the upper and lower 

measured or calculated values. 

 

Compared to the inorganic phosphate control, the total concentration of inorganic phosphate in the 

phytate + phytase condition was about 10 mmol/L lower, but the insoluble fraction was similar for both 

conditions (~ 3.5 mmol/L) (figure 4.39a). In contrast, for the phytate-only control, only around 0.5 

mmol/L inorganic phosphate precipitated (figure 4.39a). For the no phosphate control, inorganic 

phosphate concentrations were below the detection limit (< 0.02 mmol/L) for both water-soluble and 

total concentration samples. Calculated organic phosphate values indicated that around 1.7 mmol/L 

organic phosphate precipitated in the phytate + phytase treatment compared to around 6 mmol/L in 

the phytate-only treatment (figure 4.39b).  
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Table 4.9 Concentrations of analytes removed from solution (mmol/L) into precipitated solids for 

different treatments for the lead experiments. Values are given as the mean of triplicate samples, columns 

designated as + and – represent the difference between the mean value and the upper or lower measured 

value respectively.  

 Treatment 
Inorganic phosphate Organic phosphate Lead Potassium 

Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – Mean + – 

Phytate-only  0.47 0.17 0.11 6.09 0.73 1.03 4.42 0.002 0.001 -0.07 1.08 1.84 

Phytate + Phytase  3.65 1.72 1.41 1.74 2.14 1.36 4.47 0.000 0.000 -1.18 1.97 1.70 

Inorganic phosphate 3.64 1.32 1.52 -0.67 1.80 1.27 4.47 0.000 0.000 0.17 1.81 3.04 

No phosphate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.07 0.02 0.16 0.23 -0.80 2.39 4.26 

 

Comparing the amounts of lead and phosphate removed from solution indicated that lead precipitated 

in a 1.5:1.0 ratio with inorganic phosphate for both phytate + phytase and inorganic phosphate 

treatments (table 4.9). However, the materials appeared to differ with the incorporation of some 

organic phosphate into the phytate + phytase treatment precipitate. The phytate-only precipitate 

contained a lead:organic phosphate ratio of about 0.8:1.0, which corresponds to a lead:phytate ratio of 

about 4.6:1.0. Analysis indicated that the majority (between 97% and 113%) of potassium remained in 

solution for all treatments (table 4.9). 

 

 

Figure 4.40 XRD patterns of precipitates produced in the lead experiments showing [i] phytate-only; [ii] 

phytate + phytase; and [iii] inorganic phosphate treatments. Patterns were measured using the Göbel 

mirror optics setup. Samples were measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° 

with a step size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale 

of 0 to 1. Reference pattern is pyromorphite-OH, Pb10(PO4)6(OH)2 (PDF 01-086-0236).  
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XRD indicated that the precipitates recovered from the phytate + phytase and inorganic phosphate 

treatments matched the database pattern for pyromorphite-OH (Pb10(PO4)6(OH)2), PDF number 01-086-

0236 (figure 4.40). The pattern for the phytate-only precipitate appeared to be mostly amorphous but 

did show some features possibly also matching the database pattern for pyromorphite-OH (figure 4.40). 

As the phytate stock was known to contain an inorganic phosphate impurity, and a fraction of this was 

insoluble (figure 4.39, table 4.9), it is likely that small traces of pyromorphite-OH were formed in this 

experiment alongside the bulk lead phytate.  

The broader peaks in the phytate + phytase pattern as compared to the inorganic phosphate treatment 

indicate a less crystalline material. Phytate has previously been shown to inhibit the crystallisation rate 

of calcium hydroxyapatite (554) and it is likely that this is also true for the lead analogue pyromorphite-

OH.  
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Figure 4.41 FTIR spectra of precipitates produced in [i] Phytate-only; [ii] Phytate + Phytase; [iii] and 

inorganic phosphate treatments for the lead experiments. Inset focuses on the O–H stretching region of 

the spectrum. Spectra were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 0–1. 

 

FTIR spectra of precipitates produced in the lead experiments are shown in figure 4.41 and show a 

similar trend to the lanthanum experiments. The lead phytate spectrum showed prominent bands 

associated with crystallised water (at ~ 3,600–2,700 cm-1 and ~ 1640 cm-1) and the P–O–C groups of 

phytate (1036, 953, 845, and 793 cm-1) (518,520). Following phytase treatment, a single peak with a 

shoulder replaced the double peak in the 1,200–900 cm-1 range (associated with P–O stretching (555)), 

two narrow peaks became apparent at 571 and 536 cm-1 (associated with P–O bending (555,556)), and 

the signals associated with crystallised water became less intense (figure 41).  

The phytate + phytase sample’s spectrum also closely resembled the spectrum for the inorganic 

phosphate treatment (figure 4.41). Both spectra resembled previously reported FTIR spectra for 
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pyromorphite-OH (115,500,501). Differences between the phytate + phytase and inorganic phosphate 

spectra were that the inorganic phosphate sample showed much weaker signals for crystallised water 

as well as a small, sharp peak at 3560 cm-1 (figure 4.41 inset). Additionally, the shoulder peak at ~ 1,026 

cm-1 appeared to be more separated from the main peak at 957 cm-1 in the inorganic phosphate sample 

as compared to the phytate + phytase sample.  

31P NMR analysis (appendix F, figures F.6 and F.7) indicated similarities between the phytate-only 

treatment and previous reports of metal phytates (520,527), while the inorganic phosphate treatment 

was similar to reported spectra of pyromorphite (557–560). The phytate + phytase treatment resembled 

the inorganic phosphate treatment but with some features (i.e. more prominent spinning side bands) 

associated with the residual phytate/organic phosphate incorporated into the precipitate. 

Despite the lack of any solubility data for lead phytate, geochemical modelling results were consistent 

with the experimental data (appendix G, table G.19). All phases were undersaturated in the no 

phosphate treatment while, in the presence of phosphate, pyromorphite-OH was calculated to have the 

highest saturation index. The saturation index of pyromorphite-OH increased for the different 

treatments in the order phytate-only < phytate + phytase < inorganic phosphate, consistent with lead 

solubility trends in the experiments.  

In these experiments, phytate has been shown to be a highly efficient sequestering agent for lead, with 

phytase treatment improving lead removal to a level comparable with the direct addition of inorganic 

phosphate. Phytase treatment also mediated the transformation of lead phytate into pyromorphite-OH, 

one of the most stable and insoluble known lead minerals (502). This indicates that either the direct 

addition of phytate to contaminated soils/waters or the addition of phytate in combination with phytase 

enzymes/phytase producing organisms could be promising remediation mechanisms.  

The concentrations of soluble lead were still slightly higher than the recommended drinking water limit 

of 0.05 μmol/L (437). However, concentrations in the inorganic phosphate (0.22 μmol/L) and phytate + 

phytase (0.84 μmol/L) treatments were below or close to the limit (0.24 μmol/L) recommended for 

groundwater in the vicinity of uranium and thorium mill tailings (498) which may be a more relevant 

standard to work towards.  

Further work should investigate similar experiments across different pH values and concentrations of 

lead/phytate/phosphate and how the treatments perform in more complex, environmental matrices. 
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Additionally, for in situ remediation strategies it is important to investigate the long-term stability and 

leachability of both lead phytate and the phytase-mediated pyromorphite-OH in comparison to 

pyromorphite-OH precipitated from the direct addition of inorganic phosphate. The potential formation 

of lead phytate colloids (figure 4.37a) may also have important implications for lead mobility.  

4.3 Conclusions 

In this chapter the immobilisation of nine different metals (ten different species when discussing iron(II) 

and iron(III) separately) by phytic acid and the subsequent transformation by a phytase enzyme has 

been investigated. The metals investigated can be grouped according to whether the phytate + phytase 

strategy was effective (lanthanum and lead), yielded mixed results (aluminium, iron(II), iron(III), and 

copper), or was ineffective (calcium, manganese, cobalt, barium).  

These results suggest that a combined phytate + phytase strategy is an efficient mechanism of 

precipitating lanthanum and lead phosphates which may have applications in the production of a bulk 

material for use as a sorbent or waste form (lanthanum phosphate) or the clean-up of lead 

contaminated environments. Based upon the similar solubilities of lanthanum, lead, and uranium 

phosphates under acidic conditions, these experiments could also be used as models upon which to 

build similar tests investigating uranium precipitation.  

The experiments with mixed results were able to remove the majority of metals from solution by 

precipitation with phytate and were able to improve this by the addition of phytase. However, the 

metals (aluminium, iron(II), iron(III), and copper) appeared to remain mostly associated with phytate 

even after phytase treatment and further work would be required to produce the corresponding 

phosphate minerals through this method. Because metal precipitation under phosphate-free conditions 

for aluminium and iron(III) was equivalent to precipitation in the presence of phosphate, tests of 

leachability and contaminant incorporation properties would need to be performed to compare the 

advantages and disadvantages of corresponding phytate, phosphate, and (oxyhydr)oxide species. 

Furthermore, the ability of phytate to increase the solubility of aluminium and iron(III) through the 

inhibition of metal hydrolysis may have important implications for contaminant mobility and requires 

further attention if phytate is to be added to contaminated systems with high concentrations of these 

metals. Hypothetically, this property could be advantageous if aluminium and iron are not priority 

contaminants, as phytate/lower inositol phosphates could keep these elements in solution while 

allowing the targeted precipitation of certain other metals (e.g. lanthanum or lead).  
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The experiments where the phytate + phytase strategy was ineffective were notable because phytase 

treatment increased the concentration of metal in solution. This was particularly important for 

manganese, cobalt, and barium where phytate precipitated 40–60% of the metal while phytase 

treatment almost completely solubilised the precipitate. This suggests that for certain metals phytate 

may be a more efficient sequestering agent than phosphate, particularly with refinements to the 

experimental procedure to optimise the metal:phytate ratio. For the precipitation of these metals as 

metal phosphates, particularly calcium as hydroxyapatite, the procedures used in this experimental 

work were ineffective. To improve the procedures, several different options could be pursued: (a) by 

using an enzyme with a different pH profile allowing reactions to take place under alkaline conditions, 

(b) by using a two-stage process where the experiments in this work are followed by pH adjustments to 

make mineral precipitation more favourable, or (c) by using non-biologically based methods, e.g. 

(hydro)thermal treatments to decompose phytate into inorganic phosphate.  

The work in this chapter has used very simple single metal systems as a precursor to more complex 

waste streams. Mining wastes typically contain a wide range of contaminants together. Therefore for 

future work, experiments in more complex, realistic systems would be required.  
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Chapter 5  

Conclusions and Future Directions 
 

5.0 Introduction 

This project has studied the use of phytic acid as a precursor to various phosphate minerals with a view 

to using these phases to support the chemical stabilisation of NORM-containing mine wastes. This has 

been studied through, firstly, investigating the ability of microorganisms (Aspergillus niger and 

Blastobotrys adeninivorans) to hydrolyse phytate at environmentally relevant temperatures and testing 

whether the organisms were suitable for precipitating calcium, manganese, iron, or lanthanum 

phosphates. Secondly, the same organisms were investigated for their ability to degrade phytate and 

induce phosphate mineral precipitation in simple and complex solid matrices. Thirdly, experiments were 

performed using a purified phytase enzyme to hydrolyse phytate in the presence of various potentially 

relevant metals to identify the most promising metal phosphates to precipitate under the optimum 

conditions of the enzyme (i.e. in the mildly acidic pH range).  

Phytic acid is an attractive source of phosphate due to its availability as a low-cost waste product. 

However, the complexity of its chemistry and its recalcitrance towards enzymatic or chemical hydrolysis 

(relative to other organic phosphates) may be a factor that has contributed towards its limited practical 

application in environmental remediation technologies to date. The results presented in this thesis will 

aid an improved understanding of the use of phytate as a phosphate mineral precursor and have 

implications for phosphate biomineralization as a remediation strategy for radiologically contaminated 

sites – both in the mining industry and other sectors.  

5.1 The influence of temperature and carbon source on microbial phytate degradation and the 

implications for phosphate biomineralization 

Most previous research has only investigated phytate degradation at temperatures above room 

temperature. This work revealed that the yeast B. adeninivorans can grow and hydrolyse phytate across 

a range of temperatures from 4 °C to 30 °C, while the mould A. niger can only grow and degrade phytate 

at 12 °C and above. Furthermore, the importance of different carbon sources was highlighted: with 

starch, both organisms were efficient at degrading phytate, while for A. niger, galactose as a carbon 

source led to a slower release of phosphate, and for B. adeninivorans, no phosphate release at all was 

observed when grown with glucose.  
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This shows the importance of matching the organism(s) used in a bioremediation strategy to the site 

characteristics (i.e. average temperature) and the importance of a careful choice of nutrients, balancing 

efficacy, practicality, and cost.   

Subsequent precipitation tests, using three different experimental systems, provided mixed results with 

important implications. In the “filtrate” system (i.e. where microorganisms were used to hydrolyse 

phytate, the biomass filtered out of the cultures, and calcium added to the filtrates) it was found that 

at the low pH (~ 2.5) representative of the final pH in the microbial cultures, the predominant mineral 

phase was the calcium sulfate gypsum – except where phytate degradation did not occur, in which case, 

no precipitation was formed, likely due to the formation of strong soluble calcium phytate complexes. 

Experiments where the pH was adjusted prior to precipitation did highlight that, at pH 6–7, mixed 

calcium phosphate-sulfate composites may form; these materials have a range of interesting 

physicochemical properties and are a highly promising direction for future research.  

In the “active” system (where the metal of interest was added to a phytate-containing nutrient media 

prior to inoculation with microorganisms) promising results included phytate removing the majority of 

lanthanum from solution, and the transformation of lanthanum phytate into a poorly crystalline 

lanthanum phosphate by B. adeninivorans. Less successful was the lack of calcium phosphate by B. 

adeninivorans at pH 7 (as no phosphate release occurred at this pH value), the lack of manganese 

precipitation under any conditions, and the ubiquitous formation of organic crystals (particularly 

oxalates) by A. niger under every condition tested.  

In the “inactive” system (where metals were added to B. adeninivorans cell suspensions after phytate 

hydrolysis had occurred) lanthanum phosphate precipitation occurred readily to produce rhabdophane, 

while a low amount of iron and no manganese precipitation occurred.  

Together, these results indicate that B. adeninivorans is a good candidate organism to produce 

phosphate phases that are insoluble under acidic conditions, particularly lanthanum phosphates. 

However, neither organism tested is suitable for the direct formation of phases that require pH values 

of 7 and above to form (e.g. hydroxyapatite). Additionally, the high levels of organic acid production by 

A. niger means that, to successfully produce phosphate minerals using this organism, it may be 

necessary to either first remove the biomass prior to metal addition or work with purified A. niger 

phytase enzymes.  
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5.2 Microbial phytate degradation and phosphate biomineralization in the presence of simple 

and complex solid matrices 

Building upon the results obtained in batch solution cultures, experiments were undertaken to 

investigate phytate degradation and phosphate mineral precipitation in the presence of simple (sand) 

or complex (simulated mine tailings) solid matrices.  

In the simple sand systems, the low solubility of lanthanum phytate was again demonstrated. Both 

microorganisms (A. niger and B. adeninivorans) were able to grow and induce phytate degradation with 

a probable transformation of lanthanum phytate to lanthanum phosphate, although conclusive 

identification of the lanthanum phases formed could not be performed. Techniques such as X-CT and 

solid-state NMR may be valuable in answering questions around the localisation and identity of the 

precipitation but further work is required to optimise the procedures. In contrast, the utility of XRD and 

FTIR were limited by the strong signals of quartz in XRD patterns and Si–O groups in FTIR spectra 

(although, for solid media where, for example, carbonates are predominant rather than silicates, FTIR 

may prove useful).  

Also of note was the fact that the sand (or, more likely, impurities in the supply of sand used) buffered 

the pH of the cultures – where batch solution experiments reduced pH values from 5.5 to 2.5–4.5, in 

the presence of sand, pH values initially decreased over the first 17–30 days of the experiment before 

increasing to around pH 6 after 2 months. This means that, while a microbial pH decrease in batch 

solution experiments may be a considerable limitation for the production of some phosphate phases, 

this limitation may not be so important in solid matrices.  

Furthermore, experiments in complex solid matrices representative of mine tailings found no evidence 

of phytate hydrolysis. It was demonstrated that phytate interacted strongly with kaolinite, marble, and 

barium while phytase enzymes were sorbed onto kaolinite. Both of these factors may have contributed 

towards the lack of phytate hydrolysis observed in the simulated mine tailings and highlights the need 

for further research into methods that can both increase the solubility of phytate/phytase to allow 

phytate hydrolysis to occur while also still allowing inorganic phosphate phases to precipitate out of 

solution.  
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5.3 Influence of different metals on the phytase-mediated precipitation of phosphate 

biominerals 

While the phytase enzyme of A. niger is one of the best studied phytase enzymes and was a logical place 

to start with this project, there are a number of potential limitations. Firstly, A. niger is well known for 

its ability to secrete huge quantities of organic acids, which decrease solution pH and may preferentially 

precipitate over phosphate phases. Secondly, the A. niger phytase only degrades phytate within the pH 

range of 2–7 which limits the range of phosphate minerals that may be successfully precipitated.  

To address the problems associated with organic acid synthesis, work was performed with a purified 

form of the A. niger phytase. Experiments with this purified enzyme were then performed to investigate 

which metal phosphate phases were appropriate targets to try and produce in the mildly acidic pH range 

(pH 5.5) at which the A. niger phytase displays its optimum activity. The metals investigated were: 

aluminium, calcium, manganese, iron(II), iron(III), cobalt, copper, barium, lanthanum, and lead.  

Results indicated that the phytase-mediated precipitation of lanthanum or lead was a highly promising 

system to work with, with metal removal comparable to systems where inorganic phosphate was added 

directly, and where close to 100% of the metal remained in solution in the absence of any phosphate 

source. These results could be applied directly to the production of lanthanum phosphate waste hosts, 

the treatment of lead contaminated wastes, or as model systems used as the basis for experiments with 

uranium.  

For aluminium, iron(II), iron(III), and copper results were ambiguous. The use of phytase to hydrolyse 

phytate improved metal removal compared to phytate-only experiments, but regardless, the metal 

appeared to remain mostly associated with phytate, with only a small amount of metal phosphate 

coprecipitating. Additionally, in the presence of phytate or hydrolysed phytate, metal removal from 

aluminium, iron(II), and iron(III) was lower than when directly mixing the metal with inorganic 

phosphate. For aluminium and iron(III), metal removal was also lower than in a phosphate-free system. 

The phytase-mediated materials produced may still have value in environmental remediation, but more 

work is required to effectively characterise the materials and to understand what the implications of 

phytate inhibiting aluminium and iron hydrolysis means for metal mobility at contaminated sites.  

For calcium, manganese, cobalt, and barium the results indicated that the metal phytate complexes 

were less soluble than the corresponding metal phosphates under the conditions tested, indicating that 
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the pH profile of the A. niger phytase means that this enzyme is not suitable for the direct production 

of any of these metal phosphates.  

5.4 Outlook 

This project has demonstrated the precipitation of a range of metal phosphate phases under a range of 

conditions using either purified enzymes or actively growing organisms, in batch solution experiments 

or in the presence of solid phases. This highlights the utility of phytase-mediated phosphate mineral 

precipitation as a process that may be applicable to range of ex situ and in situ processes to aid the 

remediation of NORM-contaminated sites. Further work remains before any of these processes can be 

applied on an industrial scale, with some of the most promising future directions highlighted below.  

A study of uranium phosphate precipitation and a comparison of properties to materials produced 

through alternate mechanisms 

As stated earlier in the thesis, lanthanum, lead, and uranium phosphates have some similar properties 

in terms of being very insoluble under acidic conditions. This fact, along with previous research into 

uranium phosphate precipitation from organic phosphate precursors (e.g. (104,182,184,188)) indicates 

that conditions used for lanthanum and lead phosphate precipitation in this work would also be 

favourable towards uranium phosphate precipitation.  

Therefore, the question is not whether or not uranium phosphate precipitation is favourable, but what 

form of uranium phosphate is formed and how does this compare to uranium phosphate prepared from 

alternative sources of phosphate? For example, the enzymatically-mediated pyromorphite was less 

crystalline that pyromorphite precipitated directly with inorganic phosphate. The picture was slightly 

less clear for lanthanum phosphate, which was mostly amorphous, but there were indications that the 

precipitate produced from the direct addition of inorganic phosphate was slightly more crystalline than 

the phytase-mediated version. If a similar picture emerges for the uranium phosphate system, then 

what does this mean for the solubility and long-term stability of the precipitated mineral?  

Experiments should be performed to precipitate uranium phosphate from a phytate precursor and 

comparisons made to uranium phosphate precipitated with inorganic phosphate (as well as uranium 

phytate and, potentially, any uranium minerals precipitated in the absence of phosphate) to understand 

any differences, including possible benefits of the phytase-mediated process or any limitations that 

need to be addressed.  
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Further experiments – either with uranium or lanthanum/lead as stable “analogue” systems – could be 

performed to investigate the influence of solution chemistry parameters and any residual phytate 

hydrolysis products in the system on the morphology of the precipitated solid. Understanding these 

factors could be used to optimise processes to produce a mineral phase with the desired properties.  

Biogenic ardealite/calcium sulfate-phosphates as a permeable reactive barrier material 

While the A. niger phytase appears to be unsuitable for the direct precipitation of hydroxyapatite, 

results in this project suggest that calcium sulfate-phosphate phases such as ardealite may be more 

suitable targets, as they form within the pH range that encompasses the optimum activity of the A. niger 

phytase. Calcium sulfate-phosphate composites have previously been researched as possible materials 

for use in permeable reactive barriers (PRB) (321). PRBs have been widely researched in the mining 

industry for the remediation of groundwater contamination, and the biogenic formation of calcium 

sulfate-phosphate may be a highly promising direction for future work – particularly if the sulfate 

component can be “scavenged” from the environment, as sulfate concentrations are typically high in 

mining wastewaters.    

Calcium phytate as an ex situ wastewater treatment material 

Calcium phytate has previously been described as a more efficient sorbent for uranium than 

hydroxyapatite (253). While certain properties of phytate may limit its applicability for use in situ (e.g. 

acting as a soil dispersant (121), uncertainty over long-term stability), these concerns would not be 

relevant for an ex situ wastewater treatment system. One option would be to produce bulk amounts of 

calcium phytate, providing a low-cost sorbent that could be used to rapidly remove metals from a 

wastewater. Following this, (hydro)thermal (or potentially enzymatic) treatments could be used to 

convert the phytate and sorbed contaminants into a stable crystalline phosphate phase, suitable as a 

host material for disposal.  

Colloidal calcium phytate to support alternate engineering strategies 

The low solubility of phytate is considered to be a limiting factor for the remediation of groundwater at 

depth, as the rapid precipitation of phytate may lead to an undesired loss in permeability, a lack of 

control over the localisation of precipitation, and the clogging of injection wells (104,561). However, in 

this project, qualitative evidence of the formation of phytate colloids was observed. Furthermore, 

phytate colloids have been well researched for their medical applications (232,333,562). This raises the 
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possibility injecting a colloidal phytate suspension into a contaminated aquifer and then, once the 

phytate is in place, using phytase to induce the formation of phosphate minerals.  

It should be noted that what makes a colloidal suspension appropriate in a medical context won’t 

necessarily be appropriate for groundwater remediation, so initial experiments would need to 

characterise phytate colloidal suspensions and understand how to produce a suspension with the right 

properties (for example, particle sizes may range from 5 to 1000 nm and the suspensions may remain 

stable for between six hours and two weeks depending on preparation techniques (333,562)). However, 

once these factors have been understood, the injection of phytate colloidal suspensions into the 

subsurface may be an interesting engineering mechanism.  

Further work could also investigate including phytate within a colloidal silica grout (e.g. (563)) as an 

alternative engineering strategy. In that case, the influence of phytate on the colloidal silica gelling time 

would need to be studied, as would what phytate being embedded within a colloidal silica matrix would 

mean for phytate hydrolysis by phytase.  

Options to pursue to manufacture hydroxyapatite from a phytate precursor 

All attempts at producing hydroxyapatite, the most widely researched phosphate mineral for 

environmental remediation purposes, in this work were unsuccessful. The principle reason for this was 

the narrow pH profile of the phytase enzymes produced by A. niger and B. adeninivorans which show a 

negligible ability to hydrolyse phytate above pH 7 – at ambient temperatures, hydroxyapatite typically 

requires the pH to be above ~ 7.5 before nucleation will occur (276–278).  

There are three main options that could be pursued to successfully manufacture hydroxyapatite from a 

phytate precursor: (a) by focusing attention on microorganisms that produce alkaline-active phytase 

enzymes, (b) by using A. niger or B. adeninivorans to hydrolyse phytate, followed by adjusting the pH to 

~ 9, or (c) prepare calcium phytate and use a (hydro)thermal treatment to decompose phytate into 

inorganic phosphate.  

Option (b) would be the easiest to achieve; an experimental setup similar to the “filtrate” system tests 

used in chapter 2 could be used, simply increasing the pH until hydroxyapatite precipitation becomes 

favourable. Option (c) would be the most energy intensive due to the stability of the phytate molecule 

– previous research found that 2 weeks at 85 °C was required to transform europium phytate into 

europium phosphate (251), while  24 hours at 180 °C was required to convert lead phytate into lead 
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hydrogen phosphate (541). However, these procedures do allow microorganisms to be eliminated from 

the process, which may enable a more easily repeatable procedure that is not subject to the variability 

sometimes encountered in microbial processes.  

Option (a) would potentially be the most challenging to achieve, but also the most interesting, as it 

would allow hydroxyapatite formation to take place in situ. While less well-researched than their acidic 

counterparts, alkaline phytases do exist. Sources of alkaline phytases (pH optimum determined to be ≥ 

7) include members of the Bacillus spp. genus, lily pollen, and  mung beans (256,257,564) and so these 

would appear to be the logical places to start a search for a suitable organism/enzyme to produce 

hydroxyapatite from phytate. 

Preliminary work in this project (data not shown) indicated no phytate degradation by the bacterium 

Bacillus subtilis subsp. spizizenii NCTC 10400 – however, only one set of conditions (i.e. pH, nutrient 

media, carbon source) was tested and, as shown with the results for B. adeninivorans grown with 

glucose as carbon source, if one of these parameters is “wrong” it can lead to the phytase activity of an 

organism being missed. Future work should probe a range of organisms that are likely to be capable of 

producing alkaline phytase enzymes. Once a suitable organism has been identified, it should be a 

relatively simple matter to optimise the system to enable hydroxyapatite formation.  
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Appendix A  

Geochemical modelling methods 
 

 

Geochemical modelling in this project was performed using PHREEQC version 3 (1). The SIT.DAT 

database was used. This database is based upon the ThermoChimie database developed by Andra (the 

French radioactive waste management agency) (2–4) and was chosen because it includes many of the 

elements and chemical species relevant to this project.  

However, a number of important species – in particular phytate, but also various phosphate, sulfate, 

and organic acid complexes – were not present in the SIT.DAT database. Therefore, a literature search 

was performed for relevant species. In general, preference was given to any data available in the NIST46 

database (5) before searching peer reviewed journal articles and text books. In some cases, equations 

were taken from other databases included with the PHREEQC download – these were the LLNL.DAT and 

MINTEQ.DAT databases.  

Where possible, data that had been extrapolated to zero ionic strength was used. If data were provided 

for multiple temperatures, the data recorded at 20–25 °C were given preference. No data outside the 

temperature range of 20–40 °C were used. 

For rare earth/lanthanide elements a major simplification was made due to the variability in the 

literature regarding which of the lanthanides there is data available for. Instead of specifying any single 

lanthanide, data from different lanthanide elements were grouped together in a generic lanthanide 

species in the model. Some researchers do provide thermodynamic data in the form of an averaged 

value for the lanthanides (e.g. (6)) so, if available, this was used. Otherwise, preference was given to 

data specified for lanthanum, due to that being the main lanthanide used in the experimental work of 

this thesis. However, the species specified in the SIT.DAT database describe europium – for the current 

work, europium in the database was redefined as the generic lanthanide species. This simplification was 

considered sufficient for the current work due to the time constraints associated with compiling 

thermodynamic data and because the thermodynamic data for different lanthanides are usually similar 

(no reducing conditions were encountered in this work, so the differences in redox chemistry between 

europium and other lanthanides were not considered relevant).  
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Note that this database is far from comprehensive and, as described above, has some considerable 

limitations. However, it was deemed sufficient as a ‘starting point’ for performing geochemical 

modelling in the presence of phytate and, with future work, refinements to the database (including 

providing definitions for different lanthanides) can be made. 

The relevant species added to the database used in geochemical modelling are listed below in the 

PHREEQC input format. Annotations (lines preceded by a #) describe the source of the data, 

experimental conditions used to derive the data, and any adjustments that were made to the data (e.g. 

re-arranging an equation that describes a precipitation reaction so that it describes the reverse 

dissolution reaction).  

The following abbreviations are used: 

[InsP6]   Phytate 

Mes   2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES buffer) 

Tes   N-tris(hydroxymethyl)methyl-2-aminoethanesulfonic acid (TES buffer) 

Tris   tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (TRIS buffer) 

Tar   Tartrate 

Cit   Citrate 

Glu   Gluconate 

Ox   Oxalate 

Ln   Lanthanide 

The species as added to the PHREEQC input file are as follows: 

SOLUTION_MASTER_SPECIES 

#element species  alk gfw_formula element_gfw 

Mes  Mes-   0 Mes   194.2  

Tes  Tes-   0 Tes   229.25 

Tris  Tris-   0 C4H10NO3   120.136 
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[InsP6]  [InsP6]-12      0 C6H6O24P6  647.944 

Tar  Tar-2   0       C4H4O6  148.09 

SOLUTION_SPECIES 

#Protonation constants for MES, TES, and TRIS from (7) 

Mes- = Mes- 

log_k 0 

H+ + Mes- = HMes 

log_k 6.15 

Tes- = Tes- 

log_k 0 

H+ + Tes- = HTes 

log_k 7.5 

Tris- = Tris- 

log_k 0 

H+ + Tris- = HTris 

log_k 8.3 

#For defining phytate acid-base chemistry: using protonation constants from (8) as reported by (9), in 

KCl, ionic strength = 0.2 mol/L, at 25 C.  

[InsP6]-12     = [InsP6]-12    #primary master species definition 

 log_k     0.000      

 delta_h   0.000     #kJ/mol         

[InsP6]-12 + H+ = H[InsP6]-11   #definition of H[InsP6]-11 related to the primary 

master species 

 log_k     9.530      
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H[InsP6]-11 + H+ = H2[InsP6]-10 

 log_k     9.530    

H2[InsP6]-10 + H+ = H3[InsP6]-9 

 log_k     9.190     

H3[InsP6]-9 + H+ = H4[InsP6]-8 

 log_k     7.980     

 H4[InsP6]-8 + H+ = H5[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     6.250    

H5[InsP6]-7 + H+ = H6[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     5.200     

H6[InsP6]-6 + H+ = H7[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     3.160     

H7[InsP6]-5 + H+ = H8[InsP6]-4 

 log_k     2.380     

H8[InsP6]-4 + H+ = H9[InsP6]-3 

 log_k     2.380     

H9[InsP6]-3 + H+ = H10[InsP6]-2 

 log_k     1.920     

H10[InsP6]-2 + H+ = H11[InsP6]- 

 log_k     1.920      

H11[InsP6]- + H+ = H12[InsP6] 

 log_k     1.920 
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#Log stability constants for the Na[InsP6] system taken from (10), calculated for zero ionic strength at 

25 C.  

 [InsP6]-12 + 6Na+ = Na6[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     35.1  

 [InsP6]-12 + 5Na+ + H+ = Na5H[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     43.3  

 [InsP6]-12 + 4Na+ + 2H+ = Na4H2[InsP6]-6 

 log_k      52.6 

 [InsP6]-12 + 3Na+ + 3H+ = Na3H3[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     59.0 

 [InsP6]-12 + 2Na+ + 4H+ = Na2H4[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     63.9 

 [InsP6]-12 + Na+ + 5H+ = NaH5[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     67.4 

 [InsP6]-12 + Na+ + 6H+ = NaH6[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     72.4 

 [InsP6]-12 + 2Na+ + 5H+ = Na2H5[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     69.4 

 [InsP6]-12 + 3Na+ + 4H+ = Na3H4[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     65.6 

 [InsP6]-12 + 4Na+ + 3H+ = Na4H3[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     60.7 

 [InsP6]-12 + 5Na+ + 2H+ = Na5H2[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     53.8 
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 [InsP6]-12 + 6Na+ + H+ = Na6H[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     45.1 

 [InsP6]-12 + 7Na+ = Na7[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     36.2 

#Log stability constants for the K[InsP6] system taken from (10), calculated for zero ionic strength at 25 

C.   

 [InsP6]-12 + 6K+ = K6[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     33.8 

 [InsP6]-12 + 5K+ + H+ = K5H[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     43.0 

 [InsP6]-12 + 4K+ + 2H+ = K4H2[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     51.5 

 [InsP6]-12 + 3K+ + 3H+ = K3H3[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     58.5 

 [InsP6]-12 + 2K+ + 4H+ = K2H4[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     63.6 

 [InsP6]-12 + K+ + 5H+ = KH5[InsP6]-6 

  log_k     67.3 

 [InsP6]-12 + K+ + 6H+ = KH6[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     72.4 

 [InsP6]-12 + 2K+ + 5H+ = K2H5[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     69.3 

 [InsP6]-12 + 3K+ + 4H+ = K3H4[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     65.3 
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 [InsP6]-12 + 4K+ + 3H+ = K4H3[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     60.1 

 [InsP6]-12 + 5K+ + 2H+ = K5H2[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     53.0 

 [InsP6]-12 + 6K+ + H+ = K6H[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     44.4 

 [InsP6]-12 + 7K+ = K7[InsP6]-5 

  log_k     35.0 

#Log stability constants for the Al[InsP6] system taken from (11) in 0.15 mol/L NaClO4 at 37 C.  

H2[InsP6]-10 + Al+3 = AlH2[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     23.7 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Al+3 = AlH3[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     20.1 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Al+3 = AlH4[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     16.4 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Al+3 = AlH5[InsP6]-4 

 log_k     12.2 

H6[InsP6]-6 + Al+3 = AlH6[InsP6]-3 

 log_k     8.48  

#Log Stability constants for the Ca[InsP6] system from (12), calculated for infinite dilution at 25 C. 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Ca+2 = CaH3[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     7.64 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Ca+2 = CaH4[InsP6]-6 
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 log_k     5.82 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Ca+2 = CaH5[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     5.41 

H3[InsP6]-9 + 2Ca+2 = Ca2H3[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     13.99 

H4[InsP6]-8 + 2Ca+2 = Ca2H4[InsP6]-4 

 log_k     11.87 

H5[InsP6]-7 + 2Ca+2 = Ca2H5[InsP6]-3 

 log_k     9.81 

H2[InsP6]-10 + 3Ca+2 = Ca3H2[InsP6]-4 

 log_k     22.52 

H3[InsP6]-9 + 3Ca+2 = Ca3H3[InsP6]-3 

 log_k     19.34 

H4[InsP6]-8 + 3Ca+2 = Ca3H4[InsP6]-2 

 log_k     15.93 

H5[InsP6]-7 + 3Ca+2 = Ca3H5[InsP6]- 

 log_k     13.54 

#Log stability constants for manganese-[InsP6] system from (13), calculated for zero ionic strength at 

25 C.  

[InsP6]-12 + Mn+2 = Mn[InsP6]-10 

 log_k     3.9 

H[InsP6]-11 + Mn+2 = MnH[InsP6]-9 

 log_k     10.2 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Mn+2 = MnH2[InsP6]-8 
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 log_k     9.3 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Mn+2 = MnH3[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     8.3 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Mn+2 = MnH4[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     7.2 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Mn+2 = MnH5[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     5.8 

#Log stability constants for iron(II)-[InsP6] system from (13), calculated for zero ionic strength at 25 C.   

[InsP6]-12 + Fe+2 = Fe[InsP6]-10 

 log_k     5.1 

H[InsP6]-11 + Fe+2 = FeH[InsP6]-9 

 log_k     9.8 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Fe+2 = FeH2[InsP6]-8 

 log_k     9 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Fe+2 = FeH3[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     8.1 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Fe+2 = FeH4[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     7 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Fe+2 = FeH5[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     5.5 

#Log stability constants for iron(III)-[InsP6] system from (14), measured in NaNO3 background, with 

0.1 mol/L ionic strength, at 25 C.    

[InsP6]-12 + Fe+3 = Fe[InsP6]-9 

 log_k     28.5 
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H[InsP6]-11 + Fe+3 = FeH[InsP6]-8 

 log_k     24.78 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Fe+3 = FeH2[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     20.61 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Fe+3 = FeH3[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     15.42 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Fe+3 = FeH4[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     10.23 

#Log stability constants for cobalt-[InsP6] system from (13), calculated for zero ionic strength at 25 C.   

[InsP6]-12 + Co+2 = Co[InsP6]-10 

 log_k     11.4 

H[InsP6]-11 + Co+2 = CoH[InsP6]-9 

 log_k     11.2 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Co+2 = CoH2[InsP6]-8 

 log_k     10.7 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Co+2 = CoH3[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     9.6 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Co+2 = CoH4[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     8.1 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Co+2 = CoH5[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     6.2   

 

#Log stability constants for copper-[InsP6] system from (15), with NaNO3 as background electrolyte 

and ionic strength = 0.15 at 25 C.  
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H[InsP6]-11 + Cu+2 = CuH[InsP6]-9 

 log_k     10.74 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Cu+2 = CuH2[InsP6]-8 

 log_k     9.30 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Cu+2 = CuH3[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     7.51 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Cu+2 = CuH4[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     5.98 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Cu+2 = CuH5[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     4.35 

H6[InsP6]-6 + Cu+2 = CuH6[InsP6]-4 

 log_k     3.04 

#Log stability constants for barium-[InsP6] system from (16)], with tetramethylammonium hydroxide 

as background electrolyte and ionic strength = 0.15 at 37 C. 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Ba+2 = BaH2[InsP6]-8 

 log_k   6.18 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Ba+2 = BaH3[InsP6]-7 

 log_k   5 

H2[InsP6]-10 + 5Ba+2 = Ba5H2[InsP6] 

 log_k   23.22 

   

#Average log stability constants for the lanthanide-[InsP6] system from (6), measured at 25 C and I = 

0.15 mol/L in aqueous NaCl. Represented as Ln for a generic lanthanide 

[InsP6]-12 + Ln+3 = Ln[InsP6]-9 
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 log_k     15.4 

H[InsP6]-11 + Ln+3 = LnH[InsP6]-8 

 log_k     14.6 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Ln+3 = LnH2[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     13.7 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Ln+3 = LnH3[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     10.6 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Ln+3 = LnH4[InsP6]-5 

 log_k     7.8 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Ln+3 = LnH5[InsP6]-4 

 log_k     4.9 

H6[InsP6]-6 + Ln+3 = LnH6[InsP6]-3 

 log_k     3.2 

#Log stability constants for lead-[InsP6] system from (15), with NaNO3 as background electrolyte and 

ionic strength = 0.15 at 25 C.  

H[InsP6]-11 + Pb+2 = PbH[InsP6]-9 

 log_k     10.29 

H2[InsP6]-10 + Pb+2 = PbH2[InsP6]-8 

 log_k     8.62 

H3[InsP6]-9 + Pb+2 = PbH3[InsP6]-7 

 log_k     7.10 

H4[InsP6]-8 + Pb+2 = PbH4[InsP6]-6 

 log_k     5.68 

H5[InsP6]-7 + Pb+2 = PbH5[InsP6]-5 
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 log_k     4.39 

H6[InsP6]-6 + Pb+2 = PbH6[InsP6]-4 

 log_k     3.23 

#Aqueous AlPO4 stability constant taken from (17) 

 Al+3 + PO4-3 = AlPO4 

 log_k     14.1 

#Aqueous Al(OH)PO4- stability constant taken from (17)   

 Al+3 + PO4-3 + H2O = Al(OH)PO4- + H+ 

 log_k     8.37 

#Data from NIST46 (5) 

 2Al+3 + PO4-3 = Al2PO4+3 

 log_k     16.7 

#Data from NIST46 (5) 

 Al+3 + HPO4-2 = AlHPO4+ 

 log_k     6.12 

#Data from NIST46 (5) 

 Al+3 + H2(PO4)- = AlH2PO4+2 

 log_k     2.02 

#Data from NIST46 (5) 

 Al+3 + 2H2(PO4)- = Al(H2PO4)2+ 

 log_k     4.82 

#Data from NIST46 (5), equation in database specified as dissociation reaction, so rearranged to define 

the association of the Al2(OH)PO4+2 species 

 Al2PO4+3 + H2O = Al2(OH)PO4+2 + H+  
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 log_k     -2.44 

#Data from NIST46 (5), equation in database specified as dissociation reaction, so rearranged to define 

the association of the Al2(OH)2PO4+ species 

 Al2PO4+3 + 2H2O = Al2(OH)2PO4+ + 2H+ 

 log_k     -6.79 

#Data from NIST46 (5), for ionic strengh = 0.1, temperature = 25 C  

 Cu+2 + HPO4-2 = Cu(HPO4) 

 log_k 3.27 

#Data from NIST46 (5), for ionic strengh = 0.15, temperature = 37 C   

 Cu+2 + H2(PO4)- = Cu(H2PO4)+ 

 log_k 1.3 

#Data from NIST46 (5), for ionic strengh = 3, temperature = 25 C 

 Cu+2 + 2H2(PO4)- = Cu(H2PO4)2 

 log_k 1.03 

#Data from NIST46 (5), for ionic strengh = 0.1, temperature = 25 C  

 Ba+2 + HPO4-2 = Ba(HPO4) 

 log_k 1.36 

#Data from NIST46 (5), for ionic strengh = 3, temperature = 25 C   

 Ba+2 + H2(PO4)- = Ba(H2PO4)+ 

 log_k 0.00 

#Data from NIST46 (5), for ionic strengh = 3, temperature = 25 C   

 Ba+2 + 2H2(PO4)- = Ba(H2PO4)2 

 log_k -0.01 

#Data from NIST46 (5), calculated for zero ionic strength at 25 C 
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 Cu+2 + SO4-2 = Cu(SO4) 

 log_k 2.36 

#Data from NIST46 (5), calculated for zero ionic strength at 25 C  

 Cu+2 + OH- = Cu(OH)+ 

 log_k 6.5 

#Data from NIST46 (5), for ionic strength = 3, temperature = 25 C  

 2Cu+2 + OH- = Cu2(OH)+3 

 log_k 8.4 

#Data from NIST46 (5), calculated for zero ionic strength at 25 C  

 2Cu+2 + 2OH- = Cu2(OH)2+2 

 log_k 17.5 

#Data from NIST46 (5), calculated for zero ionic strength at 25 C  

 3Cu+2 + 4OH- = Cu3(OH)4+2 

 log_k 35.2 

#Citrate species from the NIST46 database and references therein (5) 

NH4+ + Cit-3 = NH4(Cit)-2 

 log_k     0.95  

Na+ + Cit-3 = Na(Cit)-2 

 log_k     0.75   

K+ + Cit-3 = K(Cit)-2 

 log_k     1.17   

Mn+2 + Cit-3 = Mn(Cit)- 

 log_k     4.15 
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Mn+2 + H(Cit)-2 = MnH(Cit) 

 log_k     2.3 

Mn+2 + H2(Cit)- = MnH2(Cit)+ 

 log_k     1.5 

Cu+2 + H(Cit)-2 = CuH(Cit) 

 log_k     3.9 

2Cu+2 + 2Cit-3 = Cu2(Cit)2-2 

 log_k     14.8 

Zn+2 + Cit-3 = Zn(Cit)- 

 log_k     4.93 

Zn+2 + 2Cit-3 = Zn(Cit)2-4 

 log_k     6.8 

Zn+2 + H(Cit)-2 = ZnH(Cit)  

 log_k     3 

Zn+2 + H2(Cit)- = ZnH2(Cit)+ 

 log_k     1.2 

#using data for Lanthanum citrate from NIST46 

Ln+3 + Cit-3 = Ln(Cit) 

 log_k 9.18   

#Gluconate species from NIST46 database and references therein (5), except for manganese gluconate 

#B(OH)4- + HGlu- = B(OH)2H(Glu) 

# log_k 2.83 

Mg+2 + HGlu- = Mg(HGlu)+ 
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 log_k 0.7 

#Manganese gluconate data from (18) 

Mn+2 + 2HGlu- = Mn(HGlu)2 

 log_k  14.7 

Fe+3 + HGlu- = Fe(HGlu)+2 

 log_k 3.1  

Cu+2 + HGlu- = Cu(HGlu)+ 

 log_k 2.51 

Cu+2 + 2HGlu- = Cu(HGlu)2 

 log_k 4.59 

Zn+2 + HGlu- = Zn(HGlu)+ 

 log_k 1.7 

#using data for Lanthanum gluconate from NIST46 (5) 

Ln+3 + HGlu- = Ln(HGlu)+2 

 log_k 2.32   

Ln+3 + 2HGlu- = Ln(HGlu)2+ 

 log_k 4.25   

#Oxalate species from NIST46 database and references therein (5) 

NH4+ + Ox-2 = (NH4)(Ox)- 

 log_k 0.9 

Na+ + Ox-2 = Na(Ox)- 

 log_k 0.9 

K+ + Ox-2 = K(Ox)- 
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 log_k 0.8 

B(OH)3 + H(Ox)- = B(OH)2(Ox)- + H2O 

 log_k 0.35 

Mn+2 + Ox-2 = Mn(Ox) 

 log_k 3.95 

Mn+2 + 2Ox-2 = Mn(Ox)2-2 

 log_k 5.25 

Cu+2 + Ox-2 = CuOx 

 log_k 4.85 

Cu+2 + 2Ox-2 = CuOx2-2 

 log_k 10.23 

Zn+2 + Ox-2 = Zn(Ox) 

 log_k 4.87 

Zn+2 + 2Ox-2 = Zn(Ox)2-2 

 log_k 7.69 

MoO4-2 + Ox-2 + 2H+ = MoO3(Ox)-2 + H2O 

 log_k 13.82 

#Tartrate data taken from MINTEQ.DAT file  

Tar-2 = Tar-2 

        log_k   0 

        delta_h 0       kcal 

Tar-2 + H+ = H(Tar)- 

        log_k   4.16 
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        delta_h 0       kcal 

        #-gamma  0       0.01 

Tar-2 + 2H+ = H2(Tar) 

        log_k   6.67 

        delta_h 0       kcal 

        #-gamma  0       0.01  

#Tartrate species from NIST46 database and references therein  (5) 

K+ + Tar-2 = K(Tar)- 

 log_k 0.4 

Na+ + Tar-2 = Na(Tar)- 

 log_k 0.9 

Na+ + H(Tar)- = NaH(Tar) 

 log_k 0.2 

NH4+ + Tar-2 = NH4(Tar)- 

 log_k 0.3 

Ca+2 + Tar-2 = Ca(Tar) 

 log_k 2.64 

Ca+2 + H(Tar)- = CaH(Tar)+ 

 log_k 1.41 

Mg+2 + Tar-2 = Mg(Tar) 

 log_k 1.44 

Mg+2 + H(Tar)- = MgH(Tar)+ 

 log_k 0.95 
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Mn+2 + Tar-2 = Mn(Tar) 

 log_k 3.38 

Mn+2 + H(Tar)- = MnH(Tar)+ 

 log_k 1.17 

Fe+2 + Tar-2 = Fe(Tar) 

 log_k 2.24 

Fe+3 + Tar-2 = Fe(Tar)+ 

 log_k 6.49 

Cu+2 + Tar-2 = Cu(Tar)  

 log_k 3.97 

Cu+2 + 2Tar-2 = Cu(Tar)2-2  

 log_k 4.5 

2Cu+2 + 2Tar-2 = Cu2(Tar)2 

 log_k 8.77 

Cu+2 + H(Tar)- = CuH(Tar)+ 

 log_k 1.88 

#using data for Lanthanum tartrate from NIST46 (5) 

Ln+3 + Tar-2 = Ln(Tar)+   

 log_k 4.6 

Ln+3 + 2Tar-2 = Ln(Tar)2-   

 log_k 7.59 

Ln+3 + H(Tar)- = LnH(Tar)+2   

 log_k 2.48 
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PHASES 

#Data for pentamagnesium dihydrogen phytate from (19) measured at 37 C in 0.15 mol/L NaClO4  

Mg5H2[InsP6]:22H2O(s) 

 Mg5H2[InsP6]:22H2O = 5Mg+2 + H2[InsP6]-10 + 22H2O 

 log_k -32.93 

#Data for hexacalcium phytate from (20) 

Ca6[InsP6](s) 

 Ca6[InsP6] = 6Ca+2 + [InsP6]-12 

 log_k = -58.3 

 #delta_h 7.6  #kj/mol Enthalpy of formation 

#Data for pentacalcium dihydrogen phytate from (19) measured at 37 C in 0.15 mol/L NaClO4  

Ca5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) 

 Ca5H2[InsP6]:16H2O = 5Ca+2 + H2[InsP6]-10 + 16H2O 

 log_k -39.3 

#Data for pentacalcium disodium phytate from (20) 

Ca5Na2[InsP6](s)  

 Ca5Na2[InsP6] = 5Ca+2 + 2Na+ + [InsP6]-12 

 log_k -75.7 

 #delta_h 3.7 #kj/mol Enthalpy of formation   

#Data for pentacalcium dipotassium phytate from (21) 

Ca5K2[InsP6]:xH2O(s) 

 Ca5K2[InsP6] = 5Ca+2 + 2K+ + [InsP6]-12 
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 log_k -75.7 

 #delta_h 19.9 kcal/mol  Enthalpy of formation   

#Data for pentabarium dihydrogen phytate from (16) measured at 37 C in 0.15 mol/L NaClO4  

Ba5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) 

 Ba5H2[InsP6]:16H2O = 5Ba+2 + H2[InsP6]-10 + 16H2O 

 log_k -38.3 

#Data for manganese phytate from (22), background media = NaClO4; ionic strength = 0.1 mol/L; 

temperature = 37 C.  

Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) 

 Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O = 5Mn+2 + H2[InsP6]-10 + 16H2O 

 log_k -39.9 

#Anhydrous calcium citrate from NIST46 (5) 

Ca3(Cit)2(s)  

 Ca3(Cit)2 = 3Ca+2 + 2Cit-3 

 log_k -17.0 

#Calcium hydrogen citrate from NIST46 (5)  

CaH(Cit)(s)  

 CaH(Cit) = Ca+2 + H+ + Cit-3 

 log_k -11.4 

#Magnesium oxalate from NIST46 (5) 

Mg(Ox)(s) 

 Mg(Ox) = Mg+2 + Ox-2 

 log_k -5.7 

#Magnesium oxalate dihydrate from (23) 
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Mg(Ox):2H2O(s) 

 Mg(Ox):2H2O     = Mg+2     + Ox-2     + 2H2O 

 log_k -8.0 

#Iron(II) oxalate from (23) 

FeOx:2H2O(s) 

 Fe(Ox):2H2O     = Fe+2     + Ox-2     + 2H2O 

 log_k -6.5  

#Manganese oxalate dihydrate from (23) 

MnOx:2H2O(s) 

 Mn(Ox):2H2O     = Mn+2     + Ox-2     + 2H2O 

 log_k -5.3 

#Data a generic lanthanide oxalate taken from the NIST46 data for lanthanum oxalate (5) 

Ln2(Ox)3(s) 

 Ln2(Ox)3 = 2Ln+3 + 3Ox-2 

 log_k -25.0  

#Data for a mixed sodium-lanthanide salt taken from (24) for sodium ytterbium oxalate hydrate 

LnNa(Ox)2(s) 

 LnNa(Ox)2 = Ln+3 + Na+ + 2Ox-2 

 log_k -19.0 

#Potassium hydrogen tartrate data from (25) 

KH(Tar)(s)  

 KH(Tar) = K+ + H(Tar)- 

 log_k -2.9 
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#Anhydrous calcium tartrate from  (26) 

Ca(Tar)(s) 

 Ca(Tar) = Ca+2 + Tar-2 

 log_k -4.0 

#Calcium tartrate dihydrate from (23) 

Ca(Tar):2H2O(s)  

 Ca(Tar):2H2O = Ca+2 + Tar-2 + 2H2O 

 log_k -6.1 

#Copper tartrate from Dean (1985) cited by (27) 

Cu(Tar)(s)  

 Cu(Tar) = Cu+2 + Tar-2 

 log_k -3.4 

#Lanthanide tartrate defined based upon data in (23) for cerium tartrate nonahydrate 

Ln2(Tar)3:9H2O(s)  

 Ln2(Tar)3:9H2O = 2Ln+3 + 3Tar-2 + 9H2O 

 log_k -19.0 

#Struvite data taken from (28) using data from tap water at 20 C.  

Struvite 

 NH4MgPO4:6H2O = NH4+ + Mg+2 + PO4-3 + 6H2O 

 log_k -13.73  

#Aluminium sulfate phase data taken from llnl.dat database   

Al2(SO4)3 

       Al2(SO4)3  =  + 2.0000 Al+++ + 3.0000 SO4-- 
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        log_k           19.0535 

 -delta_H -364.566 kJ/mol # Calculated enthalpy of reaction Al2(SO4)3 

#Aluminium sulfate hexahydrate phase data taken from llnl.dat database  

Al2(SO4)3:6H2O 

       Al2(SO4)3:6H2O  =  + 2.0000 Al+++ + 3.0000 SO4-- + 6.0000 H2O 

        log_k           1.6849 

 -delta_H -208.575 kJ/mol # Calculated enthalpy of reaction Al2(SO4)3:6H2O 

#Aluminium hydroxysulfate data taken from (29) 

Al(OH)2.5(SO4)0.25(s) 

 Al(OH)2.5(SO4)0.25 = Al+3 + 2.5OH- + 0.25SO4-2 

 log_k   -28.6 

#Alunite data taken from (30) 

Alunite 

 KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6 = K+ + 3Al+3 + 2SO4-2 + 6OH- 

 log_k  -85.4 

#Natroalunite data taken from (30) 

Natroalunite 

 NaAl3(SO4)2(OH)6 = Na+ + 3Al+3 + 2SO4-2 + 6OH- 

 log_k   -79.7 

#Crystaline felsobányaite (aka basaluminite) taken from (30) 

Felsobányaite(cr)  

 Al4(SO4)(OH)10:4H2O = 4Al+3 + SO4-2 + 10OH- + 4H2O 

 log_k   -117.7 
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#Amorphous felsobányaite (aka basaluminite) taken from (30) 

Felsobányaite(am)  

 Al4(SO4)(OH)10:4H2O = 4Al+3 + SO4-2 + 10OH- + 4H2O 

 log_k   -116.0 

#Copper sulfate data taken from (31) for 1.5 mol/kg ionic strength 

CuSO4:5H2O(s) 

 CuSO4:5H2O = Cu+2 + SO4-2 + 5H2O 

 log_k   -2.61 

#Copper hydroxysulfate data taken from NIST46 (5) 

Cu(OH)1.5(SO4)0.25 (s)   

 Cu(OH)1.5(SO4)0.25 = Cu+2 + 1.5OH- + 0.25SO4-2 

 log_k   -17.19 

#Copper hydroxide data taken from NIST46 (5) 

Cu(OH)2(s) 

 Cu(OH)2 = Cu+2 + 2OH- 

 log_k   -18.7 

#Copper oxide data taken from NIST46 (5)  

CuO(s) 

 CuO + H2O = Cu+2 + 2OH- 

 log_k   -19.5 

#Copper(II) phosphate data taken from (32) 

Cu3(PO4)2(s) 

 Cu3(PO4)2 = 3Cu+2 + 2PO4-3 
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 log_k   -36.85 

#Copper hydroxyphosphate data taken from (33) 

Cornetite 

 Cu3(PO4)(OH)3 = 3Cu+2 + PO4-3 + 3OH- 

 log_k   -48.0 

#Copper hydroxyphosphate data taken from (33) 

Libenthenite 

 Cu2(PO4)OH = 2Cu+2 + PO4-3 + OH- 

 log_k   -28.0 

#Copper hydroxyphosphate data taken from (33) 

Pseudomalachite 

 Cu5(PO4)2(OH)4 = 5Cu+2 + 2PO4-3 + 4OH- 

 log_k   -75.8 

#Copper hydroxyphosphate data taken from (33) 

Tagilite 

 Cu2(PO4)OH:H2O = 2Cu+2 + PO4-3 + OH- + H2O 

 log_k   -27.9 

#Copper hydroxyphosphate data taken from (33) 

Cu-hydroxypyromorphite 

 Cu5(PO4)3OH = 5Cu+2 + 3PO4-3 + OH- 

 log_k   -65.6  

#Lanthanide sodium sulfate data based upon lanthanum data taken from (34) 

LnNa(SO4)2.H2O(s) 
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 LnNa(SO4)2:H2O = Ln+3 + Na+ + 2SO4-2 + H2O 

 log_k -6.83 

#Lanthanide potassium sulfate data based upon lanthanum data taken from (34) 

LnK(SO4)2.H2O(s) 

 LnK(SO4)2:H2O = Ln+3 + K+ + 2SO4-2 + H2O 

 log_k -5.79 
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Appendix B  

Geochemical modelling results for chapter 2 
 

B.1 “Filtrate” system tests – pH comparisons 

Table B.1 Saturation indices of different solid phases at different pH values. The phases in the model 

deemed most likely to be present (brushite, pentacalcium dipotassium phytate, and gypsum) are 

highlighted. Phytate is represented in the model by [InsP6].  

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Description 

Ca added to pH 
5.5 control 

Ca added to pH 
2.5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
5.5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
6.0 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
7.0 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Alabandite -80.26  -85.30  -81.77  -80.90  -80.05  -78.20  

Anapaite 1.33  -11.25  -0.37  1.41  3.11  6.21  

Anhydrite 0.47  0.46  0.47  0.47  0.47  0.47  

Antarcticite -6.23  -6.23  -6.24  -6.24  -6.24  -6.25  

Arcanite -3.92  -4.42  -3.90  -3.87  -3.81  -3.54  

B(cr) -90.20  -92.10  -90.78  -90.44  -90.11  -89.34  

B(OH)3(cr) -4.96  -4.96  -4.96  -4.96  -4.96  -4.96  

B2O3(am) -18.12  -18.12  -18.12  -18.12  -18.12  -18.13  

B2O3(cr) -15.95  -15.95  -15.95  -15.95  -15.95  -15.96  

Bassanite -0.05  -0.06  -0.05  -0.05  -0.05  -0.05  

Bischofite -8.66  -8.65  -8.65  -8.66  -8.66  -8.68  

Bloedite -11.95  -11.95  -11.89  -11.88  -11.88  -11.87  

Brucite -9.79  -16.09  -11.33  -10.43  -9.53  -7.59  

Brushite 0.57  -1.86  0.59  1.02  1.42  2.02  

C3FH6 -37.58  -70.70  -45.34  -41.04  -36.76  -27.61  

C4FH13 -51.07  -90.51  -60.38  -55.18  -50.01  -38.91  

Ca(HPO4)(s) 0.83  -1.60  0.85  1.29  1.69  2.28  

Ca(NO3)2(s) -21.34  -23.84  -21.37  -21.35  -21.36  -21.55  

Ca(s) -115.18  -122.75  -117.11  -115.99  -114.86  -112.40  

Ca(SO3)(s) -27.22  -28.49  -27.60  -27.37  -27.15  -26.64  

Ca2Cl2(OH)2:H2O(s) -19.34  -25.64  -20.89  -19.99  -19.10  -17.16  

Ca2Fe2O5(s) -31.30  -58.12  -37.52  -34.12  -30.74  -23.54  

Ca3(PO4)2(alfa) 1.31  -9.85  -0.19  1.58  3.27  6.42  

Ca3B2O6(s) -41.76  -60.69  -46.40  -43.71  -41.01  -35.17  

Ca4Cl2(OH)6:13H2O(s) -43.44  -62.37  -48.09  -45.39  -42.70  -36.86  

Ca4H(PO4)3:2.5H2O(s) 1.28  -12.31  -0.19  2.00  4.10  7.84  

Ca5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) -7.72  -17.82  -10.28  -9.06  -8.00  -6.43  

Ca5K2[InsP6]:xH2O(s) 17.30  0.40  13.21  15.36  17.37  21.17  

Ca5Na2[InsP6](s) 14.62  -1.77  10.56  12.68  14.65  18.19  

Ca6[InsP6](s) 1.83  -14.58  -2.28  -0.16  1.79  5.31  

CaB2O4(s) -17.23  -23.53  -18.77  -17.87  -16.98  -15.03  

CaB4O7(s) -24.49  -30.80  -26.04  -25.14  -24.24  -22.31  

CaCl2:2H2O(cr) -10.40  -10.39  -10.40  -10.40  -10.40  -10.41  

CaCl2:4H2O(cr) -7.71  -7.70  -7.71  -7.71  -7.71  -7.72  

CaCl2:H2O(s) -10.31  -10.30  -10.31  -10.31  -10.32  -10.32  

CaFe2O4(s) -4.66  -25.16  -9.32  -6.82  -4.34  0.91  

CaI2(s) -36.76  -36.75  -36.75  -36.75  -36.76  -36.76  

CaMoO4(s) -0.27  -3.07  -0.28  -0.27  -0.26  -0.27  

CaO(cr) -23.78  -30.09  -25.33  -24.43  -23.53  -21.58  

Carnallite -10.59  -10.82  -10.58  -10.56  -10.54  -10.43  

Chloroapatite 11.10  -5.63  8.86  11.50  14.05  18.75  

Cornetite -11.98  -27.00  -15.03  -12.82  -10.66  -6.35  

Cu(cr) -11.16  -18.73  -13.08  -11.97  -10.85  -8.45  
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Table B.1 (continued). 

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Description 
Ca added to pH 

5.5 control 

Ca added to pH 
2.5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
5.5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
6.0 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
7.0 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Cu(OH)1.5(SO4)0.25 -3.96  -8.68  -5.11  -4.44  -3.78  -2.38  

Cu(OH)2(s) -6.18  -12.48  -7.72  -6.83  -5.94  -4.05  

Cu-hydroxypyromorphite -14.83  -34.69  -17.82  -14.75  -11.81  -6.44  

Cu3(PO4)2(s) -8.48  -19.61  -9.96  -8.21  -6.54  -3.59  

CuO(s) -5.37  -11.67  -6.91  -6.02  -5.13  -3.25  

CuSO4:5H2O(s) -7.37  -7.38  -7.36  -7.37  -7.38  -7.45  

Epsonite -3.88  -3.89  -3.87  -3.87  -3.88  -3.89  

Ettringite-Fe -31.14  -64.31  -38.90  -34.60  -30.33  -21.19  

Fe(OH)2(cr) -9.09  -16.83  -10.85  -9.93  -9.03  -7.12  

Fe(PO4)(cr) 1.83  -1.39  1.84  2.17  2.47  2.76  

Fe(s) -38.37  -47.36  -40.50  -39.36  -38.23  -35.81  

Fe5(OH)(PO4)3(s) 397.27  370.27  393.23  396.39  399.42  404.89  

FeMoO4(s) -5.39  -9.61  -5.61  -5.58  -5.57  -5.62  

FeO(s) -9.71  -17.44  -11.46  -10.55  -9.65  -7.74  

Ferrihydrite(am) 1.39  -5.71  -0.17  0.63  1.42  3.07  

Ferryhydrite 2.74  -4.36  1.18  1.98  2.77  4.42  

FeS(am) -76.88  -83.37  -78.61  -77.70  -76.79  -74.79  

Glaserite -18.19  -19.70  -18.10  -18.00  -17.80  -16.98  

Glauberite -14.45  -14.45  -14.40  -14.39  -14.38  -14.36  

Goethite 3.36  -3.74  1.80  2.60  3.39  5.04  

Gypsum 0.68  0.67  0.68  0.68  0.68  0.68  

H2MoO4(s) -4.36  -0.86  -2.83  -3.71  -4.61  -6.56  

Halite -5.03  -5.02  -5.01  -5.01  -5.00  -5.00  

Hausmannite -22.64  -40.23  -26.85  -24.44  -22.13  -17.38  

Hematite 8.53  -5.67  5.40  7.01  8.59  11.89  

Hexahydrite -4.16  -4.17  -4.15  -4.15  -4.16  -4.17  

Hydrophilite -14.31  -14.30  -14.32  -14.32  -14.32  -14.33  

Hydroxyapatite 7.72  -12.17  4.70  7.80  10.79  16.48  

K(cr) -59.56  -63.59  -60.52  -59.94  -59.35  -57.98  

K(NO3)(s) -8.59  -10.09  -8.59  -8.57  -8.54  -8.50  

K(OH)(s) -20.81  -24.22  -21.58  -21.12  -20.64  -19.53  

K2O(s) -77.81  -84.61  -79.34  -78.42  -77.46  -75.24  

Kainite -7.73  -7.98  -7.71  -7.70  -7.67  -7.56  

KH2PO4(cr) -4.08  -3.60  -3.28  -3.28  -3.30  -3.54  

KI(s) -9.83  -10.07  -9.82  -9.81  -9.78  -9.65  

Lawrencite -16.97  -18.38  -17.17  -17.16  -17.16  -17.21  

Leonhardtite -4.96  -4.97  -4.95  -4.95  -4.95  -4.97  

Leonite -7.59  -8.10  -7.56  -7.53  -7.47  -7.22  

Lepidocrocite 2.99  -4.11  1.43  2.23  3.02  4.68  

Libenthenite -7.10  -15.82  -8.61  -7.29  -6.02  -3.60  

Mackinawite -76.23  -82.72  -77.96  -77.05  -76.14  -74.14  

Maghemite(disord) 4.12  -10.08  1.00  2.60  4.18  7.49  

Maghemite(ord) 3.91  -10.29  0.79  2.39  3.97  7.28  

Magnetite 0.79  -21.14  -4.09  -1.57  0.92  6.13  

Manganite -8.15  -13.81  -9.49  -8.73  -7.99  -6.50  

Melanterite -7.22  -8.65  -7.42  -7.41  -7.40  -7.45  

Mercallite -8.23  -5.33  -7.45  -7.88  -8.30  -9.14  

Mg(cr) -99.72  -107.29  -101.64  -100.52  -99.40  -96.95  

Mg(HPO4):3H2O(s) -2.07  -4.49  -2.03  -1.60  -1.20  -0.62  

Mg(NO3)2(s) -32.79  -35.29  -32.81  -32.79  -32.80  -33.00  

Mg(NO3)2:6H2O(s) -19.91  -22.40  -19.92  -19.91  -19.92  -20.12  

Mg(SO4)(s) -15.19  -15.20  -15.18  -15.18  -15.19  -15.20  

Mg(SO4):H2O(s) -5.79  -5.80  -5.78  -5.78  -5.79  -5.80  

Mg-oxychlorur -17.10  -26.55  -19.41  -18.06  -16.72  -13.82  

Mg3(PO4)2(cr) -10.07  -21.21  -11.54  -9.78  -8.09  -4.98  

Mg3(PO4)2:22H2O(s) -9.74  -20.89  -11.22  -9.46  -7.77  -4.66  

Mg3(PO4)2:8H2O(s) -7.56  -18.70  -9.03  -7.27  -5.58  -2.47  
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Table B.1 (continued). 

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Description 
Ca added to pH 

5.5 control 

Ca added to pH 
2.5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
5.5 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
6.0 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Ca added to pH 
7.0 phytase-

active culture 
filtrate 

Mg5H2[InsP6]:22H2O(s) -23.31  -33.39  -25.83  -24.62  -23.58  -22.05  

MgCl2(s) -26.64  -26.63  -26.64  -26.64  -26.64  -26.66  

MgCl2:2H2O(s) -17.05  -17.04  -17.04  -17.05  -17.05  -17.07  

MgCl2:4H2O(s) -11.60  -11.59  -11.60  -11.60  -11.60  -11.62  

MgCl2:H2O(s) -20.36  -20.35  -20.36  -20.36  -20.36  -20.38  

MgI2(s) -51.09  -51.08  -51.08  -51.09  -51.09  -51.11  

MgMoO4(s) -9.56  -12.36  -9.57  -9.55  -9.55  -9.56  

Mirabilite -7.12  -7.11  -7.07  -7.06  -7.05  -7.03  

Mn(HPO4)(s) 1.88  -0.52  1.92  2.33  2.68  3.08  

Mn(SO4)(s) -6.30  -6.28  -6.28  -6.30  -6.35  -6.55  

Mn3(PO4)2(s) -18.60  -29.69  -20.05  -18.35  -16.81  -14.26  

Mn3(PO4)2:3H2O(s) -5.62  -16.71  -7.07  -5.37  -3.83  -1.28  

Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) -32.43  -42.41  -34.90  -33.80  -33.00  -32.41  

MnCl2:2H2O(s) -11.35  -11.32  -11.34  -11.36  -11.42  -11.62  

MnCl2:4H2O(s) -10.10  -10.06  -10.08  -10.11  -10.16  -10.36  

MnCl2:H2O(s) -12.90  -12.86  -12.88  -12.91  -12.96  -13.17  

MnO(s) -13.46  -19.75  -14.99  -14.12  -13.27  -11.52  

MnO2(s) -12.20  -17.22  -13.34  -12.69  -12.07  -10.83  

Mo(s) -76.27  -76.55  -75.88  -76.10  -76.32  -76.73  

Mo3O8(s) -14.83  -5.57  -10.61  -13.04  -15.49  -20.85  

Monosulfate-Fe -35.09  -68.23  -42.86  -38.55  -34.28  -25.13  

MoO2(s) -13.51  -11.27  -12.36  -13.02  -13.69  -15.13  

MoO3(s) -5.59  -2.08  -4.06  -4.94  -5.84  -7.79  

MoS2(s) -140.40  -135.68  -139.21  -139.89  -140.55  -141.80  

MoS3(s) -199.93  -192.69  -198.32  -199.24  -200.12  -201.79  

Na(cr) -57.27  -61.04  -58.21  -57.64  -57.08  -55.83  

Na(NO3)(s) -11.12  -12.36  -11.11  -11.10  -11.09  -11.18  

Na2B4O7(cr) -36.50  -42.78  -38.00  -37.09  -36.18  -34.23  

Na2B4O7:10H2O(s) -27.62  -33.91  -29.12  -28.22  -27.31  -25.36  

Na2HPO4(cr) -12.76  -15.16  -12.68  -12.24  -11.83  -11.21  

Na2O(cr) -63.62  -69.91  -65.12  -64.22  -63.31  -61.33  

Na3PO4(cr) -24.80  -30.35  -25.48  -24.58  -23.72  -22.11  

NaBO2(s) -15.65  -18.79  -16.40  -15.95  -15.49  -14.51  

NaH2PO4(cr) -8.18  -7.44  -7.35  -7.37  -7.41  -7.78  

P(cr) -107.32  -106.60  -106.70  -106.62  -106.55  -106.62  

Pentahydrite -4.54  -4.55  -4.53  -4.54  -4.54  -4.55  

Periclase -14.37  -20.67  -15.91  -15.01  -14.12  -12.18  

Picromerite -7.19  -7.71  -7.17  -7.14  -7.08  -6.83  

Polyhalite -5.69  -6.23  -5.66  -5.63  -5.57  -5.32  

Portlandite -13.71  -20.02  -15.25  -14.35  -13.46  -11.51  

Pseudomalachite -19.28  -43.03  -23.85  -20.31  -16.87  -10.14  

Pyrite -121.49  -125.47  -122.82  -122.14  -121.46  -119.87  

Pyrochroite -10.87  -17.15  -12.40  -11.52  -10.68  -8.92  

Pyrrhotite -71.34  -76.66  -72.79  -72.03  -71.27  -69.58  

S(cr) -55.50  -52.99  -55.09  -55.33  -55.55  -55.96  

Sacchite -16.13  -16.10  -16.12  -16.14  -16.19  -16.40  

Struvite -2.39  -7.96  -3.12  -2.24  -1.40  0.17  

Sylvite -2.93  -3.17  -2.92  -2.91  -2.88  -2.75  

Syngenite -2.34  -2.86  -2.32  -2.29  -2.23  -1.97  

Tachyhydrite -28.02  -27.99  -28.02  -28.02  -28.03  -28.08  

Tagilite -7.21  -15.93  -8.72  -7.40  -6.12  -3.70  

Thernardite -8.17  -8.16  -8.12  -8.11  -8.10  -8.08  

Troilite -74.51  -81.00  -76.24  -75.34  -74.43  -72.43  

Vivianite -7.89  -23.31  -10.00  -8.19  -6.47  -3.46  

ZnB2O4(s) -13.98  -20.28  -15.51  -14.61  -13.71  -11.76  
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B.2 “Filtrate” system tests – carbon source during growth comparisons 

Table B.2 Parameters used as the basis for geochemical modelling of the filtrate precipitation tests 

following carbon source experiments 

Summary for 
geochemical 

modelling 

Experimental conditions 
represented 

Inorganic phosphate 
released from phytate 

rounded to the 
nearest 10 (%) 

Inorganic phosphate 
concentration to use for 
geochemical modelling 

(mmol/L) 

Remaining 
organic 

phosphate 
(mg/L) 

Calculated 
remaining 

phytate (mg/L) 

No phytase 
activity 

B. adeninivorans grown with 
glucose 

0% 5 30 5 

Low phytase 
activity 

A. niger grown with galactose 
(average of two lowest cultures) 

30% 14 21 3.5 

Medium  
phytase 
activity 

A. niger grown with galactose 
(average of three cultures) 

50% 20 15 2.5 

High phytase 
activity 

A. niger grown with glucose or 
starch; B. adeninivorans grown 
with starch or galactose 

80% 29 6 1 

All phytate 
degraded 

Hypothetical 100% 35 0 0 

 

As there did not appear to be a substantial difference between A. niger and B. adeninivorans in these 

experiments, the system was simplified to five generic conditions to describe different levels of 

phosphate release from phytate (table B.2).  

 

Figure B.1 Calculated mass of precipitate from geochemical simulations where different phases are 

allowed to precipitate, compared to experimentally measured values. Error bars for the experimentally 

measured values represent the upper and lower measured values, while the data point is the average 

value (n = 3, 2, 3, and 12 for 0%, 30%, 50%, and 80% phytate degraded respectively) 
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Comparing the calculated total mass of precipitate (that is, gypsum and/or calcium phytate) shows a 

substantial deviation from the observed experimental results (figure B.1). Where the experimental 

results indicated an increase in precipitate mass with phytate breakdown, the modelling either suggests 

a decrease (where calcium phytates are precipitating) or practically no impact (where only gypsum 

precipitates).  

The modelling approach taken does indicate some degree of competition between phytate, phosphate, 

and sulfate for calcium complexation (data not shown). However, it does not help to validate any ideas 

about phytate inhibiting gypsum precipitation. There could be a number of reasons for this: 

• An incomplete range of data for soluble calcium phytate complexes has been included in the 

model, thereby underestimating the strength of calcium complexation by phytate 

• The model has not taken account for kinetic factors; in the experiments performed where no 

precipitation was observed, gypsum and/or calcium phytate may indeed still have been 

supersaturated, and the influence of phytate could be in slowing down the nucleation of gypsum, 

rather than stopping it altogether 

• The microorganisms used in these experiments secreted organic acids such as citric acid and 

gluconic acid that added further complexation for calcium speciation 

B.3 “Active” system tests with 0.5 mmol/L manganese 

To try and explain these results, geochemical modelling was performed using six simulations:  

1. Preparation of the media prior to phytate addition 

2. Sterile media at pH 5.5 after phytate addition (0.005 mol/L phosphate and 0.005 mol/L phytate) 

3. B. adeninivorans cultures after 20 days (with 0.027 mol/L phosphate and 0.001 mol/L phytate, 

pH adjusted to 4.5 with HCl) 

4. A. niger cultures after 20 days (0.016 mol/L phosphate and 0.003 mol/L phytate, pH adjusted to 

3.0 with HCl) 
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5. A. niger cultures after 20 days with low concentrations of organic acids (0.016 mol/L phosphate 

and 0.003 mol/L phytate; 46 mmol/L oxalate, 22.6 μmol/L citrate, 1.47 μmol/L gluconate (1), and 

0.666 mmol/L tartrate (2), pH adjusted to 3.0 with HCl) 

6. A. niger cultures after 20 days with high concentrations of organic acids (0.016 mol/L phosphate 

and 0.003 mol/L phytate; 88 mmol/L oxalate (3), 11 mmol/L citrate (4), 18.86 mmol/L gluconate 

(4), 26.65 mmol/L tartrate (2); pH adjusted to 3.0 with KOH) 

The different A. niger simulations were used as it was suspected that organic acids would have an 

important influence on manganese speciation. However, as organic acids were not quantified, 

simulations with no organic acids present or with low or high estimates of organic acids based upon 

literature results were performed. The acids chosen (citric, gluconic, oxalic, and tartaric) were those 

known to be produced by A. niger in high quantities.  

Table B.3 Saturation indices in simulations representing the “active” system tests with manganese. 

Phytate is represented in the model by [InsP6]. 

Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Anapaite n/a -2.61  -5.49  -14.82  -24.92  -27.77  

Anhydrite -1.33  -1.56  -1.43  -1.44  -1.45  -1.61  

Bassanite -1.85  -2.08  -1.95  -1.96  -1.97  -2.13  

Brushite n/a -1.54  -1.75  -4.04  -4.05  -4.22  

Ca(HPO4)(s) n/a -1.28  -1.50  -3.79  -3.79  -3.96  

Ca3(PO4)2(alfa) n/a -5.21  -7.71  -16.25  -16.27  -16.73  

Ca4H(PO4)3:2.5H2O(s) n/a -7.34  -10.06  -20.89  -20.91  -21.55  

Ca5Na2[InsP6](s) n/a 22.65  20.22  10.21  10.17  9.13  

Ca6[InsP6](s) n/a 7.24  4.81  -5.17  -5.21  -6.35  

Chloroapatite n/a -2.10  -5.03  -17.35  -17.43  -19.41  

Gypsum -1.12  -1.34  -1.22  -1.23  -1.24  -1.40  

Hydroxyapatite n/a -3.21  -8.00  -22.77  -22.81  -23.58  

Mg(Ox):2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.57  1.60  

Mg(Ox)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -1.72  -0.69  

Ca(Ox):H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.68  1.82  

Ca(Ox):2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.26  1.40  

Ca(Ox):3H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.16  1.30  

FeOx:2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -15.83  -17.07  

MnOx:2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -3.06  -9.36  

Alabandite -76.98  -77.46  -79.25  -82.21  -79.40  -86.97  

Hausmannite -14.83  -15.85  -21.07  -31.86  -32.69  -55.43  

Manganite -5.56  -5.90  -7.55  -11.02  -11.41  -19.00  

Mn(HPO4)(s) n/a 4.36  4.30  2.11  2.07  -5.53  

Mn(SO4)(s) -3.26  -3.74  -3.46  -3.37  -3.41  -11.01  

Mn3(PO4)2(s) n/a -11.37  -13.40  -21.63  -21.74  -44.52  

Mn3(PO4)2:3H2O(s) n/a 1.63  -0.41  -8.64  -8.75  -31.54  

Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) n/a -1.73  -1.32  -6.84  -7.03  -45.23  

MnCl2:2H2O(s) -13.18  -13.60  -11.80  -10.75  -10.86  -20.86  

MnCl2:4H2O(s) -11.91  -12.34  -10.53  -9.48  -9.60  -19.60  

MnCl2:H2O(s) -14.73  -15.15  -13.35  -12.29  -12.41  -22.41  

MnO(s) -10.84  -11.18  -13.09  -16.94  -16.98  -24.56  

MnO2(s) -9.63  -9.97  -11.37  -14.46  -15.20  -22.79  

Pyrochroite -8.24  -8.58  -10.50  -14.35  -14.38  -21.96  

Sacchite -17.96  -18.38  -16.58  -15.53  -15.64  -25.64  
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Table B.3 (continued). 

Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

H3Cit:H2O(cr) n/a n/a n/a n/a -6.04  -3.55  

Ca3(Cit)2:4H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -16.75  -12.18  

CaH(Cit)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -6.50  -4.15  

Ca3(Cit)2(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -17.63  -13.06  

Ca(HGlu)2(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -16.43  -6.12  

KH(Tar)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -1.93  -0.11  

Ca(Tar)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -5.07  -3.61  

Ca(Tar):2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -2.98  -1.52  

Cu(Tar)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -10.71  -11.69  

 

Table B.3 indicates the saturation indices across the six simulations representing the manganese 

experiments. The addition of phytate leads to supersaturation for calcium phytates and manganese 

phosphates (MnHPO4 and Mn3(PO4)2.3H2O), but not manganese phytate or any other manganese phase 

(simulation 2). For simulation 3, representing the B. adeninivorans cultures, the Mn3(PO4)2.3H2O phase 

became undersaturated and there was a slight reduction in supersaturation for MnHPO4 and the 

calcium phytate phases.  

For the A. niger simulations (simulations 4–6), one of the calcium phytate phases became 

undersaturated, while the mixed calcium-sodium phytate and MnHPO4 remained supersaturated in 

simulations 4 (no organic acids) and 5 (low organic acids). However, at the high organic acid condition 

(simulation 6), MnHPO4 became undersaturated. With the addition of organic acids the three calcium 

oxalate species and magnesium oxalate dihydrate became supersaturated. However, manganese 

oxalate and solid phases of the other likely organic acids (citrate, gluconate, tartrate) remained 

undersaturated.  

B.4 “Active” system tests with 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum  

Geochemical modelling of this system involved performing six simulations, as described for the “active” 

system tests with manganese above. As with manganese, an approach was used where estimates of low 

and high levels of likely organic acids were used in the construction of the models.  

Table B.4 Saturation indices in simulations representing the “active” system tests with manganese. 

Phases most likely to be present are highlighted. Phytate is represented in the model by [InsP6]. 

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Alabandite -79.27  -79.45  -81.38  -83.89  -81.33  -89.74  

Anapaite n/a -2.56  -5.42  -12.28  -22.53  -25.75  

Anhydrite -1.34  -1.44  -1.40  -1.42  -1.43  -1.76  

Antarcticite -12.58  -12.65  -11.73  -10.71  -10.87  -12.96  

Arcanite -2.87  -2.52  -2.91  -2.67  -2.66  -1.98  

B(cr) -90.12  -90.14  -90.90  -91.83  -90.81  -90.85  

B(OH)3(cr) -4.96  -4.96  -4.96  -4.96  -4.96  -5.02  

B2O3(am) -18.13  -18.13  -18.13  -18.13  -18.13  -18.24  
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Table B.4 (continued). 

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

B2O3(cr) -15.96  -15.96  -15.96  -15.96  -15.96  -16.08  

Bassanite -1.86  -1.96  -1.92  -1.94  -1.95  -2.28  

Bischofite -12.47  -12.54  -11.61  -10.60  -10.78  -13.13  

Bloedite -10.42  -10.65  -10.54  -10.62  -10.65  -11.34  

Brucite -9.47  -9.55  -11.58  -14.58  -14.61  -15.15  

Brushite n/a -1.50  -1.72  -3.47  -3.49  -3.83  

C3FH6 -43.35  -44.00  -54.50  -69.51  -90.69  -96.65  

C4FH13 -59.04  -59.76  -72.32  -90.31  -111.51  -117.75  

Ca(HGlu)2(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -14.19  -5.32  

Ca(HPO4)(s) n/a -1.24  -1.46  -3.22  -3.23  -3.57  

Ca(NO3)2(s) -23.69  -23.75  -23.77  -24.80  -30.25  -30.67  

Ca(Ox):2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.60  1.68  

Ca(Ox):3H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.50  1.58  

Ca(Ox):H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 1.03  2.10  

Ca(s) -117.34  -117.42  -119.98  -123.58  -122.92  -123.19  

Ca(SO3)(s) -28.97  -29.08  -29.54  -30.18  -29.51  -29.83  

Ca(Tar)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -4.48  -3.18  

Ca(Tar):2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -2.39  -1.09  

Ca2Cl2(OH)2:H2O(s) -27.91  -28.06  -29.20  -31.15  -31.33  -33.70  

Ca2Fe2O5(s) -34.88  -35.45  -43.89  -55.93  -77.09  -82.76  

Ca3(Cit)2(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -15.06  -10.92  

Ca3(Cit)2:4H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -14.17  -10.04  

Ca3(PO4)2(alfa) n/a -5.12  -7.63  -14.11  -14.16  -15.10  

Ca3B2O6(s) -48.42  -48.65  -54.81  -63.75  -63.81  -64.76  

Ca4Cl2(OH)6:13H2O(s) -56.40  -56.70  -61.96  -69.87  -70.08  -73.03  

Ca4H(PO4)3:2.5H2O(s) n/a -7.21  -9.94  -18.18  -18.24  -19.52  

Ca5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) n/a -18.85  -21.15  -26.08  -26.16  -28.40  

Ca5K2[InsP6]:xH2O(s) n/a 7.14  2.35  -5.30  -5.38  -6.86  

Ca5Na2[InsP6](s) n/a 3.72  -0.62  -8.56  -8.64  -10.92  

Ca6[InsP6](s) n/a -11.65  -16.00  -23.91  -24.01  -26.50  

CaB2O4(s) -19.45  -19.53  -21.58  -24.56  -24.58  -24.97  

CaB4O7(s) -26.72  -26.80  -28.85  -31.83  -31.86  -32.36  

CaCl2:2H2O(cr) -16.75  -16.82  -15.91  -14.88  -15.04  -17.13  

CaCl2:4H2O(cr) -14.06  -14.13  -13.21  -12.19  -12.35  -14.44  

CaCl2:H2O(s) -16.67  -16.74  -15.83  -14.80  -14.96  -17.05  

CaFe2O4(s) -6.02  -6.51  -12.90  -21.95  -43.10  -48.49  

CaH(Cit)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -5.71  -3.50  

CaI2(s) -39.00  -39.07  -39.06  -39.05  -39.07  -39.38  

CaMoO4(s) -2.43  -2.54  -2.55  -4.13  -6.42  -8.11  

CaO(cr) -26.00  -26.07  -28.13  -31.11  -31.12  -31.40  

Carnallite -16.15  -16.03  -14.86  -13.21  -13.46  -16.34  

Chloroapatite n/a -1.76  -5.06  -14.27  -14.42  -16.89  

Cornetite n/a -11.27  -15.59  -23.30  -29.76  -38.11  

Cu(cr) -10.87  -10.95  -13.51  -17.11  -18.58  -21.34  

Cu(OH)1.5(SO4)0.25 -3.62  -3.70  -5.22  -7.46  -9.61  -12.39  

Cu(OH)2(s) -5.94  -6.01  -8.06  -11.04  -13.20  -15.96  

Cu(Tar)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -10.79  -11.98  

Cu-hydroxypyromorphite n/a -13.36  -18.11  -29.32  -40.08  -54.08  

Cu3(PO4)2(s) n/a -7.55  -10.04  -16.52  -22.97  -31.38  

CuO(s) -5.14  -5.21  -7.26  -10.24  -12.39  -15.16  

CuSO4:5H2O(s) -6.71  -6.82  -6.77  -6.79  -8.93  -11.76  

Epsonite -3.13  -3.24  -3.18  -3.22  -3.25  -3.84  

Ettringite-Fe -42.26  -43.22  -53.59  -68.67  -89.88  -96.86  

Fe(OH)2(cr) -8.63  -8.85  -11.27  -14.62  -24.84  -27.39  

Fe(PO4)(cr) n/a 2.27  1.93  0.12  -10.44  -13.05  

Fe(s) -37.85  -38.08  -41.00  -44.97  -54.52  -57.05  

Fe5(OH)(PO4)3(s) n/a 399.14  392.54  379.48  328.36  315.46  

FeMoO4(s) -4.88  -5.13  -5.50  -7.45  -19.94  -23.91  

FeO(s) -9.26  -9.47  -11.89  -15.24  -25.46  -28.01  

FeOx:2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -15.21  -16.41  
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Table B.4 (continued). 

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Ferrihydrite(am) 1.82  1.61  -0.56  -3.59  -14.16  -16.71  

Ferryhydrite 3.17  2.96  0.79  -2.24  -12.81  -15.36  

FeS(am) -75.78  -76.07  -78.41  -81.28  -88.78  -91.33  

Glaserite -14.25  -13.34  -14.45  -13.79  -13.76  -11.82  

Glauberite -15.46  -15.69  -15.60  -15.67  -15.67  -16.11  

Goethite 3.79  3.58  1.41  -1.62  -12.19  -14.74  

Gypsum -1.12  -1.23  -1.18  -1.20  -1.21  -1.55  

H2MoO4(s) -4.31  -4.34  -2.30  -0.89  -3.16  -4.58  

H3Cit:H2O(cr) n/a n/a n/a n/a -6.23  -3.75  

Halite -6.91  -6.96  -6.50  -6.00  -6.07  -7.00  

Hausmannite -21.66  -21.98  -27.49  -35.81  -37.01  -62.23  

Hematite 9.38  8.96  4.63  -1.45  -22.58  -27.68  

Hexahydrite -3.42  -3.53  -3.47  -3.50  -3.53  -4.12  

Hydrophilite -20.67  -20.74  -19.83  -18.80  -18.96  -21.05  

Hydroxyapatite n/a -3.07  -7.86  -19.07  -19.15  -20.71  

K(cr) -59.21  -59.03  -60.52  -62.19  -61.85  -61.48  

K(NO3)(s) -8.33  -8.14  -8.36  -8.75  -11.47  -11.17  

K(OH)(s) -20.49  -20.31  -21.55  -22.91  -22.91  -22.54  

K2O(s) -77.17  -76.79  -79.28  -82.00  -82.00  -81.27  

Kainite -8.75  -8.67  -8.37  -7.76  -7.86  -8.98  

KH(Tar)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -1.89  0.06  

KH2PO4(cr) n/a -3.35  -2.76  -2.90  -2.90  -2.59  

KI(s) -9.52  -9.33  -9.54  -9.41  -9.41  -9.06  

Lawrencite -20.66  -20.87  -20.32  -19.66  -30.02  -34.38  

Leonhardtite -4.22  -4.33  -4.27  -4.30  -4.33  -4.92  

Leonite -5.80  -5.56  -5.89  -5.69  -5.71  -5.62  

Lepidocrocite 3.42  3.21  1.05  -1.99  -12.56  -15.11  

Libenthenite n/a -6.56  -8.82  -13.56  -17.86  -23.45  

Ln(cr) -130.28  -130.62  -134.37  -139.63  -140.05  -143.03  

Ln(NO3)3:6H2O(s) -28.03  -28.35  -28.28  -29.68  -39.28  -42.50  

Ln(OH)3(am) -6.21  -6.54  -9.53  -13.86  -15.30  -18.30  

Ln(OH)3(cr) -4.46  -4.78  -7.77  -12.10  -13.54  -16.54  

Ln(PO4):xH2O(s) n/a 7.83  6.67  3.57  2.13  -0.92  

Ln2(Ox)3(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -0.15  -2.09  

Ln2(SO4)3:8H2O(s) -6.33  -7.07  -6.75  -6.53  -9.39  -15.55  

Ln2(Tar)3:9H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -8.33  -9.59  

Ln2O3(cubic) -30.83  -31.49  -37.46  -46.12  -49.00  -55.00  

Ln2O3(monoclinic) -31.94  -32.60  -38.57  -47.23  -50.11  -56.11  

Ln3O4(s) -73.98  -74.97  -84.18  -97.48  -101.46  -110.46  

LnCl(OH)2(s) -5.71  -6.04  -7.54  -9.87  -11.38  -15.29  

LnCl2(s) -29.19  -29.52  -29.79  -30.42  -31.67  -36.47  

LnCl3(s) -32.76  -33.08  -31.61  -29.93  -31.58  -37.29  

LnCl3:6H2O(s) -17.87  -18.19  -16.72  -15.04  -16.69  -22.41  

LnK(SO4)2.H2O(s) -4.73  -4.92  -4.95  -4.72  -6.15  -8.89  

LnNa(Ox)2(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 1.52  1.21  

LnNa(SO4)2.H2O(s) -5.16  -5.59  -5.40  -5.32  -6.74  -9.88  

LnO(s) -47.35  -47.68  -50.92  -55.56  -56.66  -59.66  

LnOCl(s) -12.85  -13.18  -14.68  -17.01  -18.52  -22.42  

LnPO4:H2O(cr) n/a 9.42  8.27  5.17  3.73  0.67  

LnSO4(s) -12.45  -12.81  -13.95  -15.63  -16.72  -19.77  

Mackinawite -75.13  -75.42  -77.76  -80.63  -88.13  -90.68  

Maghemite(disord) 4.97  4.55  0.22  -5.85  -26.98  -32.09  

Maghemite(ord) 4.76  4.34  0.01  -6.06  -27.19  -32.30  

Magnetite 2.10  1.46  -5.29  -14.71  -46.06  -53.72  

Manganite -7.83  -7.94  -9.69  -12.36  -12.87  -21.28  

Melanterite -6.33  -6.57  -6.89  -7.28  -17.50  -20.11  

Mercallite -7.50  -7.34  -6.49  -4.89  -4.88  -4.56  

Mg(cr) -99.34  -99.43  -101.98  -105.59  -104.95  -105.47  

Mg(HPO4):3H2O(s) n/a -1.60  -1.80  -3.57  -3.60  -4.19  

Mg(NO3)2(s) -32.60  -32.67  -32.67  -33.71  -39.18  -39.86  
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Table B.4 (continued). 

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Mg(NO3)2:6H2O(s) -19.70  -19.77  -19.77  -20.81  -26.28  -26.96  

Mg(Ox)(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -1.39  -0.57  

Mg(Ox):2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a 0.91  1.73  

Mg(SO4)(s) -14.47  -14.58  -14.52  -14.55  -14.58  -15.16  

Mg(SO4):H2O(s) -5.06  -5.17  -5.11  -5.14  -5.17  -5.76  

Mg-oxychlorur -18.52  -18.68  -21.28  -25.26  -25.40  -27.38  

Mg3(PO4)2(cr) n/a -8.91  -11.37  -17.89  -17.99  -19.70  

Mg3(PO4)2:22H2O(s) n/a -8.52  -10.97  -17.50  -17.60  -19.34  

Mg3(PO4)2:8H2O(s) n/a -6.38  -8.83  -15.36  -15.46  -17.17  

Mg5H2[InsP6]:22H2O(s) n/a -21.78  -23.99  -28.99  -29.16  -32.67  

MgCl2(s) -30.47  -30.55  -29.62  -28.60  -28.78  -31.12  

MgCl2:2H2O(s) -20.87  -20.95  -20.02  -19.00  -19.18  -21.52  

MgCl2:4H2O(s) -15.42  -15.49  -14.56  -13.55  -13.73  -16.07  

MgCl2:H2O(s) -24.19  -24.26  -23.33  -22.32  -22.50  -24.84  

MgI2(s) -50.81  -50.88  -50.85  -50.85  -50.89  -51.45  

MgMoO4(s) -9.19  -9.31  -9.30  -10.89  -13.19  -15.14  

Mirabilite -6.29  -6.42  -6.37  -6.42  -6.42  -6.54  

Mn(HPO4)(s) n/a 2.34  2.16  0.41  0.24  -8.22  

Mn(SO4)(s) -5.54  -5.68  -5.59  -5.61  -5.77  -14.23  

Mn3(PO4)2(s) n/a -17.45  -19.80  -26.29  -26.80  -52.12  

Mn3(PO4)2:3H2O(s) n/a -4.46  -6.81  -13.30  -13.81  -39.13  

Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) n/a -30.91  -32.96  -37.91  -38.76  -81.61  

MnCl2:2H2O(s) -15.14  -15.25  -14.29  -13.26  -13.58  -23.79  

MnCl2:4H2O(s) -13.88  -13.99  -13.02  -12.00  -12.31  -22.53  

MnCl2:H2O(s) -16.69  -16.80  -15.83  -14.81  -15.12  -25.33  

MnO(s) -13.12  -13.23  -15.23  -18.21  -18.38  -26.79  

MnO2(s) -11.91  -12.00  -13.50  -15.87  -16.72  -25.13  

MnOx:2H2O(s) n/a n/a n/a n/a -5.11  -12.16  

Mo(s) -76.04  -76.11  -75.58  -76.04  -76.27  -77.65  

Mo3O8(s) -14.61  -14.73  -9.09  -5.50  -11.64  -15.87  

Monosulfate-Fe -42.66  -43.41  -53.86  -68.90  -90.09  -96.38  

MoO2(s) -13.40  -13.45  -11.91  -11.12  -12.71  -14.12  

MoO3(s) -5.54  -5.57  -3.53  -2.12  -4.39  -5.81  

MoS2(s) -139.01  -139.20  -137.51  -135.77  -131.91  -133.33  

MoS3(s) -197.95  -198.20  -195.93  -193.09  -187.19  -188.62  

Na(cr) -57.04  -57.10  -58.37  -60.19  -59.85  -59.87  

Na(NO3)(s) -10.99  -11.04  -11.04  -11.57  -14.29  -14.39  

Na2B4O7(cr) -36.13  -36.23  -38.27  -41.28  -41.30  -41.58  

Na2B4O7:10H2O(s) -27.22  -27.32  -29.37  -32.38  -32.39  -32.69  

Na2HPO4(cr) n/a -12.24  -12.46  -14.24  -14.24  -14.35  

Na2O(cr) -63.23  -63.33  -65.38  -68.39  -68.39  -68.45  

Na3PO4(cr) n/a -24.15  -25.38  -28.67  -28.68  -28.81  

NaBO2(s) -15.46  -15.51  -16.53  -18.04  -18.04  -18.13  

NaH2PO4(cr) n/a -7.81  -7.00  -7.28  -7.28  -7.36  

P(cr) n/a -106.98  -106.42  -106.74  -105.04  -105.06  

Pentahydrite -3.80  -3.91  -3.85  -3.89  -3.91  -4.50  

Periclase -14.05  -14.13  -16.17  -19.17  -19.20  -19.73  

Picromerite -5.40  -5.17  -5.49  -5.29  -5.31  -5.22  

Polyhalite -7.53  -7.50  -7.74  -7.57  -7.61  -8.18  

Portlandite -15.92  -15.99  -18.05  -21.03  -21.05  -21.33  

Pseudomalachite n/a -18.03  -24.61  -37.05  -47.81  -61.76  

Pyrite -119.81  -120.16  -121.92  -123.69  -129.15  -131.72  

Pyrochroite -10.52  -10.63  -12.63  -15.62  -15.79  -24.19  

Pyrrhotite -70.31  -70.57  -72.53  -74.88  -81.14  -83.37  

S(cr) -54.92  -54.98  -54.40  -53.30  -51.25  -51.27  

Sacchite -19.93  -20.04  -19.07  -18.04  -18.36  -28.57  

Struvite n/a -1.78  -2.99  -6.26  -6.30  -6.92  

Sylvite -4.68  -4.49  -4.25  -3.61  -3.68  -4.22  

Syngenite -3.08  -2.84  -3.18  -2.96  -2.97  -2.62  

Tachyhydrite -42.00  -42.23  -39.46  -36.40  -36.91  -43.70  
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Table B.4 (continued). 

         Simulation 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Tagilite n/a -6.66  -8.93  -13.66  -17.96  -23.55  

Thernardite -7.37  -7.50  -7.45  -7.50  -7.50  -7.60  

Troilite -73.41  -73.70  -76.04  -78.91  -86.41  -88.97  

Vivianite n/a -6.69  -10.29  -17.88  -48.55  -56.31  

ZnB2O4(s) -13.59  -13.71  -15.69  -18.71  -19.34  -21.51  

 

The saturation indices of a range of possible solid phases are shown in table B.4 for the six simulations. 

Prior to the addition of phytate, the only supersaturated phases present were iron (oxyhydr)oxides 

(simulation 1) which, due to the low concentration of iron present, were not likely to be relevant. After 

the addition of phytate (simulation 2), calcium phytate and lanthanum phosphate phases showed 

positive saturation indices. Note that, while no literature data could be found for the solubility product 

of lanthanum phytate, where calcium phytate is insoluble, it can be assumed that lanthanum phytate is 

also insoluble. The same trend was apparent in simulation 3, representing the B. adeninivorans cultures 

where phytase activity had occurred, although there was a slight decrease in saturation indices likely 

associated with the decrease in pH from 5.5 to 4.5.   

For A. niger, assuming that the pH reduction came from HCl, left the lanthanum phosphate solids 

supersaturated along with one of the calcium phytate phases (simulation 4). Upon incorporating organic 

acids into the model (simulations 5 and 6), the saturation indices of the lanthanum phosphates and 

calcium phytates were reduced, while a number of oxalates became supersaturated (magnesium, 

calcium, and lanthanum sodium oxalates). Using the higher concentrations of organic acids, one of the 

lanthanum phosphate phases becomes undersaturated, and one of the tartrate phases (potassium 

hydrogen tartrate) becomes very slightly supersaturated.  

B.5 “Inactive” system tests with 50 mmol/L manganese  

Table B.5 Saturation indices for geochemical models of systems adding manganese to pH 2.5 and pH 3.0 

cultures of B. adeninivorans with hydrolysed phytate. Phytate is represented in the model by [InsP6]. 

Simulation 1 2 

Description Add Mn to pH 2.5 solution An Mn to pH 3 solution 

Anapaite -14.46  -12.34  

Anhydrite -1.38  -1.38  

Bassanite -1.90  -1.90  

Brushite -3.87  -3.41  

Ca(HPO4)(s) -3.62  -3.16  

Ca3(PO4)2(alfa) -15.86  -14.10  

Ca4H(PO4)3:2.5H2O(s) -20.33  -18.11  

Ca5Na2[InsP6](s) 9.66  11.88  

Ca6[InsP6](s) -5.75  -3.53  

Chloroapatite -18.12  -15.48  

Gypsum -1.16  -1.16  
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Table B.5 (continued). 

Simulation 1 2 

Description Add Mn to pH 2.5 solution An Mn to pH 3 solution 

Hydroxyapatite -22.17  -19.12  

Alabandite -80.04  -79.57  

Hausmannite -25.85  -23.46  

Manganite -9.02  -8.25  

Mn(HPO4)(s) 4.24  4.70  

Mn(SO4)(s) -1.34  -1.34  

Mn3(PO4)2(s) -15.36  -13.60  

Mn3(PO4)2:3H2O(s) -2.36  -0.60  

Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) 2.37  3.75  

MnCl2:2H2O(s) -11.45  -11.47  

MnCl2:4H2O(s) -10.19  -10.20  

MnCl2:H2O(s) -13.00  -13.02  

MnO(s) -14.93  -14.09  

MnO2(s) -12.48  -11.76  

Pyrochroite -12.33  -11.49  

Sacchite -16.24  -16.26  

 

Geochemical modelling of the manganese-spiked cultures (table B.5) indicated that calcium and 

manganese phytates and manganese hydrogen phosphate (Mn(HPO4)) were supersaturated. Chemical 

analysis of the initial pH 3 solution indicated a potential decrease in soluble phytate, but effectively all 

the manganese and inorganic phosphate appeared to remain soluble. As such, if any precipitation 

occurred, it was more likely to be some complex of phytate with calcium, magnesium, sodium, 

potassium, and other metals present.  

The lack of manganese phosphate precipitation observed experimentally suggests that some critical 

component (e.g. complexing agents produced by B. adeninivorans keeping manganese in solution, the 

kinetics of these phases precipitating at the pH values tested being very slow) was not accounted for in 

the modelling approach used.  

B.6 “Inactive” system tests with 50 mmol/L iron  

Table B.6 Saturation indices for geochemical models of systems adding iron(II) to pH 2.5 and pH 3.0 

cultures of B. adeninivorans with hydrolysed phytate 

         Simulation 1 2 

Description Add FeSO4 to pH 2.5 sample Add FeSO4 to pH 3.0 sample 

Ca5Na2[InsP6](s) 9.37  11.80  

Ca6[InsP6](s) -6.09  -3.67  

Ettringite-Fe -73.86  -68.73  

Fe(OH)2(cr) -10.45  -9.57  

Fe(PO4)(cr) -0.78  0.04  

Fe(s) -30.18  -30.01  

Fe5(OH)(PO4)3(s) 401.05  404.19  

FeMoO4(s) -3.25  -2.40  

FeO(s) -11.07  -10.19  

Ferrihydrite(am) -4.74  -3.50  

Ferrihydrite -3.39  -2.15  
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Table B.6 (continued). 

         Simulation 1 2 

Description Add FeSO4 to pH 2.5 sample Add FeSO4 to pH 3.0 sample 

FeS(am) -33.40  -36.24  

Goethite -2.77  -1.54  

Gypsum -1.09  -1.08  

H2MoO4(s) -0.86  -0.89  

Hausmannite -49.73  -46.37  

 Hematite -3.74  -1.27  

Lawrencite -16.73  -16.75  

Lepidocrocite -3.14  -1.91  

Mackinawite -32.75  -35.59  

Maghemite(disord) -8.15  -5.68  

Maghemite(ord) -8.36  -5.89  

Magnetite -12.84  -9.49  

Melanterite -1.90  -1.90  

Mn(HPO4)(s) -0.44  0.03  

 Mo3O8(s) 5.22  4.42  

Monosulfate-Fe -74.35  -69.23  

Pyrite -42.73  -48.57  

Pyrrhotite -28.93  -31.79  

 Troilite -31.04  -33.87  

Vivianite -4.88  -3.07  

 

Geochemical modelling indicated supersaturation for the iron phase Fe5(OH)(PO4)3 at both pH values 

as well as FePO4 at pH 3.2 (table B.6). Melanterite (FeSO4.7H2O) was undersaturated in the model, 

verifying that this salt would be soluble under the conditions it was added to the media. Solubility 

product data for iron phytate phases could not be found, but supersaturation for calcium phytate 

phases indicates that iron phytates would probably also be supersaturated under these conditions. 

However, it appears that more comprehensive thermodynamic data would be required to model these 

experiments accurately. 

The other questionable aspect of this model is the extremely high saturation indices (~ 400) for the iron 

phosphate phase (Fe5(OH)(PO4)3) seems at odds with the lack of any detectable inorganic phosphate 

precipitation. Examining the sit.dat database used indicates that the solubility product for this phase is 

log Ksp = -402.320 for the dissolution reaction, with Falck et al. (5) cited as the source. Note, however, 

that Falck et al. (5) is a compilation of data; the original source appears to be Nriagu and Dell (6) but 

they only describe the free energy of formation (ΔGo
f) which is given as -1510.2 kcal/mol. It is uncertain 

how the log Ksp has subsequently been derived from this value, and the data relating to this phase 

should be treated cautiously.  
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B.7 “Inactive” system tests with 50 mmol/L lanthanum  

Table B.7 Saturation indices in the geochemical modelling of adding lanthanum to B. adeninivorans 

cultures with hydrolysed phytate 

Simulation 1 2 

Description Add La to pH 2.5 sample Add La to pH 3.0 sample 

Alabandite -84.96  -84.35  

Anapaite -15.65  -12.86  

Anhydrite -1.75  -1.73  

Antarcticite -9.79  -9.80  

Arcanite -4.28  -3.85  

B(cr) -92.13  -91.91  

B(OH)3(cr) -4.99  -4.99  

B2O3(am) -18.20  -18.20  

B2O3(cr) -16.03  -16.03  

Bassanite -2.27  -2.25  

Bischofite -9.71  -9.72  

Bloedite -11.48  -11.41  

Brucite -15.91  -14.82  

Brushite -4.17  -3.55  

C3FH6 -77.20  -70.96  

C4FH13 -99.30  -91.96  

Ca(HPO4)(s) -3.91  -3.30  

Ca(NO3)2(s) -26.14  -25.13  

Ca(s) -125.06  -123.83  

Ca(SO3)(s) -30.70  -30.53  

Ca2Cl2(OH)2:H2O(s) -31.55  -30.47  

Ca2Fe2O5(s) -62.33  -57.17  

Ca3(PO4)2(alfa) -16.81  -14.49  

Ca3B2O6(s) -67.74  -64.47  

Ca4Cl2(OH)6:13H2O(s) -72.85  -69.60  

Ca4H(PO4)3:2.5H2O(s) -21.57  -18.64  

Ca5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) -28.29  -26.42  

Ca5K2[InsP6]:xH2O(s) -10.11  -6.74  

Ca5Na2[InsP6](s) -12.26  -9.27  

Ca6[InsP6](s) -27.45  -24.49  

CaB2O4(s) -25.94  -24.85  

CaB4O7(s) -33.29  -32.20  

CaCl2:2H2O(cr) -13.97  -13.98  

CaCl2:4H2O(cr) -11.27  -11.28  

CaCl2:H2O(s) -13.89  -13.90  

CaFe2O4(s) -27.05  -22.98  

CaI2(s) -39.08  -39.09  

CaMoO4(s) -5.43  -4.37  

CaO(cr) -32.41  -31.32  

Carnallite -12.50  -12.31  

Chloroapatite -17.87  -14.40  

Cornetite -26.58  -23.79  

Cu(cr) -18.58  -17.34  

Cu(OH)1.5(SO4)0.25 -8.51  -7.69  

Cu(OH)2(s) -12.34  -11.25  

Cu-hydroxypyromorphite -33.98  -29.96  

Cu3(PO4)2(s) -19.19  -16.88  

CuO(s) -11.53  -10.45  

CuSO4:5H2O(s) -7.11  -7.09  

Epsonite -3.57  -3.55  

Ettringite-Fe -77.34  -71.04  

Fe(OH)2(cr) -16.60  -15.03  

Fe(PO4)(cr) -1.17  -0.15  

Fe(s) -47.13  -45.42  

Fe5(OH)(PO4)3(s) 371.38  377.78  
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Table B.7 (continued). 

Simulation 1 2 

Description Add La to pH 2.5 sample Add La to pH 3.0 sample 

FeMoO4(s) -9.43  -7.89  

FeO(s) -17.22  -15.66  

Ferrihydrite(am) -5.49  -4.00  

Ferryhydrite -4.14  -2.65  

FeS(am) -83.00  -81.92  

Glaserite -19.11  -17.79  

Glauberite -16.50  -16.43  

Goethite -3.52  -2.03  

Gypsum -1.54  -1.52  

H2MoO4(s) -0.89  -0.92  

Halite -5.63  -5.62  

Hausmannite -39.63  -36.50  

Hematite -5.24  -2.25  

Hexahydrite -3.86  -3.84  

Hydrophilite -17.89  -17.91  

Hydroxyapatite -23.77  -19.75  

K(cr) -63.57  -62.75  

K(NO3)(s) -10.05  -9.35  

K(OH)(s) -24.20  -23.45  

K2O(s) -84.58  -83.08  

Kainite -8.30  -8.08  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.58  -3.31  

KI(s) -10.06  -9.86  

Lawrencite -19.43  -18.96  

Leonhardtite -4.66  -4.64  

Leonite -7.65  -7.21  

Lepidocrocite -3.89  -2.40  

Libenthenite -15.54  -13.84  

Ln(cr) -139.77  -137.93  

Ln(NO3)3:6H2O(s) -29.61  -28.11  

Ln(OH)3(am) -13.73  -12.12  

Ln(OH)3(cr) -11.98  -10.36  

Ln(PO4):xH2O(s) 4.30  5.44  

Ln2(SO4)3:8H2O(s) -3.37  -3.35  

Ln2O3(cubic) -45.87  -42.64  

Ln2O3(monoclinic) -46.98  -43.75  

Ln3O4(s) -97.20  -92.28  

LnCl(OH)2(s) -8.64  -7.57  

LnCl2(s) -28.18  -27.59  

LnCl3(s) -26.49  -26.52  

LnCl3:6H2O(s) -11.59  -11.62  

LnK(SO4)2.H2O(s) -3.95  -3.73  

LnNa(SO4)2.H2O(s) -3.99  -3.95  

LnO(s) -55.53  -53.84  

LnOCl(s) -15.78  -14.71  

LnPO4:H2O(cr) 5.90  7.04  

LnSO4(s) -14.63  -14.00  

Mackinawite -82.35  -81.27  

Maghemite(disord) -9.65  -6.66  

Maghemite(ord) -9.86  -6.87  

Magnetite -20.49  -15.94  

Manganite -13.61  -12.59  

Melanterite -8.29  -7.80  

Mercallite -5.21  -5.53  

Mg(cr) -107.10  -105.86  

Mg(HPO4):3H2O(s) -4.29  -3.68  

Mg(NO3)2(s) -35.08  -34.07  

Mg(NO3)2:6H2O(s) -22.17  -21.16  

Mg(SO4)(s) -14.91  -14.89  
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Table B.7 (continued). 

Simulation 1 2 

Description Add La to pH 2.5 sample Add La to pH 3.0 sample 

Mg(SO4):H2O(s) -5.51  -5.49  

Mg-oxychlorur -26.81  -25.18  

Mg3(PO4)2(cr) -20.67  -18.35  

Mg3(PO4)2:22H2O(s) -20.26  -17.93  

Mg3(PO4)2:8H2O(s) -18.13  -15.81  

Mg5H2[InsP6]:22H2O(s) -31.34  -29.45  

MgCl2(s) -27.72  -27.73  

MgCl2:2H2O(s) -18.12  -18.13  

MgCl2:4H2O(s) -12.66  -12.67  

MgCl2:H2O(s) -21.44  -21.45  

MgI2(s) -50.91  -50.92  

MgMoO4(s) -12.22  -11.15  

Mirabilite -6.91  -6.86  

Mn(HPO4)(s) -0.32  0.30  

Mn(SO4)(s) -5.97  -5.95  

Mn3(PO4)2(s) -29.08  -26.75  

Mn3(PO4)2:3H2O(s) -16.09  -13.76  

Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) -40.27  -38.37  

MnCl2:2H2O(s) -12.38  -12.39  

MnCl2:4H2O(s) -11.11  -11.12  

MnCl2:H2O(s) -13.93  -13.94  

MnO(s) -19.55  -18.45  

MnO2(s) -17.02  -16.08  

Mo(s) -76.57  -76.15  

Mo3O8(s) -5.68  -5.61  

Monosulfate-Fe -76.92  -70.65  

MoO2(s) -11.30  -11.18  

MoO3(s) -2.12  -2.15  

MoS2(s) -135.43  -136.26  

MoS3(s) -192.31  -193.77  

Na(cr) -61.01  -60.38  

Na(NO3)(s) -12.32  -11.80  

Na2B4O7(cr) -42.90  -41.78  

Na2B4O7:10H2O(s) -33.99  -32.87  

Na2HPO4(cr) -15.10  -14.46  

Na2O(cr) -69.86  -68.74  

Na3PO4(cr) -30.27  -29.06  

NaBO2(s) -18.81  -18.25  

NaH2PO4(cr) -7.40  -7.32  

P(cr) -106.58  -106.68  

Pentahydrite -4.24  -4.22  

Periclase -20.50  -19.41  

Picromerite -7.25  -6.81  

Polyhalite -10.21  -9.73  

Portlandite -22.33  -21.24  

Pseudomalachite -42.32  -37.82  

Pyrite -124.98  -124.52  

Pyrochroite -16.95  -15.86  

Pyrrhotite -76.33  -75.46  

S(cr) -52.86  -53.49  

Sacchite -17.17  -17.17  

Struvite -7.70  -6.54  

Sylvite -3.79  -3.59  

Syngenite -4.90  -4.46  

Tachyhydrite -33.71  -33.74  

Tagilite -15.64  -13.94  

Thernardite -8.00  -7.95  

Troilite -80.64  -79.55  

Vivianite -22.61  -18.86  
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Table B.7 (continued). 

Simulation 1 2 

Description Add La to pH 2.5 sample Add La to pH 3.0 sample 

ZnB2O4(s) -20.20  -19.10  
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Appendix C  

Additional results from the synthetic mine tailings experiments 
 

Table C.1 Summary of additional results from the synthetic mine tailings experiments. Concentrations are given as CFU/g on a dry mass 

basis. T0 describes samples taken immediately after mixing in the inoculum, T1 is the final time point as indicated in the table. Data 

represent either single measurements or the mean of duplicate samples ± the difference between the mean and the measured values. 

Calculated T0 concentrations for viable cells were calculated from the measured viable cell concentration in the inoculum.  

Organism Inoculum 
Electrical Conductivity 

(H2O) (μS/cm) 
Eh (H2O) (mV) Viable cell concentration (CFU/g) 

Batch 1, initial pH 8.4, T1 = 47 days T0 T1 T0 T1  Calculated T0 Measured T0 
Measured 

T1 
 

A. niger Cell suspension n.d. 2,880 ± 20 n.d. 390 ± 3 2.40E+04 n.d. 1.31E+07 ± 3.66E+06 

B. adeninivorans Cell suspension 2,690 2,885 ± 305 489 366 ± 5 5.51E+07 1.05E+09 2.02E+07 ± 8.71E+06 

Unknown mould and 
bacteria (contamination) 

None 3,000 3,105 ± 945 460 369 ± 11 0.00E+00 n.d. 5.41E+07 ± 4.39E+07 

Batch 2, initial pH 7.6, T1 = 52 days             

A. niger Cell suspension 8,390 7,180 n.d. 471 454 n.d. 3.20E+04 1.67E+05 4.13E+04 n.d. 

A. niger Spore suspension 6,020 7,620 n.d. 482 432 n.d. 4.22E+03 < 5.42E+02 1.06E+05 n.d. 

B. adeninivorans Cell suspension 5,730 3,920 n.d. 480 445 n.d. 5.80E+07 5.07E+07 3.81E+07 n.d. 

Unknown bacteria 
(contamination) 

None 4,660 4,180 n.d. 481 449 n.d. 0.00E+00 9.40E+04 3.42E+07 n.d. 

Batch 3, initial pH 6.9, T1 = 34 days        

A. niger Cell suspension 1,485 1,113 ± 81 421 484 ± 3 3.11E+04 n.d. 3.98E+07 ± 3.77E+07 

Unknown bacteria 
(contamination) 

None 1,209 252 ± 100 412 542 ± 15 0.00E+00 n.d. > 1.00E+05 ± 0.00E+00 

Batch 4, initial pH 5.8, T1 = 34 days             

A. niger Cell suspension 2,090 2715 ± 345 442 442 ± 6 3.02E+04 1.38E+05 7.68E+06 ± 7.06E+06 

B. adeninivorans Cell suspension 2,300 2760 ± 20 434 414 ± 15 5.23E+07 9.08E+07 4.03E+06 ± 8.86E+05 

Batch 5, initial pH 4.5, T1 = 52 days             

A. niger Cell suspension 5,880 5,680 n.d. 610 398 n.d. 3.64E+04 5.86E+04 1.33E+05 n.d. 

B. adeninivorans Cell suspension 6,050 7,390 n.d. 537 392 n.d. 7.16E+07 5.85E+07 2.17E+05 n.d. 

Batch 6, initial pH 3.9, T1 = 52 days        

A. niger Cell suspension 8,920 4,030 n.d. 477 458 n.d. 3.24E+04 1.56E+05 3.64E+06 n.d. 

A. niger Spore suspension 6,450 6,900 n.d. 512 386 n.d. 4.20E+03 < 4.75E+03 6.60E+04 n.d. 

B. adeninivorans Cell suspension 5,080 5,450 n.d. 545 443 n.d. 5.83E+07 3.25E+07 1.17E+08 n.d. 

None None 5,430 5,120 n.d. 549 445 n.d. 0.00E+00 < 4.94E+02 < 6.50E+03 n.d. 
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Appendix D  

Phytate degradation in simple solid matrices 
 

D.1 Phytate degradation in the presence of kaolinite 

As the sorption tests indicated both phytate and phytase interact strongly with kaolinite it 

was decided to perform growth and phytate degradation tests with A. niger and B. 

adeninivorans to confirm that sorption by kaolinite was the likely explanation for no 

observable phytate breakdown in the synthetic mine tailings tests.  

 

Figure D.1 Phosphate concentrations over time for (a) A. niger (), (b) B. adeninivorans (●), 

and (c) non-inoculated controls (◼ or  for experiments where contamination was visibly 

apparent) with different levels of kaolinite. Data points in (a) and (b) are the mean of triplicate 

samples, error bars are the difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured 

values. Data points in (c) represent single measurements. 

 

Experiments were performed at kaolinite concentrations of 0, 10, and 500 g/L in YN6B 

nutrient media under static conditions, in the dark, at ~ 22 °C at an initial pH of ~ 5.5. The final 
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pH of the experiments was between 2.0 and 2.5 for A. niger and between 2.9 and 3.5 for B. 

adeninivorans regardless of the amount of solid present. The controls at 0 g/L and 10 g/L 

kaolinite ended at a pH of ~ 5.3, while the control at 500 g/L kaolinite ended at a pH of ~ 4.6. 

These experiments indicated that, at the lower kaolinite concentration, phytate degradation 

was equivalent to solid-free controls (figure D.1). However, at the higher kaolinite 

concentration, negligible amounts of phosphate release could be detected. While it cannot 

be ruled out that liberated phosphate may have sorbed onto the kaolinite and gone 

undetected, the fact that the background level of inorganic phosphate remained constant 

throughout the experiment and was similar to the initial value in the solid-free experiments 

indicates that this was likely not the case.  

Further work with this system could either use kaolinite-only systems or kaolinite mixed with 

an inert solid (e.g. quartz sand) to determine what level of kaolinite is required to start 

inhibiting the phytate degradation process. This system could then be used for further 

experiments to optimise experimental procedures to mitigate this limitation.  

D.2 Phytate degradation in the presence of sand 

A. niger or B. adeninivorans were inoculated into a nutrient media (YN6B, 20 g/L galactose as 

carbon source) mixed with sand to investigate phytate degradation and phosphate mineral 

precipitation in a simple solid system. Experiments were performed without and with 0.5 

mmol/L lanthanum.  
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Figure D.2 Measured pH of aqueous extracts of solid samples taken over the duration of the 

experiment. Experiments were performed in triplicate with single samples taken from 0–30 

days and five samples from each experiment at the final time point. Data points are the mean 

of every measured value, error bars represent the difference between the upper and lower 

measured values. Due to visible contamination in one of the sterile/non-inoculated controls, 

the data from this experiment are not presented.  

 

The pH of aqueous extracts of the sand and nutrient media mixture was slightly higher (~ 6) 

than the pH of the pure nutrient media (~ 5.5). As with batch solution experiments (see 

chapter 2), there was a decrease in pH over the first two weeks of the experiments in the A. 

niger and B. adeninivorans cultures (figure D.2). However, unlike in the solid-free systems, the 

pH then began to increase again after 30 days. As a microbially induced pH decrease was one 

of the main factors identified in chapter 2 limiting the options for calcium phosphate 

precipitation, the apparent pH buffering of the solid phases present may be an advantage.  
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Figure D.3 Water soluble concentrations (mmol/kg dry mass) of inorganic phosphate over 

time. Experiments were performed in triplicate with single samples taken from 0–30 days and 

five samples from each experiment at the final time point. Data points are the mean of every 

measured value, error bars represent the difference between the upper and lower measured 

values. Due to visible contamination in one of the sterile/non-inoculated controls, the data from 

this experiment are not presented. 
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Figure D.4 Concentrations (mmol/kg dry mass) of water soluble and 1.7 mol/L nitric acid 

soluble fractions of (a) measured inorganic phosphate, (b) calculated organic phosphate, (c) 

measured calcium at the final time point of the sand growth and phytate degradation 

experiments. Triplicate experiments (or duplicate for the non-inoculated controls) were each 

sampled five times, three of which were sequentially extracted with npH2O and 1.7 mol/L nitric 

acid while the remaining two were only extracted with npH2O. Columns represent the mean of 

all samples, error bars are the difference between the mean and the upper or lower measured 

value. The reference lines represent the following: blue = mean measured water soluble values 

at zero time point; red = calculated total concentrations (from background measurements of 

culture media and sand); grey = total phosphate available from phytate.  

 

Growth and phytate degradation tests in the sand system indicated successful phytate 

degradation by both A. niger and B. adeninivorans (figure D.3, figure D.4a). B. adeninivorans 

produced more phosphate than A. niger, which is likely a consequence of the carbon source 

used (galactose, see chapter 2 for details). Phytate degradation in the controls appeared 

negligible. A fraction of the inorganic phosphate appeared to be insoluble in each condition 

but due to overlapping error bars it is hard to be conclusive about how much inorganic 

phosphate precipitated. Calculated organic phosphate concentrations showed a 

corresponding decrease in organic phosphate content in the A. niger and B. adeninivorans 
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cultures (figure D.4b). Water soluble organic phosphate concentrations in the A. niger and B. 

adeninivorans cultures were calculated to be zero or negative numbers suggesting that any 

residual organic phosphate was not water soluble. Measurements of calcium indicated that 

the amount of soluble calcium increased in both A. niger and B. adeninivorans cultures 

compared to the zero time point measurements but remained unchanged in the non-

inoculated control (figure D.4c). 
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Appendix E  

Factors influencing the phytase-mediated precipitation of lanthanum 

phosphate 
 

The results in chapter 4 of this thesis indicate that using phytase enzymes to hydrolyse phytic 

acid and release inorganic phosphate to solution is a promising method of producing 

lanthanum phosphates. However, the morphology of the precipitate remained uncertain, and 

this may have implications for contaminant uptake and long-term stability.  

Work in this section investigated repeatability of the experiments, leachability of the 

precipitated materials, and the influence of solution chemistry on phytate hydrolysis and 

lanthanum precipitation. 

E.1 Experimental programme and methods 

 

Figure E.1 Flow chart of experiments undertaken in appendix E. 

 

Figure E.1 summarises the experiments undertaken in this appendix. Methods were as 

described in chapter 4, with variations to the procedure as appropriate to attain the desired 

conditions. 

In this section, the term “condition” describes the combination of lanthanum concentration, 

initial pH, and pH buffer used while “treatment” describes the combination of phytate 

concentration, method of phytate hydrolysis used, time, and stage of lanthanum addition. 

Lanthanum precipitation by phytate and 
phytase at pH 5.5 

0.5 mmol/L 5 mmol/L 50 mmol/L 

Initial pH Buffer Repeatability Leachability 

Stage of 
lanthanum 

addition 

Phytate 
concentration 

Method of 
phytate 

hydrolysis 

Stage of 
lanthanum 

addition 

Phytate 
concentration 
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Conditions are described by numbers as listed in table E.1, while treatments are described by 

letters listed in table E.2.  

Table E.1 List of conditions investigated in appendix E (refer to table E.2 for explanation of 

the treatments investigated) 

Condition 
Code 

Lanthanum 
concentration 

(mmol/L) 
Initial pH Buffer (mol/L) 

Treatments 
investigated 

1 0.5 5.5 MES (0.2 mol/L) B, F 

2 5 2.5 Glycine (0.2 mol/L) B, F 

3 5 5.5 None B, F 

4 5 5.5 MES (0.2 mol/L) A, B, C, E, F, G, H, J, 
K, L, M 

5 5 7.0 TES (0.2 mol/L) B, F 

6 50 5.5 MES (0.2 mol/L) B, D, F, G, I 

7 50 5.5 Citrate (0.2 mol/L) B, F 

 

Table E.2 List of treatments investigated in this appendix E. 

Treatment 
Code 

Phytate concentration 
(mmol/L) 

Method of 
phytate 

hydrolysis 

Experiment 
time 

Stage of lanthanum 
addition 

A 0.63 None 24 hours Start 

B 3.8 None 24 hours Start 

C 3.8 None 7 days Start 

D 38 None 24 hours Start 

E 0.63 A. niger phytase 24 hours Start 

F 3.8 A. niger phytase 24 hours Start 

G 3.8 A. niger phytase 24 hours After phytase reaction 

H 3.8 A. niger phytase 7 days Start 

I 38 A. niger phytase 24 hours Start 

J 3.8 A. niger cells 7 days Start 

K 3.8 B. adeninivorans 
cells (OD600 = 0.2) 

7 days Start 

L 3.8 B. adeninivorans 
cells (OD600 = 1.5) 

30 days Start 

M 3.8 Autoclave 3 cycles Start 

 

Phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments were performed as described in chapter 4 

under non-sterile conditions. For the treatment with A. niger cells, cultures of A. niger were 

grown in YN9B media as per chapter 2. After 7 days (based upon the time course shown in 

figure 2.4, phytase production should have been high at this point in time) 0.5 g of A. niger 
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biomass was weighed out, washed twice (by centrifugation at 10,000 rcf) in sterile 8.5 g 

NaCl, and the biomass then aseptically transferred into sterile experimental media.  

For B. adeninivorans, cultures were grown in YN6B media as per chapter 2 and cells 

harvested after 2 days (with an OD600 of ~ 0.2) or 3 days (with an OD600 of ~ 1.5). The cells 

were centrifuged (6,000 rcf), washed twice (by centrifugation at 10,000 rcf) in sterile 8.5 g 

NaCl, resuspended in sterile npH2O, and 0.5 mL of this suspension pipetted into sterile 

experimental media.  

For the autoclave treatment, experimental media was prepared as per the phytate-only 

treatments in chapter 4 and then autoclaved (121 °C, 15 psi, 20 minutes) three times.  

E.2 Repeatability 

When repeating the experiments performed with 5 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L phytate, 

at pH 5.5 (0.2 mol/L MES) to produce more solid material for analysis, it was noticed that 

results varied slightly across different batches. Therefore, comparisons were made across the 

four batches of experiments performed to try and understand the cause of the variability.  
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Figure E.2 Comparisons of repeat experiments at 5 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L phytate, 

at pH 5.5 (0.2 mol/L MES) for one day, showing (a) lanthanum removal, (b) background 

inorganic phosphate concentrations associated with phytate, and (c) phosphate released from 

phytate in the experiments where the A. niger phytase was added. Columns represent the mean 

value of triplicate samples, error bars are the difference between the upper and lower 

measured values. ‘Total’ concentrations were not measured for the batch 2 experiments, so 

insoluble background inorganic phosphate and total release of phosphate from phytate could 

not be calculated for this batch.  

 

Repeatability was investigated from experiments 4B (phytate-only) and 4F (phytate + 

phytase).  The variability in experimental results were most notable for the phytate-only 

treatment (figure E.2a, figure E.2b). Lanthanum removal ranged from 73% to 99% depending 

on the batch of experiments (figure E.2a). It should be noted that the 73% removal figure is 

likely a legacy of the sampling technique used. For batch 1 experiments, water soluble 

concentrations were measured at the final time point by centrifuging samples (12,500 rcf), 

pipetting out an aliquot of the supernatant and acidifying this aliquot – therefore, any solids 
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remaining in suspension would have been dissolved. In contrast, batches 2 to 4 involved 

centrifuging samples followed by filtering the supernatant before acidifying it – therefore, any 

suspended solids would have been filtered out before acidification. Also shown are initial, 

zero time point samples for the phytate-only treatment in batch 1. This shows a much higher 

lanthanum removal percentage (~ 95%) for batch 1, more consistent with the other batches. 

Although the initial time point sample used the same strategy as the final time point sample 

for batch 1, a smaller sample (1 mL compared to the whole ~ 25 mL experiment) was used, 

which likely led to a higher proportion of the solid becoming ‘pelleted’ due to the different 

shapes of the centrifuge tubes used.  

Even accounting for the sampling issues, lanthanum removal in the phytate-only treatment 

still varied from 88% to 99% depending on the batch. If the initial time point is taken as 

representative of the batch 1 samples, then lanthanum removal efficiency decreased in the 

order batch 4 > batch 1 > batch 2 > batch 3. Two possible explanations for this variation are 

subtle variations in pH or background inorganic phosphate in the phytate stock. Initial pH 

values ranged from ~ 5.46 (batch 4) to ~ 5.58 (batch 2) and final pH values ranged from 5.44 

(batch 4) to ~ 5.57 (batch 2). Lanthanum phytate solubility has been shown to increase with 

increasing pH (figure E.4) but an almost 10% difference in solubility based upon a pH shift of 

less than 0.15 units seems extreme. Background inorganic phosphate concentrations may be 

a more plausible explanation. The batch 4 samples had a background inorganic phosphate 

content of about 5.8 mmol/L, compared to 5.6 mmol/L in batch 1, and 5.4 mmol/L in batch 3 

(total inorganic phosphate was not measured for batch 2, but as the water soluble 

concentrations were the same as batch 3, it can be assumed that the total concentrations 

were similar). Therefore, the trend of inorganic phosphate concentrations decreasing in the 

order batch 4 > batch 1 > batch 3 does match with the lanthanum solubility trends. As one of 

the key advantages of using phytate as a phosphate source is its low cost as a waste product, 

natural sources of phytate are likely to contain variable levels of inorganic phosphate. If these 

varying levels of impurities can be responsible for variations in metal solubility on the order 

of 10% then this subject requires further study to understand its implications for phytate-

based remediation strategies.  

Variations between batches of the phytate + phytase treatment were much less pronounced 

than the phytate-only treatment but did still exist. Most notably, the release of inorganic 
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phosphate was inhibited in batch 1 (~ 15 mmol/L) compared to batches 3 and 4 (~ 18 mmol/L) 

(figure E.2c). The only difference between the preparation of phytase between batch 1 and 

batches 2, 3, and 4 (total concentrations in batch 2 were not measured, so total phosphate 

release cannot be calculated, but as water soluble inorganic phosphate concentrations were 

similar between the batches, batch 2 and 3 are considered equivalent) is that insoluble matter 

in the batch 1 preparation was removed by centrifugation, while in batches 2, 3, and 4, 

insoluble matter was removed by centrifugation and filtration. Therefore, some insoluble 

matter was carried over into the experimental media in batch 1, and if this insoluble matter 

carried inhibitory substances, that may explain inhibited phytase activity. 

In percentage terms, lanthanum removal in all phytate + phytase treatment batches was 

greater than 99.98% (figure E.2a). However, in absolute terms, there were still differences in 

water soluble lanthanum concentrations between the different batches. Batch 1 had the 

highest soluble lanthanum concentrations at around 0.9 μmol/L, which is likely due to a 

combination of the sampling strategy (see discussion of the phytate-only experiments above) 

and lower inorganic phosphate concentrations. For the remaining three batches, all samples 

gave values very close to the ICP-OES detection limit so it is hard to be certain to what extent 

the differences are significant. In batch 2, two replicates were below the detection limit (< 

0.11 μmol/L for the dilution factors used) while the third was measured at around 0.8 μmol/L. 

In batch 3, all replicates were above the detection limit, and ranged from 0.04 to 0.3 μmol/L. 

In batch 4, all replicates were below the detection limit (< 0.02 μmol/L for the dilution factor 

used). While these differences are low and potentially subject to analytical variability due to 

being close to the equipment’s detection limit, variation by almost two orders of magnitude 

could be significant when considering trace metal immobilisation.  

Despite the small differences in solution chemistry, solid phase analysis by FTIR and XRD 

indicated negligible differences between precipitates produced in different batches (data not 

shown).  

E.3 Material leachability  

To investigate leachability, materials produced with 5 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L 

phytate, at pH 5.5 (0.2 mol/L MES) were subjected to eight cycles (each cycle = 24 hours) of 

leaching in an artificial groundwater, prepared as per (1). Both lanthanum phytate and the 
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phytase-mediated lanthanum phosphate were used and the release of lanthanum, inorganic 

phosphate, and organic phosphate measured.  

 

Figure E.3 Results from the leaching experiments, showing (a) lanthanum, (b) inorganic 

phosphate, and (c) calculated organic phosphate released to solution after each leaching cycle. 

Samples from leaching cycle 5–7 were not analysed by ICP-OES (indicated by *) and so 

lanthanum and organic phosphate concentrations are not available for these cycles. Columns 

represent the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars are the difference between the upper 

and lower measured values. Orange reference lines represent detection limits.  

 

Results of the leaching experiments indicate that dissolution of lanthanum and phosphate 

was low and incongruent (figure E.3). Detectable lanthanum was only present in filtrates from 

the first leaching cycle (figure E.3a). For the phytase-mediated lanthanum phosphate, two 

replicates leached around 0.27 μmol/L lanthanum while the third replicate was below the ICP-

OES detection limit (< 0.02 μmol/L). For the lanthanum phytate, the amount of lanthanum 
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fourth, and eighth leaching cycles, soluble lanthanum was ≤ 0.02 μmol/L, and it can be 
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all of these values were close to the ICP-OES detection limit, they may be subject to high 

degrees of analytical uncertainty, so a more sensitive technique (e.g. ICP-MS) may be required 

to more robustly establish the actual amount of lanthanum being leached.  

The leaching of phosphate was one to three orders of magnitude higher than lanthanum, 

although in percentage terms was still low (at most 10% for inorganic phosphate or 1% for 

organic phosphate). Inorganic phosphate (figure E.3b) leaching was higher than organic 

phosphate (figure E.3c) and the phytase-mediated lanthanum phosphate leached more 

inorganic and organic phosphate than lanthanum phytate. For lanthanum phytate, inorganic 

phosphate leaching was negligible after the third cycle while organic phosphate leaching was 

negligible after the second cycle. For the phytase-mediated lanthanum phosphate, organic 

phosphate leaching was negligible after the fourth cycle, while inorganic phosphate 

concentrations were above the colorimetric detection limit after every cycle.  

Non-stoichiometric dissolution of lanthanide phosphates has previously been described, with 

an excess of phosphate leaching from the solid compared to the lanthanide (2). This may be 

due to the presence of more soluble phosphate impurities or the presence of non-phosphate 

secondary phases (e.g. oxides, hydroxides, carbonates) (2) or the presence of excess sorbed 

phosphate species (3).  

E.4 Influence of solution chemistry on phytate hydrolysis, lanthanum precipitation, 

and solid phase morphology 

In this appendix, various parameters have been investigated to study their role in the 

interactions between lanthanum, phytate, and phytase and how these factors influence 

lanthanum precipitation, the release of phosphate from phytate, and the morphology of the 

precipitates. Previous research has established that pH, time, and lanthanum:phosphate 

ratios are all important. In an enzymatically/biologically mediated system, further important 

factors are the lanthanum:phytate ratio, the amount of phosphate released from phytate, 

and whether lanthanum is added before or after the release of phosphate from phytate.
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E.4.1 Comparison of lanthanum removal 

 

Figure E.4 Percent of lanthanum removed from solution showing (a) phytate-only experiments 

and inorganic phosphate or no phosphate controls, (b) phytate + A. niger phytase experiments, 

plus no phosphate and inorganic phosphate controls mixed with phytase, and (c) experiments 

where alternative methods of phytate hydrolysis were attempted, plus no phosphate controls. 

Columns are the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars are the difference between the 

upper and lower measured values. Symbols above the columns indicate the main factor 

inhibiting lanthanum precipitation: ● = method of phytate hydrolysis used, * = pH, ▼ = 

phytate or phosphate concentration, ♦ = citrate, + = methodological issues. ‘Pre-rxn’ refers 

to experiments where lanthanum was mixed with phytate before attempting phytate hydrolysis, 

‘post-rxn’ is where lanthanum was added after phytate hydrolysis had been performed.   
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Under the ‘baseline’ conditions investigated (5 mmol/L lanthanum, pH 5.5, 0.2 mol/L MES 

buffer), the general trend was for phytate to remove 90–99% of lanthanum from solution 

(figure E.4a), while in the experiments where phytase hydrolysed phytate, upwards of 99.9% 

of lanthanum precipitated (figure E.4b). Where lower levels of lanthanum precipitation were 

achieved, this could be attributed to inefficient phytate hydrolysis (●), pH (*), limited phytate 

or phosphate available (▼), presence of citrate (♦), or methodological issues (+).  

Inefficient phytate hydrolysis can be used to explain why the alternate phytate hydrolysis 

methods (figure E.4c) achieved lanthanum removal percentages that were closer to the 

phytate-only experiments than the phytate + phytase experiments. Inefficient phytate 

hydrolysis may also have contributed to the low percentage of lanthanum removal in the 

phytate + phytase treatment at pH 7 (figure E.4b) but the relative importance of this 

compared to an increased solubility of lanthanum phosphate at higher pH values is uncertain.  

The concentration of phytate or phosphate was important. In the absence of any phytate or 

phosphate, effectively 100% of lanthanum remained in solution (figure E.4). Experiments with 

different lanthanum:phytate ratios indicated that at 5 mmol/L lanthanum, 0.6 mmol/L 

phytate (lanthanum:phytate ratio of 8:1, lanthanum:phosphate ratio of 1.7:1) lanthanum 

removal was reduced to ~ 60% and at 50 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L phytate 

(lanthanum:phytate ratio of 13:1, lanthanum:phosphate ratio of 2.2:1) lanthanum removal 

was reduced to ~ 50%. This appeared to be true regardless of whether phytate was intact or 

had been hydrolysed (figure E.4a, figure E.4b). In contrast, the higher levels of lanthanum 

removal were achieved at a lanthanum:phytate ratio of 1.3:1 (corresponding to a 

lanthanum:phosphate ratio of 0.2:1). Therefore, the excess of phosphate ligands compared 

to lanthanum appeared to be required for efficient lanthanum removal.  

Citrate led to the complete solubilisation of lanthanum in the phytate-only (figure E.4a) and 

phytate + phytase treatments (figure E.4b), likely due to the strong complexation of 

lanthanum by citrate.  

The methodological issues have been discussed in more detail in the repeatability section but 

relate to sampling of the supernatant and therefore including suspended particles in the 

water-soluble fraction. This is apparent in the data for the phytate + phytase treatment at 50 

mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L phytate (figure E.4b), while for phytate-only treatments 
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(figure E.4a) zero timepoint measurements for the 0.5 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L 

phytate and 50 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L conditions have been used on the assumption 

they provided better estimates of water soluble lanthanum in the presence of phytate. 
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E.4.2 Comparison of phosphate release 

 

Figure E.5 Percent of phosphate released from phytate under the different conditions and treatments investigated in this work. The purified A. 

niger phytase was the method of phytate hydrolysis used except where indicated otherwise (A. ni = A. niger cells, B. ad = B. adeninivorans cells). 

Columns represent the mean value of triplicate samples, error bars are the difference between the upper and lower measured values. Symbols 

above the columns indicate the main factor inhibiting phosphate release:  = La:Phytate ratio, ● = inefficient method of phytate breakdown 

(either low phytase production by the microorganism tested or inefficient chemical breakdown in the autoclave), * = pH profile of the phytase 

enzyme, ◼ = lanthanum concentration. ‘Pre-rxn’ refers to experiments where lanthanum was mixed with phytate before attempting phytate 

hydrolysis, ‘post-rxn’ is where lanthanum was added after phytate hydrolysis had been performed.  
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Figure E.4 compares the amount of phosphate released from phytate under different 

conditions and treatments tested in this work. Due to varying phytate concentrations used, 

phosphate release is expressed in percentage terms. The baseline performance of the purified 

A. niger phytase enzyme used was to release 70–80% of available phosphate at pH 2.5 and 

5.5. Factors responsible for lower amounts of phosphate release included the 

lanthanum:phytate ratio, lanthanum concentration, the method of phytate hydrolysis used, 

pH profile of the enzyme.  

The lanthanum:phytate ratio was found to be inhibitory at 5 mmol/L lanthanum, 0.6 mmol/L 

phytate and 50 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L phytate with lanthanum:phytate ratios of 8:1 

and 13:1 respectively (columns marked ). Strictly speaking, the ratio was not the inhibitory 

factor, but rather, the complete precipitation of phytate that made it unavailable for 

enzymatic hydrolysis.  

This leads to the second inhibitory factor: lanthanum concentration (columns marked ◼). At 

50 mmol/L lanthanum, even when phytate was available for enzymatic hydrolysis (either 

through the use of citrate buffer or increasing the phytate concentration to 38 mmol/L and a 

lanthanum:phytate ratio of 1.3:1), only around 60% of phosphate was released, compared to 

70–80% at lower lanthanum concentrations or in the absence of lanthanum.  

The third factor is related to the pH profile of the A. niger phytase, which is known to be less 

effective at pH 7 (column marked *). Finally, the alternate methods of phytate hydrolysis 

attempted (columns marked ●) – that is A. niger cells, B. adeninivorans cells, and the 

autoclave – were inefficient at releasing phosphate compared to the purified A. niger phytase. 

It is likely that further work could optimise the point at which the microorganisms are 

transferred from their growth media to the nutrient-limited experimental media used in this 

work. The autoclave treatment could be improved by performing the treatment over longer 

timescales or at higher temperatures.  
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E.4.3 XRD comparisons 

 

Figure E.6 XRD patterns of lanthanum phosphate precipitates produced from a lanthanum 

phytate precursor under different conditions. Patterns are labelled with the codes as indicated 

in tables E.1 and E.2 (where appropriate) and the key parameters that varied compared to the 

‘baseline’ condition of 5 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L phytate, pH 5.5, 0.2 mol/L MES 

buffer, lanthanum added before phytase (pre-reaction), 1 day experiment time. Numbers in 

brackets are concentrations in mmol/L. Also shown for reference are patterns for lanthanum 

phytate, lanthanum phosphate precipitated from the direct addition of inorganic phosphate, 

and two examples of rhabdophane (bottom two patterns) produced in other experiments (see 

main text for details). Patterns were measured using the Göbel mirror optics setup except for 

patterns labelled 2F, 3F, 6I, 4M, 6G, 5F which were measured using the motorised slit. 

Samples were measured using the copper Kα radiation across a 2θ range of 5–80° with a step 

size of 0.02° and a step time of 1 s. Patterns were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to a scale of 

0 to 1. 
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Figure E.6 shows XRD patterns for lanthanum precipitates produced under different 

conditions. Patterns are arranged from the most crystalline at the bottom (all peaks matched 

the database pattern for rhabdophane, PDF #00-046-1439) to the most amorphous at the top 

(lanthanum phytate). The most crystalline patterns are ‘references’ that were produced using 

different methodologies than those described in this appendix. The bottom pattern has been 

described in more detail in chapter 2; briefly, B. adeninivorans cells were grown in a complex 

nutrient media until the majority of phytate had been degraded, followed by the addition of 

lanthanum. The second from bottom pattern was part of a batch of experiments that was not 

pursued in more detail due to methodological issues but used a similar strategy to that 

outlined in this appendix. Briefly, B. adeninivorans cells were grown under conditions known 

to induce phytase activity (i.e. grown in YN6B media as per chapter 2 for four days with an 

OD600 of ~ 2.7). A 5 mL cell suspension was then sampled from these cultures, separated from 

the culture media, washed, and resuspended in a solution of lanthanum and phytate, 

buffered at pH 5 with 0.1 mol/L citrate, without any added nutrients. The experiment then 

lasted for 80 days before collecting the solid phase. Also shown for reference is a lanthanum 

phosphate precipitated at pH 5.5 in 0.2 mol/L MES buffer using inorganic phosphate, as 

described in chapter 4.  

In comparison to the two ‘reference’ patterns that show clear matches to rhabdophane, all 

the precipitates produced according to tables E.1 and E.2 were very poorly crystalline or 

amorphous. Some general trends can be observed, however. A number of patterns (2F, 3F, 

4G, 4H, 4F) shown in figure E.6 showed the emergence of broad peaks that matched with the 

positions of peaks in the rhabdophane pattern. The increased crystallinity of these patterns 

compared to the ‘baseline’ condition (5 mmol/L lanthanum, 3.8 mmol/L phytate, pH 5.5, 0.2 

mol/L MES buffer, lanthanum added before phytase (pre-reaction), 1 day experiment time) 

can be attributed to a lower pH (2F), no MES buffer (3F), adding lanthanum after phytate 

degradation has occurred (4G), increased time of experiment (4H), and performing leaching 

tests on the solid (which is likely a function of increased time in contact with water).  

While there are multiple differences between the precipitates produced in this section and 

the reference patterns, it appears likely that all the factors have some level of influence on 

lanthanum phosphate morphology. Therefore, the bottom pattern was formed under a 

combination of favourable conditions – low pH, no buffer, lanthanum added after phytate 
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degradation had occurred – while the second from bottom pattern was formed over much 

longer timescales (80 days) than the other precipitates.  

It is curious that rhabdophane precipitation occurred in the second from bottom pattern, in 

the presence of 0.1 mol/L citrate buffer, while no precipitation occurred in the presence of 

0.2 mol/L citrate buffer. Further work would be required to establish whether this was purely 

a function of the buffer concentration or if the presence of B. adeninivorans cells had a role 

(either by providing nucleation sites or by degrading citrate as a source of carbon for growth).  

E.4.4 FTIR comparisons 

 

Figure E.7 Examples of the different types of FTIR spectra recorded on precipitates produced 

during experimental work, showing samples with spectra characteristics of (a) lanthanum 

phytate produced at pH 5.5, (b) a rhabdophane-like lanthanum phosphate, (c) lanthanum 

phytate produced at pH 2.5, (d) materials which appear to be intermediate between pH 5.5 

lanthanum phytate and lanthanum phosphate. Spectra were normalised in OriginPro 2019b to 

a scale of 0–1. 
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There were essentially four types of FTIR spectrum encountered in this work – lanthanum 

phytate precipitated at pH 5.5 (figure E.7a), characterised by a double peak at 1,050 and 980 

cm-1; a rhabdophane-like lanthanum phosphate (figure E.7b), characterised by a single peak 

at 995 cm-1 with a shoulder at 1,050 cm-1; lanthanum phytate precipitated at pH 2.5 (figure 

E.7c), characterised by a triplet at 1,050, 980, and 940 cm-1; and spectra with intermediate 

properties between the pH 5.5 lanthanum phytate and lanthanum phosphate (figure E.7d), 

characterised by double peaks at 1,050 cm-1 and 980 cm-1 that were less well separated than 

in the lanthanum phytate spectrum.  

The pH 5.5 lanthanum phytate spectra were observed for phytate-only treatments where the 

initial pH was set at 5.5, as well as in the treatments where the methods of phytate hydrolysis 

attempted released less than 10% of the available phosphate (figure E.7a). The pH 2.5 

lanthanum phytate sample was only observed for the phytate-only treatment at an initial pH 

of 2.5 (figure E.7c); the differences between the pH 2.5 and 5.5 samples are likely related to 

differing levels of protonation on the phosphate groups of phytate, a parameter which is 

dependent on pH and is known to influence the FTIR spectra of phosphate-containing 

compounds (4). 

The rhabdophane-like lanthanum phosphate spectra (figure E.7b) were characteristic of 

experiments where at least 60% of the available phosphate was released from phytate, as 

well as controls where lanthanum was precipitated directly with inorganic phosphate. Unlike 

lanthanum phytate, there did not appear to a pH dependence on the shape of the FTIR spectra 

of the precipitated lanthanum phosphates. 

The ‘intermediate’ spectra (figure E.7d) were formed where between 40 and 60% of available 

phosphate from phytate was released, likely leading to a mixture of both lanthanum phytate 

and lanthanum phosphate in the final precipitate.  
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Appendix F  

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance results 
 

 

F.1 Aluminium 

 

Figure F.1 27Al NMR spectra of samples produced in the aluminium experiments, showing (a) 

phytate-only, (b) phytate + phytase, (c) inorganic phosphate, and (d) no phosphate 

treatments. 

 

The results of 27Al NMR analysis of precipitates from the aluminium experiments are shown 

in figure F.1. Both the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments produced a material 

with a spectrum consistent with previous descriptions of aluminium phytate, including the 

peak at -9 ppm (1) 

The spectrum of the inorganic phosphate treatment appeared similar to previously reported 

spectra of amorphous aluminium hydroxyphosphates (2–4). Lookman et al. (2) described the 

material they produced as consisting of a mixture of octahedral aluminium phosphate 

(Al(OH)2H2PO4, peak at ~ -8 ppm) and tetrahedral aluminium phosphate (AlPO4, peak at ~ 46 

ppm). Lookman et al. (2) showed samples dried at 20, 75, and 180 °C which demonstrated 

that intensity of the tetrahedral aluminium peak increased with temperature while the 
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intensity of the octahedral aluminium peak decreased. This samples in this work were dried 

at 50 °C, which is consistent with the spectrum in figure F.1 having intermediate properties 

between the samples dried at 20 and 75 °C shown by Lookman et al. (2).  

The spectrum for the no phosphate treatment appeared similar to previously reported spectra 

for basaluminite or felsöbányaite (Al4OH10(SO4).(H2O)3–5; note that there is some debate in the 

literature as to whether basaluminite and felsöbányaite are distinct phases) (5,6) or 

amorphous aluminium hydroxide (1). However, the spectrum differed from alunite 

(KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6) in the lack of a broad resonance between -10 and -95 ppm (7) and differed 

from basic aluminium sulfate (Na0.1[Al13O4(OH)24(H2O)12](SO4)3.55) in the lack of any signals for 

tetrahedral aluminium (8).  

 

Figure F.2 31P  NMR spectra of samples produced in the aluminium experiments, showing (a) 

phytate-only, (b) phytate + phytase, (c) inorganic phosphate, and (d) no phosphate 

treatments. 
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Figure F.3 31P  NMR spectra of samples produced in the aluminium experiments, focused on 

the 5 to -35 ppm region, showing (a) phytate-only, (b) phytate + phytase, (c) inorganic 

phosphate, and (d) no phosphate treatments. 

 

For 31P NMR spectra, the peak at around -11 ppm for the phytate-only and phytate + phytase 

treatments (figure F.2) was consistent with previous descriptions of aluminium phytate (1,9), 

although other researchers have observed the peak at around -15 ppm (10). The spectra in 

this work appeared to consist of two peaks, centred at around -11 and -15 ppm (figure F.3), 

which may indicate the presence of two different types of aluminium phytate. The more 

prominent spinning side bands at around 80 and -100 ppm in the phytate-containing spectra 

compared to the inorganic phosphate spectrum is also consistent with previous comparisons 

of aluminium phosphate and aluminium phytate (10).  

The material produced in the inorganic phosphate treatment had a peak at -16.5 ppm (figure 

F.2c). In Lookman et al. (2) the amorphous aluminium hydroxyphosphate they produced had 

a peak at -13 ppm when dried at 20 °C and a peak at -17.5 ppm when dried at 75 °C. Therefore, 

as with the 27Al NMR data, this suggests that an aluminium hydroxyphosphate, similar to the 

one produced by Lookman et al. (2), was produced in this work, with the difference in 

chemical shift a function of drying temperature.  
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For the phytate or inorganic phosphate containing precipitates, chemical shifts in the -10 to -

20 range are indicative of aluminium phosphate or aluminium phytate precipitates (see Yan et 

al. (11) and references therein), whereas peaks for phosphate adsorbed onto aluminium 

(oxyhydr)oxide surfaces usually occur in the 0 to -6 ppm range (2,11).  

A small peak was apparent in the 31P NMR spectrum of the no phosphate treatment, but this 

was barely distinguishable against the background (figure F.2d). This peak may have been 

associated with a phosphate impurity in the stock of aluminium used (which was only of 

technical grade).  
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F.2 Lanthanum 

 

Figure F.4 31P  NMR spectra of samples produced in the lanthanum experiments, showing (a) 

phytate-only, (b) phytate + phytase, and (c) inorganic phosphate treatments.  

 

Figure F.5 31P  NMR spectra of samples produced in the lanthanum experiments, focused on 

the 20 to -20 ppm region, showing (a) phytate-only, (b) phytate + phytase, and (c) inorganic 

phosphate treatments. 
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For the lanthanum experiments, the main 31P NMR peak in all samples was observed at around 

-7 ppm (figure F.4), however there were notable differences in the peak shapes (figure F.5). 

The inorganic phosphate treatment showed a main peak at -7 ppm and a small peak at -4 ppm, 

while the phytate + phytase treatment showed a prominent shoulder at around -4 ppm. The 

phytate-only treatment only had a broad peak at -7 ppm. This appears similar to a previous 

comparison of lanthanum phytate and rhabdophane (12). The double peak feature in the 

inorganic phosphate treatment has previously been described for rhabdophane, with the 

smaller peak being attributed to the presence of adsorbed phosphate onto the bulk 

lanthanum phosphate (13). However, in Dithmer et al. (13) the peaks were described as being 

at -0.5 and -3.5 ppm compared to -4.0 and -7.4 ppm in this work. As with the FTIR results that 

showed spectra similar to but slightly different from literature descriptions of rhabdophane, 

this could be indicative of a rhabdophane precursor material being formed in these 

experiments.  

Also notable was that the spinning side bands (at 80 and -95 ppm) were largest for the 

phytate-only treatment, followed by the phytate + phytase, and then the inorganic phosphate 

treatment (figure F.4). Larger spinning side bands for metal phytates compared to 

corresponding metal phosphates has previously been described for other metals (10,14) and 

the phytate + phytase spectrum showing intermediate properties illustrates the transition 

from lanthanum phytate to lanthanum phosphate.  
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F.3 Lead 

 

Figure F.6 31P  NMR spectra of samples produced in the lead experiments, showing (a) 

phytate-only, (b) phytate + phytase, and (c) inorganic phosphate treatments. 

 

Figure F.7 31P  NMR spectra of samples produced in the lead experiments, focused on the 20 

to -20 ppm region, showing (a) phytate-only, (b) phytate + phytase, and (c) inorganic 

phosphate treatments. 
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As with the lanthanum experiments, the main peak in the 31P NMR spectra of the lead 

experiments became broader when progressing from the inorganic phosphate to the phytate 

+ phytase and then phytate-only treatments (figure F.6). Also, as observed for aluminium, 

lanthanum, and other previously studied metals (10,14), the spinning side bands (at around 

85 and -90 ppm) were the most intense for the phytate-only treatment, decreased for the 

phytate + phytase treatment, and were small in the inorganic phosphate treatment.   

XRD analysis indicated that the inorganic phosphate and phytate + phytase produced 

precipitates were pyromorphite-OH (Pb10(PO4)6(OH)2). Pyromorphite does not appear to have 

been well-studied by 31P NMR, although a few studies have been conducted and report the 

31P chemical shift as being between -0.5 and -2 ppm (15–18). This is a at a slightly higher 

frequency than the material produced in the inorganic phosphate treatment in this work (-4 

ppm). However, as XRD appeared conclusive and FTIR analysis also matched with previous 

descriptions of pyromorphite-OH, it can be assumed that a chemical shift of -4 ppm is 

representative of pyromorphite-OH under the experimental conditions used, with differences 

attributed to experimental or analytical variability.  
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Appendix G  

Geochemical modelling results for chapter 4 
 

 

G.1 Aluminium  

Table G.1 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different treatments tested for 

the aluminium experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, red numbers 

indicate undersaturated phases. N/a indicates that one or more of the elements in a particular 

phase was not present in a particular model.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No Phosphate 

Al(OH)2.5(SO4)0.25(s) -5.62  -0.12  -0.19  2.95  

Al(PO4)(cr) -0.91  5.09  5.44  n/a 

Al(PO4)·2H2O(s) -1.34  4.66  5.00  n/a 

Al(s) -137.15  -131.64  -131.88  -128.67  

Al2(OH)(PO4)2(s) 26.84  38.84  39.53  n/a 

Al2(SO4)3 -52.14  -41.28  -39.77  -34.13  

Al2(SO4)3·6H2O -34.78  -23.93  -22.41  -16.77  

Alunite (KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6) -9.09  7.38  7.60  16.59  

Arcanite (K2SO4) -3.04  -2.99  -3.14  -3.60  

Berlinite (AlPO4) -3.28  2.72  3.07  n/a 

Boehmite (AlO(OH)) -3.37  2.14  1.91  5.11  

Corundum (Al2O3) -9.80  1.22  0.75  7.17  

Diaspore  (AlO(OH)) -2.61  2.90  2.67  5.87  

Felsobányaite(am) (Al4(SO4)(OH)10·4H2O) -20.87  1.11  0.83  13.40  

Felsobányaite(cr) (Al4(SO4)(OH)10·4H2O) -19.17  2.81  2.53  15.10  

Gibbsite (Al(OH)3) -3.49  2.02  1.78  4.99  

K(OH)(s) -20.12  -20.07  -20.47  -20.57  

KAl(SO4)2(s) -22.73  -17.28  -16.59  -14.01  

KAl(SO4)2·12H2O(s) -12.33  -6.88  -6.20  -3.61  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.25  -2.71  -2.53  n/a 

Mercallite (KHSO4) -7.98  -7.98  -7.72  -8.09  

P(cr) -134.42  -133.93  -133.37  n/a 

S(cr) -89.97  -90.03  -89.38  -89.63  

Table G.2 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of aluminium species across the 

simulations of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free 

aluminium (Al3+), hydroxyl complexes, sulfate complexes, (hydroxy)phosphate complexes, and 

phytate ([InsP6]) complexes.  

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Total Aluminium 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 

Al3+ 5.75E-12 1.08E-06 2.48E-06 1.49E-03 

Al(OH)x
3-x 7.39E-12 1.89E-06 2.53E-06 2.48E-03 

Al(SO4)+ 1.30E-12 3.25E-07 1.55E-06 1.03E-03 

Ali(OH)j(HkPO4)l
3i-j+l(k-3) 1.02E-09 1.71E-03 3.41E-03 0.00E+00 

AlHq[InsP6]-12+3+q 4.99E-03 2.63E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
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Geochemical modelling of the aluminium experiments was performed to probe the likely 

identity of precipitates formed in each treatment, as well as to try and understand why the 

solubility of aluminium was much higher in the phytate-only treatment.  

Based upon calculated saturation indices (table G.1) it appears likely that in the no phosphate 

condition, the precipitate was a mixture of aluminium hydroxysulfates (e.g. (1–4)) and 

(oxyhydr)oxides. For the inorganic phosphate treatment, it appears likely that an aluminium 

hydroxyphosphate was formed, potentially along with sulfate and (oxyhydr)oxide species. 

However, the presence of phytate appears to inhibit aluminium hydrolysis (table G.2) which, 

therefore, would inhibit the formation of hydroxide-containing solids. In the phytate-only 

model, the concentration of free aluminium, aluminium hydroxyl, and aluminium sulfate 

species were all in the order of 10-12 mol/kg, while in the models where phytate had been 

degraded or was not present, the concentrations of these species were between five and nine 

orders of magnitude higher (~ 10-6 mol/kg in the presence of phosphate, ~ 10-3 mol/kg in the 

absence of phosphate).  

G.2 Calcium 

Table G.3 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the calcium experiments. As the experimental results for the phytate + 

phytase and phytate + phytase + alkaline phosphatase treatments were similar for the 5 mmol/L 

calcium, pH 7.0 condition both treatments were represented by a single simulation. Black 

numbers indicate supersaturated phases, red numbers indicate undersaturated phases. Phytate 

is represented in the model by [InsP6].  

Condition: 5 mmol/L Ca, pH 5.5 5 mmol/L Ca, pH 7.0 50 mmol/L Ca, pH 5.5 

Phase \ Treatment 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Antarcticite (CaCl2.6H2O) -11.58  -11.70  -11.32  -11.32  -8.28  -8.26  

Brushite (Ca(HPO4).2H2O) -0.83  -0.26  0.32  0.72  0.38  0.68  

Ca(HPO4)(s) -0.53  0.05  0.62  1.02  0.68  0.99  

Ca(s) -126.23  -126.21  -121.66  -122.70  -124.93  -124.87  

Ca2Cl2(OH)2.H2O(s) -26.23  -26.33  -23.07  -23.03  -21.61  -21.53  

Α-Ca3(PO4)2 -2.74  -1.58  2.45  3.31  1.00  1.66  

Ca4Cl2(OH)6.13H2O(s) -52.59  -52.67  -43.66  -43.51  -45.36  -45.16  

Ca4H(PO4)3:2.5H2O(s) -4.56  -2.83  1.78  3.03  0.38  1.35  

Ca5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) 4.44  4.64  2.32  3.20  7.95  7.91  

Ca5K2[InsP6]:xH2O(s) 30.88  31.29  31.37  32.34  34.43  34.44  

Ca6[InsP6](s) 12.36  12.57  13.11  14.05  17.19  17.22  

CaCl2.2H2O(cr) -15.59  -15.70  -15.32  -15.32  -12.27  -12.26  

CaCl2.4H2O(cr) -12.99  -13.11  -12.72  -12.73  -9.68  -9.67  

CaCl2.H2O(s) -15.48  -15.60  -15.22  -15.22  -12.17  -12.16  

CaO(cr) -24.76  -24.75  -21.88  -21.83  -23.45  -23.39  

Chloroapatite (Ca10(PO4)6Cl2) 2.20  3.88  10.11  11.40  9.45  10.46  
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Table G.3 (continued).  

Condition: 5 mmol/L Ca, pH 5.5 5 mmol/L Ca, pH 7.0 50 mmol/L Ca, pH 5.5 

Phase \ Treatment 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Hydrophilite (CaCl2) -19.40  -19.52  -19.13  -19.14  -16.09  -16.07  

Hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) 0.84  2.59  10.06  11.37  7.10  8.13  

K(cr) -63.62  -63.52  -61.47  -61.97  -63.61  -63.59  

K(OH)(s) -20.07  -19.97  -18.76  -18.72  -20.06  -20.04  

K2O(s) -75.05  -74.85  -72.43  -72.35  -75.02  -74.98  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.26  -2.60  -3.69  -3.30  -3.35  -3.09  

P(cr) -134.49  -133.93  -132.03  -134.39  -134.61  -134.37  

Portlandite (Ca(OH)2) -14.88  -14.86  -11.99  -11.94  -13.57  -13.50  

Sylvite (KCl)  -4.12  -4.09  -4.12  -4.11  -3.11  -3.11  

Table G.4 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of calcium species across the simulations 

of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free calcium 

(Ca2+), hydroxyl complexes, phosphate complexes, and phytate ([InsP6]) complexes 

Condition: 5 mmol/L Ca, pH 5.5 5 mmol/L Ca, pH 7.0 50 mmol/L Ca, pH 5.5 

Species \ Treatment 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Phytate-

only 

Phytate + 

Phytase 

Total Calcium 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 4.98E-02 4.98E-02 

Ca2+ 1.75E-03 9.89E-04 4.65E-03 4.12E-03 3.38E-02 3.49E-02 

Ca(OH)+ 4.61E-11 3.70E-11 1.96E-09 2.00E-09 9.31E-10 1.02E-09 

Ca(HxPO4)-1+x 6.89E-05 2.18E-04 3.30E-04 8.25E-04 1.11E-03 2.14E-03 

CapHq[InsP6]-12+(2p)+q 1.66E-03 1.60E-03 2.62E-06 1.54E-05 5.02E-03 4.27E-03 

 

Geochemical modelling indicated that, for every condition and treatment tested, 

hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2), chloroapatite (Ca10(PO4)6Cl2), and three calcium phytate 

species were supersaturated (table G.3). Previous researchers have indicated that a saturation 

index of at least 10–11 is required before apatites will form (5). This explains the lack of apatite 

formation at pH 5.5 with 5 mmol/L calcium, but apatite precipitation should at least have been 

possible in the pH 7.0 with 5 mmol/L calcium experiment. The formation of apatite is known 

to occur via precursor phases such as amorphous calcium phosphate and brushite 

(CaHPO4.2H2O) (6–9) and so low saturation indices for these precursor phases may be a factor, 

although Pinto et al. (10) claimed that spontaneous precipitation of brushite occurred above 

a saturation index of 0.27. The treatments performed at pH 7 with 5 mmol/L calcium and at 

pH 5.5 with 50 mmol/L calcium both achieved supersaturation values for brushite above this 

value, so this was likely not the limiting factor by itself.  
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Aside from the fact that the pH in these experiments was sub-optimal for apatite precipitation 

at ambient temperatures (11,12), the presence of phytate and/or lower inositol phosphates 

likely contributed to inhibiting the formation of inorganic calcium phosphates (9,13,14).  

G.3 Manganese 

Table G.5 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the manganese experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated 

phases, red numbers indicate undersaturated phases. Phytate is represented in the model by 

[InsP6]. 

Phase \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase 

Alabandite (MnS) -122.75  -122.65  

Arcanite (K2SO4) -3.26  -3.18  

Hausmannite (Mn3O4) -0.42  0.16  

K(cr) -63.63  -63.54  

K(OH)(s) -20.08  -19.99  

K2O(s) -75.07  -74.89  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.27  -2.65  

Manganite (MnOOH) 1.25  1.44  

Mercallite (KHSO4) -8.23  -8.24  

Mn(HPO4)(s) 5.44  6.17  

Mn(SO4)(s) -3.61  -3.51  

Mn3(PO4)2(s) -8.06  -6.40  

Mn3(PO4)2:3H2O(s) 4.94  6.59  

Mn5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) 4.45  5.30  

MnO(s) -10.04  -9.84  

MnO2(s) 3.17  3.37  

P(cr) -134.48  -133.94  

Pyrochroite -7.44  -7.25  

S(cr) -90.26  -90.35  

Table G.6 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of calcium species across the simulations 

of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free manganese 

(Mn2+), sulfate complexes, phosphate complexes, phytate ([InsP6]) complexes, and all others 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase 

Total manganese 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 

Mn2+ 1.60E-03 1.48E-03 

Mn(SO4) 9.19E-05 1.15E-04 

Mn(HPO4)x
2-(2x) 2.77E-04 1.53E-03 

MnHq[InsP6]-12+2+q 3.02E-03 1.87E-03 

Others 6.34E-09 7.89E-09 
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G.4 Iron(II) 

Table G.7 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the iron(II) experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, 

red numbers indicate undersaturated phases.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Arcanite (K2SO4) -3.27  -3.20  -3.32  -3.75  

Fe(OH)2(cr) -4.87  -4.88  -5.32  -4.45  

Fe(PO4)(cr) -3.18  -2.65  -1.01  n/a 

Fe(s) -15.82  -15.90  -19.41  -17.63  

Fe5(OH)(PO4)3(s) 417.10  418.58  417.98  n/a 

FeO(s) -5.48  -5.48  -5.93  -5.06  

Ferrihydrite(am) (Fe(OH)3) -3.73  -3.71  -2.62  -2.19  

Ferrihydrite (Fe(OH)3) -2.38  -2.36  -1.27  -0.84  

FeS(am) -1.06  -1.41  -13.57  -9.17  

Goethite (FeOOH) -1.58  -1.55  -0.47  -0.04  

Hematite (Fe2O3) -1.35  -1.30  0.86  1.72  

K(cr) -48.90  -48.85  -50.72  -50.45  

K(OH)(s) -20.08  -20.00  -20.34  -20.52  

K2O(s) -75.07  -74.91  -75.58  -75.95  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.34  -2.76  -2.54  n/a 

Lepidocrocite (FeOOH) -1.94  -1.91  -0.83  -0.40  

Mackinawite (FeS) -0.41  -0.76  -12.92  -8.52  

Maghemite(disord) (Fe2O3) -5.68  -5.63  -3.47  -2.61  

Maghemite(ord) (Fe2O3) -5.89  -5.84  -3.68  -2.82  

Magnetite (Fe3O4) -4.89  -4.85  -3.13  -1.40  

Melanterite (FeSO4.7H2O) -4.07  -4.17  -4.07  -3.25  

Mercallite (KHSO4) -8.24  -8.25  -8.04  -8.29  

P(cr) -60.92  -60.57  -67.68  n/a 

Pyrite (FeS2) 7.74  7.10  -13.70  -6.67  

Pyrrhotite (Fe0.87S) 1.58  1.23  -10.47  -6.30  

S(cr) -1.90  -2.19  -10.83  -8.20  

Troilite (FeS) 1.30  0.95  -11.21  -6.81  

Vivianite (Fe3(PO4)2.8H2O) 4.09  5.07  4.82  n/a 

Table G.8 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of iron(II) and iron(III) species across 

the simulations of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., 

free iron (Fe2+ or Fe3+), sulfate complexes, phosphate complexes, phytate ([InsP6]) complexes, 

and all others 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Total iron(II) 4.88E-03 4.97E-03 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 

Fe2+ 1.70E-03 1.06E-03 7.62E-04 4.43E-03 

Fe(HxPO4)-1+x 8.59E-04 2.28E-03 4.14E-03 0.00E+00 

FeHq[InsP6]-12+2+q 2.23E-03 1.57E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 

Fe(HxSO4)+x 8.64E-05 6.89E-05 8.61E-05 5.62E-04 

Other Fe(II) species 7.18E-06 2.63E-06 3.58E-08 2.44E-07 

Total iron(III) 1.60E-04 6.73E-05 1.79E-11 1.87E-11 

Fe3+ 1.84E-17 8.90E-18 2.52E-16 4.22E-16 

Fe(HxPO4)+x 5.63E-14 1.55E-13 1.02E-11 0.00E+00 

FeHq[InsP6]-12+3+q 1.60E-04 6.73E-05 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 
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Table G.8 (continued). 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Fe(HxSO4)y
+3+y(x-2) 1.94E-17 1.37E-17 8.94E-16 1.88E-15 

Other Fe(III) species 4.85E-13 4.22E-13 7.71E-12 1.87E-11 

 

Geochemical modelling indicated that in the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments, 

the solution speciation of iron consisted of similar concentrations of free iron(II) and as either 

phosphate or phytate complexes (table G.8). The model also calculated that concentrations of 

iron(III) would be higher in the presence of phytate compared to the simulations where 

phytate was not present. Effectively all of this iron(III) was calculated to be associated with 

phytate. This is consistent with previous descriptions of phytate accelerating the oxidation of 

iron(II) (15). For the no phosphate treatment, almost all of the iron was present as free iron(II), 

with about 10% present as complexes with sulfate (table G.8). In the inorganic phosphate 

treatment, iron was mostly present as iron(II) phosphate complexes, with around 10% present 

as free iron(II).  

Solubility product data for iron phytate species could not be found, but it is likely that iron 

phytates would be insoluble under the conditions tested. The models also indicated, in the 

presence of phosphate, that vivianite (Fe3(PO4)2.8H2O) was supersaturated (table G.7). An 

extremely high saturation index (> 400) was also calculated for the phase Fe5(OH)(PO4)3 which 

may indicate that phosphate phases precipitating under the conditions tested are likely to be 

iron hydroxyphosphates. For the no phosphate treatment, the only supersaturated phase was 

hematite (Fe2O3).  

The model likely requires some refinement. Firstly, precipitation in the no phosphate 

treatment was most likely due to the oxidation of iron(II) to iron(III) and the subsequent 

precipitation of iron(III) oxides, but the model does not reflect this. Secondly, despite the 

indication of iron oxidation, the phytate-only and phytate + phytase simulations were the only 

ones where iron(II) sulfide phases (pyrite, pyrrhotite, and troilite) – phases that form under 

reducing conditions – were indicated as being supersaturated. Therefore, adjustments of the 

model to reflect the aerobic atmosphere in which the experiments took place would be 

desirable.  
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G.5 Iron(III) 

Table G.9 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the iron(III) experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, 

red numbers indicate undersaturated phases.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Fe(OH)2(cr) -12.22  -10.79  -10.64  -10.27  

Fe(PO4)(cr) 4.75  6.97  7.38  n/a 

Fe(s) -53.24  -52.52  -52.51  -51.97  

Fe5(OH)(PO4)3(s) 381.09  389.54  390.86  n/a 

FeO(s) -12.83  -11.40  -11.25  -10.88  

Ferrihydrite(am) (Fe(OH)3) 3.94  5.73  5.96  6.23  

Ferrihydrite (Fe(OH)3) 5.29  7.08  7.31  7.58  

Goethite (FeOOH) 6.09  7.88  8.11  8.39  

Hematite (Fe2O3) 13.99  17.57  18.03  18.57  

K(cr) -64.10  -64.33  -64.57  -64.62  

K(NO3)(s) -3.00  -2.98  -3.05  -3.17  

K(OH)(s) -20.26  -20.13  -20.29  -20.43  

K2O(s) -75.42  -75.16  -75.49  -75.77  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.26  -2.70  -2.68  n/a 

Lepidocrocite (FeOOH) 5.73  7.52  7.75  8.03  

Maghemite(disord) (Fe2O3) 9.66  13.24  13.70  14.24  

Maghemite(ord) (Fe2O3) 9.45  13.03  13.49  14.03  

Magnetite (Fe3O4) 3.10  8.11  8.72  9.63  

P(cr) -135.80  -137.16  -137.35  n/a 

Vivianite (Fe3(PO4)2.8H2O) -17.47  -12.31  -11.48  n/a 

Table G.10 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of iron(II) and iron(III) species across 

the simulations of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., 

free iron (Fe2+ or Fe3+), phosphate complexes, phytate ([InsP6]) complexes, hydroxyl 

complexes, and all others. 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Total iron(II) 2.67E-10 7.63E-09 1.51E-08 6.50E-09 

Total iron(III) 5.05E-03 5.05E-03 5.00E-03 5.00E-03 

Fe3+ 2.96E-09 5.80E-08 6.85E-08 1.07E-07 

Fe(HxPO4)+x 7.25E-06 8.63E-04 2.31E-03 0.00E+00 

FeHq[InsP6]-12+3+q 5.00E-03 2.66E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 

Fej(OH)k
+3j-k 3.40E-05 1.52E-03 2.68E-03 4.98E-03 

Other Fe(III) species 4.84E-11 1.15E-09 2.21E-09 4.06E-09 

 

Geochemical modelling indicated that iron(II) and free iron(III) (as Fe3+) were present at 

negligible concentrations in these experiments (table G.10). Almost all the iron in the phytate-

only treatment was calculated to be associated with phytate. Following phytase treatment, 

iron phytate complexes were still the most abundant iron species, but there was now an 

approximately equal level of iron hydroxyl species and a slightly lower but similar level of iron 

phosphate complexes. In the no phosphorus treatment, effectively all of the iron was present 
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as hydroxyl complexes, while in the inorganic phosphate treatment there was an approximate 

50/50 split between iron hydroxyl and iron phosphate complexes.  

As with aluminium, the geochemical model indicated a strong inhibition of iron(III) hydrolysis 

by phytate. A number of iron (oxyhydr)oxides were supersaturated in all simulations, but the 

lowest saturation indices were calculated for the phytate-only treatment, followed by the 

phytate + phytase treatment (table G.9). It appears that the inhibition of iron(III) hydrolysis 

by phytate and/or lower inositol phosphates was the main limiting factor for iron 

precipitation. In the absence of phytate, the uninhibited hydrolysis of iron(III) allowed the 

near complete precipitation of iron as iron (oxyhydr)oxides or iron hydroxyphosphates for the 

no phosphate and inorganic phosphate treatments respectively. 

G.6 Cobalt 

Table G.11 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the cobalt experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, 

red numbers indicate undersaturated phases.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate Phytate + Phytase 

Co(cr) -39.76  -38.71  

Co(OH)2(s,blue) -6.51  -5.46  

Co(OH)2(s,rose1) -4.91  -3.86  

Co(OH)2(s,rose2) -5.91  -4.86  

Co3(PO4)2(s) 1.23  5.49  

Co3O4(s) 4.33  7.48  

CoHPO4(s) -1.34  0.26  

CoO(s) -6.48  -5.43  

K(cr) -63.63  -63.52  

K(NO3)(s) -3.16  -3.14  

K(OH)(s) -20.08  -19.98  

K2O(s) -75.07  -74.87  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.25  -2.60  

P(cr) -134.46  -133.91  

Table G.12 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of cobalt species across the simulations 

of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free cobalt (Co2+), 

phosphate complexes, phytate ([InsP6]) complexes, hydroxyl complexes. 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase 

Total cobalt 4.95E-03 4.95E-03 

Co2+ 4.09E-04 2.57E-03 

CoHPO4 9.96E-06 4.02E-04 

CoHq[InsP6]-12+2+q 4.53E-03 1.97E-03 

Coj(OH)k
2j-k 3.79E-08 3.30E-07 
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Geochemical modelling indicated that in the phytate-only treatment the majority of cobalt 

was associated with phytate (table G.12). In the phytate + phytase treatment, free cobalt 

(Co2+) was the most abundant species, while the concentration of cobalt phytate complexes 

was slightly lower (table G.12). The proportion of cobalt phosphate species increased in the 

phytate + phytase treatment compared to the phytate-only treatment but was almost an 

order of magnitude lower than free cobalt and cobalt phytate complexes.  

Two solids phases (Co3(PO4)2 and Co3O4) were supersaturated in both simulations (table 

G.11). Following phytase treatment, the saturation indices of both phases increased and a 

third phase (CoHPO4) became supersaturated. This is counterintuitive when considering that, 

in reality, phytase activity was followed by increased cobalt solubility. It may be that residual 

phytate or lower inositol phosphates formed soluble complexes with cobalt that inhibited the 

formation of inorganic cobalt phosphates. 

It cannot be ruled out that the phase formed in both treatments was actually Co3O4. However, 

Co3O4 requires the partial oxidation of cobalt(II) to cobalt(III). Also, geochemical modelling 

indicated that the stock solution of cobalt nitrate was supersaturated with respect to Co3O4 

(saturation index = 2.78) but no precipitation was observed in the stock.  

G.7 Copper 

Table G.13 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the copper experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, 

red numbers indicate undersaturated phases.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate Phytate + Phytase 

Arcanite (K2SO4) -3.30  -3.24  

Cornetite (Cu3(PO4)(OH)3) 2.08  3.15  

Cu(cr) -18.00  -17.79  

Cu(OH)1.5(SO4)0.25 0.58  0.77  

Cu(OH)2(s) -1.38  -1.17  

Cu-hydroxypyromorphite (Cu10(PO4)6(OH)2) 8.15  10.54  

Cu3(PO4)2(s) 5.24  6.77  

CuO(s) -0.58  -0.37  

CuSO4:5H2O(s) -3.60  -3.49  

K(cr) -63.66  -63.58  

K(OH)(s) -20.11  -20.04  

K2O(s) -75.14  -74.98  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.28  -2.75  

Libenthenite (Cu2(PO4)OH) 2.16  3.02  

Mercallite (KHSO4) -8.23  -8.26  

P(cr) -134.46  -134.01  

Pseudomalachite (Cu5(PO4)2(OH)4) 4.04  5.98  
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Table G.13 (continued). 

Phase \ Treatment Phytate Phytate + Phytase 

S(cr) -90.23  -90.33  

Tagilite (Cu2(PO4)OH.H2O) 2.06  2.92  

Table G.14 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of copper species across the 

simulations of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free 

copper (Cu2+), phosphate complexes, phytate complexes, sulfate complexes, hydroxyl 

complexes. 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase 

Total copper 4.94E-03 4.94E-03 

Cu2+ 2.15E-03 2.25E-03 

Cu(HxPO4)y
(-3+x)y+2 1.15E-04 4.90E-04 

CuHq[InsP6]-12+2+q 2.50E-03 1.97E-03 

Cu(SO4) 1.46E-04 1.89E-04 

Cuj(OH)k
2j-k 2.17E-05 3.05E-05 

 

Geochemical modelling indicated that copper speciation was dominated by free copper (Cu2+) 

and copper phytate complexes (table G.14). There was a slightly higher concentration of 

copper phytate complexes in the phytate-only treatment, while in the phytate + phytase 

treatment, concentrations of free copper were slightly higher than copper phytate. For both 

treatments, copper phosphate and copper sulfate complexes were around an order of 

magnitude lower in concentration.  

The modelling of saturation indices (table G.13) was limited by the fact that solubility product 

data for copper phytate solids could not be found, but it is likely that copper phytate solids 

would be supersaturated under the conditions studied (16). The geochemical model 

calculated that copper phosphate (Cu3(PO4)2) and a number of copper hydroxyphosphates 

were supersaturated, with the saturation indices increasing slightly for the phytate + phytase 

treatment. In addition, a copper hydroxysulfate was also calculated to be supersaturated in 

both simulations.  
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G.8 Barium 

Table G.15 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the barium experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, 

red numbers indicate undersaturated phases. Phytate is represented in the model by [InsP6]. 

Phase \ Treatment Phytate Phytate + Phytase 

Ba(cr) -126.67  -126.40  

Ba(OH)2:8H2O(cr) -15.55  -15.28  

Ba5H2[InsP6]:16H2O(s) 5.10  6.69  

BaCl2(cr) -9.52  -9.41  

BaCl2:2H2O(s) -6.89  -6.78  

BaCl2:H2O(s) -7.51  -7.39  

BaHPO4(s) 0.37  1.21  

BaO(cr) -39.73  -39.46  

K(cr) -63.63  -63.52  

K(OH)(s) -20.08  -19.98  

K2O(s) -75.08  -74.86  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.27  -2.60  

P(cr) -134.48  -133.92  

Sylvite (KCl) -4.14  -4.11  

Table G.16 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of barium species across the 

simulations of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free 

barium (Ba2+), phosphate complexes, phytate ([InsP6]) complexes, sulfate complexes, hydroxyl 

complexes. 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase 

Total barium 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 

Ba2+ 4.98E-03 4.94E-03 

Ba(HxPO4)y
(-3+x)y+2 7.26E-06 4.15E-05 

BapHq[InsP6]-12+2p+q 7.25E-06 1.06E-05 

Ba(OH)+ 2.49E-11 3.53E-11 

 

Geochemical modelling indicated that solution speciation for barium was dominated by the 

Ba2+ ion (table G.16). The calculated concentration of barium phosphate and barium phytate 

species increased by an order of magnitude following phytase treatment but was still two 

orders of magnitude lower than the concentration of Ba2+.  

Both simulations indicated supersaturation for barium phytate and barium hydrogen 

phosphate (table G.15). The saturation index of both phases increased following phytase 

treatment, which appears to be contradicted by the increase in soluble barium measured 

experimentally (figure 4.28).  

The enhanced solubility of barium following phytase treatment may be due to the formation 

of soluble complexes between barium and the lower inositol phosphates produced during 
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phytate breakdown. Due to the lack of available thermodynamic data, this was not something 

that could be incorporated into the geochemical modelling. Alternatively, it may simply be an 

issue of barium phosphate being more soluble than barium phytate under the conditions 

tested or slow kinetics of barium phosphate precipitation. Ideally, additional controls with the 

direct addition of inorganic phosphate and with varying levels of phytate breakdown would 

be performed to investigate this further.  

G.9 Lanthanum 

Table G.17 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different conditions and 

treatments tested for the lanthanum (represented in the model by a generic lanthanide (Ln)) 

experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, red numbers indicate 

undersaturated phases.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

K(cr) -63.67  -63.58  -63.98  -64.08  

K(OH)(s) -20.12  -20.03  -20.43  -20.53  

K2O(s) -75.14  -74.97  -75.77  -75.97  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.38  -2.70  -2.59  n/a 

Ln(cr) -144.70  -145.00  -145.55  -143.27  

Ln(OH)3(am) -5.68  -5.98  -6.53  -4.26  

Ln(OH)3(cr) -3.54  -3.84  -4.39  -2.12  

Ln(PO4).xH2O(s) 8.54  8.83  8.78  n/a 

Ln2O3(cubic) -28.55  -29.15  -30.25  -25.71  

Ln2O3(monoclinic) -29.62  -30.22  -31.32  -26.78  

Ln3O4(s) -75.90  -76.80  -78.46  -71.65  

LnCl(OH)2(s) -4.76  -5.12  -5.37  -3.23  

LnCl2(s) -33.06  -33.49  -33.43  -31.41  

LnCl3(s) -30.46  -30.94  -30.59  -28.69  

LnCl3:6H2O(s) -15.95  -16.44  -16.08  -14.19  

LnO(s) -51.50  -51.81  -52.36  -50.08  

LnOCl(s) -11.44  -11.80  -12.05  -9.91  

LnPO4.H2O(cr) 10.14  10.43  10.38  n/a 

P(cr) -134.57  -133.98  -133.47  n/a 

Sylvite (KCl) -3.94  -3.92  -4.01  -4.24  

Table G.18 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of lanthanum (represented in the model 

by a generic lanthanide (Ln)) species across the simulations of different experiments. Species 

are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free lanthanide (Ln3+), phosphate complexes, 

phytate ([InsP6]) complexes, chloride complexes, hydroxyl complexes. 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Total lanthanide (lanthanum) 4.99E-03 4.99E-03 5.00E-03 5.00E-03 

Ln3+ 2.85E-04 5.95E-05 6.52E-05 4.88E-03 

Ln(HxPO4)y
3+(x-3)y 1.05E-03 3.53E-03 4.93E-03 0.00E+00 

LnHq[InsP6]-12+3+q 3.65E-03 1.40E-03 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 

LnClj3-j 3.38E-06 8.89E-07 1.40E-06 1.07E-04 

Ln(OH)k
3-k 3.36E-07 1.02E-07 7.96E-08 8.17E-06 
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Geochemical modelling showed that for the phytate-only and phytate + phytase treatments, 

lanthanum speciation was dominated by phytate and phosphate complexes (table G.18). The 

model calculated that in the phytate-only treatment, around 70% of lanthanum was 

associated with phytate and around 20% associated with inorganic phosphate. Following 

phytase treatment, the reverse trend was apparent, with around 70% of lanthanum 

associated with inorganic phosphate and around 30% associated with phytate. In the no 

phosphate treatment close to 100% of lanthanum was present as free La3+ while in the 

inorganic phosphate treatment around 100% of lanthanum was present as lanthanum 

phosphate complexes.  

The geochemical model also indicated that all phases were undersaturated in the no 

phosphate treatment, while for the other three treatments, the only supersaturated phases 

were hydrated lanthanum phosphates (table G.17). The saturation indices for the lanthanum 

phosphate phases were similar for the phytate-only, phytate + phytase, and inorganic 

phosphate treatments. Solubility data for lanthanum phytate could not be found, so the 

model used is incomplete, but it can be assumed that lanthanum phytate solids would be 

supersaturated under the conditions tested. 

G.10 Lead 

Table G.19 Saturation indices for geochemical simulations of the different treatments tested for 

the lead experiments. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, red numbers indicate 

undersaturated phases.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

K(cr) -63.78  -63.66  -63.79  -64.06  

K(NO3)(s) -3.22  -3.19  -3.22  -3.45  

K(OH)(s) -20.24  -20.12  -20.25  -20.52  

K2O(s) -75.38  -75.14  -75.40  -75.94  

KH2PO4(cr) -3.31  -2.63  -2.49  n/a 

Litharge (PbO) -4.67  -4.41  -4.46  -4.28  

Massicot (PbO) -4.78  -4.52  -4.57  -4.39  

Minimum (Pb3O4) -12.33  -11.56  -11.70  -11.16  

P(cr) -134.37  -133.81  -133.55  n/a 

Pb(cr) -33.60  -33.35  -33.40  -33.21  

Pb(H2PO4)2(cr) 1.71  3.09  3.57  n/a 

Pb(HPO4)(s) 4.17  4.99  5.20  n/a 

Pb(OH)2(s) -5.55  -5.29  -5.34  -5.16  

Pb3(PO4)2(s) 13.05  14.95  15.34  n/a 

Pb4O(PO4)2(cr) 13.51  15.67  16.01  n/a 

Plattnerite (PbO2) -4.32  -4.07  -4.11  -3.93  

Pyromorphite-OH (Pb10(PO4)6(OH)2) 19.82  22.80  23.35  n/a 
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Table G.20 Concentrations (mol/kg) of different groups of lead species across the simulations 

of different experiments. Species are grouped according to type of ligand, i.e., free lead (Pb2+), 

phosphate complexes, phytate ([InsP6]) complexes, nitrate complexes, hydroxyl complexes. 

Species \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No phosphate 

Total lead 5.00E-03 5.00E-03 5.00E-03 5.00E-03 

Pb2+ 3.36E-03 3.02E-03 3.14E-03 4.74E-03 

Pb(HxPO4)2+(x-3) 1.75E-04 9.69E-04 1.71E-03 0.00E+00 

PbHq[InsP6]-12+2+q 1.35E-03 8.88E-04 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 

Pb(NO3)j
2-j 9.49E-05 1.04E-04 1.31E-04 2.29E-04 

Pbm(OH)n
2m-n 1.24E-05 1.65E-05 1.67E-05 2.64E-05 

 

Geochemical modelling indicated that the most abundant lead species in solution across all 

simulations was free Pb2+, which was calculate to comprise around 60–70% of lead in the 

presence of phosphate/phytate and around 95% in the no phosphate treatment (table G.20). 

In the phytate-only treatment, lead phytate complexes accounted for around 25% of lead, 

with around 5% of lead associated with inorganic phosphate. Following phytase treatment, 

lead phytate and lead phosphate complexes each accounted for around 20% of lead. For the 

inorganic phosphate treatment, lead phosphate complexes were calculated to comprise 

around 35% of lead in solution.  

The geochemical model also indicated that all solid phases were undersaturated in the no 

phosphate treatment (table G.19). In the treatments where phosphate was present, multiple 

lead phosphates were supersaturated, with pyromorphite-OH calculated to have the highest 

saturation index across all simulations. The phytate-only treatment was calculated to have 

slightly lower saturation indices for the lead phosphate phases than the phytate + phytase and 

inorganic phosphate treatments which is consistent with the lower lead removal achieved in 

this treatment (figure 4.38). A lack of solubility product data meant that saturation indices for 

lead phytate solids could not be calculated but it is likely that lead phytate is supersaturated 

under the conditions tested. 
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Appendix H  

Scanning Electron Microscope images 
 

 

Figure H.1 Image of a phytate-only sample (non-carbon coated sample).  

 

 

Figure H.2 Image of a sample from the phytate + phytase treatment (non-carbon coated 

sample). 
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Figure H.3 Image of a phytate-only sample (carbon coated sample). 

 

 

Figure H.4 Image of a sample from the phytate + phytase treatment (carbon coated sample). 
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Appendix I  

Transmission Electron Microscope diffractograms 
 
In chapter 4, lanthanum-containing materials produced by the precipitation of lanthanum 

with phytate (the phytate-only treatment) or phytate hydrolysed by phytase (the phytate + 

phytase treatment) were investigated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Where X-

ray diffraction (XRD) had indicated that both materials were amorphous, TEM was informative 

as it indicated that the material produced in the phytate + phytase treatment was 

polynanocrystalline, while the material produced in the phytate-only treatment was mostly 

amorphous interspersed with small regions of crystalline material. To investigate the identity 

of the crystalline material(s) present Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) generated diffractograms 

were produced from selected areas in the TEM images. These diffractograms were used to 

calculate d-spacings for the precipitated material which could be compared to the d-spacings 

of possible phases, while the diffractograms were compared to simulated electron diffraction 

patterns for possible phases.  

I.1 Methodology 

TEM images were examined for regions that appeared to correspond to individual 

nanocrystals, and these areas used to generate diffractograms using the FFT function of the 

Fiji distribution (1) of ImageJ (2). In total, 15 areas from the phytate + phytase treatment and 

6 areas from the phytate-only treatment samples were investigated.  

The SingleCrystal® 4 software (3) was used to aid the interpretation of diffractograms and to 

generate simulated electron diffraction patterns. Electron diffraction patterns were generated 

using .cif files downloaded from the Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) (4). For 

rhabdophane (LaPO4.0.667H2O), the ICSD record represents the data for rhabdophane-Sm 

(ICSD #194481) reported by Mesbah et al. (5). Therefore, the lattice parameters were edited 

using the VESTA software (6) to match the values for rhabdophane-La provided in the 

publication by Mesbah et al. (5). For some other phases investigated, data for lanthanum-

containing forms could not be found, so phases containing other REEs were used as analogues 

in these cases.  
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I.2 Possible phases 

Previous research into rare earth (REE) phosphates precipitated at ambient temperatures has 

indicated that rhabdophane is the most likely crystalline phase to form for the light REEs such 

as lanthanum (7–9), and the FTIR (figure 4.34) and 31P NMR (figure F.4, figure F.5) analysis in 

this work showed similarities to previously reported spectra for rhabdophane. However, these 

analyses were not conclusive, and it could not be discounted that a different phosphate phase 

or a non-phosphate phase was present instead of or alongside rhabdophane. Therefore, the 

ICSD was examined for possible alternate phases.  

Phases requiring reducing conditions to form (e.g. phosphites, phosphides, hydrides) were not 

considered as this work was conducted under aerobic conditions without any strong reducing 

agents present.  

There are four main crystalline forms described for the 1:1 REE orthophosphate (REEPO4.xH2O) 

minerals: rhabdophane, monazite, churchite/weinschenkite, and xenotime. Monazite (LaPO4), 

as well as dehydrated forms of rhabdophane, were considered unlikely as they require 

elevated temperatures (≥ 100 °C) to form (5,8,10–14). Additionally, unlike the material 

produced in this work (table I.2), monazite has no d-spacings larger than 0.6 nm. Churchite 

and xenotime preferentially incorporate heavy REEs (yttrium and terbium–lutetium) so 

lanthanum forms of these minerals are unlikely (10,12,15); their d-spacings also do not match 

up with those reported here.  

ICP-OES (table 4.8) and EDX (figure 4.32) analysis indicated the presence of potassium in the 

precipitate, while ICP-OES (but not EDX) indicated the possible presence of magnesium. 

Therefore, the ICSD was also searched for phases containing alkali and alkaline earth metals. 

The phases found (K3La(PO4)2, Na7Mg13Eu(PO4)12, Sr3La(PO4)3, and Ca9La(PO4)7) all contain an 

excess of the alkali or alkaline earth metal to the REE which makes them (or the potassium, 

magnesium, and lanthanum-containing analogues) unlikely. These phases were also all 

formed at high (> 1,000 °C) temperatures (16–20), and FTIR spectra of Rb3La(PO4)2 (21) and 

K3Nd(PO4)2 (22) (both structurally similar to K3La(PO4)2) and Ca9La(PO4)7 (20) were different to 

the FTIR spectra reported in this work. It is possible that similar phases formed as impurities 

alongside the bulk precipitates, but considering that the amounts of precipitated potassium 

and magnesium appeared to decrease in the phytate + phytase treatment compared to the 
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phytate-only treatment, it is more likely that these elements were mostly associated with the 

organic phosphate in the system.  

Condensed phosphates, including NaLaP2O7, La(HP2O7).3H2O, KLa(P4O12), KLa(PO3)4, were also 

considered but could be ruled by comparing published FTIR and/or 31P NMR spectra to the 

spectra reported in this work (23–26). These materials are also typically prepared at high 

temperatures (> 300 °C) (23,25,26) or from appropriate condensed phosphate precursors (24). 

Note that there is a report of the phase La7P3O18 forming under ambient conditions from an 

orthophosphate (PO4) precursor (27), but detailed research into this phase has indicated that 

it only forms at temperatures above 1,200 °C (28,29), so this was likely a misidentification. 

La7P3O18 does, in fact, have similar d-spacings to rhabdophane (29), which is the more likely 

phase to form under ambient conditions. 

Due to the lack of any precipitation in the no phosphate treatment (figure 4.30, figure 4.31), 

non-phosphate containing solids were unlikely to form under the conditions tested, but it was 

considered that their formation might be possible if the bulk phytate/phosphate solids acted 

as nucleation points. The d-spacings of lanthana (La2O3), lanthanum hydroxide (La(OH)3), and 

lanthanum oxyhydroxide (LaOOH) could be used to rule these materials out. The picture for 

carbonate phases was less clear-cut, however. No carbonate was deliberately added to the 

experimental solutions, but as the experiments were conducted under atmospheric 

conditions with no attempt made to purge the system of CO2 it is possible that this led to the 

formation of carbonate-containing impurities. 

Table I.1 Saturation indices for selected phases when including atmospheric CO2 in 

geochemical modelling. Black numbers indicate supersaturated phases, red numbers indicate 

undersaturated phases. N/a indicates that one or more of the elements in a particular phase 

was not present in a particular model. Ln is a generic representation of lanthanum/REEs.  

Phase \ Treatment Phytate-only Phytate + Phytase Inorganic phosphate No Phosphate 

Ln(OH)3(am) -5.68  -5.98  -6.53  -4.26  

Ln(OH)3(cr) -3.54  -3.84  -4.39  -2.12  

Ln(PO4).xH2O(s) 8.54  8.83  8.78  n/a 

Ln2O3(cubic) -28.55  -29.15  -30.25  -25.71  

Ln2O3(monoclinic) -29.62  -30.22  -31.32  -26.78  

LnPO4.H2O(cr) 10.14  10.43  10.38  n/a 

K2CO3(cr) -17.99  -17.82  -18.62  -18.82  

Kalicinite (KHCO3) -7.01  -6.92  -7.32  -7.42  

Ln(CO3)(OH)(cr) 0.0044  -0.30  -0.85  1.42  

Ln(CO3)(OH):0.5H2O(s) -1.83  -2.13  -2.68  -0.41  

Ln2(CO3)3.3H2O(s) -5.81  -6.41  -7.51  -2.97  
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To test the likelihood of carbonate phases forming, geochemical modelling with PHREEQC was 

performed as per chapter 4 and appendix G but with atmospheric CO2 included in the model 

(using the equilibrium phases keyword data block and a log partial pressure value for CO2 of -

3.4, based upon an atmospheric CO2 concentration of ~ 410 ppm (30,31)). Results indicated 

that the phase Ln(CO3)(OH) (equivalent to the mineral hydroxylbastnäsite) was supersaturated 

in the no phosphate and phytate-only treatments (table I.1). Although these saturation indices 

were low, and the phase became undersaturated in the phytate + phytase treatment, and no 

precipitation was observed in the no phosphate treatment, the results do confirm that the 

most likely impurity phases to occur would be (hydroxy)carbonates.  

The ICSD contains four REE carbonate phases: hydroxylbastnäsite (Ce(CO3)(OH)), kozoite 

(Nd(CO3)(OH)), lanthanite (La2(CO3)3.8H2O), and tengerite (Y2(CO3)3.2–3H2O). Kozoite could be 

ruled out as it has no d-spacings larger than 0.55 nm. However, the other three phases were 

plausible matches for the observed d-spacings (table I.2). The excess of phosphorus to carbon 

in the precipitate as shown by chemical (table 4.8) and EDX (figure 4.32) analyses shows that 

the bulk material was not a carbonate phase, but carbonates may have been present as 

impurities. However, while CHN and EDX data confirm that carbon was present in the 

precipitates, a large proportion of this would be assumed to be associated with the phytate 

molecule or lower inositol phosphates that precipitated. Therefore, further work to quantify 

the distribution of carbon between organic and inorganic forms would be required to 

demonstrate whether any carbonate actually precipitated alongside the bulk lanthanum 

phosphate/phytate.  
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I.3 Results 

 

Figure I.1 TEM images of the sample from the phytate + phytase treatment showing areas 

used for the FFT generation of diffractograms. 
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Figure I.2 FFT-generated diffractograms, corresponding to the areas indicated in figure I.1. 
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Figure I.1 shows the areas of the TEM images of the phytate + phytase treatment sample 

selected for the generation of the diffractograms shown in figure I.2. The d-spacings measured 

in each diffractogram were collated into a single list of d-spacings for the material shown in 

table I.2.  

Table I.2 Measured d-spacings for the samples and reported d-spacings for possible phases in 

the ICSD. D-spacings larger than 1 nm or smaller than 0.25 nm are not listed. 

Phytate-only  
Phytate + 
Phytase  

Rhabdophane-La 
(LaPO4.0.667H2O) 

Lanthanite 
(La(CO3)3.8H2O) 

Hydroxylbastnäsite 
(Ce(CO3)(OH)) 

Tengerite (Y2(CO3)3.2–
3H2O) 

ICSD code 194481 22224 238537 72940 

d-spacing (nm) 

      0.85     

  0.82         

          0.76 

        0.73   

0.72 0.72         

    0.71       

0.69   0.69       

0.68           

  0.67         

      0.66     

    0.65       

  0.64   0.64     

            

      0.62 0.62   

  0.61 0.62 0.61     

0.58 0.58         

    0.56     0.56 

   0.55       

0.54       0.54   

  0.53     0.53   

0.52     0.52     

  0.51         

  0.5     0.50   

  0.49         

0.48   0.48 0.48   0.48 

  0.47     0.47   

    0.46     0.46 

  0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45   

  0.44         

  0.43 0.43       

0.42 0.42 0.42 0.42     

  0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41   

      0.40     

      0.39 0.39 0.39 

      0.38 0.38 0.38 

    0.37 0.37 0.37   

  0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.36 

0.35 0.35 0.35       

0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34   

  0.33 0.33 0.33 0.33   

0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32 0.32   

0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31   

0.3 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 

0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 

0.28   0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 

0.27   0.27 0.27 0.27 0.27 

0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
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The error margins of d-spacings measured from small areas may be as much as ~ 10% (32,33). 

Considering this, every measured d-spacing was within 10% of a d-spacing associated with 

rhabdophane except for the d-spacing at 0.82 nm, which was a better match for either 

lanthanite or tengerite (table I.2). The 0.82 nm d-spacing was only present in one 

diffractogram (from area 11) which may indicate it was associated with an impurity, such as 

one of the carbonate phases.   

The phytate-only sample was mostly amorphous, but some crystalline regions were present. 

Diffractograms generated from these regions indicated that these regions together had a 

similar set of d-spacings to the phytate + phytase sample (table I.2) suggesting that the 

crystalline phase present in both samples was the same.  

Table I.3 Best fits between simulated electron diffraction patterns and measured diffractograms 

for possible phases calculated using the auto-index feature of the SingleCrystal® 4 software. 

Σs2 is a parameter describing how well the simulated electron diffraction pattern matches a 

grid overlaying the measured diffractogram (a smaller number corresponds to a better fit).  

Phase \ Area 1 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [1 3 1] 0.6267 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [-4 -2 1] 0.2046 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-5 4 1 1] 0.4948 Bad 

Tengerite [1 -1 0] 1.374 Bad 

Phase \ Area 2 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-1 1 3] 0.0555 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [6 -2 3] 0.2112 Reasonable 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-3 3 0 7] 0.1115 Reasonable 

Tengerite [1 -2 0] 1.164 Bad 

Phase \ Area 3 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-3 7 2] 0.2111 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [7 1 2] 0.8888 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-4 -1 5 6] 0.7433 Reasonable 

Tengerite [-3 4 1] 1.9265 Bad 

Phase \ Area 4 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-4 -2 7] 0.0797 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [7 8 9] 4.4849 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-23 22 1 9] 1.9194 Bad 

Tengerite [-8 3 2] 0.8516 Reasonable 

Phase \ Area 5 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [1 1 1] 0.1313 Bad 

Lanthanite [-1 1 2] 0.0323 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-3 0 3 2] 0.4202 Bad 

Tengerite [-1 0 1] 1.4283 Bad 

Phase \ Area 6 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-1 3 1] 0.3335 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [3 1 2] 0.9765 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [2 5 -7 2] 0.2096 Reasonable 

Tengerite [1 2 1] 1.7259 Bad 
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Table I.3 (continued). 

Phase \ Area 7 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-4 -1 6] 0.2761 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [8 5 9] 4.7252 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-25 26 -1 5] 0.5919 Reasonable 

Tengerite [-5 -8 7] 0.9643 Reasonable 

Phase \ Area 8 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-2 7 6] 0.091 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [-4 3 9] 0.15 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-20 19 1 4] 0.0389 Reasonable 

Tengerite [-3 -6 5] 0.9095 Reasonable 

Phase \ Area 9 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [1 8 3] 0.8139 Reasonable  

Lanthanite [-2 -5 4] 0.1652 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-11 7 4 3] 0.3682 Reasonable  

Tengerite [3 -1 1] 0.7252 Reasonable  

Phase \ Area 10 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [3 -9 2] 0.2629 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [5 1 3] 0.0242 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [6 -9 3 3] 0.328 Reasonable 

Tengerite [1 1 1] 0.8282 Reasonable 

Phase \ Area 11 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [3 4 4] 0.1446 Bad 

Lanthanite [-1 2 6] 0.2469 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-8 -2 10 7] 0.2324 Bad 

Tengerite [-5 1 1] 2.4287 Bad 

Phase \ Area 12 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [1 -2 1] 0.3055 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [-2 -3 1] 0.658 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-3 3 0 3] 0.0578 Reasonable 

Tengerite [0 1 0] 0.8334 Reasonable 

Phase \ Area 13 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-1 2 5] 0.2856 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [9 1 3] 0.1317 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [-3 -9 12 4] 0.0381 Reasonable 

Tengerite [-5 -2 3] 0.4409 Bad 

Phase \ Area 14 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [-1 -5 4] 0.0057 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [-4 -1 2] 0.1145 Bad 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [0 3 -3 4] 0.737 Bad 

Tengerite [-3 -2 1] 0.5242 Bad 

Phase \ Area 15 

  Viewing direction Σs2 Visual assessment 

Rhabdophane [2 4 3] 0.7946 Reasonable 

Lanthanite [5 -1 3] 0.322 Reasonable 

Hydroxylbastnäsite [7 4 -11 2] 0.1196 Reasonable 

Tengerite [-3 4 1] 0.9681 Bad 

 

To investigate further whether the measured diffractograms could be matched to any of the 

possible phases, the auto-index feature of SingleCrystal® 4 was used to calculate a best fit 

between simulated electron diffraction patterns and the diffractograms. To compare the fits 

for different phases, the Σs2 parameter calculated by the software (smaller number = better 
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fit) and visual assessments were compared. Rhabdophane could be considered a reasonable 

match for every area examined apart from areas 5 and 11, which no satisfactory match could 

be found for. In contrast, hydroxylbastnäsite was a reasonable match for 10 areas, lanthanite 

was reasonable match for 2 areas, and tengerite was a reasonable match for 6.  

The fact that rhabdophane matched with more of the generated diffractograms than the other 

phases investigated indicate that it is the best match for the material present in the phytate + 

phytase treatment. This, combined with what is known about the sample (a solid consisting 

predominantly of lanthanum and phosphate), along with the pre-existing knowledge of 

lanthanum phosphate crystal chemistry (that rhabdophane is the most likely mineral to form 

under ambient conditions), FTIR and 31P NMR analyses (showing similarity to previous reports 

of rhabdophane) it is highly likely that rhabdophane was the phase formed in this work. 

Further work would be required to confirm this unambiguously, and it would be of interest to 

make comparisons with well defined reference materials and to study the influence of phytate 

on the electron diffraction patterns of rhabdophane. Additionally, a further factor to consider 

would be the potential influence of electron beam damage on the samples. Research into 

amorphous REE carbonates has shown that crystalline transformation products can be formed 

after a few seconds of exposure to the electron beam during TEM analysis (34). Hypothetically, 

a similar process could have occurred in this work if the electron beam induced the 

degradation of the organic phytate molecule. This may be visible in figure I.3, where two TEM 

images of the same area of the phytate-only treatment sample appear to show an increased 

amount of crystalline material (indicated by arrows) in figure I.3b which was recorded 

subsequent to figure I.3a. As these images were recorded at different zoom levels, the effect 

may be an artifact of recording the images under slightly different conditions, but figure I.3 

does indicate that electron beam damage is a factor that should be controlled for in future 

work imaging this system.  
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Figure I.3 Two TEM images of the same region of the phytate-only sample. Image (a) was 

recorded first, followed by image (b).  
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